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Ibs. pull 

WITH NO COATING 

WITH NON-SKID COATING 
(Tops Only) 

PREVENT DAMAGE WITH ADDED FRICTION 
The above photos show what happens when RESYN® 32-4150, 

National's invisible non-skid coating, is sprayed on slick surfaced cases and bags 

At top: Gloss-inked cases of beer slip when a pulling force of 7 Ibs. is applied 

Below: A light coating of RESYN 32-4150 on tops only has increased friction 

to the point where a force of 11 Ibs. is required to make cases slip. 

The result: A 57% increase in resistance to slip that safeguards workers, 

prevents damage. 

RESYN 32-4150 can be spray coated on cases and bags during manufacture or 
after filling and packing. It is inexpensive. Instant drying. Colorless. Odorless. 

In no way dulls glossy sales messages. Write for complete information. 

@ 
RESYNS tonal ADHESIVES 

NATIONAL STARCH PRODUCTS, INC 
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Now you get Tops in moisture barrier... Tops in temperature 

control...with Alcoa Foil in new, low-cost corrugated boxes 
These laminated boxes supply today’s most efficient new packaging 

for refrigerated items ...for semiliquids, greases and chemicals. 

They drastically reduce shipping weight by eliminating the need for ice. 

Not only replace wooden crates, but are also cheaper, lighter, disposable. 

These boxes also serve as effective point-of-sale containers. Gleaming 

Alcoa® Foil attracts more “pick-me-up” impulse buying . . . eliminates 

labels because printing and stencils can be applied directly onto foil. 

Contact your nearest box manufacturer—Alcoa supplies the foil but 

doesn’t make these corrugated boxes. However, Alcoa has a vast fund of 

data on all phases of design and production, and will gladly work directly 

with you and your box supplier to help solve packaging problems. For the 

name and address of the manufacturer nearest you, and to get further 

information included in our booklet, New Alcoa Foil in Corrugated Boxes, 

fill in and mail the attached coupon. 

APRIL 1958 

“ALCOA THEATRE" 

Exciting Adventure 
ALTERNATE MONDAY EVENINGS 

ALCOA ©. 
ALUMINUM 

eeeeeeveeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

Aluminum Company of America 
1649-D Alcoa Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pa. 

Please send me the name and address of the manu- 
facturer of Alcoa Foil corrugated boxes who is 
located nearest to me, and also your bocklet, New 
Alcoa Foil in Corrugated Boxes 

Name iendineintal 

Street 

City | 



Trend to finer food board 
Typical of significant improvements to come this year is the ultra-smooth white surface of Quality Chekd cartons 

Zip-open pan package 
Birds Eye wraps frozen fillets for cooking in a foil pouch-tray with built-in tear strip. 

Pistol-grip jug 
Purex design makes bleach as easy to pour from heavy bottles as coffee from a carafe 

Labels 
Supplier-Industry Survey. While users benefit, this growing industry still seeks a reasonable profit margin 
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Won: 1,500 new outlets 
Switch to economical blister pack creates impressive variety-chain market for aluminum putty 
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Design for a special market 
Farmer co-op with little brand competition redesigns its line in bid for family and corporate identification 

Display Gallery 

Two new ways for battery acid 
Du Pont and Firestone containers use polyethylene and corrugated to save space and cut costs 

Best folding boxes 
100 award winners in Polding Paper Box Assn.’s annual competition demonstrate power to attract and sell 

Production methods 

Transfer labeling of squeeze bottles 
Flexible in-plant process gives LePage’s multicolor-decorated polyethylene bottles, at a saving of 75%. 

One-shot plastic bubble 
Colgate of Canada puts Halo in a twist-open unit pack formed from pre-filled heavy-gauge PVC tubing. 

Sterilization with gas 
Process that avoids the steam autoclave permits use of gas-permeable films for packaging surgical items 

Better box for less 
Labor-saving set-up-box staying machine lets Ivers-Lee produce stronger container at 30% saving 

Records sealed in film 
MGM proves that collectors value sealed merchandise more than the privilege of trying the disks 
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Automatic REDINGTON 

Cartoning Machine 

Cuts Labor Costs, Saves 

Floor Space, Speeds 

Production for 

Kellogg Company 

e With volume requirements for Kel 
logg Company’s single-serving packages 

of shredded wheat biscuits expanding 
rapidly, Kellogg re-examined its pack 
iging proc edures to determine how best 

to improve production speed and _ re- 
duce physical effort, labor costs and the 
attendant overhead 

Originally, the various product insert 
ing, carton feed and set-up, loading, 
and sealing operations were performed 
by a series of separate semi-automatic 

machines, requiring several attendants 
These machines and their connecting 
conveyors occupied considerable floor 
space, 

lo achieve any major step-up in speed 
with such a set-up, a whole series of 
machine purchases, installations, ad- 
justments and timing tests would have 

been necessary, while all the limitations 
of the existing pattern remained. 

Automatic REDINGTON Meets Problems. 

Kellogg management, after consultation 

with REDINGTON engineers, selected 

a basic Type 24, with special modifica- 
tions as best fitted to meet all require- 
ments. This machine handles the entire 
operation from product feed to dis- 

charge of finished packages. 

How REDINGTON Handles Job. Two 

shredded wheat biscuits, convex side 

down, are placed in each pocket of the 

article conveyor. The conveyor brings them 

in front of the carton station, to which the 

machine has supplied a carton which it has 

fed from the flat stack in the magazine 

and formed. Should a pocket be missed, or 

only one biscuit placed, a skip-carton me- 

chanism prevents feeding a carton. The 

machine now inserts the two biscuits and 

F.B. REDINGTON CO. 
3010 ST. CHARLES ROAD, BELLWOOD, ILLINOIS+ Chicago Phone: AUstin 7-4200 

moves the filled package to the sealing 

station, where it closes the carton tightly 

by double-gluing the end-flaps. To assure 

positive sealing, the inner main end-panel 
of the carton is glued to the side-flaps; 
then the outer main panel is glued to the 

inner main end-panel. 

The REDINGTON now turns each package 
on edge, squares up the glued ends, and 

discharges packages in a single line 

through a drier compressor unit. 

The REDINGTON accomplishes this 
whole packaging cycle at considerably 
higher speed—up to 180 packages per 
minute—than was possible with the 
semi-automatic units which it replaced. 
It requires the services of only two op 
erators (and four girls to feed biscuits); 
and occupies considerably less floo 
space than the original group of semi 
automatic machines. It is now perform- 
ing efficiently in continuous production 
on an around-the-clock basis, running 
through four six-hour shifts. 

REDINGTON Engineering at Your Service. 

You may be under a misapprehension 
as to the true cost of adopting fully au- 
tomatic equipment, particularly in rela- 
tion to today’s mounting labor and over- 
head expense. REDINGTON machines 

are fixtures in the production lines of 
“great name” companies all over the 
world; but you will also find them 
everywhere improving the efficiency 
and cost picture for smaller operations. 
REDINGTON engineers, with more 
than six decades of packaging experi- 
ence to draw on, can help you ascertain 
exactly what fully automatic REDING- 
TON packaging can do for you. We 

urge you to write or call us about your 
operation today. 

SEND FOR THIS 44-PAGE CATALOG 

The REDINGTON line of automatic and special 
packaging equipment is a broad one. This cat- 
alog shows many types of machines, and illus- 
trates the packages they produce. We're sure 
it will interest you — send for your copy. 

REDINGTO 
verona, New Jersey: CEnter 9-4608 AUTOMATIC MACHINES for 

CARTONING 
WRAPPING * SPECIAL PACKAG: 

Y 
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Positive thinking 

ne of the more heartening signs of the times is the tendency we have noted 

among marketing people to regard the present lull in business not as a storm 

signal, but as a cail to action. 

Not so long ago the falling barometers would have sent most responsible 

businessmen diving for the storm cellars. Not so today, The pinch on 

sales and profits seems generally to be regarded as a challenge that can 

be met and dealt with by positive action—not by passive waiting-it-out. 

In marketing meetings that we have attended in recent weeks, in reports 

that we have been privileged to read, in luncheon-table conversations with 

men who hold the purse strings on packaging and promotion expenditures, we 

have been forcibly struck with this positive philosophy. The emphasis in 

today’s economy is on more aggressive, more efficient advertising and market- 

ing rather than on retrenchment. 

Efficient marketing, to be sure, may require the elimination of products 

that cannot be marketed profitably. When sales and profits are harder to 

get, the wise strategy turns from “selling what we produce” to “producing 

what we can sell profitably.” Many companies are quietly dropping highiy 

competitive, low-profit lines to concentrate on those which have a favorable 

profit-to-sales ratio and a potential for growth. 

Marketing men are learning to be fast on their feet. They are seeking 

out underdeveloped markets; they are watching population trends which 

clearly indicate markets among the very young and the very old. They are 

testing higher-priced “premium” lines (for which there seems to be a sur- 

prising acceptance) while at the same time exploring the business-building 

possibilites ot low-price ed economy lines. 

In packaging they examine both the single-portion package and the large 

economy size; they consider the effectiveness of inexpensive gift pre-wraps as 

against elaborate holiday boxing; they give a lot of thought to multipacks, 

deals and in-store promotions which have been found to work as _ profit 

builders for the packager and the retailer alike. 

The advertisers’ newsletter Grey Matter sums it up: 

“The vital principle in this hunt for profit is to have a positive philosophy. 

When profits are pinched it is a human tendency to look for an axe 

Eliminate waste? Sure. But brightening the profit picture through more 

efficient and through more aggressive operation has always been and is today 

the policy of ‘success’ companies.” 

Contents copyrighted 1958 by Modern Packaging Corp. All rights re 
served, including the right to reproduce this book or portion thereof in 
any form. The name Modern Packaging is registered in the U.S. Patent 
Office. Printed in U.S.A. by Hildreth Press, Inc., Bristol, Conn. Member, 

Audit Bureau of Circulations. Member, Associated Business Publications. 
Modern Packaging is regularly indexed in the Industrial Arts Index. 



’ The majority of the customers of the Maine Potato Bag J 

Company insist on Dobeckmun polyethylene for several € he 
. _ cont S GWA c 

reasons. H. N. Aldrich, Sales Manager, says: ‘“‘None can vraag » MAINE 
ET a. 

compare with Dobeckmun. Most of all we like the print- 7; ;"yr 4 
a gh 

ing and the quality of Dobeckmun’s polyethylene bag. eats 
ill 

Dobeckmun polyethylene wraps up a performance every time. 

This versatile, practical packaging film sells to the eye... 

promotes... protects. For teddy-bears and tablecloths, 

bonbons, bedspreads and poultry, too, its sparkling clarity 

presents your product at its best, adds luster to your brand name 

and your selling message. Every one of the varied packaging 

materials engineered by Dobeckmun is rigidly controlled 

from the original design to the finished product 

for outstanding performance. And Dobeckmun 

printing is unmatched. Because 

Dobeckmun explores, in each 

case, all that a package should 

do for a product, leading corporations consult 

The Dobeckmun Company, A Division of The Dow Chemical Company 
Cleveland 1, Ohio * Berkeley 10, California 

Offices in most principal cities. 
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The secret of 

HIGH QUALITY 

REWINDING 

In a slitting and rewinding opera- 
tion, the slit roll quality varies with 

caliper variations along the width of 
the web. Wherever the caliper of the 
material is heavy the rolls will be 

wound too tightly causing telescoping 
and stretching of the material. In the 
light caliper areas the rewound rolls 
are too loose and tend to fall apart in 
handling. These problems are elim- 
inated by the use of dual shaft differ- 
ential rewinding; roll quality is con- 

sistent, rejects and scrap are reduced 
to a minimum. 

Differential rewinding is essential in 
the slitting and rewinding of plastic 
films, foil and all types of laminated 
products where a caliper variation ex- 
ists. In this method of rewinding, 
cores and spacers alternate on each 

mandrel as shown in figure l. 

FIGURE 1 

The spacers are restrained from ro- 
rewind mandrel by 

means of a key while still free to 

slide axially. When an adjustable air 
pressure is used to exert a force ax- 
ially along the mandrel, each core is 
squeezed between the spacers adjacent 
to it. The mandrel is driven slightly 
faster than the slit strips are fed on to 

the core so that the cores are forced 
to rotate at a slower rate than the 
mandrel. Thus the cores are forced to 

slip with respect to the mandrel and 
keyed spacers. The adjoining faces of 
the cores and spacers act as slip faces 
of individual slip clutches, and the 
driving torque on each core varies 
with the axial pressure exerted. There- 
fore. each core has the equivalent of 
its own individual drive. The tension 

on all slit strips is the same for each 
individual drive. The tension on all 
slit strips is the same for each core 
because all of the cores are acted on 
by the same axial force on identical 

tating on the 

slipping surfaces. Since each core has 
its own slip clutch, each slit web is 
free to wind up at its own speed and 

tension regardless of the size or con- 
dition of the rolls being rewound on 
either side of it. 

The Dusenbery Model 635 and 815 
Series of Slitters and Rewinders, one 

of which is shown in figure 2. are 

FIGURE 2 

designed around this rewind principle 

and incorporate the latest designs and 
techniques for accurately controlling 
differential rewinding tensions 
throughout the entire run from start 
to finish. 

Since the cores are an integral part 

of the rewind slip clutch as was shown 
above, they are an important factor in 
obtaining a good rewound roll. The 
ends of the cores, to give the best re- 
sults, must be smooth, square to the 
inside diameter and flat. Any burrs or 
turned over edge on the inside diam- 
eter of the core can cause a binding 
between the core and the mandrel, 

catch in the mandrel keyway or act as 
a point contact with the rewind spacer. 
These conditions will cause an erratic 

slipping action resulting in erratic ten- 
sions on the rewound web strip. 

Since the cores are stacked together 
with the rewind spacers any cumula- 

tive size variation in the individual 
elements will 
creases in misalignment between the 
cores and the slit webs. Therefore, it 
is necessary to hold close tolerances 
on the length, or width of the cores 
used. 

cause successive in- 

The Dusenbery Model 765 AB Core 
Cutter will give precisely the correct 
type of core required for differential 
rewinding. This core cutter will pro- 
duce cores with the highest quality 
edge. The cut edge is straight, square 
with the inside diameter, smooth and 
free of burrs. This is essential for suc- 
cessful differential rewinding. Close 
length tolerances can be set and held 
for all cutting operations. 

The Model 765 AB Core Cutter is 

so simple that anyone can operate it. 
No experience is necessary. It can be 
placed on any 24” x 72” table top and 
plugged into any 110 volt light or wall 
socket. Its reasonable price of $450.00 

makes it available to all types of op- 
erations. 

For use where commercially cut 

narrow-width cores are used and er- 

ratic operation exists due to poor core 

edges and/or excessive friction be- 
tween the core 1.D. and the mandrel 
body, the John Dusenbery Company 

has developed the 739 series of core 

adapters. This patented core adapter 
is used to eliminate any contact be- 
tween the core body. the rewind man- 

drel, and the rewind spacer. By plac- 
ing the core on the core adapter and 

utilizing the low friction insert of the 
core adapter as the slipping surface 
on the mandrel and against the re- 

wind spacer, very fine tensions can be 
maintained on all operations. These 
tension controls are especially useful 
when light. stretchy films are being 
rewound. 

To help you cut your scrap losses, 
investigate the possibilities offered by 
using a Dusenbery Model 635 or 815 
Slitter-Rewinder, #739 core adapters, 
and a Model 765 AB Core Cutter. as 
a team in your operation. 

For further information on these 
units, and any unwinding, slitting, re- 
winding, or web handling problems, 
write or telephone: 

JOHN DUSENBERY COMPANY 
INCORPORATED 

275 GROVE AVENUE 

VERONA, NEW JERSEY 

CEnter 9-3900 

We shall be happy to offer 

any assistance required, 

MODERN PACKAGING 



can with CROWN Spra-tainers 

For pressurized dessert toppings or brand new ideas in food 
packaging, such as butter spray .. . seasonings . . . tasty spreads, 

can with CROWN Spra-tainers—to give your product line a 

real sales spurt. 

Spra-tainers offer the filler and marketer more advantages. Metal 
guarantees no breakage . . . seamless construction provides high- 

styling . . . full wrap-around lithography lends beauty and high- 
fashion. Yet, if style is not a factor in your product merchandising, 
CROWN offers the conventional fabricated Spra-tainer. 

Write for your copy of CROWN’s new 3rd edition—‘‘'GUIDE 
TO PRESSURE PACKAGING.” Crown Cork & Seal Company, 
Inc., Can Division, 9368 Ashton Road, Philadelphia 36, Pa. 

whatever you can... call on 

CROWN CORK & SEAL COMPANY, INC. 

MANUFACTURERS OF CLOSURES, CONTAINERS AND MACHINERY 

APRIL 1958 



Duff’s 

has a reason... 

A perfect, golden waffle is a work of art, and Duff’s Waffle Mix 
is the artist’s material. That’s why Duff’s protects and preserves their 

new mix with Riegel’s poly-coated, wax-laminated glassine. Every 

time a housewife opens a package, she can be sure of well protected 

ingredients. It’s just one more proof that protected by Riegel 

means extra benefits: 

Product protection always, plus flexible packaging materials that are 

... tailored to run at high speeds on automatic machines 

... Made to your own specifications; printed, waxed, 

coated and laminated combinations of all types 

... packaging materials that are made right, run right, and 

are priced right 

Hundreds of today’s best-sellers benefit from Riegel’s uniformly 

effective system of product protection. You can, too. 

Write Riegel Paper Corporation, 260 Madison Avenue, New York 16. 

el 
PROTECTIVE PACKAGING MATERIALS 

Duff's Waffle Mix is protected 

by Riegel’s special poly- 

coated laminated glassine, 

packaged at high speeds on 

Transwrap machines. 

MODERN PACKAGING 



NS FOR DOING 

THERE ARE sg SIDES TO THE STORY 
AT NATIONAL CAN 

RES 
CHICAGO 

NEW YORK 

NATIONAL CAN , hes ei 

COR PORATION | PLANTS 
FROM COAST 

TO COAST 
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“‘Demi-size” package sells a rainbow of inks 

Designed by Armstrong, this |-oz. Demi-Jar runs 

contrary to the giant-size trend. 

Its economy encourages the buying of nine ink 

colors and types—not just the usual blue or black. 

lo make the jar a clear showcase for color, the 

brand name, price, and other data are lithographed 

on the cap. The fluting adds unusual beauty, pro- 

vides good grip. And 54 Demi-Jars will fit into the 

display space of 12 conventional bottles. Arm- 

strong Cork Company, Lancaster, Pennsylvania. 

Armstrong PACKAGING 
WATCH ARMSTRONG CIRCLE THEATRE EVERY OTHER WEDNESDAY EVENING ON CBS-TYV 



No. 14 3%” x 4°," x 1%” 

No. 505 4) hed X 1%,” X %” No. 501 21%," X 1%,” X a 

No. 515 4'%4” x 354” x %” No. 700 9%,” x 13%” x 2” No. 510 31%,” x 21%)” x 734,” 

No. 600 65,” x 9144” x 14” No. 575 5”x7”x 14%” 

No. 650 65/,” x 914” x 14” 

looking for a hinged-lid box? 

TRI-STATE is your source for the world’s largest 

assortment of Rigid Plastic Boxes 

all shapes...sizes... kinds! 

See them all at the PACKAGING EXPOSITION, Booth 104 

T R I ° STAT E P LAST I 5 M O L D | N G CO Henderson 6, Ky., Valley 6-9061 

Chicago : 209 S. State Street, Harrison 7-3630 

APRIL 1958 
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os) New Low Cost for 

| Pa Foil Beauty and 

: Protection 

Reynolds Wrapseal* 

for volume bread items! 

Reynolds rescarch smashes through the cost barrier! i 

Heretofore Reynolds Wrap Aluminum Packaging 

has been economically practical only for higher-priced da dramatic 

bread items. Now Reynolds “Wrapseal” makes it development of 

available for volume items. The same aluminum 

brilliance that boosted sales of specialty breads so 

sensationally...yours now for the big profit turnover! ae FYN 0 LDS 

The same aluminum protection that won repeat 

customers for fresher quality... yours now 

where repeats really count! W RAP 

New Reynolds “Wrapseal” gives you new positive 

heat-sealing...delivers the full protection of aluminum ALU Mi | hi U M 

foil against moisture loss and damaging light rays. And 

it prints beautifully! Reynolds famous design department 

is ready to adapt your present design to aluminum foil... PAC KAG \ Ry G 

or to create new art. Reynolds unequalled printing 

facilities are ready to roll for your volume requirements. 

Call the nearest Reynolds sales office or write to QUALITY 

Reynolds Metals Company, General Sales Office, . 
Louisville 1, Kentucky. PROTECTED WITH 

| 
2 

*Patent protection applied for. yNOLDS WRAP 

E . fi 
BRAND POWER PLUS—Add this well-known Plus to your 

Brand Power! The Reynolds Wrap Aluminum Packaging Seal 

is recognized by 8 out of 10 women...and 7 out of 10 of them 

prefer products bearing it. Powerfully promoted...it’s a Plus for sales! 

REYNOLDS 38 ALUMINUM 
Watch Reynolds All-Family Television Frogram “DISNEYLAND” ABC-TV, 

MODERN PACKAGING 







Want sealed packages that stay sealed? 

and economically The glassine paper above is tearing, but the seal is 

not. The reason is simple. It’s the coating based on 

PLIOLITE S-7. This unique copolymer insures a heat 

seal that just won't give 

And that’s not all. PLioLiTrE S-7 also provides 

glassine and other papers with supreme crease- 

resistance, excellent resistance to the passage of 

moisture, unusual anchorage, good slip, superior 

aging, high gloss and exceptional clarity — simply 

PLIOLITE S-7 is supplied as a 30% solution, in a 

single aromatic solvent, designed for high-quality 

paper coatings. It is easily modified with waxes, 

resins or liquid plasticizers to meet specific require- 

ments. And it is smoothly applied on standard 

equipment. For full details, including the latest 
Tech Book Bulletins, write Goodyear, Chemical 

Division, Dept. P-9465, Akron 16, Ohio. 

CHEMICAL DIVISION 
Pliolite, —~T. M. The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio 

APRIL 1958 



Objective: Make them reach. 
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IMPULSE 
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Tempting display is a prime force in the mental decision £ piay 

we call the “‘buying impulse.”’ 

This “impulse” decision is fast — but not simple. In the 

market, your package must identify product and brand, 

sell the desirability of each, and give the shopper justifi- 

cation for buying...all in a matter of merely seconds. 

What’s needed to create such a package? Market knowl- 

edge and also “people knowledge’’— knowledge of what 

makes a shopper stop, look and reach. 

To find out how this knowledge could be put to work on 

your package, call in a packaging consultant (if your 

btidget permits). Or go directly to a supplier with the 

experience and staff needed for this vital job. 

Lassiter, for one,-has broad package design and produc- 

tion experience in many industries. In the food field,- for 

example, we manufacture packaging for practically every 

type of snack and party item. Potato chip processors 

alone use mhillions of Lassiter-produced bags every year. 

Ask for samples of successful packages which we have 

produced...packages which reflect the consistently higher 

standards of our printing and converting. 

Cc e) ad asian, *. R A T | 2) N 

350 FIFTH AVENUE + NEW YORK 1,-N.Y 

| > @ =8 on © a O'S oe Od on a) Charitotte N.C 

DIVISIONS Chicago, Ill. « Cheltenham, Pa 

Atlanta, Ga. «+ Greensboro, N.C. « Danville, Va 

PACKAGE DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS 

Cellophane + Polyetnylene + Acetate + Vitafilm 

Mylar «+ Foil. Laminations « Paperboard « Paper 

Persuasive Packagi 

Samples build 

customer demand 

Getting consumers to try your 

product is a major step in building 

brand acceptance. Sampling is par- 

y ticularly effec 
tive if your 

sample package 
creates accept- 

ance for—and 

™ recognition of 
~ @ yourregular-size 
i | package. A good 

example is this sample package, 

produced by Lassiter for Burry’s 
Gauchos sandwich cookies. 

Package creates 

style atmosphere 

To create an aura of sophistication 

for I] Mantello brand vinyl rain- 
wear, Lassiter designed a brief- 

case-type folding box decorated 

with high-fashion art. Printed in 
two colors, the carton—made for 
Almar Mfg. Co., Inc., Washington, 
Ga.— becomes an attractive display 

unit when opened. 

Corn popping, 

Superman styie 

“Superman” is available as a brand 

name for various packaged prod- 
ucts through Lassiter on an exclu- 
sive-franchise basis. And one of 
the new products popping into 
supermarkets as a result is this 

package of popping corn, marketed 
by Superman Popcorn, Carmi, III. 



As this grocery bag drop test indicates: 
with equal loading, Kraftsman 

CLUPAK paper bags withstand an 
average of 25 drops, while regular 
Kraft bags of equal weight fail on 

the first or second drop. (X-10 
vas the laboratory designation 

for Kraftsman CLUPAK paper.) 

-— > 

NEW 

KRAFTSMAN 

LUPAK 
PAPER 

tougher by 2-to-1 

or more 
2. KraftsmanCLUPAK paper hasa flat, smooth Stretch is the new ingredient in Kraftsman 

CLUPAK paper. Stretch gives this revolutionary 

paper a toughness that can’t be matched by regu- 

lar Kraft. For bags, sacks, and hundreds of other 

uses, Kraftsman CLUPAK paper solves many 

converter problems because- 

1. The amount of stretch can be controlled. Op- 

timum stretch depends on the product and its use. 

KRAFT PAPER SALES -» 

is 

surface for printing. 

3. Kraftsman CLUPAK paper’s extra tough- 

ness means less paper is required—which adds 

up to extra savings. 

For demonstrations of this new material or to 

discuss its possibilities for your product, call or 

write your Westvaco representative: 

WEST VIRGINIA PULP AND PAPER COMPANY 

MODERN PACKAGING 



Consider this typical test data: 

Fifteen multi-wall sacks of regular Kraft paper, each with 
plies of 50 Ib., 60 lb., and 7€ lb. stock — total basis weight 
of sacks — 180 Ibs. 

Average number of drops 
TEST survived by 15 sacks 

a See.» « + 4 » « «ae 
ae ee kl te, ee ee 

Fifteen multi-wall sacks of Kraftsman CLUPAK paper, each 
with three plies of 50 lb.—total basis weight of sacks—150 Ibs. 

Average number of drops 
TEST survived by 15 sacks 

iS). a ee eee 
ee ee ae ? 

with less paper, Kraftsman CLUPAK paper out-performed > 
regular Kraft paper two-to-one or better. This multi-wall sack butt drop 

test also demonstrates the superior 
Clupak, Inc.'s Trz né ) >» a d . upa rademark for stretchable paper toughness, extra strength when 

Kraftsman CLUPAK paper (right) 
230 Park Avenue, New York 17, New York was used, 
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Here are just a few of the graceful shapes that could make your aerosol 
package or your sprayed product a winner. Aerosols of. ZYTEL are so 

wreldiiMelsle Mellel tal MoM ii icltlas MME CoM Tiilelo) isl M Qo) ole MacliMol-Maeliulelil-te 
by a new technique of spin welding — and they go all the way through 

ZYTEL is resistant to the action of propellants and most spray mixtures. So 

tough are these bottles that they bounce undamaged off hard floors 
There’s never any fear of shattering 

Aerosols made of Du Pont ZYTEL are newly on the market. Be among the 

TIetMioM lachilm ob milicliile Mel Mi -miclae Mellel Milt Mel. uml Mel -leolrelt: 

Write to: E. |. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), Polychemi 

cals Department, Room 12, Wilmington 98, Delaware. In 

Canada: DuPont Company of Canada (1956) Limited, 

P.O. Box 660, Montreal, Quebec 

ZY TEL® nylon resin 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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INCREASES SALES... 

EXPANDS EASTER LINE... 
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PROBLEM: BUNTE BROTHERS CHASE CANDY 

COMPANY needed bright, eye-catching pack- 

ages to spark its jobber-wholesale line of = J 

‘““PREFERRED” candies. 

SOLUTION: Bunte Sales Management 

and Cellu-Craft Packaging Consultants co- 

operated in creating packages for the line, 

which were then produced in Cellu-Craft’s 

modern film converting plant. 

RESULT: An immediate increase in sales for the whole line 

plus a jobber demand for additional items, in this new 

package design! 

LU -CR RECOMMENDED: Dress up your product in Cellu-Craft 

designed and produced packages, for maximum sales appeal. PRODUCTS CORPORATION 
Take advantage of Cellu-Craft packaging “Lnow-how”. .. Designers, Color Printers and Converters of Flexible Packaging Materials 

call for a Cellu-Craft Packaging Consultant today! 

General Offices & Plant: 1401 4th AVE., NEW HYDE PARK, N. Y., PRIMROSE 5-8000 Sales Offices in principal cities 

PRINTED CELLOPHANE - POLYETHYLENE - PLIOFILM - FOIL - ACETATE - GLASSINE - in ROLLS - SHEETS » BAGS - POUCHES - ENVELOPES 



36 minutes in live steam! 
Seban AR-5—tube-winding adhesive 

—resists both heat and moisture in 
sterilization of paper tubes for surgi- 
cal products above. Steam pours into 
bell jar without delaminating tubes 
sealed with Seban—not even after 36 
minutes. Choose Seban for great re- 
sistance to heat and moisture. 

22 

210-pound squeeze! 
Seban AR-2—case-sealing ad- 
hesive—withstands extreme 
pressure. Compression test 
proves Seban can take almost 
any amount of palletizing— 
more than 200 pounds—and 
still hold, even when the case 
breaks down. Choose Seban 
when great bonding strength is 
important. 

LE _* a 

| 

SEDAN wit pass your 
toughest sealing test 

In test after test, Seban proves itself capable of meeting almost every 

packaging situation. Now this new line of polyvinyl resin packaging 

adhesives from Armour is ready to help you solve your toughest package- 

sealing problems. 

Seban has been proved superior for CARTONS— WINDOW BOXES—CASES 

—FOLDING CARTONS—TUBES—BAGS—and others. In every instance Seban 

helps get increased production and better sealing results. 

We urge you to have your own laboratory test Seban. Why take chances 

on an ordinary adhesive doing an ordinary sealing job when Seban has 

been proved superior? 

If you use one of the following machines, a special grade of Seban will 

help you utilize your equipment to the fullest efficiency. 

ABC Hayssen Peters 

Dacam International Pneumatic Scale 

Dacamatic Jones Post 

Elliott Master Potdevin 

Ferguson Monitor Rockwell 

Gar-Pak Mor-Can-Pak Scandia 

Globe New Jersey Standard-Knapp 

Staude 

) a 

ARMOUR ADHESIVE DIVISION 

Armour and Company, 1355 W. 31st Street, Chicago 9Q, Ili. 

120 Broadway Delaware and Spring Garden Streets 

New York 5, N. Y. Philadeiphia 23, Pennsylvania 

Meta Lane 235 South Hamilton Street 
Lodi, New Jersey High Point, North Carolina 

MODEKN PACKAGIN 



Fiber tear within 5 seconds! 
Seban AR-1—carton-sealing adhesive— 

produces a fast, strong bond. Seban 
holds, the paper fiber tears. This speed 
test can be confirmed on actual packag- 
ing machinery. Seban grabs in less than 
5 seconds, produces a good bond in 12 
seconds and tears paper completely with- 

17 seconds. Choose Seban for fast 

developed tack, strong bonds. MAIL THIS COUPON 

Armour Adhesive Division 

1355 West 31st Street © Chicago Q, Illinois 

NAME 

POSITION—— 

Se 

city ——_________..(_(.3,TATE 

SEAL WITH SEBAN FOR SUPERIOR SEALING! 

Please send me: MP4-58 

[_] New Seban literature 

CT A 5 gal. sample at your quantity price. Our 

volume is 

Our application is: 

(] Carton sealing [[) Folding cartons 

(_] Case sealing [_] Tube winding 

(J Window boxes [(] Bag sealing 



Around the world 

AVERY 
pressure-sensitive 

labeling... 

makes the difference! 

Eyes are opening in Europe and in far corners of the earth at an unusual concept 

in product identification called “pressure-sensitive labeling”. 

Since 1935 when Avery originated pressure-sensitive labels they have provided the 

solution to pent-up needs of U.S. business and industry for more efficient, higher- 5 AVERY 

quality labeling at lower net cost. Applied swiftly — without heat or moistening — : 

they are designed simply to save somebody money. Now, more than 20 million self- : LABELS 

adhesive Avery Labels...along with manual and automatic dispensers... are 

shipped from plants throughout the world every day. 

Produced by true specialists, backed by more than 23 years of experience, and 

guaranteed fully, these remarkable labels are revealing their cost-reducing qualities modern labeling 

on a global scale. If you identify anything anywhere, you'll find Avery pressure- ary! 

sensitive labels make a world of difference ... every time! 

the universal 

symbol of 

ORIGINATORS OF PRESSURE-SENSITIVE LABELING—you can see the difference EVERY time! 

MANUFACTURING PLANTS: 

United Kingdom, Eire — William Sessions, Ltd., York, England 
Germany, Austria—Dina Druckerei, G.M.B.H., Juelich/Rhid, Germany 

Benelux —Van Reekum Papier-Gepacy, N.V., Amsterdam, Netherlands 
Scandinavia, Iceland—A. B. John Antonsons Boktryckeri, Goeteborg, 

Sweden 

Australia—wW. J. Cryer & Co., Ltd., Redfern-Sydney, N.S.W., Australia 

Canada—Avery Adhesive Label Corp. (Canada) Ltd., Toronto, Canada 

United States — Avery Adhesive Label Corp., Monrovia, California; 
New Brunswick, New Jersey 

Manufactured and distributed throughout the world. For other 
countries, write Foreign Operations, Avery Adhesive Label Corp., 

For samples write — Monrovia, California 

AVERY ADHESIVE LABEL CORP., Div. 127 © 117 Liberty St., New York 6 * 608 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 5 * 1616 S. California Ave., Monrovia, California 

re AVERY FILE FOLDER LABELS, CORRECTION TAPE, PHOTOMOUNTS, AND PRICE MARKING LABELS ARE AVAILABLE AT STATIONERS EVERYWHERE 

MODERN PACKAGING 24 



Bracon packaging 
moves products in the Food Field 

syrups, decorator tubes for cake 

icings are just a few of the innova- 

tions introduced by food packers who 
have switched to BRACON packaging. 

Functional, economical, BRACON 

polyethylene tubes, bottles and 

squeeze cans are opening new mer- 
chandising vistas in another big mar- 

ket ... the food field. 

Tubes for dessert toppings with 

stand-on-caps, squeeze cans for table 

Keep your sales on the rise... look 

to BRACON containers for built-in 

consumer convenience. 

Squeeze-to-use packaging by ks RACO ey) 

BRADLEY CONTAINER CORPORATION 4 subsidiary of American Can Company MAYNARD, MASS. * New York * Chicago * Los Angeles * Toronto 



* 

* 

* 

OUTSTANDING 

FEATURES 

Fully automatic equipment. 

High speed production. 

Versatile — up to twelve differ- 

ent items can be produced at 

the same time. 

Models available for all types 

of polythene, nylon, etc. 

Will handle sizes from 5 to 

1750 cc. capacity. 

Designed for simple, low cost, 

mould engineering. 

A TYPICAL LAYOUT 

Early delivery of complete plants or 

individual machines for automatic 

Blow-moulding in all types of plastic materials. 

Complete Technical Advisory, Product 

Design, and Mould Supply Service. 

Write to-day for full details to 

E. SHIPTON & CO. LTD. 

OVERSEAS PLASTICS DIVISION 

Ferndown Northwood, Middlesex, England 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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MACARONI) NO.52 
MACARONI NO.52 

a 

; SPECIAL GENOVA STYLE 

Rs a PECIAL GENOVA ST 

'Seseeeeeeeau ni: 

ces meeenennne:)  SPAGHETT! 
# Prince rf 
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MACARON! WO.5 
. SPECIAL PRINCIPESSA NO. 49 

{? 

Cleghorn Folding Box 

Prince Macaroni in a Window box— 

JJ y a. «ae 
CLOIYUL! Le 

gaye 
“In sight...in mind... in a window box ...” The selling philosophy of 

Mr. Joseph Pellegrino, President of the Prince Macaroni Co., has not only placed 

Prince Macaroni high on the best seller list, but has also helped introduce millions 

of shoppers to a whole new world of delightful Italian foods. CP ePaunese 

The full visibility of a window box can do this kind of selling job—and particularly PACKAGING FILMS 
when the window is of sparkling Celanese acetate film. 

Windows of Celanese acetate stay fresh looking and fully transparent. Acetate’s 

crisp new appearance adds “zip” to the packaged product. Celanese Corporation of America, Plast 
‘ t.108-D, 744 Broad Street, Newark 2, h 

Make sure the window you put between your product and your customer is of : 

Celanese acetate. No other packaging material can offer you more . . . crystal ER SONS See ey Ss ERG 
ase historie 

clarity, exceptional non-aging characteristics, low cost, a material that resists 
cockling, wrinkles and brittleness. Send for your free copy of an interesting 

brochure that tells how top companies sell their products with acetate window boxes. 

CELANESE CORPORATION OF AMERICA, Plastics D 

Canadian Affiliate: Canadian Chemical ¢ Limited 

Export Sale Ameel ¢ Ir und Pan Amcel ¢ 



PROTECT 
R.O. Seals have it ways. They are practical, giving a perfect 
hermetic seal. They handsome, with their colourful designs 
and superb finish. Eyvem seal is tailor-made to suit the individual 
bottle or jar screw thi@ad rolled by the R.O. sealing machine. 
Made in three types—with Plain skirt, with Pilferproof perforated 
security band or with the new SecuRo contra-thread security band. 
Whichever type you need for your containers, you can be sure that 
the R.O. is the most distinctive closure for any product. 

ENGLAND 

MODERN PACKAGING 



PACKAGING 
by WRIEKT in today’s modern potato chip plant 

Potato chips are a half-billion dollar favorite with quality 

taste loving Americans. This year the industry will process 

almost three billion pounds of potatoes into an ¢ stimated 

2 §14,000 pounds of golden ¢ hips Heart of the pac kaging 

operation in modern chip plants is a battery of Wright 

Bagmaster® systems utilizing an extremely accurate and 

Fe ntle me thod of weighing ( alled Hy 7 ra- Lec Bags are 

ted from a magazine 

filled 
00 bags per hour per system pack off 

positioned to receive the weighed 

charge and closed all automatically at speeds 
ns 

up to 2: 

WRIGHT “cu 
DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION 

OUAH AM NORTH Carona wn 

DISTRICT OFFICES: - 
Ridgefield, N. J 

LaGrange, Ill 

Dallas Texas 

San Francisco, Calif 

Durham, N.C 

CANADA: 

Sperry Gyroscope Ottawa Limited 

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 

EXPORT DEPARTMENT: 

13 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, N. Y., U.S.A. 

Cables: ARLAB 

APRIL 1958 

Wright, which developed this equipment, is a veteran in 

Since 1893 they 

served the food, liquor, tobacco, confectionary, pharma- 

automatic packaging machinery have 

ceutical, and other automation minded industries. When 

standard Wright machines do not meet specific require- 

ments, Wright will engineer custom-designed systems. 

For detailed information, plus a copy of the new 32-page 

WM packaging machinery brochure, write to our home 

ofice in Durham and tell us about your particular re- 

quirements 

El-Ge Potato Chip Co., York, Pa 



ROWELL BOXES 

High in quality... 

production 
; Q 

to meet yo r need Henne 
4 Peet | 

Set-up boxes in a wide range, 

made for Cosmetic & Drug Trade 

throughout the United States 

Inquiries also invited from 

box users in other lines 

EN Kowell Co. 
INC. 

BATAVIA, NEW YORK 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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sell it pre-packaged, 
pre-ground in PLIOFIIM 



and just look 
a] el, 

at the » Of foe 

Chain 

Reaction! 

Leading chains all over the 

country are switching to pre-ground 

coffee in bags lined with 

PLIoFILM. And they’re achieving 

these solid benefits: 

ee : 
sled fioor spat f 

io , rrind puiiage, wrong grind 

fT, jams around the grinder 

And most important—they’re selling 

coffee that’s roaster-fresh all the time, 

because the moisture-resistant 

PLIOFILM inner liner seals in flavor 

and aroma. PLIOFILM heat-seals with an 

airtight weld that’s as tough 

and strong as the film itself. 

For the complete story, write the 

Goodyear Packaging Engineer, 

Packaging Films 

Dept. P-6418, Akron 16, Ohio. 

GOOD THINGS ARE BETTER IN 

< 
PLIOFLIM ‘GOO EAR Thats Met 

ide —T. M. The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, 
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@ RICHARDSON TAYLOR -GLOBE 

aoe CINCINNATI 

DISTINCTIVE FOLDING CARTONS + PARAFFINED CARTONS + BOX WRAPS «+ DISPLAY CONTAINERS 
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your Authorized Converter 

is a craftsman 

Jack of many packaging trades . . . and master 

of them, too. That’s your Authorized Converter 

of Du Pont cellophane. 

A specialist in package design and product 

merchandising, he’ll call on his wide knowledge 

of Du Pont cellophane .. . his years of experi- 

ence with packaging machinery ... to develop 

packages for you that combine color, trans- 

parency, positive product protection and effi- 

cient machine handling. Then he’! put his skills 

as printer and package fabricator to work to 

produce the design you specify. 

Deal with a Du Pont Authorized Converter 

and specify Du Pont cellophane by code desig- 

nation when you order. Only Du Pont Author- 

ized Converters can supply Du Pont cellophane 

in converted forms. And only by dealing with 

them can you assure yourself consistently high- 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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| gapyise PURCHASES 

of Du Pont cellophane 

of many skills 
quality cellophane plus expert craftsmanship. LOOK for this symbol . . . you'll see it in 
We will be glad to supply the names of Author- advertisements ... on letterheads and cartons 

? of Authorized Converters. 

ized Converters serving your area. E. I. du Pont Nn 

de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), Film Department, 

Wilmington 98, Delaware. 

| OU PONT ie ae TI cohaguaad 

f— c 
authorized converter 
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PAPER INDUSTRY 

Since its introduction to the paper 

industry a year age, PARAFLINT™ has 

had excellent acceptance as a wax 

additive — particularly for improving scuff, 

blocking, and grease resistance of 

non-sealing grades — such as glassine, 

cartons, cups and containers. 

The low cost aid low viscosity of PARAFLINT 

make it useful in many applications 

where wax additives could not 

previously be handled. 

PARAFLINT 
A VERSATILE FISCHER TROPSCH DERIVATIVE 

WRITE FOR TECHNICAL DATA. 

MOORE & MUNGER 
33 Rector Street, New York 6, N. Y. 

*T.M, Reg. 1957 
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On the gO.. . wherever yOU ZO... attractive 

fold-up metal tubes by Wirz make travelling light and easy. 

Keep products fresh between trips, too... right down to the last 

squeeze. Let a Wirz tube specialist show you how you can keep 

your product on the go... wherever your customers go. 

Our new Wirz Tube Handbook containing compre- ‘ 

hensive data on every aspect of tube design, manu- AN $c 

facturing and merchandising is now available. — 

\ Write for a copy on your company letterhead. 
, 4TH & COLE ST., CHESTER, PA. 

RIGID CANS AND IMPACT EXTRUSIONS BY 
AMERICAN EXTRUSION DIVISION 

NEW YORK « CHICAGO « LOS ANGELES ¢ MEMPHIS ¢ HAVANA 

APRIL 1958 39 



Packaging showmanship 

What makes sales slips longer than shopping lists? . . . Impulse sales created by 
the visual appeal of Styron® plastic packaging. 

Plastic containers made of Styron can give any product new merchandising on & : a 
sell at im advantages. Whether cheese or chess sets, this sparkling clear packaging makes 

things look too good to pass up. What's more, complete protection is assured, 

STYRON and that means repeat sales. 

Let Dow Packaging Service help you choose the right container from the hun- 

dreds of standard shapes and sizes . . . opaque, crystal clear or in colors .. . 
imprinted or ready for your label. We'll help put your product on more sales slips. 

The Dow Chemical Company does not fabricate finished packages, 

but rather is a raw material supplier to leading manufacturers. 

FROM AMERICA’S FIRST FAMILY OF PACKAGING MATERIALS... 



a. se 

pays off here 

SARAN WRAP 

When it comes to flexible packaging, sales prove the power of Saran Wrap*. Here 
is visual appeal, unfailing protection and sure sell unmatched in packaging films 

and demanded by today’s self-serve merchandising. 

Saran Wrap is crystal clear . . . satin soft . . . gives no hint of the toughness that 
keeps packages looking their best in spite of customer handling. 

If your product calls for flexible packaging, call on Dow Packaging Service for 
help in creating sales with Saran Wrap. And remember, this is the same Saran 
Wrap used by millions of American housewives! THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, 
Midland, Michigan, Plastics Packaging Service 1731A. 

*Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company 

YOU CAN DEPEND OWN 



A MASTER CARTON AND AN 

ENTIRE PACKING OPERATION! 

by wld engineering and Tule material 

@ Think what it meant for this manufacturer, annually shipping more than a million leading brand-name 

toasters, to save the entire cost of a master shipping carton and the labor cost of packing it. Inland’s 

engineering ski!l! made it possible! 

Now, an inner sleeve of Inland's exclusive Air-Pak material literally floats each unit inside its individual 

container... assuring safe delivery and eliminating the need for a master carton. 

This single-unit packaging provides another advantage ... distributors have greater flexibility in filling 

individual dealer orders. 

Your Inland package engineer is a corrugated shipping container specialist. When your product packag- 

ing is entrusted to him, you can be sure you are getting the benefit of every possible packaging economy 

Twloud Bows Build Good Will 
Send for this booklet fully illustrating Inland's 
services, facilities and products. 

applicable to your product. 

CALL YOUR INLAND PACKAGE ENGINEER 

INLAND CORT ALB ER a Se ee 

—_ovungled. Fiber. Bows 

MILLS: Macon, Georgia; Rome, Georgia rinsgpies AND SALES OFFICES: Indianapolis, Indiana; Middle- 

wn, Ohio; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Evansville, Indiana; Detroit, Michigan; Macon, Georgia; Erie, Pens ia; 
a, OF Orlando, Florida; Rome, Georgia; Biglerville, Pennsylvania; Dallas, Texas; Chicago, Illinois. 

Other Sales Offices in Principal Cities - Consult Your Telephone Directory 

MODERN PACKAGING 



Make your products stand out 
from the crowd with 

Fine labels of all kinds 
PY ma): b-le)sF-1e)(-melel-14 

Send us your labels for redesign, without charge or 

obligation; or ask for our estimate on printing your 

present labels. Telephone, wire or write to any 

representative below or to A. M. Steigerwald Co., 

910 W. Van Buren, Chicago 7. Telephone TAylor 9-5400. 

CINCINNATI 27, O. DETROIT 3, MICH. LOUISVILLE, KY. CLEVELAND 14, O. KANSAS CITY 5, MO. MILWAUKEE, WIS. 
Stollmaier & Son, Inc. Harry W. Hogg Practical Products Co. A. C. Foster A. B. Mason H. C. Lackowski 
Mariemont Center Bldg. 20157 Greeley Ave. 319 Jefferson St. 1747 Chester Ave. 905 Jefferson St. 8849 So. 76th St. 
Bramble 1-0222 Diamond 1-3848 Juniper 7-1257 Cherry 1-2468 Victor 2-6580 Garden 5-5850 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. ROCKFORD, ILL. NEW YORK 25, N. Y. ST. LOUIS 5, MO. 
J. E. & J. L. Moor Blackhawk Paper & Cordage John H. McLaren Marvin Yates Co. 
3329 Dupont Ave., So. 630 Cedar St. 500 West 111th St. 111 So. Bemiston Ave. 
Taylor 4-5309 4- 1 Monument 2-0237 Parkview 6-0296 

GOLD OR SILVER EMBOSSED + DIE-CUT OR SQUARE - FOIL SEALS AND TAGS + FLAT OR CONTINUOUS ROLLS + FOR HAND OR AUTOMATIC USE - HEAT SEAL - PRESSURE SENSITIVE + SPECIAL ADHESIVES 





Santa Fe 
SHOWS THE WAY 

MLE DRY SHERRY 
(COCKTANL SHERRY 

FOR THE ULTIMATE IN 

AUTOMATIC BOTTLING 

When the Santa Fe wine people set up their new bottling room, they 

looked for equipment that would be modern, efficient and most 

economical to operate. They found the answer with an “all Pneu- 
matic’”’ bottling line. 

The Pneumatic close-coupled combination of air cleaning, filling 

and capping units offers many advantages over conventional equipment. One 

compact machine performs three operations with positive handling of glass- 
ware to eliminate jams entirely. 

3ottles are filled with a very minimum agitation of wine and an exclusive 

principle permits accurate control of filling heights with absolutely no drip or 

sputter. Caps are gently sorted and fed, then applied by means of the remark- 

able Pneumacap air chuck. Labeling is done on McDonald Duplex machine 

which spot-registers the labels to line up with neck band message. 

Net result is a silky smooth passage of containers through all four completely 
automatic operations — cleaning, filling, capping and labeling at a smooth, 

steady 120 per minute without stress or strain. We will gladly furnish details on 
such an installation for you. Write today. 

PneuMATic ScaLe Corp., Ltp., 82 Newport Ave., Quincy 71, Mass. Also: 
New York: Chicago: Dallas: Seattle: San Francisco: Los Angeles: Leeds, g 
Canadian Division: Delamere & Williams Company, Ltd., Toronto. 
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Certified 8 hour multi-color — including metallic gold — production of 1% mil polyethylene 
sheeting, wos 30 full rolls slit on the press to yield 60 rolls of stock ready for the bag machine. 

POLYETHYLENE PRINTED 

400 feet per minute...all day/ 
Fastest on Polyethylene chinery Service Corporation, 5270 East Washington 

Boulevard, Los Angeles 22, California. 
Here’s the Kidder answer to flexible printing that’s at 

its best all the time. 

Now high speed, high sustained production rate and 

high quality on both cellophane and polyethylene are all 
tied together in a single filmprinter. Actually you can’t 
afford not to know more about the modern Kidder Film- 
printer. 

For more information write Kidder Press Company, 
Inc., Dover, N. H. or Kidder Press Company, Inc., 
Empire State Building, 350 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, 
N. Y. Mid-West Representative: Gibbs-Brower Company, 
Incorporated, 400 Washington Building, Madison 3, Fl LM PRINTERS 

Wisconsin. West Coast Representative: Bojanower Ma- 

Make good impressions faster with 
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Consider the time lag in production statistics now being published: 

they reflect what may have been the bottom of the recession. a month 

or two ago. Important also to realize that production rates have been 

depressed far below the more-significant consumption rates. because 

buyers have been living off inventory. Example: The steel-industry 

operating rate during January-February was about 40% below a year 

ago—but consumption of steel products was down only about 11%. Now 

steel inventories are running out. orders are picking up. In packaging. 

much the same thing is happening in glass. cans and paper containers. 

Read the figures {0 unemployment in terms of percentages ol the 

total working force. Last year, with business booming, an average of 

5.2% of the country’s labor force was out of work; this February, after 

three months of recession and at the seasonal low point of the year for 

employment, the figure was 6.7°7. For real comparisons, consider 1933. 

when unemployed reached 24.9% of the labor force; 1936. in the midst 

of the “make-work” drive. when jobless were still at a level of 16.9%. 

and 1939, when the figure was 17.2°%. 

Market research is growing by leaps and bounds. Among 195 com- 

panies surveyed by AMA, there has been a 400° increase since World 

War II in the number having established market-research departments 

and a 60° increase in the last six years alone. Four out of 10 of the 

departments in companies contacted had been established since 1952. 

In more than 60° of the companies primary responsibility for market 

research activities is assigned either to an individual or to a company 

department with no other major responsibility. 

Aerosol toothpaste, Jaunched with a big push by three major brands 

and spreading rapidly to others. is regarded as a solid hit. One industry 

spokesman reports that pressure cans will capture 10% of the toothpaste 

market this year and 25° by next year. Bristol-Myers, reportedly running 

into consumer complaints on its squeeze-bottled [pana Plus, and Lever 

Bros., which placed its bet on the novelty Stripe. are taking a long second 

look at aerosols. Don’t be surprised if [pana Plus makes the shift. 

Surprising indifference jo brand names of soaps and detergents 

probably the most heavily advertised of all packaged commodities—is 

revealed by a Nesbitt Associates survey of 332 homemakers. Of these. 

201 reported that they had packages of two or more brands on hand 

in full or partial supply and only 111 (one out of three) said that they 

generally stuck to one brand. A “package that suggested something a 

little special or different” was cited as a main factor in influencing the 

purchase of a different brand. 

Comeback in cans is already under way. after 3.80 drop in shipment 

last year compared with record 1956. On the strength of a strong showing 

in final month of 1957, continuing into this year, Can Mfrs. Institute 

predicts that shipments this year will rise to between 41.5 and 42 billion 

units. The drop in 1957 can production resulted from a cut of more than 

50 million cases in fruit and vegetable packs due to acreage reductions 

and bad weather. Shipment of soft-drink cans, on the other hand, gained 

18.7% per cent last year. 

Economy-size appeal is being tested in the liquor industry, with a 

half-dozen producers of top-selling blends pushing “bargain quarts” in 

Eastern metropolitan areas as a means of combating consumer resistance 

to 1957 price increases on the heretofore standard fifth. There is, of 

course, an obvious saving in selling a gallon in [Continued on page 48 | 



four packages instead of five. Retailers like the higher unit of sale 

($4.69 to $4.99) and customers are easily convinced. Should the idea 

catch on, it might quickly swing the entire industry back to quarts. 

What’s the outlook for profits over the next five years? Presidents of 

109 companies, three-fourths of which are among the 400 largest indus 

trial firms in the country, collectively predict that their profits by 1962 

will rise 57.89 over 1957 levels. The companies, surveyed by Dun’s 

Review & Modern Industry, together account for annual net sales 

totaling $32 billion and have 1.7 million employees. They expect that by 

1962 their sales will be up an average of 34.1% and number of employees 
c up 15%. These are more than just guesses: 53° of the companies main 

tain specific long-range planning for five years ahead 

What’s the secret of success in the big trend to supermarket pre- 

packaged fresh meats? Home economists polled by McCall’s say house- 

wives like the wide variety, clear identification and speed of selection, 

plus ease of storing at home. Many homemakers say they never before 

realized the wide variety of meat cuts available. What the growth of 

packaging in this field can mean is illustrated by a single item: round 

paper cups were first introduced in meat pre-packaging four years ago; 

last year sale for this purpose reached a round $1 million. 

Tattletale gray is as much a problem in boxboard as in the Monday 

wash. A new system of getting rid of the asphalt in waste paper during 

the repulping operation promises to supply better-looking, better-surfaced 

newsboard at little or no increase in cost, without expensive pre-sorting 

of waste papers. The new system combines mechanical cleaning with 

equipment for continuous heating of the stock and reduces the slugs of 

asphalt to minute particles which are thoroughly dispersed in the stock. 

Equipment is available from the Black-Clawson Co., under license. 

Latest development in pan packages is a foil-lined bleached sulfate 

carton which works like the broiler rack in an oven. Inside is a perforated 

rack on which the frozen meat rests. Juice runs through the holes to 

the bottom of the greaseproof box: minute perforations permit steam to 

escape. The unique carton attracted attention at the recent convention 

of the National Assn. of Frozen Packers; several meat packers are 

said to be interested. (For another broil-in-package, see “Zip-Open Pan 

Package,” p. 108, this issue.) 

How much does the average consumer consume? In his autobiography, 

the late James R. Adams, co-founder of MacManus, John & Adams, gives 

some eye-opening figures: from the time he is 12 until he dies at around 

70. the average man (not the Big Spender) buys 300 shirts, 200 suits of 

clothes, 50,000 meals, 10 to 15 automobiles, 200 pairs of shoes and 5,000 

packages of cigarettes. 

Here’s the last word on the use of popcorn as a cushioning material 

in packaging—a suggestion that created a great stir a few years ago. 

After extensive tests run for the Air Force, the Department of Agriculture 

has concluded that popcorn actually makes very poor padding. Compared 

to such cushioners as cellulose wadding and bound hair, popcorn is stiff. 

shrinks in high humidity, springs back poorly after compression. 

Why not an annual package audit to check leaks and waste, just the 

same as company books are audited? TCF of Canada reports that one 

such audit of packaging practices in a large Canadian bakery turned up 

an unnecessary overlap of three-quarters of an inch on the bottom of a 

bread wrap that was costing the firm a pointless 5% for packaging. In 

some operations, that could spell the difference between profit and loss. 

Obsolete methods and equipment are equally guilty as profit eaters. 

Background 

packaging 

Continued frem page 47 
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THIS, THAT AND THE OTHER... 

... transparent packaging films play a materials such as MXXT cellulose film, 

unique role in protecting and “moving” which is copolymer-coated by aqueous 

merchandise of every description. The dispersion, making it the most moisture- 

variety is almost infinite. proof packaging film in the world. Their 

As the largest manufacturers of cellu- researches have also produced poly- 
lose film in Europe, as makers of B.C.L. thene-coated cellulose film and special 

polythene film and agents for cellulose films for wrapping such goods as fresh 

acetate films, we are proud of ou: meat, fruit and vegetables, and quick- 

ability to supply types and gauges to frozen products. 

suit every product. We are the world’s Colodense Limited, an associated 

biggest exporters of cellulose film and company, have an international repu- 

can supply the non-moistureproof type tation as high-quality colour-printers 

in widths of up to 81 inches. and converters of transparent films. 

Our scientists, top men in their field, Whatever your product, we have the 

in constant touch with merchandising best film for it. Whatever your packaging 

problems and solutions, work continu- problem, we shall be delighted to hear 

ously to evolve new and improved from you. Why not write to us today? 

BRITISH CELLOPHANE LIMITED 
Commercial Offices: 12-13 Conduit Street, London, W.1., England 

“Cellophane” is the registered trade mark of British Cellophane Limited in the following countries: The United Kingdom, Australia, Ceylon, 
Cyprus, Denmark, Eire, Gibraltar, Hong Kong, Iceland, India, Jamaica, Malaya, New Zealand, Nyasaland, Pakistan, Northern Rhodesia, Southern 
Rhodesia, Singapore, Trinidad and Tobago, Union of South Africa. 
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A BAG OF DISTINCTION 

IS COMING YOUR WAY 

For 99 years Arkell and Smiths’ contribution to the 

flexible packaging industry has been a tradition — a 

Ty contribution of quality and service. 

Canajoharie, N. Y 

, Serving the leaders in the fields of coffee, cookies, 

flour mixes, cereal, feed, and many others, we 

continually exceed the thorny challenge of today’s 

merchandising problems. We do it with modern 

thinking, talented designing, superior 

printing techniques and research — all aimed 

at improving the standards of our trade. 

Through our 4 plants, Arkell and Smiths 

stand ready to serve the potato chip 

industry — to offer you a service that 

we trust can improve the salability of 

your package and your product. 
Mobile, Alabama 

ARhELLan« SMITHS 
EXECUTIVE OFFICES - 500 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 36 

Manufacturing plants at: 

Canajoharie, N. Y. Wellsburg, West Virginia 

Hudson Falls, N. Y Mobile, Alabama 

s ] ° a io | " 

~The Oldest Name in Kaper Bags 
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WALLOP I what gives it to a package? Several things. An appealing shape, commanding 

colors, clean, uncluttered design. In applying these elements to packages, Fibreboard has had unusual success. 

Combining imagination, experience, skill, and effort, Fibreboard people give packaging maximum visual impact 

... wallop! Learn what a selling difference it can make in your cartons.and cases. Have our man show you 

next time he calls. Your nearest Fibreboard representative's Fi a] RE Bm rN Db. 
office is listed on the back of this page. 

PAPER PRODUCTS CORPORATION 



FIBREBOARD packaging 

Your frozen foods travel better, economically, 

n Fibreboard containers. Folding cartons of every size 

and style. Corrugated and solid fibre shipping cases. 

Advantages? You get many when you're served 

by the West's largest manufacturer of paperboard 

packaging. Your cartons and cases are faultlessly printed 

on the newest modern presses. You receive market 

and package research . . . structural and graphic 

design . . . equipment development and counsel . 

dependable supply and service. And people 

experienced people near you to work with you 

SERVICE OFFICES: Billings, Boise, Chicago, Denver, Fresno, 

Los Angeles, New York, Oakland, Omaha, Phoenix, 

Portiand, Sacramento, Salinas, Sait Lake City, San Diego, 

San Francisco, San Jose, Seattle, Stockton, Yakima. 

FIBREBOARD 
Paper Products Corporation 

Head Office: San Francisco 

L > 



‘al Bi er 

Positive Seal—No Film Waste 

Impulse sealing provides for the cut- 
off right at the seal, eliminating the 
tabs of conventional sealing result- 
ing in substantial film savings. 

FOOD MACHINERY 

AND CHEMICAL 

)R PORATION 

APRIL 1958 

polyethylene 

== maximum protection 
in flexible packaging for... 

fruits and vegetables 

hardware 

chemical powders 

frozen foods 

candy detergents 

and many other products 

To assure flexible packaging with maximum protection of the con- 
tents, STOKESwRapP forms clear or printed polyethylene film into a 
pillow type package having exceptionally high strength and re- 
sistance to rupture. This development makes possible the pack- 
aging of products heretofore too heavy to be satisfactorily handled 
by other materials. 

A new impulse principle for sealing the polyethylene web results 
in strong, positive seals and eliminates film waste as well. Electric 

eye registration of printed film, sealing and cutoff are all achieved 
in one simultaneous automatic operation at high speed. The web 
is held in constant tension, with no reversing, for smooth, trouble- 
free operation. 

A wide selection of feeds...pocket, auger, tablet counting, liquid, 
net-weight scale and special mechanisms . . . make STOKESWRAP 
well suited for low-cost high-quality polyethylene packaging of a 
great variety of products. 

Putting ldeas to Work 

FOOD MACHINERY AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION 

Stokes & Smith Plant 

4904+-A SUMMERDALE AVENUE, PHILADELPHIA 24, PA. 



What you should know about 

What should a box 

"The “creases’’, or scores, On cor- 

rugated boxes facilitate folding. When 

straight, and properly formed, they make 

your packing job easier and faster, assure 

maximum strength and serviceability of 

the box. 

But just being straight isn’t enough. 

Too narrow or too shallow a score sets up 

internal stresses, makes the box hard to 

fold. Too deep, weakens the board, makes 

the fold easy to tear and come apart during 

shipment. 

What makes a perfect score? 

It depends large- 
ly on the thick- 

ness and type of 

board, the scor- 

ing process, 

what you are 
shipping, and Scoring the sheet 

how it is shipped. First, the score must 

fold without cracking the board. It must 

also fold straight, regardless of the direc- 
A. Scored and slotted sheet tion of the corrugations. It must not cramp 

B. Folded and taped the inner liners too much when folded at 

C. Assembled box 180°. And it must, under test, withstand 
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scoring and slotting of Union Boxes 

combined tearing, bending and tension 

forces simulating those it will meet in 

actual service. 

The different kinds of scores 

There are four basic methods of scoring cor- 

rugated board. 1. The “Single V’’ crease— 
most commonly used when the direction 

of the score is parallel to the corrugations. 

2. The ““Double V””—generally used across 

the corrugations and where a clean, good- 

looking fold is essential. 3. The ‘“Three- 

Point” crease — good both “‘with” and 

“across” corrugations. Used where high 

“crease” be...besides straight? 

tearing strength is paramount. And 4., the 

“‘Five-Point”’ crease. This, too, scores both 

ways. It is used almost exclusively for 

double wall board. 

The importance of slotting 

Slots, cut by razor-sharp knives, form the 

top and bottom flaps of your corrugated 

box. Each slot must cut to an exact width, 

and at right angles to the flap scores so 

that the folded flaps 

will be perfectly par- 

allel where they come 

together. The knives 

must cut a clean slot, 

without ragged edges 

or “‘lint’’. Improper 

slotting can seriously impair the appear- 

ance and protective qualities of your fin- 

ished box. 
At Union, slotting and scoring of corru- 

gated containers is an exact science. It’s 

one small part of Union’s complete struc- 

tural design service to assure you maximum 

product protection. It’s one of the reasons 

why Union-engineered boxes are used con- 

sistently by shippers in every industry. 

Slots form the flaps 

)union( Write for Union’s free, informative booklet ‘Manufacturing Sheets for Corrugated Boxes.” 

UNION BOXES 
UNION BAG-CAMP PAPER Corporation 

233 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 7,N.Y. 

Factories: Savannah, Ga.; Trenton, N.J.; Chicago, Iil.; Lakeland, Fla. 

Saies Offices: Eastern Division—i400 E. State Street, Trenton, N.J. 
Southern Division—P.O. Box 570, Savannah, Ga.; P.O. Box 454, Lakeland, Fla. 
Western Division—4545 W. Palmer, Chicago, Ill. 
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dulling of display panels ... clean tight overwraps boost sales 

Model 56-G .... eliminates scuffing, marring, 

A compact, highly efficient, tested machine overwrapping 

at speeds up to 100 per minute 

The Model 56-G is a well-engineered machine . . . simply de- 
signed . . . ruggedly constructed . . . has a modern up-to-date 
appearance and precision wraps at sustained high speeds in the 
famous “Continuous Flow” manner. The display faces of the 
overwrapped article are clean, clear, neat . . . unmarred by 
heat or scratching because of the machine's ability to place the 

FEATURES Medel seam on the narrow edge of the package while retaining normal 

56-6 | Machine envelope folds at the ends. The result is eye appeal, and display 
t . dominance of the package are at that peak effectiveness so neces- 

sary for successful selling in today’s modern supermarkets. The 

size range provides for a multitude of packing sizes, easily han- 
” to 15” long, from 214” to 814” wide on the 

broad panel and from 1” to 5” deep. The average changeover 
time is about 20 minutes. Basically the Model 56G is built for 
handling self-sealing cellophane, but optional equipment (re- 
frigerated plates) may be installed for quickly withdrawing heat 

Package entry from side saves | ¥ from laminated foils, wax coated papers or similar heat sealing 
floor space | papers. 

‘inienan —+—— 
Perfect registration of printed 

design 

Seam on the narrow edge of 

the package makes tighter Yes 

more protective wrap . . » 
GAPS. ha ES ee dling items from 5 

Lifetime sealed bearings for 

trouble-free operation 

Fully automatic paper and 

automatic package feed (no 

operator required) 

Converts easily, quickly to a 
wide variety of package sizes 

. average time 20 minutes 

Norma! Envelope Fold 

OFFERS “IMPULSE” SELL 
ITEMS MAXIMUM Vos | 

MERCHANDISING Fivu~ "hi Rag Lb Gm 

EFFECTIVENESS 
—~| BATTLE CREEK 

| Full Display Panel i packaging machines, ine. 
<+— Seam on Narrow Edge a of the Package 102 TWELFTH STREET, BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN 

Normal Envelope Fold 
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Another famous name selects 
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PACKERS 
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20% 

combination. 

.. for sales-success in modern packaging 





Film of TENITE POLYETHYLENE 

is taking over many packaging jobs 

Garment bags are a good example of the 
growing use of polyethylene film. When laun- 
dries or dry cleaners return garments in bags 
of polyethylene, your clothes are getting the 
best possible care. 

Film extruded of Tenite Polyethylene is a 
tough material that doesn’t tear, puncture or 
“run” easily. And being waterproof, polyeth- 

ylene film means extra protection for cleaned 
garments—especially if they must be delivered 
or carried home in the rain. The transparency 
of polyethylene bags also helps you and the 
cleaner identify contents quickly. 

Long service life is another advantage when 
you have to store out-of-season clothes after 
cleaning. Polyethylene bags find many other 
re-use jobs, too, either as handy bags for a 
score of household chores or when cut open 
as film for wrapping. 

Toughness, waterproofness and transpar- 
ency are only three reasons why film remains 
the biggest single market for polyethylene. Its 
heat-sealability makes it the logical choice for 
use in high-speed automatic packaging ma- 
chines. Polyethylene is also the lightest of all 
plastics widely used for film—a pound of this 
film goes further than a pound of other plastic 
film of equal thickness. And because poly- 
ethylene resists chemical and solvent attack 
so well, this plastic is used to package mer- 
chandise ranging from pickles to battery acids. 

If you need a film for packaging, investigate 
polyethylene. We'll be glad to help you ex- 
plore the usefulness and usability of film ex- 
truded from Tenite Polyethylene. 

For more information on this versatile plas- 
tic, write EASTMAN CHEMICAL PRODUCTS, 

INC., subsidiary of Eastman Kodak Company, 
KINGSPORT, TENNESSEE. 

TEIN 
POLYETHYLENE 
an Eastman plastic 

Polyethylene film extruded by 

Chippewa Plastics, Inc., 

Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin 



ALUMINUM CONSULTING TEAM 

FOR THE COMPETITIVE EDGE IN PACKAGING... 

a Boke ed ° doin: 

ONL {I {0 yA AN, 

introducing a new Kaiser Aluminum service for packagers 

to help you cut costs and increase sales with aluminum 

The Aluminum Consulting Team has been set up by 

Kaiser Aluminum to help designers and users of packag- 
ing benefit now from this outstanding fact: 

In the past dozen years of its growth as an industry, 
aluminum has brought new competitive advantages to 

more products in more industries than any other metal 

in the world. 

In the packaging industry, we have seen new competi- 
tive advantages achieved again and again . . . in hundreds 
of examples like the four shown above. 

Kaiser Aluminum, through A-C-T, is ready now to 
help you use aluminum foil and aluminum rigid contain- 
ers to develop new competitive advantages through cost 
savings, sales appeal and greater package efficiency. 

HERE’S HOW A-C-T IS ORGANIZED 

A:C:T is composed of six major groups of specialists 
within Kaiser Aluminum. Depending on the nature of 
the problem, the appropriate group assumes project lead- 

ership and calls upon the other groups for specialized 
information. 

Package Development Specialists help you re-engi- 
neer and re-design present packaging to take advantage 
of the competitive edge offered by the properties of alu- 

minum. These specialists can also help you open markets 
for new products by helping to create new aluminum 
packaging—with complete testing and evaluation in 
Kaiser Aluminum’s ultra-modern packaging laboratory. 

Package Design Specialists offer complete styling 

service to bring design artistry to the functional engi- 
neering created by package development specialists —to 

increase sales appeal by improving package appearance. 

Process Development Specialists help work out new 

techniques and improved processes for aluminum pack- 
aging—in coating, printing, laminating, joining, stamp- 
ing, forming, container closing. They also help develop 
completely new processes for new needs in packaging 
production. 

Packaging Equipment Specialists bring maximum 

efficiency to production line operation . . . introducing 

laber and material economies to existing equipment set- 
ups... or assisting in the set-up of completely new pack- 
aging lines. 

Research Scientists and Food Technologists <dec- 

termine ideal “foil combinations” (foil in combination 
with other packaging materials) for specific products 
under conditions of actual use. Their procedures assure 

MODERN PACKAGING 



NEW PACKAGE DEVELOPMENTS! Kaiser Aluminum’s new 
“cripple-proof rim” container designs are helping bakers turn old 
problems into new advantages! First, they eliminate the sharp finger- 
cutting edge of ordinary rigid foil containers. Second, they permit 
tighter crimping of covers, resulting in stronger sealing and fewer 
returns of packages “crippled” during storage, shipping or display. 

700% SALES INCREASE! That's the immediate gain recorded by 
Modern Bakeries when they switched to wraps of Kaiser Aluminum 
Foil for their Country Club Bermuda Rye Bread! The bread also 
gained two days of shelf life, and stores increased shelf space and 
provided special display racks to take full advantage of the bread’s 
competitive sales success 

FASTER PACKAGING, LOWER COST! To over- 

come slow and costly hand closing operations, 
A-C-T specialists helped develop the automatic 
“Foilcrimp” Machine. Using it, packers of frozen 
prepared foods can now apply flexible foil top 
sheets to open-top containers at the rate of 60 per 
minute! The savings? ... up to 85 per cent on labor, 
up to 25 per cent on material, or up to “2 cent per 
container. In addition, the closures are more se- 
cure, protect food better. 

maximum protection plus perfect compatibility of prod- 
uct and package. 

Market Evaluation Specialists help designers and 
users of aluminum packaging determine sales potential 
for new products and new packaging applications. 

HOW A-C-T GOES TO WORK WITH YOU 

First of all, give A-C-T your requirements. Include 
enough particulars to permit us to determine which spe- 
cialists within A-C-T can best serve you. 

As the next step, A-C-T will study these particulars 
. . then submit a recommendation that may help you 

gain outstanding competitive advantages! Although 

Kaiser Aluminum does not produce packaging we will 

gladly furnish you the names of converters experienced 
in manufacturing foil products. 

You can take immediate advantage of A:C:T service 

by writing on your letterhead to A-C-T, Kaiser Alumi- 
num & Chemical Sales, Inc., 919 N. Michigan Ave., 
Chicago 11, Illinois. Or, call the Kaiser Aluminum sales 
office listed in your telephone directory. Ask for “the 
man on A:C:T.” 

Mail in the coupon below for your free copy of the 
informative booklet, “A-C:T—How It Can Help You 

Reduce Costs And Increase Sales With Aluminum 
Packaging.” Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Sales, Inc., 
Executive Office, Kaiser Bldg., Oakland 12, Calif.; Gen- 
eral Sales Office, Palmolive Bldg., Chicago 11, III. 

Mail this coupon for your free A-C-T booklet 

A-C-T 

Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Sales, Inc. 

919 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois 

Please send me a free copy of the booklet, 
“A-C-T—How It Can Help You Reduce Costs 
And Increase Sales With Aluminum Packaging.” 
I understand there is no obligation. 

NAME 

COMPANY — 

a 

Ciscoe — 

For the competitive edge in packaging, go aluminum- 

KAISER 
fF \ ALUMINUM 

Producers of Kaiser Household Foils. . . the only foils 

“quilted”’ for extra strength 

SEE “MAVERICK” + SUNDAY EVENINGS, ABC-TV NETWORK + CONSULT YOUR LOCAL TV LISTING 



DYLENE polylyrone 
mols Lost — cits coitr 

ohms Tape ober , 

Skilled engineering, extra-fine product design, and DYLENE 

polystyrene combined to give Johnson & Johnson this new, 

practical BAND-A1D Tape dispenser. 

DyLeNE enabled Dillon Beck Manufacturing Company 

of Hillside, New Jersey, to maintain a fast-molding opera- 

tion. And, DYLENe’s excellent dimensional stability makes 

each of these three-piece dispensers a tight-fitting package. 

DyYLENE protects against ultraviolet rays, and keeps them 

from penetrating the dispenser and causing the contents to 

fade. What’s more, DYLENe’s unlimited color range per- 

mitted a special blue color to be developed for the cutter 

bar. This attractive color gives added stimulation to point- 

of-purchase sales. 

ml Adhesive | y 

DyYLENE polystyrene may be the answer to your packag- 

ing problem. Koppers also makes these other fine plastics: 

SuPer DyLaNn® polyethylene, DyLAN® polyethylene and 

Dy ITI 

wire or write, Koppers Company, Inc., Plastics Division, 

Dept. MP-48, Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania. 

TWX Call Number... PG 533 

® expandable polystyrene. For more information, 

Offices in Principal Cities © In Canada: Dominion Anilines and Chemicals Ltd., Toronto, Ontario 

KOPPERS 
PLASTICS 
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...all yours when you use one 

of BBD’s modern multipurpose 

“700 Series” Flexographic Inks 

Viak the ome thal sith you bel 

C For Safety Mey. it RG TE Lh 

Higher Gloss 

Stronger Color 

More Mileage 

Freedom from Blocking 

Maximum Water 
Resistance 

. Polyethylene (treated) 
. “Mylar” and other polyester films 
. Saran-coated cellophane 
. Aluminum Foil 
. Glassine 
. Plain cellophane 
. Moistureproof cellophane 

. Polyethylene (treated) 
“Mylar” and other polyester films 

. Saran-coated cellophane 
. Aluminum Foil 
. Glassine 

PRINTABLE 
STOCKS 

Works beautifully on equipment operating at speeds 
to 225 fpm. Ideal for printing in conjunction with 

bag-making or other in-line operations 

Performs efficiently on high-speed presses running 
at up to 500 fpm. Easily modified to dry properly 

on slow-speed equipment too 

High flash point—far above that of conventional al- 
cohol inks — (90° F. TAG open cup) affords unique 
safety factor. Requires no red labels, creates no 

fire hazard in use or anttiat 

Comparable to that of conventional alcohol flex- 
ographic inks and should be treated accordingly 

Natural or synthetic rubber (Buna “N’) Synthetic rubber (Buna “N’”’) 
— _— 

Which one for you—SAFE-T-BRITE or MUL-T-BRITE? 

That depends on what kinds of material you print, and 
whether you print roll-to-roll or in-line with a fabricating 
or converting operation. But, whichever you choose, you'll 

get an ink with never-before-available features ...an ink 
that simultaneously improves your printing quality and in- 
creases your production efficiency... gives greater mileage 

than other flexographic inks. 
BBD’s “700 Series” Inks give you the kind of gloss, 

color strength, non-block quality and water-resistance that 
can’t be obtained with conventional flexographic inks be- 
cause SAFE-T BRITE and MUL-T-BRITE are formulated 

on an entirely new and different non-alcoholic solvent sys- 

tem. They represent an advanced concept of inkmaking 
that crashes through old barriers...opens new horizons of 
achievement for film, foil and paper converters. 

SAFE-T-BRITE and MUL-T-BRITE Inks have won 
wide acceptance here and abroad, are now being used suc- 

cessfully on every type of flexographic press. Try one or 
both of these sensational new “700 Series” Inks and see 

what a difference they make. A trial run can be arranged 

at your convenience by contacting the BBD plant nearest 
you. Why not do it now? 

Bros.and Deeney 
@ Fact-filled “700 Series” 

Technical Data Sheet and 

printed samples available on 

BHensin
g 

vet 

Fle »xograp
hic Ink 5} 

Manutactnee yon sO LEANORO, CAL. 

PHILADELPHIA Ass, -_ MONROE, LA * TORONTO 

CAMBRIDGE. 

a e 

request to Bensing Bros. and 

Deeney, 3301 Hunting Park 

Avenue, Philadelphia 29, Pa. A subsidiary of 
erm Sun Chemical Corporation 

Sun Chemical’s Graphic Arts Group: GENERAL PRINTING INK Gravure, Letterpress, Offset Inks and Supplies GEO. H. MORRILL New spaper Inks 

BENSING BROS. AND DEENEY Flexographic Inks RUTHERFORD MACHINERY Lithographic Equipment 



How colorful, improved dispenser 

parts by JSL.CLAR 

helped Gillette reduce Blue Blade 

packaging costs 

Several years ago, the Gillette Safety Razor Company of Boston developed 

and distributed an ingenious dispenser which made world-famous “Blue 

Biades with the sharpest edges ever honed'' completely safe, simple, and 

convenient to use. This revolutionary dispenser extended their lead in the 

razor blade field but with mounting material costs Gillettte sought a more 
economical way for manufacturing it and improving the design. 

Lithographing plates, with hairline register of colors, were developed by 
Clark's skilled craftsmen. Strict controls at each step in the reproduction 

process held Gillette's striking blue and gold colors true and identical in 

both the 6 and 10-blade dispensers, later in the 20-blade dispenser. 

At the recommendation of a J. L. Clark customer, Gillette came to Clark 

whose reputation for solving difficult manufacturing problems in special 

structures spanned almost 50 years. Experienced in widely diversified pack- 

aging, Clark engineers worked closely with Gillette to develop new tools 
and special fabricating techniques which insured a slim, trim, colorful 

package at a lower price 

Clark's integrated facilities were tuned to provide the strong brand image 

essential for mass-marketed products. High-speed presses equipped with 

Clark-built dies continue to turn out millions of dispenser parts at exceed- 

ingly close tolerances at economical cost 

Clark’s unique creative packaging service has helped strengthen the competitive position of many now familiar brand names. 

Perhaps it can do as much for your product. At your convenience, talk to a Clark sales representative 

a businessman's guide to container design 

A booklet you'll want to see and study, one thot 
can be the importont first step toward pufting 

your product front-row-center on any shelf! It 

discusses Design Impact, Structures, Psychology 
of Color and Merchandising Opportunities. 

Send for a copy — today! 

lithographed metal containers 

JSLICLARK 
J. L. Clark Manufacturing Co., Rockford, Ill.; Liberty Division Plant and 

Sales, Lancaster, Pa.; New York Sales Office, Chrysler Bidg., New York 17 
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CLARK containers help put your products where you want them! 



Made of 

wound or convolute 

fibreboard, spirally 

. all paper and 

composite . . . Cleveland Containers meet 

quality 

most packaging requirements. 

Available with LINERS for specific prod- 

uct protection ... 

pre-printed wrappers, direct printing or 

plain color wraps . . . 

attractive labeling with 

choice of closures 

and dispensers. 

e 2 ® 

Large production capacity prompt 

located 

are additional advantages 

deliveries from conveniently 

plants 

of using Cleveland Containers. 

WRITE for your copy of our 

latest Packaging Brochure 

¥ 4 ¥ 
Ask about Cleveland TUBING of every kind, 

type and size in chipboard, jute, kraft, fish 

paper, etc., in light or heavy wall .. . in diam- 

eters up to 24”. Special tubing is also available 

for electrical uses. ' 

Visit our Exhibit +1830 

Packaging Show 

Coliseum, New York City 

PLANTS 
A 

SALES OFFICES: 

CLEVELAND 
DETROIT 
CHICAGO 
MEMPHIS 

LOS ANGELES 
PLYMOUTH, Wis. 
JAMESBURG, N. J. 

OGDENSBURG, N.Y. 

ABRASIVE 
DIVISION 

CLEVELAND 

RASA re 

Screw Top Can 

Paper Cap Container 

THE 

CLEVELAND CONTAINER 
COMPANY ® 

6201 BARBERTON AVE., CLEVELAND 2, OHIO 
*¢ ALL-FIBRE CANS « COMBINATION METAL 
AND PAPER CANS + SPIRALLY WOUND 
TUBES AND CORES FOR ALL PURPOSES 

CLEVELAND CONTAINER CANADA, LTD. 

Plants & Sales Offices: Sales Office: 
TORONTO AND PRESCOTT, ONT. MONTREAL 

SALES OFFICES: 

NEW YORK CITY 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ROCHESTER, N. Y 

WEST HARTFORD, 
CONN. 
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Only Machine that Automatically Tapes 
Over 2000 New or Re-use Cartons Per Hour 

...and reduces labor costs as much as 80%, too! 

a a 
AN Only the WACKER I-20 

Can Guarantee Performance Like That 
And iook at just a few of the 3. Exclusive wipe down and com- 
other features built into ever pression assembly. 
Wagner M20 4. Rugged construction assures 

1. Adjusts to any carton size in a many years of trouble-free service. 
matter of seconds, not minutes 

It will pay you well to get complete 
2. Proper tape length cut automati information about the most modern 

cally, assures neat cartons every time. taping machine on the market today. 

MAIL COUPON 
TODAY FOR 
FULL INFORMATION 

TAPING 
MACHINE ee 

WAGNER IRON WORKS i 
Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin 

Please send complete information about the 

Wagner M-20 Taping Machine 

NAME 

WAGNER IRON WORKS 
1905 South Ist Street ADDRESS 

i 
i 

) i 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin city a 

67 



Hone's what 
KLEARTONE TRANSPARENT PRODUCTS CO. 

"Labor costs and down time cut to a minimum as 

these machines practically run themselves" 

Mr. Levy goes on to say, 

"We run two-up and produce in excess of 

50,000 bags per day per machine in one 

shift. We have practically no rejects and 

have cut in-plant waste considerably. The 

operator is able to spend plenty of time 

inspecting and packing bags while the 

self-indexing stacker is left unattended 

to make easy-to-handle stacks. Changeover 

and setup is fast and simple." 

— Alfred W. Levy, President 

Kleartone Transparent Products Co. 

Shown above in the Kleartone plant is the Simplex Center 
Fold feed unit which folds flat stock to accurate dimension 

for exacting front to back register and controlled lip size 

Left, one of two Simplex Model 24-7S side-weld bag 

machines in use at Kleartone on which consistent high 

quality bags are run from tubing or flat stock 

Customers Most Enthusiastic 
"Comments from our customers are most 

enthusiastic regarding Simplex made side- 

weld bags. The smooth, even seals are not 
only strong, but the absence of a skirt 

and unnecessary folds means no wasted ma- 

terial in the finished bag. Lip sizes on 
poly side-weld bags are consistent even 

when the lip length is very short. Printed 

bags look even better due to accurate print 
registration." 

Call Your FMC Packaging Machinery Representative Today 

For All The Details On The New 24-75 

Putting 

FOOD MACHINERY AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION 

FMC Packaging Machinery Division MC 

l/deas to Work 

534-23rd AVENUE, OAKLAND 6, CALIFORNIA 
FOOD MACHINERY 

AND CHEMICAL 
CORPORATION ® 

Foreign Sales: FMC Export Dept., P.O. Box 760, San Jose, Calif., U.S.A. 

(Cable Address: FOODMACHIN) 
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. JusterDoard 
oe 

PREMIUM PACKAGING 

FOR A PREMIUM PRODUCT 

AK-MAK crackers stand out on the 

shelves. This colorful package design 

is enhanced by LusterBoard . . . the 

board that gives a new dimension to 

printing. Results like this explain the 

increasing demand for Warren’s 

LusterBoard. The better your product 

looks, the better it sells, and Luster- 

Board helps to dress up any product. 

Here are some additional reasons for 

selecting LusterBoard : 

e Maximum fidelity of halftone re- 

production 

Fast ink setting and drying 

Smooth folding and superb emboss- 

ing effects 

Strength equal to or surpassing box- 

boards two to four points heavier 

Range of 14, 16, 18, 20, and 22 point 

thickness 

Samples, demonstration pieces, and 

technical information are available 

from LusterBoard headquarters: 

S. D. Warren Company, 
89 Broad Street, Boston 1, Mass. 

Ak-MAK Bakeries have selected 16 point Luster- 

Board for the packaging of their Armenian Cracker 

Bread. Tip-on shows only a part of complete carton. 

C paces . =o) Ss) 

Printing Papers 

WARREN'S Juster Board 



Several of the packages shown on this page were produced 

by Avisco cellophane converters: Bacon by Crystal Tube 

Corporation, Chicago, Ill.; Candy by Lord Baltimore Press, 

Baltimore, Md.; Peanuts by Continental Can Co., Inc., 

Shellmar-Bettner Division, Columbus, Georgia. It’s smart 

to do business with a creative converter. Write us for the 

name of one near you. 
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No matter what package construction you 

choose, you get fast, trouble-free heat 

seals with Avisco* cellophane. There’s a 

reason for this... 

Unlike other films that must melt to 

seal, cellophane has surface coatings that 

“flow” quickly when heat is applied (even 

through many layers of sealing surfaces). 

When heat is removed, cellophane’s coat- 

ings fuse instantaneously. 

Any packaging machine will run cello- 

... they’re no problem when you package with cellophane 

phane at top speed without constant 

attention to sealing plate temperatures 

or pressures. That’s because cellophane 

permits a wide latitude of sealing tem- 

peratures. This means that almost any 

package construction is possible because 

there’s a cellophane to suit them all. 

Your customers will like cellophane heat 

seals, too. They stay sealed for product 

protection, yet open easily to expose pack- 

age contents. 

Whatever you package, there’s an AVISCO cellophane 

designed to give you trouble-free machine operation. 

What’s more, on/y cellophane will make these seals. 

A Multi-layer tuck under end seals for fiat packages. 

For bacon, use AVISCO DSB. 

Multi-layer seals for tray wraps. 

For assorted candies, use AVISCO MS-2 or MS-4. 

Jaw-type crimp seals for “pillow packages.” 

For peanuts, use AVISCO MS-3 or MS-8 films. 

Bunch seals for contour wraps. 

For deodorant biocks, use AVISCO MS-4. 

Rotary crimp seals for strip packaging. 

For tablets and pilis, use AVISCO MSB-6 or RS-1 films. 

CELLOPHANE 

AMERICAN VISCOSE CORPORATION, Film Division, 1617 Pennsylvania Bivd., Philadelphia 3, Pa. 
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.from CARUSO ....... 
Half a century ago, 

when Enrico Caruso was 

the nation’s top recording 

star, music lovers obeyed 

Victor Record Company’s 

warning to ‘‘change the 

needle with every record.” 

This Miller-made box for 

Victor Needles, with its in- 

genious receptacle for used 

needles, made the job easy. 

HARRY BELAFONTE 
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VAUGHN MONROE 

WALTER P. MILLER COMPANY, INC. 

452 Yor anue. Pr adeliphia 23. Pa bm -Jictelalelal-Miul. ta .4-) ae 4=1218) 
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....to HEIFETZ 

MILLER 
BOXES 
help RCA-Victor to 

“package” great music Today’s great artists, 
including Jascha Heifetz, 

record for RCA-Victor not 

only on long-playing discs 

but on high-fidelity tapes. 

To protect these tapes in 

storage, during transit, and 

on dealers’ shelves, RCA- 

Victor naturally chooses 

set-up paper boxes. These 

Miller-made packages also 

serve as permanent, identi- 

fying containers in home 

and studio. 

makes the boxes 

The ever-growing popularity of tape-recorded music . . . both 

classical and popular . . . owes much to the attractive packaging 

program planned by RCA-Victor. When you call on Miller for help in 
your packaging problems, you command the skill and experience developed 
through more than half-a-century of service to America’s business leaders. 

designers and manufacturers of set-up paper boxes 
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from match books to wallpaper . . . 

from tea bags to tabulating cards .. . 

Vitra-Tone 

STEEL ENGRAVED CYLINDERS 
Print Best! . . . . Last Longest! 

More and more packaging men are discovering that Steel En- 

graved Cylinders give them the printed package they are looking 

for. Converters are impressed with the way they out-last all 

other printing techniques and the fact that every impression is 

as perfect as the first—even after 3 or 4 years of continuous use! 

Moreover when printing critical materials you can be confident 

of perfect results with chromeplated steel. 

* Greater Print Clarity For More Perfect Packages 

& Faultless Color Registration at Speeds Up To 800 impressions Per Minute 

% Chrome Plated Steel Cylinders In Any Size Up To 36” Long 

%& Patterned Glue Rollers That Assure Stronger Grip 

Make your next impression a permanent one—moke it a steel engraved 

cylinder by Vitra-Tone. Write today for prices and details. 

PN ITRA hina -\ONE ENC ENGRAVING CORP 
5 Bergen Street, Brooklyn 17, N Y 

Ulster 8.5717 

NOW PRINT 

ANYTHING 

ON ANY 

PACKAGE 

OF ANY 

MATERIAL 

Vitratone Engraving Cor- 

poration has announced a 

new standard of perfection 

for engraved steel cylinders 

which offer perfect printing 

control on any packaging 

material—bleached manila, 

Kraft, coated board, corru- 

gated, flexible films and foils 

in full color or black and 

white. 

For further information 

call or write: 

THE VITRA-TONE CORPORATION 

345 Bergen St., Bklyn 17, N.Y. 

Ulster 8-5712 
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HOW PLANNED PROGRESS AT KNOX GLASS 

INCREASES CUSTOMER SERVICE 
With an aim toward providing even better service to 6. Oil City, Pennsylvania: Construction started 
their customers throughout the nation, Knox Glass on a new mould shop, designed to improve Knox’s 
Incorporated has just completed a record year in operating flexibility, in December, 1957. 
plant expansion and growth. Here is a report of 
some of the results of Knox’s nation-wide program If you would like additional information on how 
of planned progress: Knox can meet your needs for precision, high quality 
, ’ containers, write Knox Glass Incorporated, Knox, 
1. Palestine, Texas: Ground was broken in June, Pa., or contact your nearest authorized Knox 

1957, for a new plant to produce amber glass. It representative. 
will be in operation within the next few weeks. 

Knox, Pennsylvania: A new unit for the manu- 
facture of emerald green glass containers went 

into operation in April; increased this plant’s 
capacity by more than 40%. 

- Danielson, Connecticut: A completely new 
glass container plant is now under construction 
and will start producing a very broad line of 
flint glass containers this summer. 

- Jackson, Mississippi: An additional 50,000 
square foot storage facility was added to the 
extensive Jackson plant to provide even better 
service to southern customers. 

- Gas City, Indiana: New and modern batch- 
mixing and storage facilities were completed 
early this year. KNOX GLASS INCORPORATED 



Visit the 

Spencer Exhibit 
(Booth 316) 

at the 

NATIONAL 
PACKAGING 
EXPOSITION 

in New York City 
May 26-30 

It's easy for you and your customers to handle bags made from “Poly-Eth” 
because the film doesn’t block. Find out for yourself. Ask your film supplier for 
polyethylene film made from one of these new “Poly-Eth”’ resins. 

How You Can Get On The Inside Track 

Three times thinner than human 
hair! Yet garment bags made from 

“Poly-Eth” maintain uniform gauge. 

Of The Polyethylene Garment Bag Race: 
Read how these new custom-built “Poly-Eth” resins 2476 and 2477 give 

you uniform, low-cost garment bags. These glass-clear, high-gloss 

bags have excellent printing and heat-sealing properties . . . 

A novelty only two years ago, 

polyethylene garment bags have won 

overwhelming customer favor wher- 

ever they were introduced. Establish- 

ments without polyethylene bags are 

now noticeably losing trade to those 

with the bags. A sudden new race for 

polyethylene garment bags has been 

the result. 

But the film requirements for these 

bags has grown more strict, too. So to 

help you get the inside edge on this 

booming trade, Spencer has designed 

two “garment bag resins,” “Poly-Eth” 

2476 and 2477. The resulting demand 

has far exceeded our expectations! 

76 

A remarkably low-cost film is now 

possible with “Poly-Eth.” That's be- 

cause these resins have such excellent 

processability. They can be drawn 

down to a uniform film as thin as 0.5 

mil or less! 

This glass-clear polyethylene gives 

bagged goods a _ glossy, glamorous 

beauty never before possible. The film 

is extra stiff, too, which means it’s 

easier to handle. Its printing and heat 

sealing properties are excellent! 

Learn more about how these two 

special new resins can give you extra 

advantages in the booming demand for 

polyethylene garment bags. Ask your 

supplier for film made of Spencer 

“Poly-Eth.” Write to us for literature 

and for the names of extruders who 

make film from “Poly-Eth.” Address: 

Spencer Chemical Company, Dwight 

Building, Kansas City 5, Missouri. 
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Sold —and Still Selling 
Scientific package design by Western-Waxide can make the impulse sale and keep right 
on selling in the home. But to do the complete selling job of building brand loyalty 

and making repeat sales, your package must protect all the flavor and freshness of 
your food product. 

This colorful package combines “Taste Excitement,” useful serving suggestions and 

recipes to produce a package that sells both in the store and in the home. The special 
formula Glosseal™ overwrap preserves all the natural goodness of Del Monte raisins. 

Increased Sales Western-Waxide’s excellence in the graphic arts combined with its packaging research 

.. by Design! and development laboratories can create a package that will do a complete selling job 
for you. There’s a Western-Waxide representative near you that can start your product 

5 ger on the way to “‘increased sales . . . by design.” Call him now. 

CROWN ZELLERBACH WESTERN-WAXIDE DIVISION 
Headquarters Office: 2101 Williams St., San Leandro, Calif. * Plants and Sales Service Offices in Principal Cities of the United States 

Manufacturers and converters of plain and printed waxed paper * foil * foil laminates * polyethylene coated paper and poly- 

film laminates + films * bags * pouches and other specialized flexible packaging materials © 



Here’s how 

your Encyclopedia Issue 

helps solve 

your packaging problems... 
EXAMPLE: How to improve packaging line 

efficiency? 

. Read the section “Efficiency on the Packaging 
Line” for a complete picture of the factors in- 
volved. 

2. Then turn to the Advertisers’ Index on the first 
page of this section and select ads whose con- 

tents bear on your problem. 

3. Get further information in the Buyers’ Directory: 
names and addresses of engineering consultants, 
machinery manufacturers and service organiza- 

tions. 

Look through the Encyclopedia insert “Review 
of Free Product Literature”, select pertinent free 
publications and write for them on the con- 
veniently enclosed post cards 

EXAMPLE: How to plan your package? 

1. See section “Planning and Developing the Pack- 
age” for sound approaches to the many-faceted 

problem 

Next, consult the Advertisers’ Index on the first 
page of this section for advertising of packaging 
consultants, contract packagers and materials 
suppliers 

3. Then turn to Buyers’ Directory for state-by-state 
listings of: packaging designers, contract pack- 
agers, engineering consultants, custom embossers 
and laminators, paper lithographers, independent 
research and testing laboratories, and sample and 
package distributors 

. Check the “Review of Free Literature” insert, 
select all possible helpful publications and send 
for them with enclosed post cards. 

EXAMPLE: Which packaging machinery to buy? 

1. Read section “The Machinery of Packaging” for 
all the fundamentals. 

2. Then check the Advertisers’ Index—on the first 
page of the section—for adjoining ads on filling 

equipment, cartoning machinery, unscramblers, 
etc 

3. Secure additional names and addresses of sup- 
pliers from Buyers’ Directory rosters: capping 
machine manufacturers, makers of conveyors, 
labelers, bundlers, etc. 

Examine insert “Review of Free Product Litera- 
ture”, pick out publications you want and send 
for them with enclosed post cards. 

EXAMPLE: Which packaging papers to use? 

1. See section “Papers for Packaging” for complete 
background. Also utilize accompanying charts. 

2. Next, refer to the Advertisers’ Index on the first 
page of the section for ads relating to your spe 

cific needs. 

. Check the Buyers’ Directory for an extensive 

listing of paper suppliers 

in the Encyclopedia insert “Review of Fre« 
Product Literature”, choose from the free publi- 
cations available and send for them with the 
handy enclosed cards. 

EXAMPLE: Where and how to use aerosols? 

1. Get detailed application information in the 

“Aerosols, Valves and Propellents” section. 

2. Then, for ads by aerosol component suppliers, 
see the Advertisers’ Index on the section’s first 
page. 

3. Next, examine the Buyers’ Directory for names 
and addresses of suppliers of aerosol containers, 
propellents, valves, loading machines, etc. 

. Check through “Review of Free Product Litera- 
ture’ insert. Select desired brochures and leaflets 
and write away for them on the enclosed post 
cards. 

The Encyclopedia is expressly designed to help you 
solve your problems. Reach for it next time you 
need help and see how valuable it can really be! 

MODERN PACKAGING ENCYCLOPEDIA ISSUE 
for fast, accurate answers to packaging problems 
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/ OCREENED 

CREATE IMPULSE-SALES... 

impulse-purchases that sweep shelves 

empty fast — because the fluorescent package creates 

a fiery first impression that pales its neighbors 

into obscurity. 

Only screen printed daylight fluorescent 

colors retain all the fire and brightness unmatched 

by any other medium. 

And only Color Reproductions, with fully-automatic 

screen printing-offers fiery fluorescents 

in one impression, by the millions, on high-speed, fully- 

automatic presses. 

What can one-impression fluorescent printing do 

for you? A qualified representative wil! be 

happy to explain the sales advantages and production 

economies of fully-automatic, screen printed, one-impression, 

daylight fluorescent colors. 

r 
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FULLY-AUTOMATIC SCREEN PRINTING 

eae COLOR REPRODUCTIONS, INC. 
Garden State Road, Union, New Jersey 

AMERICA S -FINEST SCREEN PROCESS, PRINTING PLANT 
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ARABOL SPECIFICATION ADHESIVES 

a break 

for coffee... 

rLAVOR FPROUTEC TIGR 
Where flavor and safety are vital, you can be sure a specification 

adhesive is at work. Here, in this type of container, the adhesive 

must do its job under conditions of heat and moisture— protecting 

the flavor of the coffee at the same time. 

Adhesives can be and ave specification-formulated for this and 

dozens of other requirements. We invite the opportunity to submit 

formulated samples— for tests to be made in your own plant— under 

your own particular working conditions. That is the one kind of 

testing that assures you of satisfactory results. 

Our fourteen plants and warehouses—plus four laboratories—are 

your guarantee of service and delivery. It is our privilege to serve 

the leaders, as well as hundreds of small users. May we send you a 

helpful booklet listing 23 basic specifications for adhesives? Kindly 

address your inquiry to Department 90. 

Rul 
/3 YEARS OF 

PIONEERING IN THE 
MAKING OF ADHESIVES 

THE ARA BO L MFG. CO... .a nationwide organization serving major users of industrial adhesives 

EXECUTIVE OFFICES: 110 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N.Y. CHICAGO « SAN FRANCISCO « LOS ANGELES « ST. LOUIS ¢ ATLANTA © PHILADELPHIA 
BOSTON ¢ PORTLAND, Ore. ¢ ITASCA and McALLEN, Tex. © CINCINNATI « DENVER «© TAMPA ¢ LONDON, Eng 
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i. Millions of folding cartons—millions of 

m iy stu re -Set corrugated cases—millions of mulgighlll bag - 

“ and millions of food wrap sad@ ip to 

ink by trillions of impressiong@Mfade by this unique 

[ett@upress inkgDEVeloped and patented 

CPI over | "Yéars ago by GPI and still unsurpassed 

for both press performance and print quality. 

The original 

Take advantage of GPI's moisture-set 

ink leadership and experience—call for 

a GPI-man today. 

General Printing Ink Company 

Division of Sun Chemical Corporation + 750 Third Avenue, New York 17 

Branches in all principal cities 

Sun Chemical’s Graphic Arts Group GENERAL PRINTING INK Gravure, Letterpress, Offset Inks and Supplies GEO. H. MORRILL Newspaper Inks 

BENSING BROS. AND DEENEY Flerographic Inks RUTHERFORD MACHINERY Lithographic Equipment 
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MORE PROFIT 
CENTRAL FIBRE 

_@ CENTRAL FIBRE 4: “Ader 
Losi Modern design can improve protection, cut packing and 

hippi ts and help sell duct. shipping costs and help sell your produc CENTRAL FIBRE 
As a consolidation of some of the oldest paperboard SERVES AMERICA 

mills and plants in America, Central Fibre represents a FROM 21 

considerable wealth of skill and know-how. Central Fibre’s CONVENIENT 

CITIES 

PAPERBOARDS AND SPECIALTIES 
CORRUGATED SHIPPING CONTAINERS 

help your profit picture. FOLDING CARTONS AND SET-UP BOXES 
EGG PACKING MATERIALS 

POULTRY HOUSE SUPPLIES 
MAPES MOLDED PULP PRODUCTS 

unusual growth in recent years reflects its great vitality. 

Let Central Fibre show you how modern design will 

More Than §0 Years of Cntinuous Serice and Progress 

CENTRAL FIBRE PRODUCTS COMPANY 
General Office. Quinoy, Minois 
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THE JOHN DALE GROUP for quality and service 

LONDON . ENGLAND 

TEL: ENTERPRISE 1272 

TORONTO 3 CANADA 
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GENERAL 

SALES OFFICE 

CROSSETT 

ARKANSAS 

Crossett sells much more than bleached board. 

We sell satisfaction in performance from skid, 

through press, and into a finished package. 

Here are three ways Crossett renders unique 

help to its regular customers. 

Sar 

When a Crossett customer is in trouble 

with any job, more often than not a 

skilled technician in packaging is on his 

way to help within hours ofa distress call. 

Crossett cylinder machine equipment 

permits true custom production of a 

nearly endless variety of furnish, caliper 

and bleach. Control over the exact place 

in a sheet where hard wood pulp will 

help printability—where soft wood pulp 

will provide strength. We don’t just make 

board—we build it—layer by layer to 

your specification. 

ian} | 
1at 

Crossett is an independent mill produc- 
ing bleached board. We have no financial 

tie with any type of converting opera- 

tion. Each customer gets twice monthly 

delivery of his regular order produced 

from machine time belonging to him. 

In all markets the production time is 

yours—your supply is sure. 

May we tell you the full story and show you 

CROSSETT. 
A BAVISION OF 

BALTIMORE OFFICE DALLAS OFFICE 
J. W. Taylor, D. Q. Hodge H. E. Manner 

CHICAGO OFFICE CINCINNATI OFFICE 
L. J. Walker, D. W. Schwier R. J. Lantry, J. T. Allen 

414 St. Paul St. 3409 Oak Lawn Ave. 300 West Washington 3732 Lovell Avenue 



dual-purpose 

dud flex 
DUAFLEX is the unique cosolvent ink that 

gives you top quality, peak performance and maximum 

economy at all times. Running at faster press speeds, 

brilliant DUAFLEX inks won't pinhole. They produce a 

higher gloss and the hardest-drying, most pliabie 

ink film ever! And because DUAFLEX is a premium-quality 

ink, you get greater mileage for a lower cost per 

impression. You realize even further economies through 

reduced inventory. Dual-purpose DUAFLEX not only 

replaces specialized gravure and flexographic inks, 

but produces far better results on your 

flexible film jobs. Try versatile DUAFLEX 

the next time you work with Mylar; treated 

polyethylene; glassine; foil; and PT, MST and 

K-202 cellophane. You'll never go back 

to old-fashioned packaging inks! 

— 

Sinclair and Valentine Co. 
Main Office: 611 West 129th Street, New York 27, N. Y.. 

Conedian Affilicte: SINCLAIR AND VALENTINE CO. OF CANADA, LTD., 240 Madison Avenve, Toronto 7, Canada 



rhe need to maintain trouble-free 

operation of high-speed 

laminating and packaging machines —‘ 

has led to greater demands \ (OPS 
SSS 

upon the high qualities of foil. 

The excellence of Venesta foil 

as the modern packaging 

material is due to... 

Venesta foil can form an absolute Venesta foil can be laminated to 

Venesta foil is second to none Checking at all stages of rolling barrier against bacteria, paper or plastic film 

in brilliance of finish ensures consistency of gauge. moisture vapour, odours and gases. for specialized end uses. 

Throughout manufacture and processing, Venesta foil is checked 

and rechecked. Because of this constant attention to quality at 

all stages, packers and converters can feel confident that their 

Direct printing or embossing on machinery will run more smoothly, and that lamination will be 
Venesta foil eliminates the need ; 

for labels. carried out more satisfactor ily : 

VENESTA FOIL 
{gents for the United States of America & for Canada For the addresses of our Agents in other countries . 7 

PARSONS & WHITTEMORE INCORPORATED write to VENESTA LIMITED, Vintry House, \VENESTA 

250 Park Avenue, New York, 17, N.Y. phone Yukon 6-6000 Queen Street Place, London E.C.4, England Vv 



AT LONG LAST 

A Successful Coated 

Bleached Carton Board 

Westvaco’s new BRITE-PAK Coated Board has all the advantages of bleached 

board, outprints and outperforms regular folding box board—and at competi- 

tive prices. 

Westvaco BRITE-PAK helped make pack 

wing history with the cigarette hard box 

in 1957. And now 

ing innovation, Westvaco announces tested 

ind proven We stvaco BRI | fk P AK Coated 

Board in a wide 

What This Means to 

Package Designers 

is One More papermak 

range ol calipers 

Package designers and engineers get these 

real advar tages qui kly and easily demon- 

I d with samples ite already tested and 

in Use 

An immediatel ble new pack- 

e at no extra cost 

Added s : throug superior 

printabuilit 

5. White all t 

interior surtaces, 

with brighter 

lL. A new packaging tool in the designer's 

kit. 
speci il eflectiveness wit! 

overprint varnishes. 

6. | xceptional contrast. 

i. Wide range of calipers lor diy 

le sign. ‘ 

o 
< >. Lowet calipers to avoid overt ilipe ring 

small packages. 

Consider These Advantages for 

Carton Manufacturers 

Westvaco BRITE-PAK Coated Board of 

rs standardized improved printing sul 

face plus bleached board uniformity, whicl 

to carton manutacturers means 

Higher spet 

equipment. 

ds on press and converting 

printing with less Improved qualit 

lort 

Less waste (and higher return for die 

cutting waste) 

L. Run-to-run uniformity allows standardi 

ation of plates, ink, cutting, and creasing 

equipment, and easier make-ready. 

>. Opportunities for better board yield and 

lower freight costs. 

6. Printing by all processes offset. letter 

press, gravure, flexigraphic. 

7. Greater ink mileage. 

For the Consumer Goods Producer, 

Here’s News 

With the completely new BRITE-PAK 

Coated Board, the package is sanitary and 

And there 

is added sales appeal in the clean, gleaming 

appearance ol fully bleached BRITE-PAK 

Coated Board made of 100° 

more important, looks sanitary. 

bleached vir- 

gin fiber, at no extra cost. Consider these 

points: 

|. A more salable attractive package at no 

extra cost. 

2. A new added attraction to sell to dealers 

and consumers. 

}. Maximum uniformity and efficiency on 

filling lines 

(by Hl estvaco, of course) 

lL. Bright white carton interior enhances 

enclosed product. 

>. Repeat sales owing to enhanced produc { 

appearance. 

0. Refle cts the care taken with the produc 4 

Available Now! 

Westvaco BRITE-PAK Coated Board is a 

here-and-now product—available in’ the 

quantity and caliper needed. One of the 

world’s most modern 

teached board mills, at Covington, Vir 

high-capacity 

ginia, is now making this superior board 

in commercial production for use in pack 

aging nationally distributed products. Be 

low is acoated board machine in operation. 

Reliability and uniformity of product 

have been proved over many years of labo 

ratory, pilot plant, and machine operation 

Before finalizing package designs, we 

you explore with us the possibili 

Westvaco BRITE-PAK Coated 

soard. The potentialities will astonish you. 

Call or write West Virginia Pulp and Paper 

Company, Bleached Board Division Sales 

230 Park Avenue. New York 17. N. Y. 

suggest 

ties of 

BRITE-PAK COATED CARTON BOARD 
West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company, 230 Park Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 
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Seven different items . . . products requiring various pouch and carton 

sizes . . . are all packaged on this one versatile Bartelt Line at 

Jewel Tea Co., Inc. Bartelt high-speed, automatic equipment will 

handle liquids, powders, or solids in single or multiple units. Pouches 

are formed from heat-sealable papers, films, or foils . . . filled 

quickly and accurately . . . and strongly sealed. Any desired number 

of pouches can be inserted into cartons that are pre-formed in the 

cartoner unit. Whatever your packaging problem, let us help you. 

Write today. Our experienced personnel are here to help you. 

2 YEULOW 

SV ITERIRIOSP Hockey for © Corn ‘ Ca ENGINEERING CO. es 

1900 HARRISON AVENUE * - “4 

ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS Cucaléve 7 Achagitig 
New York Office, 370 Lexington Ave 

BOOTH 1337, AMA SHOW 
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new for skin packaging...premium quality 

REYNOLO 
TRADE MARK 

cast vinyl 
film 

super clear! sparkling bright! 
exceptionally tough! 

The brilliant clarity and durability of new 

Reynolon cast vinyl film are prime features 

that mean maximum sales appeal and quality 

in skin packaging applications. This new film 

is also chemically inert, has low moisture va- 

por and gas transmission rates, is heat or 

electronically sealable, printable, odorless and 

non-toxic. 

Investigate this new Reynolon film for qual- 

ity skin packaging of hardware, toys, novelties, 

wearing apparel and a host of other products. 

For details on this film and on other 

Reynolon plastic films, call the plastics spe- 

cialist in the Reynolds office in New York, 

Camden, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis or Los 

Angeles. Or write Plastics Division, Reynolds 

Metals Company, 30 Boulevard Avenue, 

Grottoes, Virginia. 

polyvinyl! alcohol films for — 

BAG MOLDING 

METAL BONDING 

SOLUBLE PACKAGING > 
Plast 

INFLATABLES enitie Guate Sebi 
OXYGEN TENTS 

GLASS SUBSTITUTES 

PROTECTIVE COVER PRODUCTS 

polyvinyl! chloride films for— 

SKIN PACKAGING 

PLASTICS DIVISION 
REYNOLDS METALS COMPANY 
Watch Reynolds All ly Television Program ‘‘DISNEYLAND,” ABC TV 

MODERN PACKAGING 



now '.More Than 200 PRINTED POLY BAGS PER MINUTE ! 

(re Roto Bag-Holweg 
‘PACEMAKER’ 

COMBINATION 
POLYETHYLENE 

BAGMAKER “i 
AND 2-COLOR 

PRINTER 

THIS SIMPLE, MOST ECONOMICAL MACHINE 
ESTABLISHES A NEW LOW COST AND HIGH 
PRODUCTION STANDARD FOR THE INDUSTRY 

-Compels A Re-examination Of Polyethylene 
Printing And Bagmaking Techniques ! 

The ‘Pacemaker’ is a joint development of the engineering staffs of two firms 
intimately connected with the progress of the industry —C & A Holweg S.A., 
Strasbourg, France and Roto Bag Machine Corp., New York City. Designed as 
a complete unit, its components were brought to completion by the respective 
companies. The successful blending of the two functions combined with sig- 
nificant new engineering features results in the first standard machine to 
incorporate printing and bagmaking in one simple dependable operation. 

SINGLE MACHINE ECONOMY — TWO MACHINE PERFORMANCE 
The advantages of single machine operation are immediately apparent: 

Single Operating Cost (Labor) 
Lower Waste Factor 
Less Materials Handling 
Less Floor Space 

and significantly, Single Machine Capital Investment! 

SIMPLE DESIGN MEANS MAXIMUM ECONOMY AND QUALITY 
Notwithstanding its low cost achievement, ‘Pacemaker’ tandem functions in- 
sure all the quality benefits both printing and bagwise that well-controlled 
separate operations normally provide. 

APRIL 1958 

~~ 
‘PACEMAKER’ 

IS THE LOW COST PRODUCER 
FOR THE LOW PRICED 

BAG MARKET 
‘Pacemaker’ handles flat or gus- 
setted tubing up to 12” wide and 
in the narrower widths two rolls si- 
multaneously producing rates in ex- 
cess of 200 printed bags per minute! 

For additional information, 

call or write 

Roto Bag-Holweg 

CONAPAC CORPORATION 

120 EAST 13¢b TREET. NEW 



More and more, the trend is to 

“D-MOUNT”™ Plate Cylinders 
Patented 

Visit MOSSTY PE 

in Booth 2320 

National Packaging Exposition 

New York Coliseum 

May 26-30 

simply because D-MOUNT’ Cylinders cost far less, 

and print much better than conventional shafted 

steel cylinders. Many thousands of “D-MOUNTS now 

in use by over 200 converters, large and small. 
Write for literature 

k M oO Ss S T Y aa al 150 Franklin Turnpike, Waldwick, N. J. 

*MOLDED RUBBER PRINTING PLATES * CONTINUOUS DESIGN ROLLERS ¢RUBBER 

UN’: . PLATE MOUNTER-PROOFER MACHINES « “D-MOUNT" RUBBER PLATE CYLINDERS 

Pacific Coast: BOJANOWER MACHINERY SERVICE CO., Los Angeles « Canada: MANTON BROS., LTD., Toronto 
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CROWN POLY PAPER IN ACTION: 

Crown Poly paper protects bare 

root plants for growers 

such as Tets Sakai 

How Crown Poly Paper Keeps The Bloom On The Rose 
Problem: How to protect rose plants from drying out in storage 

and transit. 
Preserving bare root rose plants from damage by de- 

hydration proved a problem for growers. Even when 
stored in moist peat moss, plants would exhaust their 
available moisture supply. 

Crown Zellerbach’s research staff called to the rescue, 
developed a shipping container liner of kraft paper coated 
with polyethylene. 

This new Crown Poly paper liner completely replaced 
the heavy peat moss giving the roses a “controlled climate”’ 

retaining the plants’ moisture yet allowing them to 
breathe. It keeps the oxygen-carbon dioxide balance at a 
level perfect for safe shipping yet maintains life-giving 
moisture. And it is saving money by reducing shipping 
weight 20 per cent. 

This is just another solution by versatile Crown Poly dm. 
paper. Is there some task Crown Poly paper can do pth, C 4 0 WN Z i l l E 7 BA C H 
cheaper, faster, or better for you? Write Department oan, 

PY-1 at the address at right for technical advice 7 343 SANSOME STREET, SAN FRANCISCO 19, CALIFORNIA 

APRIL 1958 
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PACKAGING 
can Start 

sales rocketing=— 

for you! 

And here’s how General Chemical can help you get your new aerosol 

ideas off the ground. 

You’ve seen many aerosol products “take off” on a sales curve that shoots 

straight up. You’ve seen total aerosol sales increase over 30% per year since 

1951... to 320 million units in 1956. Perhaps you’d like to know more 

about the aerosol market and its potential. As a leading supplier of aerosol 

propellants—the “Genetrons”—General Chemical will be glad to provide 

extensive market information ...and help you in other ways as well. 

For example—if you are interested in marketing a new aerosol, General 

Chemical can tell you about promising new aerosol formulations developed 

in our laboratories ... and can assist in the development of your own 

new aerosol formulation. 

You may want to know about contract fillers and how they work. General 

Chemical can tell you about reliable contract fillers in all parts of the country 

who are equipped to handle production of test market and commercial 

quantities—relieving you of any need to invest in special equipment 

or personnel. 

Interested? Call or write “Genetron” Department, General Chemical Division, 

Allied Chemical & Dye Corporation, 40 Rector Street, New York 6, N. Y. 

GENneTrON Fiecetants 

llied 

hemical 
GENERAL CHEMICAL DIVISION 

40 Rector Street, New York 6, New York 



Polyethylene paper coatings 

can now be applied from a hot melt 

W ith | polene _ paper coaters and converters 

can use wax-coating machines, modified to op 

erate at somewhat higher temperatures, to appl) 

polyethylene directly to paper sheets or web 

The need for extrusion laminating equipment ts 

eliminated. 

E.polene C is a new type of polyethylene pos 

sessing many of the properties generally asso 

ciated with plastic grade resins, vet it can b¢ 

handled much lke a moderate to high melting 

point wax. 

Because of its wax-like characteristics, Ep 

lene C can be applied as a hot melt ¢ oating, W ith 

or without modification. At 300°F, for instance, 

its viscosity is only 8,000 centipoises. The addi 

tion of 25° paraffin, with which Epolene C is 

completely compatible, reduces its viscosity to 

only 1,300 centipoises at this temperature. 

Hot melt coatings of Epolene C compare 

favorably with plastic grade extrusion coatings. 

Moreover, hot melt I polene C coatings, being 

fluid, penetrate the stock to a greater degree 

and thus assure a more complete bond with the 

paper. An unusually high gloss is achieved and 

the paper can be coated on both sides, if desired. 

Flexibility, strength and chemical inertness 

have made polyethylene-coated papers increas- 

ingly popular. The more economical coating 

procedure now possible with | polene C prom- 

i ises to extend the use of polyethylene-coated 

papers to many new fields. 

EASTMAN LOW-MELT POLYETHYLENE Inv estigation of processing techniques and 

product applications for Epolene C is continu 

ing at I astman’s customer service laboratories. 

SALES OFFICES: Eastman Chemical Products, Inc., We will be glad to supply samples and further 

Kingsport, Tenn.; New York City; Framingham, Mass.; information and to assist you in evaluating this 

Ciacianett; Cleveland; Chicage; %. Lovin, pevtion, new low-melt polyethylene. Write today to 
West Coast: Wilson Meyer Co., Son Francisco; : : * 
Los Angeles; Portland; Salt Lake City; Seottle. Chemical Division, Eastman Chemical Products, 

Inc., a subsidiary of Eastman Kodak Company, 

Kingsport, Tennessee. 
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Problem 
What is the quickest, easiest 

way to seal a package? 

Wire? Staples? Glue? Tape? 

Cement? Chains? Chewing 

gum? String? Rivets? Rope? 

Nope—it’s 

PRESSEAL! 

Self-sealing PRESSEAL cases close and seal with one opera- 

tion at gentle hand pressure ... require no auxiliary materials 

of any kind... remain firmly closed during transit or storage, 

yet open easily without special equipment. 

Learn today how PRESSEAL can save you time and 

money by simplifying your packaging operation. 

PRESSEAL 
PATENTS PENDING 

GROWERS CONTAINER CORPORATION 
PLANTS IN SALINAS AN D FULLERTON, CALIFORNIA AND JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 

HEADQUARTERS in SALINAS, CALIFORNIA «+ SALES OFFICES — CALIFORNIA: Salinas, Fullerton, San Francisco, San Jose, Santa Rosa, Fresno « ILLINOIS: Chicago 

FLORIDA: Jacksonville, Tampa, Orlando, Winter Haven * ARIZONA: Phoenix + GEORGIA: Atlanta * ALABAMA: Birmingham «* SOUTH CAROLINA: Greenville 



The Automatic 

Russell Equipment Line 
by Crompton & Knowles Packaging Corp. 

From case openers and positioners to case packers to gluers and sealers, you'll find that 

C & K’s Russell line of automatic equipment will help you cut your packaging costs 

Integrated and interlocked with controls, the line shown opens cases automatically at 22 

per minute, positions them, accumulates cans from single line infeed, then packs these cans 

in a 6x 4x 2 pattern into cases — which are then fed automatically to the Gluer and Sealer 

Line speed 1056 cans per minute. Available in other can sizes, pack arrangements, case 

sizes and speeds. 

Find out how C & K’s Russell line can help you write 

today for detailed descriptions and specifications — Crompton 

& Knowles Packaging Corp., 100 Berkshire St., Holyoke, 

Massachusetts. 

For overwrapping food For packaging food 
dairy, meat, bakery or dairy products 

f > 
’ 4 

and industrial products _ C&K's Klear-Plastic 
C&K's Wrap-King — =———-7 oriented polystyrene 

overwrapping and } * / lids, trays and con 
bundling machines = : tainers. 

Russell Division 

100 Berkshire St., Holyoke, Massachusetts 

Sales Representatives: Atlanta *« Cleveland 
Lor Angeles * Chicago * Denver * New York 

Toronto * Montreal 
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How pretty and practical can 
packaging gel? 

ie The handsome design of this Redi-Tote package 

> is immediately apparent, but there’s more 

here than meets the eye. The two end tabs 

lock the Redi-Tote top securely in place. 

There’s no chance for accidental opening 

or tearing. The added advantage of the 

Redi-Tote carrying handle encourages more 

take-with buying. Packaging with these 

conveniences can help you win new 

customers, and bring them back for more. 

Redi-Tote delivers the goods from 

manufacturer to consumer. 

Easily assembled from flat 

sheet to complete folded 

carton. Questions? 

Gardner has the cor- 

rect answers—they are 

yours for the asking. 

Persuasive Packag ing 

DIAMOND GARDNER CORPORATION 

Oil THE GARDNER DIVISION 
EF DIVISION OFFICES, Middletown, Ohio 



The old papers of Italy, probably 
first introduced there by the 

Saracens of Spain, had remarkable 
texture and quality 

However, it took the touch of a 

Michelangelo to transform paper 

into this 16th century work of art, 

highly treasured today 

Paper Needs 

the 

“TOUCH OF TALENT” 

oa 

“y t is the touch of 

talent that gives 

a paper product its 

ultimate appeal... 

whether as a work of 

art to a sophisticate, 

or as a wrapper around 

a candy bar toa 

chocolate-hungry kid. 

naShya 

NASHUA PACKAGING TALENTS AVAILABLE TO YOU ...Creative Design * Paper Chemistry * Package Engineering « 

Coordinated Packaging * Quality Production * Procurement Versatility...Nashua Corporation, Nashua, N.H. 
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Featured in this issue... 

Paperboard trend in ’58: higher quality, lower costs 

From the improved products and processes now available or on the way, it’s obvious 
that the quality level of paperboard is taking a big step upward in 1958. Most 
of these improvements are being made at no cost increase—in many cases at actual 
savings—to the packager. A result of one of the first of these major improvements is 
a new fine-surfaced folding cartonboard adopted by Quality Chekd Dairy Products 
Assn. for its ice cream. A solid bleached Fourdrinier food board made by a special 
process, its ultra-smooth white surface permits brilliant fine-screen reproductions while 
maintaining the necessary strength and rigidity to meet high-speed packaging-machin- 
ery requirements. For more on this and other important developments in food board, 

Don't miss ‘‘Trend to Finer Food Board,”’ p. 

Label-makers’ squeeze gives packagers a bargain 

This is the paradox of a $300-million supplying industry: Despite a 10-year dollar in- 
crease of 69.1%, profit ratio has skidded from 13.1% to 2.3%. According to the in- 
dustry, this imbalance exists because label makers—banking on more-efficient manu- 
facturing equipment to offset rising costs—have not recovered through price increases 
the mounting costs of paper, ink, varnish and other supplies, or the net increase in 
labor cost. The result is that while label makers still seek a reasonable profit, 
packagers are getting an outstanding value in the labels they purchase. What’s needed 
now if this industry is to put its profit ratio in line with those of other package-supply- 
ing industries is a more realistic pricing policy. For more about this problem and 
the trends and developments contributing to the label industry’s continuing growth, 

Read this month's Supplier-industry Survey, ‘‘Labels,"’ p. 

Regal convenience packaging for ‘poor cousin’ seafood 

In what appears to be a significant advance in frozen-seafood packaging, General Foods’ 
Birds Eye Div. has developed a new product and package that offers convenience in 
home preparation and adds a regal touch to the fish world’s “poor cousins” —haddock 
and cod fillets. Dubbed Filet Regale, the product is prepared with lemon/butter 
sauce and seasoning, then enclosed in a polyethylene-coated aluminum-foil pouch. 
Designed to serve as a pan in which to cook the fish, the foil pouch has 2 built-in 
tear strip for easy opening in the home. The carton which encases the pan package has 
a foil-laminated overwrap with an unusual modern-art surface design that heightens the 
implication of exclusive quality. Read ‘‘Zip-Open Pan Package,"’ p. 108 

One-shot plastic bubble pack makes its bow in Canada 

The single-portion, all-plastic bubble pack, long established in Europe, makes its first 
major appearance on this side of the water in the form of 14-oz. twist-open bubbles for 
Colgate of Canada’s Halo liquid shampoo. The company envisions the low cost and 
convenience of its one-shot packages as the key to wider markets and increased 
total sales volume. Although single-portion film packages have been used in this 
country for liquid products on a small scale, Halo’s package is unusual because of the 
material used, its form and the special continuous strip-packaging machinery that pro- 
duces it. Multiple strips are filled, formed and heat sealed in a continuous process 
using 25-mm.-diameter tubing of heavy, 25-mil polyvinyl chloride; then individual units 



are die cut to their distinctive nozzled shape and printed. For more details on a package 
that could have wide application to many other free-flowing liquid products, 

See ‘One-Shot Plastic Bubbie,"’ p. 110 

Transfer labeling permits in-plant color printing of squeeze bottles 

Sometimes the cost of color printing on polyethylene squeeze bottles can be higher than 
the price of the containers themselves. But now LePage’s has adopted an in-plant hot- 
transfer labeling technique (formerly limited to flat film and bags) that slashes by 75% 
the cost of putting two multicolor labels on its bottles of glue. This cost-cutting innovation 
may well broaden the use of squeeze containers for many such low-price, volume 
products. Other than cost savings, LePage’s notes these benefits from in-plant transfer 
labeling: registration problems are eliminated, labels are scuff resistant, panel design can 
be changed easily and unprinted bottles can be stocked to reduce bottle cost and inventory. 

Read ‘‘Transfer Labeling of Squeeze Bottles,"’ p. 

Why there’s new packager interest in gas sterilization 

The 20-year-old process of gas sterilization is generating new interest among packagers 
who must sterilize either packaged plastic products or items after they are packaged in 
plastic. As a substitute for steam sterilization, the process makes it possible to use 
gas-permeable films for packaging, and products can be made of low-cost plastic parts 
that would distort under high heat conditions. One user of the gas method for packaging 
is Admiral Corp., which is producing 3,000,000 gas-sterilizable, film-packaged throw- 
away syringes every month at its Chicago plant and expects to triple that output by year’s 
end. The company has adapted its plastics injection-molding equipment to produce the 
syringes, which are packaged in cellophane pouches, then gas sterilized in a patented 
process using heat, vacuum and ethylene oxide. Turn to ‘Sterilization with Gas,"’ p. 120 

The farmers go for sleek, modern package design 
Packages are most often redesigned to give them better visual competition against other 
brands. So why should a farmer cooperative, little troubled by brand competition in its 
own retail outlets, undertake an ambitious redesign program that affects every product in 
its line? For one of the nation’s biggest co-ops—Consumers Cooperative Assn. of Kansas 
City, Mo.—the objectives are these: (1) packaging as modern as its fast-growing business 
operations (and its competition) and (2) package-design uniformity that creates the 
family ‘identification and corporate personality most industries strive for today. In its 
program, the organization has gathered a rambling line of products and trademarks into 
a close family designed to solidify the loyal local patronage that ranks the farmer coop- 
erative among the nation’s big businesses. Read ‘‘Design for a Special Market,"’ p. 128 

How to have a better box for less money 

Operating at Ivers-Lee’s contract-packaging plant in Newark, N.J., is an automatic 
machine that makes it possible to use a more-expesive packaging material to turn out a 
stronger and more-versatile inner container—an* does the job at a substantial cost 
saving. The company’s secret is an automatic box-. «ying machine (conventionally used 
with heavy stock in the set-up-box field) that can «andle light chipboard blanks and 
needs only one operator. Although the blanks are mure expensive than the company’s 
former folding cartons, which were set up by hand, automatic machine operation more 
than makes up the difference. Ivers-Lee reports that it chalked up savings of 25% in 
1957, expects a 30% saving in box make-up this year. See ‘Better Box for Less," p. 131 

Longer life for vacuum-nitrogen-packed food 
Of interest to packagers of a variety of film-wrapped food products are recent laboratory 
tests on flexible vacuum-nitrogen packs of sliced cheese. They reveal a distinct danger 
point for oxygen transmission and also identify two sufficiently resistant film combinations. 
Of the four materials tested, the two that demonstrated the property of extremely low 
oxygen transmission also exhibited an ability to extend the product’s shelf life for long 
periods under normal storage conditions. A technical report by C. L. Brickman, A. W. 
Saunders and J. G. Rote, Jr. Details in “‘Mold vs. Oxygen Permeability,'’ p. 149 
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Trend to finer food board 

is the ultra-smooth white surface of Quality Chekd ice-cream cartons, 

i is a year which will go down in packaging 

history as one of significant product improvement 

by the paper and board industry. New paper ma- 

chines and new processes are producing finer, whiter, 

smoother printing surfaces for the finer, more life- 

like reproductions which today’s merchandising 

competition demands. From the improved products 

already announced and those known to be on the 

way, it is apparent that the general quality level of 

paper packaging is taking a big step upward in 1958. 

And most of these improvements are being made 

at no increase in cost or, in some cases, at a saving 

to the packager. 
Significant merely because it is the first of these 

major improvements to be announced is a new fine- 

folding 

adopted by, among others, the Quality Chekd Dairy 

surfaced cartonboard which has _ been 

Products Assn. of Chicago to give special merchan- 

dising impetus to four ice-cream “specials” this year. 

This new board is a solid bleached Fourdrinier 
food board made by a special process that gives it 

ultra smoothness and whiteness to render greater 

printing fidelity 

strength and rigidity to meet high-speed packaging- 

while maintaining necessary 

machinery requirements. The board is surfaced with 

a titanium-pigmented sizing, spread with extraordi- 

nary smoothness by the special process. 

Best of all, the superior new cartons cost Quality 
Chekd no more than the old. The improvement in 

the board is achieved at no increase in price. 

Quality Chekd is an association that must, among 

its many jobs, supply packages to meet the demands 

of 112 independent dairies operating in 35 states. 

These companies are banded together to reap bene- 

fits of collective purchasing, merchandising, adver- 

tising, product development and laboratory control. 

Last year, while accumulating a record $150- 

million volume in ice-cream and milk sales among 
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Typical of many improvements to come this year 

permitting brilliant fine-screen reproductions 

Conventional food board 

a d 
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Two new cartons using new high-fidelity solid bleached food board present product reproductions with mouth-watering 

realism, give fine detail to lettering, including artfully 

ample of offset printing on straight, uncoated board, using 

its members, Quality Chekd used four pictorial ice 

cream cartons for vanilla, chocolate, strawberry and 

Neopolitan, a non-pictorial carton for specials or 

flavors in less demand and specially designed cartons 

for two other flavor promotions. 

When the new cartonboard was offered to Quality 

Chekd this the decided to 

it for four of its special flavor promotions, twice 

year, association use 

as many as were used last year. 

Early board offers 

some outstanding technical advantages that will put 

half-gallon 

cartons that Quality Chekd uses for these promo- 

indications are that the new 

added punch in the artwork for the 

tions. For its first promotion of Toasted Karmel ice 

cream, it was found that delicate shadings could be 

added to the package design without toss of details 

during the printing process. 

The Quality Chekd cartons are printed by offset, 

using 133-line screen. The board manufacturer is 

stressing better printability because of the extremely 

smooth surface that eliminates to a high degree the 

bumps and hollows which are normally present on 

quality board stock. 

Under close examination and test, the board ap- 

pears to have significant differences. A microphoto- 

graph at 14X magnification shows an obvious differ- 

ence in surface smoothness between conventional 

board and the new board. 

Smoothness in the board goes a long way in 

eliminating problems encountered in reproduction. 

Ink offset during printing is said to be considerably 

reduced because of the greater leveling of the high 

spots and hollows on the board surface. Hollows 

hold the ink and prevent it from drying faster. 

At the same time, finer-screen engravings can be 

shaded lettering of the words, “Toasted Karmel.” This is an ex 

133-line screen. 

used to reproduce artwork more brilliantly. While 

133-line screen is fairly common for offset work, 

it is now possible to use 120- and 133-line letter- 

press engravings on this new type of board, accord- 

ing to the board manufacturer. 

Quality Chekd and other cartons using the new 

board also reveal other improved printing charac- 

teristics. Small or thin-faced type prints more clearly, 

even in reverses that often “fill in” on conventional 

types of board stock. 

\ noticeable improvement in vignettes can be 

seen in letterpress, where edges can apparently be 

feathered out to eliminate a harsh appearance along 

the edges of the reproduction. 

Quality Chekd found that another characteristic 

of the board is a good lay of ink. The Toasted 

Karmel ice-cream carton has two potential trouble 
spots: an over-all light yellow background and art 

letters that have a fine, graduated shading from 

dark brown to light brown, suggesting the toasted 

quality in the product name. 

The even yellow background and delicate shading 

in the letters of the product name attest to the good 

lay of ink on the board. 

Quality Chekd creates a special design for each 

of the special-promotion cartons. The Toasted Kar- 

mel box features a red devil with trident jabbed 

into a luscious-looking piece of caramel. Artfully 

shaded flames and lettering emphasize the toasted 

theme. A new Hawaiian Strawberry with Pineapple 

carton has a bamboo background. Both have photos 

of the ice cream in a dish, done with strikingly 

realistic fine-screen detail. On such a design, the 
local dairy name is imprinted according to the re- 

quirements of the individual member. 
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The smoother surface of the board offers some 

additional advantages to food packagers. Protective 

and decorative coatings can be more evenly dis- 

tributed and the board surface makes an ideal base 

for various laminations. 

(Juality Chekd is optimistic that the special pro- 

motions packaged in the new cartonboard this year 

will help boost its members’ total dollar volume 

above the all-time 1957 high of $150 million. 

More coming 

In itself, the Quality Chekd carton would be only 

an interesting little case history of improvement. But 

as a portent of things to come, from many different 

sources, it deserves the attention of every packager 

who uses paper and board, 

Soon to be announced, from a major Southern 

mill. is a radically improved solid bleached board 

which, by a new process, uses economical Southern 

hardwood pulp and at the same time achieves greater 

whiteness and smoothness of surface and much 

greater folding endurance. It is already being used, 

on a small scale, by some major cigarette brands not 

only for flip-top boxes, but also for 10-pack cartons, 

where it replaces the customary newsbacked board 

at no increase in cost. One of its more impressive 

applications is to penny and nickel cartons of candy- 

coated chewing gum; not only does it perform better 

here as a folding board, but the substitution of a 

white inner surface for the usual gray newsback 

gives definite quality upgrading to the product. 

Similarly, one of the nation’s largest paper com- 

Actual printing results on new and old board. Both are 

panies is bringing out a new grade of solid food 

board which will replace its news-filled board in 

most applications. It has a grease-resistant surface 

which qualifies it for many baked-goods applications 

previously requiring greaseproof liners. 

\ large West Coast pulp and paper company has 
been licensed for the same process that produces the 

board in the Quality Chekd carton, assuring that 

this improved and economical stock will be promi- 
nent in Western packaging. Its usefulness is, of 

course, not limited to ice cream, but is equally 

applicable to such products as meats, butter, mar- 

garine, lard, frozen foods, spices and rolls. 

Improvements in paper finishes are almost too 

numerous to mention, but one that deserves special 

attention is a bag paper developed by a Midwestern 

bag company which gives superior whiteness and 

striking gloss to consumer-sized flour bags for out- 

standing sales appeal. 
These are just a few of the evidences that this is 

the year of the big change in paper and board 

quality. The development couldn’t come at a better 

time, for the paper and board industry is currently 

operating well below capacity and is in a position 
to promote and sell its improved product as never 

before. At the same time. packagers are currently 

working on rather low inventories and therefore 

they are ready to accept the improved products and 

to put them to work with record speed. 

Supplies and services: “Hi-Fi” board and cartons 

by Marathon Corp., Div. of 

asha, Wis. 

{merican Can Co., Men- 

120-line-screen letterpress printed in several identical tone 

percentages (approximate) and a solid. Board's quality surface alone accounts for better ink coverage and printing quality. 

NEW BOARD REGULAR BOARD 



Earlier labeling of 
bottle for LePage’s glue includes: 

silk-screened 

silk screening adopted in 1954; 

label introduced in 

squeeze-dispenser 

at left, all 

design; center, three-color 

(right) all- 

1957 for economy 

New labeling is indelibly printed, on 

filled bottle, in red, yellow, black and white, 

by semi-automatic machine which heat re- 

leases the complete label from a continuous 

and transfers it to 

red-and-black 

back label is applied in a second pass through 

web of backing paper 

bottle in a single action. A 

machine. New, four-color, hot-transfer design 

costs half as much as the plain black, 75% 

less than the three-color silk screening. 

C... of color printing on polyethylene 

bottles—which can be higher than the price of the 

containers themselves has been slashed 75% at 

LePage’s, Inc., by in-plant use of the new hot-transfer 

labeling technique which previously has been ap- 
plied only to flat film and bags.* 

LePage’s is now putting two multicolor labels 

on its 114-oz. bottle of household glue for only 

25% of the cost of three-color silk screening, It 

similarly labels 4- and 8-oz. bottles. Such dramatic 

lowering of cost is expected to broaden the use of 

squeezable containers for many such low-price, vol- 

ume products. The process is applicable also to such 

higher-priced goods as toiletries and cosmetics. 

In addition to direct cost savings, the in-plant 

printing operation enables LePage’s to order plain 

containers and so reduce bottle cost and inventory. 

The process also eliminates registration problems 

Transfer: A New Method,”’ Ang 1956, p. 138 See Printing by 

squeeze 
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PHOTO LEPAGE’S, INC 

on multicolor impressions, gives a highly scuff- 

resistant label and enables the panel design to be 

changed readily and economically. 
In addition to plain bottles, applicable to any 

variety of product, it is only necessary for users of 

the containers to stock rolls of the paper-backed 

transfer labels, which are placed on a special ma- 

chine as needed for transfer to the bottles. 

The economics 

With its highly competitive products, LePage’s 

has long searched for a low-cost, eye-catching label. 

The functional squeeze bottles are desirable for glue 
products, but their price is higher than glass con- 

tainers, Silk screening, heretofere the only practical 

printing method for the elliptically shaped squeeze 

bottles is especially expensive for multicolor labels 

because the bottle must be screened and the ink dried 

between each of the separate colors used. 
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of squeeze bottles 

Highly flexible in-plant process, previously used only on film. 

gives LePage’s multicolor-decorated 

polyethylene bottles. as needed, at a saving of 75% 

In the early 1950s, the company used a silk- 

screened red panel on the front and back of the bot- 
tles. This was replaced in 1954 with a three-color 

design that had more merchandising appeal, but 

involved four passes through the printing unit (with 

the back panel). 

This attractive but expensive label was reduced 

to a single-color (black) design after the then Per- 

macel Tape Corp. (now Permacel-LePage’s, Inc.) 

acquired the firm in 1956. While this change saved 

money, it still necessitated two silk screenings and 

did not have the desired consumer impact. 

Then came the new hot-transfer process. This 

technique employs a decal-like design, formed by 

gravure printing the colors in reverse order on a 

paper strip coated with a release agent. For LePage’s 

new packages, the colors are red, yellow and black. 

Because the polyethylene bottles used by LePage’s 

are semi-transparent, a fourth color, white, is applied 

as a base to insure the opacity of the label. 
Under heat and pressure, the inked design is 

softened and transferred to the polyethylene bottle, 

for which it has great affinity. It dries almost in- 

stantly. A second two-color label. with directions 

for use is similarly applied to the bottle’s back. 

The new process 

\ semi-automatic machine adapted to this opera- 

tion now runs at 50 bottles per minute. The operator 

places the filled glue bottles in a rotating mandrel 

containing from two to four depressions, depending 

on bottle size. The paper roll and reverse-inked 

labels are synchronized with the containers. 
A hot platen mounted on a rotating mandrel be- 

hind the paper presses the strip against the bottles. 

The heat releases the coating and transfers the label 

to the bottle. 
With its three different glue products packaged 

in three different container sizes, the company has 

cut the variety of its empty-bottle inventory by 

two-thirds, since it is now necessary to carry only 

three sizes of blank bottles, instead of nine varieties 

of pre-printed containers. The stock of roll labels. 

of course, uses a minimum of storage space. 

APRIL 1956 

With this technique’s design flexibility, short-time 

promotional eye-catchers can be added to the basic 

label by “surprinting” with a second transfer. And 

major design changes can be made quickly now in 

the same way as on other conventional containers 

by just sacrificing existing labels rather than pre- 

printed bottles. 

Because of the two panels, the containers now must 

be run through the trans- [Continued on page 207 | 

In printing process at LePage’s 

plant, blank, filled squeeze bottles are 

placed in a rotating mandrel. As con- 

tainer is moved against inked design on 

paper backing strip (inset photo), hot 

platen behind paper transfers complete 

multicolor design to bottle. Front safety 

panel on machine has been removed to 

show mechanism in these photos. 



Convenience and quality are key 

notes of Birds Eye’s new Filet Regale. 

Packed two to a carton, each pre-sea- 

soned portion of fish comes in its own 

cooking pan—an unusual pouch with a 

built-in tear strip that turns the package 

into a tray for either baking or broiling 

Birds Eye upgrades frozen fillets, then with ingenious engineering 

wraps each slice in a foil pouch-tray 

that has a handy built-in tear strip for kitchen use 

I, the fishing town of Gloucester, Mass., where 

Clarence Birdseye launched the multi-million-dollar 

frozen-food industry, a new product and zip-open, 

cook-in package have been developed by the Birds 

Eye Div. of General Foods Corp. that not only offer 

a new high in convenience in home preparation, but 

add a bit of gourmet glamour to the “poor cousin” 

of the seafood world—haddock and cod-fish fillets. 

The product is Filet Regale, a 6-0z. fillet of fish 

prepared with melted lemon butter, paprika, parsley 

and salt to make a premium-priced dish fit for the 

carriage trade. Now on the market, the Birds Eye 

container is an ingenious package combination of 

pouch-tray, carton and overwrap. 

The fillet is enclosed in a special foil-paper pouch, 

measuring 91% by 4 in. In the packaging operation, 

the base of this two-piece container is “drawn” 

around the product, forming a shallow pan. The top 

sheet contains a 17g-by-7-in. perforated rectangular 

tear strip in the center that is removed before cook- 

ing to vent the contents. Baking or broiling of the 

individual portion is done right in this pan package, 
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which may also carry it piping hot to the table. 

Since all seasoning is pre-applied at the packing 

plant, there is nothing to do but heat and eat. 

The pouch is constructed from 0.00035-in. foil. 

solid-glue mounted on 25-lb. paper which is coated 

with 1 mil of polyethylene on the inside for seal- 

ability. A 14-lb. vinyl overcoat on the outside foil 

surface prevents scuffing of a printed blue fish de 

sign and cooking instructions. 

The carton is of standard, locking-tab design and 

construction, made from wax-sized, 0.015-in. solid 

bleached kraft. Two pouched fillets are included in 

each carton for a 12-0z. net weight. 

The overwrap has unusual surface design and 

make-up. It consists of a triple lamination of 

0.00035-in. foil, glue mounted to 15-lb. tissue, which 

V4-Ib. 
vinvl overcoat is used here. too. for s( uff protec tion 

is in turn wax mounted on 8-lb. tissue. A 

and to form a heat-seal surface. 

The surface design breaks with frozen-food tradi- 

tion. Strongly the 

painter Piet Mondrian, the top surface of the pack- 

suggesting modern artistry of 

age is broken up by bold black lines into eight odd- 

sized blocks. The conventional product illustration, 

usually dominant on a frozen-food carton, is reduced 

to a small corner of fillet which peeps out of the de- 

sign in the lower right side on a bed of crinkled foil. 

\ white crown on a gold field occupies the center of 

the package and heightens the implication of su- 

perior quality. Red, white and blue background 

blocks emphasize the company trademark and give 

quick shopper identification of the product. 

While a standard, horizontal pouch packager is 

used for the product, some basic engineering work 

was necessary to make it work on this item. 

The fish fillet is frozen hard at the time of pack- 

aging and slight variations in thickness of the pieces 

result from the band-saw cutting procedure and from 

the butter coating. Because the low product tempera- 

ture chills the foil, good seals were difficult to obtain. 

And the unyielding rigidity of the fish made any 

jam-up in the machine a serious matter. 

The first step toward solving these problems was 

the development of a special feed hopper for the fish 

slabs at the head of the packaging line. Holding three 

stacks of fillets. this device is constructed with an 

aperture at the bottom over the main conveyor belt 

that will not permit a grossly oversized fillet to pass 

along for further processing and packaging. 

Then, as the fillets travel down the line, the coat- 

ing of butter and lemon juice is added—and closely 

governed——by spray nozzles that are accurately sup- 

plied with the melted butter-lemon mix by both 

pump and air pressure. 

The salt and parsley are sprinkled on by ingenious 

company-built dribble feeders. Paprika is applied 
| from a hopper containing a rotary “spreader.” also 

a company-built device. 

An operator transfers the coated fillets into the 

pouch machine’s feed | continued on page 204) 

Supplies and services: QOverwrap design by Wil- 

Boas 4 St., New York. 

Laminated foil overwrap, pouch and pouch design by 

Reynolds Metals Co., Louisville 1, Ky. Pouch pack- 

ager by Roto Bag Machine Corp., 130 E. 13 St.. Neu 

Y ork. 

liam A. {ssociates, 254 WH. 

Rock-hard slabs of frozen fish pose special problems of handling and sealing in this standard pouch packer. Careful 

adjustment of throat clearance plus an eccentric sealer, equipped with serrated plate, enable speed of 60 packages a minute. 



Delivery end of a multi-strip machine, showing 
» how continuous 20-mil polyvinyl chloride tubes, 

pre-filled with product, have been formed by heat 

sealing into individual packets. Opaque product 

has been used here for picture purposes 

Colgate of Canada puts Halo in 

a special type of twist-open unit package, 

already familiar in Europe. 

formed from 

pre-filled heavy-gauge PVC tubing 

One-shot plastic bubble 

L ow unit price, high volume and customer in- 

trigue are factors that already have established a spe- 

cial type of single-portion, all-plastic “bubble pack” 

as a packaging success in Europe. Now this intrigu- 

ing package form is making its first major entry on 

this side of the water—in the form of 14-o0z., twist- 

open “bubbles” filled with Halo liquid shampoo. The 

product is being marketed in Canada by Colgate- 

Palmolive, Ltd., Toronto. 

Although single-portion packages formed of light- 

weight film have been used in this country for liquid 

products on a small scale, the Halo package is un- 
usual because of the material used, its form and the 

special continuous-strip packaging machinery that 

is currently producing it. 
Halo’s package is a one-piece, transparent, im- 

printed, pillow-shaped bubble with a nozzle and a 

twist-off tip. Multiple strips are filled, formed and 

heat sealed in a continuous process using 25-mm.- 

diameter tubing of heavy, 20-mil polyvinyl chloride; 
then individual units are die cut to their distinctive 

nozzle shape and printed. 

If the package catches the public’s fancy, as Col- 

gate believes it will, it may open a whole new (to 

these shores) concept of one-shot packaging of 

such free-flowing liquid products as hair rinses, 

mouth wash, repellents, lubricants, lotions and 

in the food field for packaging of liquid products 

such as flavorings, colorings, dressings and syrups. 

The Halo PVC bubble pack is small (about 214% 

in. long by 114 in. wide by 34 in. deep) , lightweight, 
resilient enough to resist breakage in normal han- 

dling and easy to open. A simple twist-off of the 

notched tip of the package and the single-use sham- 

poo is ready to use. 

Colgate envisions its bubble pack not as a re- 

placement for larger-quantity packages, but as a 

key to wider markets and increased sales volume 

through small-unit sales. The company points to the 

ever-growing travel market as a natural for the one- 

shot pack. For example, a woman going on a trip 

might pop a Halo bubble or two into her purse 

rather than take along her dressing-table bottle of 

shampoo. Teenagers, too, are regarded as a logical 

target for the package. Although their over-all buy- 

ing power is a sizable economic factor, their indi- 

vidual means are less impressive, so that the low 

(15 cents) price of the bubble pack constitutes an 

effective appeal to this group, in Colgate’s opinion. 

Aside from the obvious attractions of convenience 
which is 

derives much of its sales 

and low price, the Halo bubble pack 

largely an impulse item 

appeal from the inherent characteristics of the low- 
cost polyvinyl chloride of which it is made. The 

plastic tubing is chemical resistant, exceptionally 

clear, brilliant, resilient and readily printable. Even 
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one of its reputed drawbacks—relatively high per- 

meability—has been turned to advantage by the 

company. The pleasant scent of the shampoo that 

escapes through the package’s 20-mil walls is re- 
garded by Colgate as an incentive to favorable point- 

of-purchase buying decisions. According to the com- 

pany, the siight amount of moisture that may escape 

through the walls has no adverse effect on product 

or package performance. 

Colgate reports that it tested the shelf life of Halo 

bubble packs and found it to be “at least six months” 

with negligible aroma and moisture loss. A check 

also was conducted under varied climatic conditions 

to determine the packaging material’s effect on the 

product, again with favorable results. 

The liquid shampoo is custom packaged for Col- 

gate on specially developed semi-automatic ma- 

chinery that fills, forms, seals, cuts and prints the 

bubble packs. At the custom-packager’s plant in 

Montreal, 150-ft. coils of PVC tubing pre-filled with 

product are wound around large revolving drums 

located at the head of the packaging line. These 

reservoir units serve as giant “spools” from which 

the filled tubing is fed through the packaging ma- 

chine. Here, unprinted bubble packs are formed in 

a continuous strip by high-frequency heat sealing of 

the tube at pre-set intervals. This process simultane- 

ously seals the bottom of the pack and the top or 

nozzle end, forcing any excess liquid product from 

the tubing into the adjacent bubble. 

The company reports that the speed of the seal- 

ing operation insures uniformly filled packs, with 

little loss of product. During the heat-sealing process, 

the edges of the nozzle and twist-off tip are embossed 

with directions for opening. 

One of these forming and sealing machines can 

handle as many as eight rows of tubing in a single 

operation, for a maximum rated daily production 

capacity of 40.000 bubble packs. 

The completed strip of sealed bubble packs is 

Twist-off tip of '-0z. Halo shampoo transparent 

bubble pack is notched for easy opening. Edges of 

nozzle and tip are embossed with directions for no- 

squirt opening of clear, flexible pack. 

Point-of-purchase units are designed to 

upgrade impulse sales appeal of the one-use 

packs. Paperboard closure of semi-cylindrical 

clear acetate drum snaps out and folds back 

to form built-in display riser. Card at right 

promotes multiple-unit sales and discourages 

pilferage of the tiny bubble packs. 



conveyed out of the front of the machine and coiled 

into receiving bins. Next the strip is fed into a 

punch press which separates the individual packs, 

trims off excess plastic film around the nozzle and 

then notches the twist-off tip to aid the consumer 

in opening the pack for dispensing the product. 

As the final step in the packaging operation, the 

bubble packs are printed. Operators place the in- 

dividual packs on concave carriers which travel 

along an endless chain-belt conveyor and under a 

rotary gravure unit which prints “Halo Shampoo” 

in blue on the front of each pack. Company name 

and address are printed on the back of the pack in 

a second printing operation. 

To upgrade the impulse-sales appeal of its Halo 

bubble packs, Colgate supplies retailers with two 

counter-merchandising units. One is a semi-cylin- 

drical drum of transparent acetate, fitted with a one- 

piece, die-cut paperboard unit that serves both as 

top and bottom closure and display riser. To set up 

the display (available in two sizes containing either 

36 or 144 bubble packs) , the retailer snaps the 

closure out from under the beaded rim of the acetate 

drum and folds it back in upright position, exposing 

its lithographed display surface. Because of the bi- 

lingual situation which exisis in the Canadian market. 

Strips of Halo packs are made on this machine 

from 150-ft. sections of tubing pre-filled with 

product, which unwind from revolving drum at 

rear, are stamped and heat sealed, then coiled in 

receiving bins. The machine has a maximum rated 

production of 40,000 Halo packs a day. 

one closure is printed in English, the other in French. 

The second merchandising unit is a lithographed 

card which holds two Halo packs. It is designed to 

spur multiple-unit sales and to discourage pilferage. 

The notched ends of the two packs secure the items 

through die-cut holes in the card. The pillows them- 

selves provide the support that enables the card to 

stand upright on counter or shelf. 

Although it is still too early to gauge the success 

of its one-shot bubble pack in American markets, 

Colgate reports it has already placed more than 

10,000 displays in stores, many of which had not 

previously carried a Halo display. The company 

points also to past performance in Australia, where 

its product in bubble pat ks is credited with boosting 

total Halo sales 100‘ in three months in compari- 

son with the same period in the previous year. To- 

day about 25‘¢ of the product’s total sales volume 

Down Under, according to Colgate. is being ac- 

counted for by these new plastic bubble packs. 

Supplies and services: (Contract packaging by An 

drew M. Martin Co., Plastics Products Division of 

Charles E. Frosst & Co., P. O. Box 247, Montreal, Can 

ada (associated with Andrew M. Martin Co., Westerly 

Rd., Ossining, N. Y.), using polyvinyl chloride tubing 

by Marken Plastic Corp., 2247 E. 

{merican Paper Box ( 

>5 St., Los Angeles 

Displays by Vontreal 

Printing of the completed individual packs is a semi- 

automatic operation. After bubble packs are cut off auto- 

matically, the packs are placed by hand on carriers which 

travel by conveyor under a gravure-printing mechanism that 

prints front of each pack. Printing on back of pack is done 

in a second printing operation immediately following. 



Pistol-grip jug 

Purex design makes bleach 

as easy to pour from heavy bottles 

as coffee from a carafe 

ML ii: the first significant change in bottles 

for liquid bleach in more than 30 years, Purex 

Corp., Southgate, Calif., has switched to a new de- 

sign for its gallon jugs, half-gallon and quart sizes 

that incorporates a built-in “pistol-grip” handle—a 

strong and well-designed device that takes the awk- 

wardness out of handling these heavy containers. 

At the same time, the company has redesigned its 

label for a brighter, cleaner look that emphasizes 

the purpose of the product itself. 

The real innovation, however, is the bottle, which 

is a tribute to the molder’s art. While there have 

been handles on such bottles before, most have been 

very small and ring shaped, or fabricated sepa- 

rately. This new hollow, finger-grooved handling 

device has the bottle underneath “cut away” for 

more hand room and gives a firm, comfortable grip 

that not only makes pouring from the larger bot- 

tles easier and more convenient, but safer too. 

The traditional brown glass is retained in the 

bottle for product protection, but a circular, grooved 

design has been molded above and below the label 

area for a more modern appearance. 

\ full-color picture of a young housewife domi- 

nates the label on an eye-catching background of 

bright yellow. An octagon in light blue contains the 

Purex trademark in red on white. The combination 

provides quick shelf identification, a strong family 

tie-in and retains enough familiarity to identify the 

product for old customers. A readable, dark-blue 

type on a white background on the back of the label 

gives full instructions for use. 
The new containers are in limited distribution in 

certain areas, but the company is preparing for 

nationwide introduction. Application for a mechani- 

cal patent by the Purex Co. is pending. 

Supplies and services: Container and label de- 

sign by Alfred Sterges Associates, 439 South Western 

{ve., Los Angeles. Containers by Latchford Glass Co., 

7507 Roseberry Ave., Los Angeles. Labels by Stecher- 

Traung Lithograph Corp., Rochester 7, N. Y. 
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Contoured construction of Purex’s redesigned bleach 

bottle makes room for a firm grasp on the new, integral, 

“pistol-grip” handle. The result is greater convenience and 

safety for pouring from these heavy containers. 



SURVEY OF A SUPPLYING INDUSTRY 

multiples of the same or dif ‘Ganging up’ or combining 

ferent labels on huge 52-by-76-in. paper sheets is the principle 

of economy in label printing. In illustration below, a protective 

varnish coating is being applied to the printed sheet. 

PHOTO U. $. PRINTING & LITHO 

LABELS 

GROWTH OF LABELING‘ 
1900 jj 100% 

1910 9 180% 

1920 GR 320% 

1930 I 606°. 

EAMES 

2 
ESTIMATED 

1461% 
eee. stimon d consumption of labels, using 1900 as 100° 



While users benefit, a supplying industry that numbers its product 

in the hundreds of billions still seeks 

a reasonable profit margin despite 10-year dollar increase of 69.1% 

n the entire line-up of packaging supplies, 

labels the 

items of cost on the purchasing agent’s list, 

undoubtedly represent one of smallest 

yet they 

probably outstrip all others in the quantity produced. 

\ rough estimate shows that more than 100 billion 

containers constitute a logical annual market for 

According to the Label Mfrs. 

National Assn., packages requiring applied labels 

one or more labels. 

include more than 70 billion glass and metal con- 

tainers for packaged foods, wines, spirits, carbon- 

ated beverages, drugs and cosmetics, plus easily 

30 billion for 

auto parts, toys and other classifications. And this 

more than cigarettes, frozen foods, 

does not account for billions more labels of miscel- 

laneous types and in miscellaneous categories. 

Modern labeling is a complex field, if the word 

“label” is used in its broadest sense. For the pur- 

poses of this discussion, the term is limited to labels 

and wrappers of printed paper or foil which are 

applied to a container of one kind or another—not 

labeling that is integral to the container, such as 

direct printing on a carton, lithography on a can 

or color processes on glass and plastics. This defines 

the industry which is known as label manufacturing. 

The 1954 Census of Manufactures reports annual 

dollar volume of the label industry at about $265 

million although trade sources believe $300 million 

would be a more accurate present figure. 

Whether he knows it or not, today’s packager is 

probably getting an outstanding value when he pur- 

chases labels, for this is currently a conspicuously 

low-profit supplying industry. 

An independent study of the label manufacturing 
shows that despite a reported 69.1% in- 

1946-1956, 

the label industry’s profit ratio shrank from a high 
of 13.1% in 1947 to 2.3% in 1955. The industry 

says this is because, unlike most other package- 

industry 

crease in total dollar volume between 

supplying industries, it has not recovered through 

price increases the mounting costs of paper, ink, 

varnish and other supplies, or the net increase in 

the cost of labor. 

Apparently, over the 10-year period this industry 

Trends in Label Manufacturing,” an independent study 

industry by I. D. Robbins, Printing Manageme: 

w York 

Cost and Price 
{ the labe 

Services, 31 Charlton St., Ne 
manutacturing 

S. PRINTING & LITHO 

PROTO U. 

banked on offsetting increased material and labo 

costs through more-efficient manufacturing equip- 

ment. But, with some individual company excep- 

tions, the economics of this theory have not worked 

out in practice. Analysis now indicates that label 

manufacturers, too, must adopt a pricing policy that 

takes into consideration rising material costs and 

labor if the industry is to keep its profit ratio in line 

with profit ratios to sales of other major package- 

supplying industries (1955 figures: cans, 4.5%; 

glass, 5.3%; paper containers, 7.6%). 

The user of labels benefits from this situation, 

industry spokesmen say, because of the gains made 
in increased quality and in increased productivity 

through technological improvement. 

Production progress 

The turn of the century is generally regarded as 

the reckoning date for the beginning of modern 

for the distribution of mass- labeling national 

Photo composing machine on which hug: 
press plates are made by what is known as “step-and- 

repeat” process in preparation for the multiple runs 



produced packaged goods. The formerly used clue 

pot and brush had to give way to new ma- 

chine methods of applying labels. And with this 

trend to mechanization came the need for improved 

label stocks and precision methods of manufacture, 

combined with new adhesives designed to adhere to 

numerous surfaces and machines to apply labels at 

faster and faster speeds. Labeling machines with 

i rated production speeds up to 300 per minute are 

Some lead nz commonplace today. 

Applied labels may be classified roughly as full 

types of labels wrap-arounds, half wraps, spot, neck and back 

labels. They may be produced by all the basic print- 

ing processes: letterpress, lithography, gravure, 

flexography, silk screen, decal and stamping. They 

may be tailor-made for specific jobs, or they may be 

supplied with basic stock designs imprinted with 

user's brand and product identification. 

The demand for packages with stand-out shelf 

position has called for increasingly more elaborate 

full-color and decorative effects requiring a high 

degree of graphic-arts skill. In addition to the in- 

creasing use of color photographic reproductions on 

labels, especially for food packages, decorative 

: effects are being enhanced by the use of metallic 
Liquor industry is one of big 2 

inks and bronzes. Sometimes powdered metallic pig- 
users, putting front, back and some : 

~ Siccie. sench ‘Callin ce tnete eee $< ments are dusted over wet ink to simulate gold and 

> billion bottles a year. Recognized silver leaf, particularly for crests and medallion 

* 

Foil labels are extremely functional as well as 

brilliantly decorative. On beer and carbonated- 

Seven crow™ beverage bottles they have the advantage of re 

sisting water penetration in refrigerators. 

brand leader is Seagram’s 7 Crown. effects on liquor and cosmetic packages. 

. N\ By \MERIC % apt 
ENDED wlll 

9, ¢ CAP / 7 i FA | 
Mey tf dist ; Embossing and bronzing embec! 

tty 
th, nth. ful fOr lishments give luxury appearance 

te "th, 

ul a Diamond pattern creates a quilted 

effect for this label on Hazel Bishop 

foace of 

hair spray in an aerosol container. 
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\luminum foil laminated to paper is being effec- 

tively used to achieve brilliant decorative effects 

also for labels such as those on beer and soft-drink 

bottles that must resist water damage when the bot- 

tles are stored in refrigerators. An endless variety 

of label shapes is afforded by modern die-cutting 

methods, 

Finishing operations of varnishing, lacquering 

and synthetic coating protect the printed surfaces 

of modern labels from abrasion and scuffing. These 

finishes also enhance appearance by imparting high 

gloss to the label surface. They are applied by spe- 

cial coating machines or by special printing plates 

on the printing press. 

Decorative effects are often achieved by embossing 

part of the design. A form of embossing known as 

pebbling is sometimes employed to break down 

fibres so that adhering properties are improved. 

The industry 

The number of printers and lithographers that 

can produce labels in the United States runs into 

many hundreds. Only about 40 firms are recog- 

nized as really large-volume factors, reportedly 

accounting for about 85‘% of the applied-label busi- 

ness. Some specialize in can and glass labels, some 

in labels for tobacco products, others for liquor, 

drugs or soft goods, 

With label 

throughout the country and with the larger firms 

wide distribution of manufacture 

operating branch plants near important centers of 
production, it is unnecessary for the user of labels 

to go far for his source of supply. 

Label manufacturers as an industry are repre- 

sented by the Label Mfrs. National Assn.. with head- 

Spot label on glass containers permits brand 

identity of foods without detracting from product 

visibility through the clear glass. 

PHOTO OWENS-ILLINOIS 
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Thermoplastic roll labels eliminate possibility of 
mislabeling of pharmaceuticals, as all labels on a roll are 

identical, with no chance of strays on a given run. 

quarters in Washington, D. C. Organized in 1916, 

this association grew out of the need to disseminate 

information concerning the mandatory data of the 

new food and drug laws coming into force at that 

time. 

Today this association provides for exchange of 

technical data concerning label manufacture, helps 
in the establishment of standards for color, size and 

nomenclature, and aids its members and their cus- 

tomers on all matters of label procedures. It works 

closely with the various Government agencies, such 

as Food and Drug, the Alcohol Tax Unit, the Bureau 

Bureau of Standards, of Internal Revenue. the 

the Department of Agri- [Continued on page 204] 

Full-color reproduction on wrap-around can 

labels has been developed to a high degree of 

skill to meet demand for appetite appeal. 



Old-fashioned appeal, modern construction 

‘Subtle sell’ upgrades 

An interesting folding-box construction for the appropriate 

presentation of a popular-priced novelty is represented by 

this “Good Old Times” salt-and-pepper-shaker set marketed 

by Brillium Metals Corp., Jamaica, N.Y. The entire package. 

except for the die-cut paperboard platform to which the set 

is fastened, is made from a single sheet of paperboard 

printed on only one surface. After printing, cutting and 

scoring, the sheet of paperboard is folded and glued to form 

a compact sales and display carton. Double-wall. self-hinging 

cover panels on the package form “doors” that are held 

closed by a paperboard lock-tab fastener inserted into slots 

on the edge of each panel. When an end of the fastener is 

removed from its slot, the doors swing open to reveal the 

product and the printed display setting. 

To carry out the “Good Old Times” theme of the product. 

the box surface is printed with an alligator-grain leather 

design and illustrations of family portraits suggesting an 

old-fashioned picture album. Design by Alan Berger, 67 

Irving Pl., New York 3. Carton by United Board & Carton 

Corp., Tower Container Div., 2 Park Ave., New York 16. 

hosiery gift appeal 

When a manufacturer soft-pedals the brand identity on his 

line of packages, you can be sure it is the result of some 

carefully calculated merchandising logic. A case in point is 

Brown, Durrell Co.’s redesign of its Gerdon Hosiery boxes 

to upgrade the gift appeal of women’s stockings and to 

facilitate stock keeping. The Gordon brand name, formerly 

the dominant design element, now is an unobtrusive, integral 

design unit on the green, gold and yellow plaid printed cover 

paper of all hosiery boxes. 

Another package improvement by this company not only 

adds to its gift appearance, but eliminates a stock-keeping 

problem. Product data is printed on an end panel of the box 

base, rather than on the cover, which eliminates the possi- 

bility of a clerk putting the wrong cover on a box afte: 

inspection by customers. The corresponding cover end panel 

is die cut to make this information visible. When a sale is 

completed, the clerk turns the box base around to expose its 

opposite end panel, on which is printed the following copy: 

‘A lovely gift for you.” Boxes designed and produced by 

Cambridge Paper Box Co., Cambridge 39, Mass. 
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Showcase for cake 

Gold Cup Baking Co.’s new formed-aluminum-foil-pan pack- 

age with clear-acetate cover for coffee cake simulates the 

individual showcase units used by retail bake shops for the 

protective display of their wares. Designed primarily to 

provide maximum product visibility on self-selection store 

shelves, the company’s package consists of flat-topped trans- 

parent bubble cover, 24% in. high and 9 in. in diameter, at- 

tached to a 10'%-in.-diameter foil base by crimping the foil 

over the edges of the formed-acetate top cover. 

The cake package’s flat top and base make the containers 

easily stackable on store shelves, and the transparent cover 

allows product visibility from the sides as well as from 

above. A small gummed label satisfies brand identity with- 

out detracting in any way from the package’s see-through 

“cake-dish” look. 

In the home, the package can be reclosed to protect the 

freshness of the unused portion of cake. Its aluminum-foil 

base also serves as a pan in which to oven heat the product 

after removal of its plastic cover. Package by Cochran- 

Continental Container Corp., Louisville 1, Ky. 

HISTORIES 

Peanut butter in a collapsible tube 

A significant breakthrough for foods in collapsible tubes is 

suggested by the new package for Kitchen King brand pea- 

nut butter. Dispensed in a “pre-spread” ribbon from a 

slotted opening in the tube’s nozzle, the product also repre- 

sents another entry in the convenience-packaging sweep- 

stakes. It is being test marketed in 6-0z. units by the H. B. 

DeViney Co., New Bethlehem, Pa. 

The company, which also sells its product in conventional 

glass jars, points out that tube-packaged peanut butter has 

an excellent bonus-sales potential in the ever-growing leisure 

market. Its use is suggested at picnics, informal parties and 

other pleasure-time activities where kitchen utensils are not 

likely to be at hand. 

The collapsible metal tube is lithographed in red, white 

and blue, and has a molded urea screw cap, also colored red. 

Design on the carton in which the tube is sold duplicates the 

tube design and illustrates its spreading action. Tube by 

1. H. Wirz, Inc., Chester, Pa. Cartons by Standard Packag- 

ing Corp., Fuller Label & Box and Gebhardt Folding Box 

divisions, 551 Fifth Ave., New York 17. 
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Sterilization with gas 

Process that avoids the steam autoclave becomes newly important 

to medical and surgical products 

because it permits the use of gas-permeable films for packaging 

Ni... interest in the 20-year-old process of gas 

sterilization is stirring among packagers who must 

sterilize either packaged plastic products or items 

after they are packaged in plastic. As a substitute 

for steam sterilization in autoclaves, gas steriliza- 

tion makes it possible to utilize gas-permeable films 

for packaging, and products can be made of plastic 

parts that would distort under the conventional 

method of high-heat sterilization. 

A new user of the gas method for packaging ap- 

plications is the Admiral Corp., Chicago electronics 

manufacturer which has a recently formed Hospital 

Service Division. In its first major diversification 

move, Admiral is utilizing its extensive plastics 

injection-molding equipment to produce a line of 

Admiral SDS sterile disposable syringes. 

Obviously, a disposable syringe for hypodermic 

injections must be economical, expendable yet shat- 

terproof and sterile. Polystyrene plastic was the 

answer, but it ruled out use of a high heat autoclave. 

For gas sterilization, Admiral went to a promi- 

nent Chicago processor of spices and seasonings 

that pioneered the use of pure ethylene oxide for 

sterilizing a variety of food and non-food items. 

Expendable syringe made of polystyrene is heat 

sealed in transparent, moistureproof cellophane and steri 

lized by gas that permeates pouches after being packed in 

shipping cartons. Window side gives syringe and needle size. 

Armed with the knowledge that a patented proc- 
ess using heat, vacuum and ethylene oxide would 
sterilize its syringes to the most exacting USP re- 

quirements, Admiral planned its marketing and 

packaging accordingly. 

In hospitals, there is a huge potential market for 

syringes, amounting to two a day per hospital bed 

or more than two million each 24 hrs., for injections 

or withdrawing blood. A disposable syringe elimi- 

nates possible cross infection from the needle point, 

a possible cause of hepatitis, for example. The steel 

needle, used just once, is factory sharp. Eliminated 

are up to 40% in costs for cleaning, breakage and 

sterilizing, which often entail more than 20 in- 

hospital steps. The 15-cent price not only runs way 

below that for $1.50 glass syringes, but can be 

charged to patients because accident and health 

insurance policies completely cover such charges. 

With this market and these product advantages, 

\dmiral’s output is now three million syringes a 

month, which will be more than tripled by the end of 

the year. To handle this expansion and similar new 

products, Admiral is installing five new injection- 

molding presses and has four more packaging ma- 

chines on option. 

Admiral SDS syringes are first assembled, then 

packaged, sterilized, quarantined and tested, and 

finally shipped to distributor warehouses. 

In Admiral’s molded products division plant at 
West Chicago, IIl., most of the syringe parts are 

made and all of them assembled. The needles arrive 

at the plant in 50-packs that are neat, thermoformed 

trays with paperboard slide covers. 

After the needle goes through a cleaner, it is 

swedged onto the barrel. A plunger and needle 

guard are added before the completed syringe is 

dropped on a conveyor belt to the packaging line. 

The styrene needle guard protects needle sharp- 

ness; it also prevents the needle from puncturing 

the cellophane pouch during and after packaging. 

Syringes are fed to an endless conveyor belt that 

takes them into the top of a web-fed cellophane 

tube-forming machine, running at 55 pouches a 

minute. As the cellophane moves down the forming 
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Pouch making starts with inclined belt (left) 

molded products division plant in West Chicago 

ing formed and imprinted with specific product information, 

f pouches befo 

Vented cartons are designed to facilitate gas 

sterilization. A six-step direction sheet goes in 

the top of bulk-packed bleached corrugated box 

Four boxes are packed in a corrugated shipper, 

which has a die-cut slot on each end panel, 

that conveys syringes to the top of two machines at 

re cut-off bar separates them 

Admiral Corp.'s 

syringes are dropped into a pre-printed cellophane tube be 

heat-sealing bar at bottom of machine forms top and bot 

Electric eve keeps the webs in register. 

Sterilization of 140 shipping cartons at a 

time in this large retort requires 8-hr. applica 

tion of moderate heat and pure ethylene oxide 

in vacuum. After sterility and pyrogen tests and 

10-day quarantine period, the cartons are shipped 

without any change in the packaging. 



mandrel, a coding attachment imprints specific 

syringe information about barrel capacity and 

needle length and gauge. A syringe drops down 

the tube, the tube is rib sealed and cut off, and the 

completed pouch drops to a collection station for 

bulk loading into corrugated boxes. 

The cellophane web is rotogravure printed in 

maroon and white so that the front of the formed 

pouch is covered with printed matter and the back 

has a window area to show the product. Although 

Admiral offers three basic syringe sizes—2 cc., 5 cc. 
and 10 cc.—in 17 needle sizes, all variations are 

packaged in just two pouch sizes, using transparent, 
moistureproof and heat-sealable cellophane which is 

permeable to ethylene oxide. 

The syringes, completely sealed in cellophane, are 

packed into printed corrugated boxes with bleached 

kraft liner and a special lock-fold bottom and flap- 

top closure. Openings are provided by two die-cut 
slots on opposite side panels. Four such boxes are 

packed into a corrugated shipper with a die-cut slot 

on each end panel. The shipper is taped shut and 

groups of 140 are sent to sterilization laboratories. 

A unit of 140 shippers is placed inside a 280 cu. 

ft. retort. Moderate heat, vacuum and ethylene oxide 

are introduced into the retort for 8 hrs. to sterilize 

the syringes completely. Since gas in a vacuum 

travels through the smallest orifice, it goes through 

all the die-cut openings in the inner and outer cor- 

rugated boxes, permeates the cellophane and enters 

the small openings in the plastic needle guard as well 

as the opening in the needle itself. 

After 8 hrs. the retort is purged and the syringes 

are put in quarantine for 10 days pending inde- 

pendent sterility and pyrogen checks for each retort 

lot. Sterility remains constant until use because a 
small amount of residual gas remains in the pouches 

and because the syringes are stored under optimum 

conditions during uistribution and in the hospitals. 

At the seme tizae, the cellophane is a barrier to con- 

tamination {rom air contact. 

The steriiivation process does not lend itself to 

continuous in-line production, but for control pur 
poses all sterilization or pharmaceutical production 

is a batch operation. Therefore, gas sterilization 

does not hamper manufacturing output. 

The process suggests itself for a wide variety of 

products that require sterilization or fumigation, 

including such foods as flour products. Admiral has 

engineered its packaging to make use of gas steriliza- 

tion and to provide protection until time of use. 

Supplies and services: Packages sterilized by The 

Griffith Laboratories, Inc., 1415-25 W. 37 

Cellophane web printed by Paramount Packaging 

Corp., 3111 W. Allegheny, Philadelphia 32. Pouches 

formed on Elec-Tri-Flex machines by Triangle Pack- 

age Machinery Co., 6633-55 W. Diversey Ave., Chicago 

35, using Rolacoder attachment by Adolph Gottscho, 

Inc., Hillside 5, N.J. Corrugated boxes by Bell Fibre 

Products Corp., 1111 W. 83 St., Chicago. 

St., Chicago. 

Abbott gas sterilizes plastics item in paperboard 

Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago, Ill., is using 

ethylene oxide to sterilize disposable plastic intra- 

venous injection sets, called Venosets, after they 

have been packaged in lock-tab paperboard trays in- 

Carton-packaged disposable intravenous injection equipment is 

gas sterilized after packaging. Both the product and the carton ab- 

sorb enough ethylene oxide to keep Venoset sterile until its use. 

serted in full-seal-end folding cartons and packed 

in lots in corrugated shipping boxes. 
Both the plastic parts and the two-piece package 

absorb some of the gas and show continuing sterility 

after removal from the gas chamber. The low-cost 
plastics now used—vinyl, acrylic, polyethylene and 

nylon—would not withstand the heat of a steam 

autoclave, which Abbott formerly used for steriliza- 

tion of the sets when they were made of materials 

of greater heat resistance. The package was not 

changed when the injection set was redesigned to 

be made of plastics materials. 
Gas sterilization, using equipment designed and 

built by Abbott, gives excellent sterility control, 

Abbott reports; its quarantine area can be located 

near the shipping dock; materials handling is re- 

duced to a minimum, and the packaging operation 

falls into logical sequence in the manufacturing 

set-up. Previously packaging could be done only 

after the sets had been steam sterilized and dried. 

Supplies and services: Cartons and lock-tab trays 

by National Office Supply Co., Waukegan, Il. 
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Won: 1,500 new outlets 

Switch to economical new carded blister pack 

glue sealed with air pressure, 

creates impressive variety-chain market 

for aluminum putty 

WG. oanin Chemical Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio. 

knows what the right kind of package can do to win 

new markets and to increase sales—and the company 

has the figures to prove it. 

In nine months after switching from a collapsible- 

tube-in-carton package to a carded, hang-up thermo- 

formed blister pack for its tubes of “Duro Plastic 

Aluminum” (metal in putty form), this company 

rolled up sales of 54,000 units in comparison with 

only a few thousand in one large variety chain dur- 

ing a previous comparable period. 

The reason: The new package provided the open- 

ing wedge for acceptance in more than 1,500 of this 

chain’s stores where the company had not sold be- 

fore, simply because its former packaging was un- 

suited to variety-store merchandising. 

The carded package that can be counter displayed 

or hung on wire racks gets the product out front 

where shoppers are made immediately aware of its 

uses by the promotional copy on the cards. 

So enthusiastic is Woodhill about this form of 

packaging that it is currently introducing three 

additional repair products in blister packs. 

(n outstanding phase of the change-over is an air- 

Air-pressure equipment secures blister to 

cards after adhesive is applied in gluing unit. 

Product is positioned between blister and card 

in six receptacles on turntable. 

» 
4: = 

FRAGILE 

rhe ORIGINAL 

DURO PLASTIC 
ALUMINUM 

eo the big 8 oe the 

Self-selling package rolled up sales of 

54,000 units in nine months, compared with only a 

few thousand during a previous comparable period. 

pressure sealing method the company developed in 

its own shop for economical attachment of the pre- 

formed butyrate blisters to the card. 

Instead of heat sealing the blisters to the cards, 

the company adapted a gluing unit to apply an ad- 

hesive to ordinary printed cards and designed a 
machine with a turntable equipped with six recep- 

tacles for positioning the pre-glued cards, product 

and blisters in such a manner that the package is 

secured by air pressure. 

The machine can turn out as many as 75 units 

per minute and reportedly is economical to operate. 

This new equipment will be available in the near 

future through an outside machinery manufacturer. 

Supplies and services: Blisters by Fabri-Kal Corp., 

Kalamazoo, Mich., using Eastman Kodak Co. butyrate. 

Cards by Sandusky Folding Box Co., Sandusky. O. 

Tubes by Aluminum Co. of America, Pittsburgh 19; 

Victor Metal Products Corp., Newport, Ark., and 

Michigan Collapsible Tube Co., 23150 Schoenherr Rd., 

East Detroit, Mich. Sealing machine will be manufac- 

tured and sold by Arthur Colton Co., 3400 E. Lafayette 

Ave., Detroit 7. 
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Packaging 

Pageant 

National distribution by Rexall of a 

spray-on antiseptic product in a coated- 

glass aerosol bottle marks a significant 

step in pressure packaging for over- 

the-counter drugs. The package, de- 

signed for ease of application and to 

eliminate the need for contact with the 

injury, is light red. A transparent poly- 

styrene dome cap protects against acci- 

dental discharge. Contract packager, 

G. Barr & Co., Chicago. Bottle and 

closure, Wheaton Plastics Co., Mays 

Landing, N.J. 

\ polyethylene tube with a_bellows- 

action bottom makes an efficient dis- 

pensing package for Petco lubricating 

graphite. According to the manufac- 

turer, George F. Pettinos, Inc., Phila- 

delphia, the bellows assures users of 

getting every bit of graphite out of the 

tube. A nozzle tip is designed for lubri- 

cating hard-to-reach areas. Bellows 

package, Lawrence Plastic Container 

Co., Philadelphia. 

Pittsburgh Brewing Co. adopts a new 

12-0z. throw-away bottle for Tech brand 

beer that reportedly reduces packaging 

costs. The foil-labeled, thin-wall bottles 

are strong enough to withstand normal 

handling, the company says. Shipping- 

carton material savings also are real- 

ized because of the compact size and 

light weight of the “little brown jug” 

beer bottles. Bottles, Brockway Glass 

Co., Brockway, Pa. Labels, Allegheny 

Label, Inc., Div. Standard Packaging 

Corp., Cheswick, Pa. 

Twist-off metal caps offer convenient 

and secure reclosure of the glass jars 

used by Planters Nut & Chocolate Co. 

for its new vacuum-packaged peanut 

butter. Copy on the rim of the caps pro- 

motes the vacuum-packaging feature and 

the twist-off top. Jars, Hazel-Atlas Glass 

Div., Continental Can Co., Wheeling, 

W.Va. Caps, White Cap Co., Chicago. 

Reverse printing of the cellophane 

wrap for Carnation Co.’s new 1-gal. 

fibre can for ice cream provides the 

container with a rich, high-gloss appear- 

ance and also protects the printed ma- 

terial from rub-off or fading. Familiar 

red-and-white package design is calcu- 

lated for brand identification of the 

companys new product. The litho- 

graphed friction lid offers easy reclosure. 

Can, Sefton Fibre Can Co., St. Louis. 
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\ blue-and-yellow printed, foil-lami- 

nated display carton is designed to 

stimulate impulse purchases of B&l 

Popcorn Co.’s combination offer of 

three 1-lb. bags of Bonnie Lee brand 

popping corn and a 3-qt. agitator-lid 

popper. Carton, Continental Can Co., 

Gair Boxboard & Folding Carton Div., 

New York 

Flat sides of the new bottles for Mus- 

selman’s apple butter are designed to 

perform a double function: (1) save 

space on dealers’ shelves; (2) insure 

that labels will face forward in display. 

The wide-mouth, twist-off-cap bottles 

ire re-usable as refrigerator jars. Bot 

tles, Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster. Pa. 

Caps, White Cap Co., Chicago. Labels 

Piedmont Label Co., Bedford, Va. 

Convenience. simplified inventory con 

trol and savings in shipment and stor 

ige space are the benefits claimed by 

Electri-Flex Co. for its new octagonal. 

self-dispensing, corrugated container 

for Liquatite flexible wiring conduit. A 

die-cut hole in the top of the box per- 

mits the coil to be payed out as needed, 

eliminating the snarls and awkward 

handling of loose coils. “Drumpak” 

container, Gaylord Container Corp., 

Div. Crown Zellerbach Corp., St. Louis. 

(An unusual application of rotogravure 

tone printing on glassine wrappers is 

reported to be paying off in increased 

sales for Sap’s Bakery’s Dixie pies. In 

addition, the company says, automatic 

wrapping has reduced packaging costs. 

The glassine wrapper features a color 

product vignette against an opaque 

white background. Full-color illustra- 

tions of fruits add extra appetite appeal. 

Wrapper. Milprint, Inc., Milwaukee. 

\ 48-0z. can is one of the units of sale 

for S. C. Johnson’s new Klear brand 

floor wax. The product is also available 

in 12-0z., 22-0z. and 1-gal. sizes. The 

round metal can is fitted with a poly- 

ethylene nozzle for pouring convenience. 

Eye-catching color spots on the con- 

tainer’s lithographed surface point up 

product data and add to its shelf ap- 

peal. Cans, American Can Co. and 

Continental Can Co., both of New York. 

In the latest package redesign for its 

14-year-old line of products, Packers 

Tar Soap has adopted a gleaming foil 

195. 
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label for its Golden and Pine Tar brand 

shampoos. According to the company, 

the foil labels not only have high recog- 

nition value, but also simplify inven- 

tory, since a smaller amount of the 

unmarked bottles can be stocked and 

labeled for either product as required. 

Bottles, Hazel-Atlas Glass Div., Conti- 

nental Can Co., Wheeling, W.Va. 

Labels, The Foxon Co., Providence, R.I. 

Pre-packaging in folding cartons elimi- 

nates the soilage problem and is calcu- 

lated to upgrade the self-selection sales 

appeal of W. T. Grant’s [sis brand 

bras. The product is illustrated on car- 

ton fronts via halftone reproductions 

of photos showing models wearing the 

item. Different colors identify the styles 

in the company’s line. Style data also 

is given. Cartons, Royal-Pioneer Paper 

Box Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. 

A sterilizable and re-usable envelope 

package for Wilson Rubber Co.’s surgi- 

cal gloves is reported to offer time and 

labor savings in the preparation of the 

items for operating-room use. The 

package is a double envelope of two- 

way-stretch crepe kraft, sealed with 

color indicator tape. The sealed pack- 

age is ready for sterilization without 

the conventional processing procedures, 

the company says. During heat steriliza- 

tion, the tape changes color for easy 

later identification of stored gloves that 

have been used. Envelope package, 

Dennison Mfg. Co., Framingham, Mass. 

Four different outdoor scenes, litho- 

graphed in full color on Schmidt Brew- 

ing Co.’s 12-0z. cans for Schmidt beer, 

illustrate the company’s slogan: “The 

beer that grew with the great North- 

west.” The designs on each can con- 

trast an aspect of outdoor life in the 

Northwest years ago and today. Cans, 

American Can Co., New York. 

3orden’s is making the first packaging 

change in 25 years for its line of glass- 

packaged cheese spreads in tumblers. 

All eight products in the line now come 

in new-shaped, recloseable, re-use glass 

jars with twist-off metal caps and foil 

labels. The glass jars taper outward 

toward the base to provide a low cen- 

ter of gravity and added stability. Jars, 

Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa. 

Caps, White Cap Co., Chicago. Foil 

labels, Milprint, Inc., Milwaukee. 

MODERN PACKAGING 



16 Geared for point-of-purchase sales ap- 

peal is the four-color lithographed de- 

sign on the carton for Sunshine Bis- 

cuits’ new Toy State cookies. Front and 

side panels of the carton feature vi- 

gnettes of the state-shaped cookies. A 

cut-out package premium on the back _ Pig ” 

aims at repeat purchases. Carton, Con- 3 ; PURE 

tainer Corp. of America, Chicago. WHOLE 

HOCOLAT 
Aleoa is marketing its household alu- 

minum foil wrap in a new package that © 

provides a 90% home-and-store-shelf os ent 

space saving over the former carton and ——— 

is said to offer greater ease of handling. 

The company’s new Flat Pak, which 

contains the standard 25-ft. length of 

foil wrap, has a flat, rigid core around 

which the product is wound. Needed 

amounts of foil can be unfolded, after 

the protective paper cover is removed. 

ind torn against the edge of the pack 

Krim-Ko has adopted a polyethylene 

squeeze tube as a convenient and _ at- 

tractive dispensing package for its 

Topps brand chocolate fudge sauce. 

Because the tube’s shoulder-flush red 

polystyrene cap also serves as a base 

for stand-up storage, copy on the pack 

age is printed “upside down.” Choco- 

late-color prirting of the brand name 

on the white squeeze tube heightens 

identification. Tube, Bradley Container 

Corp., Maynard, Mass. Closure, For 

mold Plastics, Inc., Blue Island, Il. 

Simplicity of construction and_ eco- 

nomical printing are reported for this 

multipack carton used by Griffin Mfg. 

Co. for its glass-packaged meat sauces 

The multipack is die cut from a single 

sheet of paperboard and is printed in 

one color, red. An open window in the 

front panel allows ample visibility of 

the color labels on the three bottles 

inside. Multipack, Pollock Paper Corp.. 

Sub. St. Regis Paper Co., Dallas. 

An effective and economical method for 

packaging multi-unit toy sets is demon- 

strated by this paper-fabric mesh bag 

used by Interstate Buying Corp. for its 

six-piece road-building sets. The re- 

usable bags, which are said to occupy 

a minimum of floor space, make it pos- 

sible for individual stores to sell the 

toys as a unit or by the piece. A papel 

band label inside the bag is printed in 

red, green and orange. Bag and label. 

Bemis Bro. Bag Co., St. Louis. 
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Distinctive silhouette of barn roof repro 
duced in identifying color tells use and shade of 

paint in new co-op association cans (right), con- 

trasted with old container (left). The trademark 

‘CO OP” in interlocking circles appears on all 

packages in the redesign program 

Design for a special market 

Farmer co-op that lacks brand competition in its own retail outlets 

modernizes packaging of multi-product line 

in business-like bid for family similarity and corporate identification 

{ f packages were redesigned only for better visual 

competition against other brands, farmer coopera- 

tives should have no problem nor any urge to tinker. 

(heir customers are generally members who buy 

scores of co-op products in local association outlets 

that do not tempt them with other brands 

Yet one of the nation’s leading co-ops, the Con 

of Kansas City, Mo., is 

nn the market with a completely new package design 

sumers ( ooperative (ssn 

for its entire line that achieves two objectives 

l. Packaging 

ness opel ations 

as modern as its fast-growing busi 

(and its competition) and 

2. Package-design uniformity that will create for 

the co-op the family identification and corporate 

personality most industries strive for today 

The key item in the new design program is big, 

dominant use of the word “CO OP” on all of the con- 

Although “co-op” is a generic term that tainers 

, 
annot be copvrighted. it is so synonymous with 

CCA in most of the midwestern communities where 

its products are sold that it immediately sparks con 

sumer recognition 

“The new signs and packages,” says CCA presi 

dent, Howard A. Cowden, “are immediately identi 

fiable with CCA. They will help sell products and 

help swell patronage refunds.” 

It is loyal local patronage that makes these tax 

paying farmer cooperatives big business today. They 

compete with industrial giants in a variety of prod- 

uct fields and have an annual dollar volume that 

would reportedly place many of them among the 

nation’s top 400 industrial concerns 

CCA is a 29-year-old cooperative that manufac- 

tures, sells or distributes petroleum products, ferti- 

lizers. feeds, farm chemicals, tires, batteries. auto 

sccessories, paints and building supplies, and farm 

ind electrical equipment. Its 1957 net volume topped 

$113 million, which was derived from a half-mil- 

lion farmer member-customers in CCA’s nine-state 

region. The co op operates three oil refineries, 1,000 

miles of pipeline, three fertilizer plants, two feed 



mills, a grease plant and a paint plant. The associa- 

tion has interests, as well, in several other farmer 

co-op manufacturing installations. 

However, until now CCA’s packaging not only 

used different trademarks and symbols on its dif- 

ferent lines, but lacked uniform identity for the 

association itself. So it commissioned an interna- 

tionally known design organization to come up with 

a new corporate-identification program. 

The decision to use the generic “CO OP” symbol 

agp a 

Bull’s-eye copy on front of this pail 

flashes brand and product identity. 

Product details are spelled out on back 
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made the designer’s work more difficult because the 

symbol had to have a distinguishing setting or back- 

ground. And the designer’s conception of a new 

corporate look had to be represented in a dozen 

different ways, adaptable to all sizes of packages. 

The trademark had to fit any product or installation 

and it had to be effective when reproduced in full 
color, black and white, or embossed on metal. 

As a result, the trademark is part of the package 

design on cans, buckets, grease guns, cartons and 

Bags for feed and fertilizer are given similar design treat- 

ment, using color identification on the face, with most prod- 

uct descriptions appearing on the reverse side. 



Clean design is achieved without sacrificing 

important details describing automotive product 

in this can. Product information alraost over- 

powered brand and product names on old label. 

New trademark is applied to all 

activities, including gas stations, trans 

port units, buildings and literature. 

bags, as well as on literature, gas-station sema- 

phores, display signs, rolling stock and buildings. 

A 2,000-mile field trip took a design group into 

five CCA states before final designs were approved 
by a board of CCA officers which had been set up 

to expedite the redesign program. 
Although co-ops are traditionally branded “con- 

servative” or “independent minded,” this association 

selected a trademark and packages that are modern 

in appearance and should back up CCA’s belief that 

“CO OP” is the symbol of farm leadership. 

In its new trademark, the word “CO OP” is set in 

overlapping circles of red and blue that encompass 

a white background. The usual hyphen is replaced 

by extra spacing and by the points formed by the 

partial circles that surround the word. 

Although the trademark establishes a needed 

unity, individualism was needed for each package. 
especially in lines with many similar products, such 

as paints or greases. To accomplish this objective, 

three different design motifs are used: color, back- 

ground treatment and symbols. 

Color is used on fertilizer bags. While the trade- 

mark identifies the product as a “CO OP” fertilizer. 

green, blue or orange artwork color codes the con- 

tents for the farmer. 

CO OP’s premium motor-oil can has a patterned 

gold-colored background to tell the farmer that 

the can holds a high grade of oil. 

In paints, a simplified silhouette of a barn quickly 

connotes barn paint; the color of the silhouette 

identifies the color inside. Other symbols or back- 

ground patterns differentiate other paints. 

New packages have been created for greases, 

feeds, fertilizers, insecticides and related products. 

Throughout all package redesign, the artwork was 

cleaned up to give a modern, quality appearance to 

the packages. All details 

copy, etc. 

directions for use, sell 

were moved to the back panels. 

When the design program neared completion in 

December, CCA not only beat the drum for the 

new corporate look, but staged a musical show in 

Kansas City’s huge Municipal Auditorium to un- 

veil the new packages at its annual meeting. 

In CCA’s program is a lesson for all packagers. 

Operating in a tight farmer economy, this co-op 

decided to underwrite a costly identification pro- 

gram despite the fact that it was enjoying a 16% 

increase in volume and a 29% rise in income over 

that of the previous year. 

CCA believes it needs this corporate identity and 

is firmly convinced it will pay off in dollars and 

cents for the co-op as well as for its members. 

Supplies and services: /dentification program and 

package designs by Raymond Loewy Associates, Inc., 

144 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11]. 
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Low-cost boxes with superior 
strength and appearance are turned 

out for many packaging lines at 

Ivers-Lee on this single set-up ma- 

chine. Only one operator is needed 

to service the unit and stack con- 

tainers. Box bins (left) are pallet 

mounted for easy portability. 

Products packaged 

in semi-bulk quantity in 

stayed containers include 

these individually pouched 

cold tablets in a match 

book folder for Schering 

Corp., Bloomfield, N. J. 

RR oiccine hand labor with a machine is not 

unusual. But when the machine makes it possible 

to use a more-expensive packaging material that 

yields a stronger and more versatile container and 

at the same time produces a substantial cost saving, 

the technique merits attention. 

This interesting result is seen at Ivers-Lee Co.., 

Newark, N.J., a contract-packaging plant producing 

a wide variety of phamaceutical samples in strip- 

package and unit-package form shipped to cus- 

tomers in semi-bulk quantities. Until recently, the 

inner container used was a large. lock-type folding 

chipboard carton. While inexpensive, it had to be 

set up by hand, lacked strength and had a tuck top 

and ears that frequently jammed the contents. 

Then the company discovered a set-up-box staying 

machine that can handle light chipboard blanks and 

needs only one attendant. 

The stayed or taped containers are formed by a 

plunger, which breaks the pre-cut blanks into shape. 

APRIL 1958 

Better box 

for less 

Adaptation of a set-up-box staying machine 

enables Ivers-Lee to deliver unit packages 

in stronger container at 30° savings 

As the plunger pushes the carton down through the 

machine, heated blocks press roll-feed thermoplastic 

tape into position at the four corners and knives 

sever the tape. There are no glue laps or flaps. 

While the blanks are more expensive than folding 

cartons, automatic machine operation at 60 boxes 

per minute more than makes up the difference. The 

company predicts that it will realize a 30° saving 

in box make-up this year. 
There are other advantages. Container size can 

be varied. Three boxes of various heights have 

identical lengths and widths, so that a single lid 

(also made on the stayer) will fit all boxes. With 

90-lb. tape stays, the box has superior strength, 

making it much easier to label and also boosting 

product protection. Finally, the box stacks and is 

easily removed from side-loading shipping cases. 

Supplies and services: “Quad Stayer” by New 

Jersey Machine Corp., Hoboken, N.J. Box blanks by 

Disbrow Mfg. Co., East Orange, N.J. 



Beauty follow-through 

Shulton, Inc., is introducing its new cosmetic product, 

Desert Flower Beauty Ice, in paperboard promotional boots 

that are almost exact replicas of the six-package, counter 

merchandising unit on which they are displayed. This con- 

tinuity technique suggests an effective method for extracting 

added benefit from one basic design. 

Both the counter merchandiser and the individual-package 

boot have triangular side panels with the company’s name 

lithographed on front of the base. In each case, the display 

riser features a color reproduction of a glamour photograph 

and the name “Beauty Ice” in bold script lettering. The two 

display units, lithographed in red, aqua, black and white, 

also give prominence to the product claim: “the moisturizer 

that tightens pores.” And finally, in both cases the word 

“new” is presented in dramatic fashion on the displays’ 

die-cut risers. On the counter merchandiser it is framed in a 

triangular spot that projects from the top of the riser. On 

the boot it appears in reverse letters in a contrasting-color 

band at the top. Counter display and boct by U. S. Printing 

& Lithograph Co., 340 Beech St., Cincinnati 12 

Display Gallery 

Colorful corrugated baskets 

\ basket-shaped floor display, made of corrugated board 

printed in eight different colors on a white background, 

makes an unusual merchandising unit for Henri’s Food 

Products Co.'s line of food dressings. 

Each of the six panels on the tapering hexagonal display 

bin features a large-size multicolor illustration of a food, 

such as cottage cheese or fruit salad, that can be prepared 

in combination with the company’s Tas-Tee brand dressings. 

The colors used—yellow, red, blue, orange, purple, green, 

brown and black—vary from panel to panel to provide addi- 

tional display impact at point of sale. 

Product and price information are confined to a replace- 

able header board which is mounted atop the display bin. 

Diamond-shaped color spots set against the board’s white 

background are designed as a further element to attract 

shoppers’ attention in busy store aisles. 

In addition to the large-size floor display, the company 

also provides dealers with a small corrugated counter unit 

printed in the same design and colors, designed for dis- 

pensing free samples of its food product. Displays by Stone 

Container Corp., 4200 W. 42 Pl., Chicago 32. 
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Quick seasonal sell with pictures 

Ciba’s ad campaign for Antivy poison-ivy lotion is being 

supported at the point of purchase by three graphic display 

and merchandising units. Each of the three four-color pieces 

shows a young boy in a poison-ivy patch, stooping to scratch 

his leg. Printed alongside him is promotional copy that reads: 

“stops itching even before it starts.” 

The company is marketing its squeeze-bottle-packaged 

product through drug stores in two self-service lithographed 
counter merchandisers. Shown at the left is a gravity-feed 

dispenser unit which measures 10 by 17 in. and holds 3 doz. 

bottles of lotion. As one polyethylene bottle is removed from 

the restockable merchandising unit, another slips down by 

gravity to take its place. The smaller display illustrated at 

the right holds 1 doz. bottles of the product. Bottles in this 

unit are displayed in upright position. 

Shown in the center is a 17-by-23-in. window card. To 

promote product identification, its design is the same as that 

on the face of the 36-unit gravity-feed dispenser and the 

display carton holding 12 of the squeeze bottles. Paperboard 

counter merchandisers and window card by Einson-Freeman 

Co., Starr & Borden {ves.. Long Island City i. N.Y. 

Display Gallery 

For a baby product, a cradle display 

\ miniature metal cradle makes an effective and appropriate 

counter merchandising unit for E. R. Squibb & Sons’ Rashene 

ointment for treating diaper rash. 

The sturdy cradle, enameled in pink and blue colors, is 

supplied to retailers fully stocked with cartons of the metal- 

tube-packaged medication in 11-0z. and 3-0z. sizes. A die-cut 

paperboard card which is set in place between the end rail- 

ing and the back of the miniature cradle is designed to stimu- 

late impulse purchases and to promote brand identity. (Since 

a part of the company’s merchandising strategy is to provide 

a unit that appeals to the dealer to take home when all of 

the packages have been sold, for after use as a toy or a 

planter, the cradle contains no Squibb identification. ) 

The display card, also printed in pink and blue, has an 

illustration of a baby playing with blocks, brief copy point- 

ing up the various benefits of the product and prominent 

price information in reverse-printed numerals. 

The card is removable after the display has served its sell- 

ing purpose. Package and card design by Gerry Powell 

{ssociates, 522 Fifth Ave., New York 36. Display and 

backing card by Ravenware Co., 360 Scholes St., Brooklyn. 
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Collapsible 

polyethylene liner nests for 

cube-shaped 

shipping to filling plant. Lin- 

ers are low-pressure molded in 

two sections, welded together. 

Two new ways for battery acid 

Both use polyethylene for protection, corrugated for strength. 

Du Pont’s collapsible cube saves 40°, in space; 

Firestone’s thin-wall carboy cuts dealer price 60 cents per gallon 

j ew packaging challenges in recent years have 

brought forth such a diversity of solutions as the 

universal desire of storage-battery manufacturers 

to package and ship battery acid apart from the 

battery itself, thereby greatly prolonging the life 

of the battery. 

The problem is that of finding efficient protective 

containers for dangerous-to-handle sulphuric acid 

that make it easy and safe for the battery dealer to 

measure the precise amount of acid into battery cells 

at the time of sale. 

Other than heavy, breakable glass, polyethylene 

is the only material that so far has proved efficient 

to hold sulphuric acid. All recent solutions have 

been on that basis. MODERN PACKAGING has already 

recorded three ways of adapting polyethylene to 

battery-acid packaging since 1955—a polyethylene- 

lined carton, a polyethylene bag in metal-end fibre 

can and a polyethylene bottle. Now there are two 

brand-new solutions to this packaging problem. 

One, for Du Pont electrolyte, illustrates one of the 

first large-scale uses of the very interesting thin-wall, 

low-pressure-molded, collapsible, cubical polyethyl- 

ene container with integral pouring spout combined 

with outer corrugated box. This type of container 

reportedly already has a number of other commer- 

cial applications for such. products as photo chemi- 

cals, agricultural chemicals, cheese rennet, adhesives. 

pharmaceuticals, acids and alkalis, chemical reagents, 

syrups, food colorings, flavoring concentrates, even 

for packaging live tropical fish. 

The second new method, adopted by Firestone, 

illustrates a new concept in blow-molded polyethyl- 

ene containers—that of reducing the plastic walls to 

the bare minimum of chemical barrier required and 

relying on low-cost corrugated to furnish the physi- 

cal strength. The implications are worth watching 

for application to many other products. 

Both new packages meet ICC requirements for 

interstate shipments of corrosives and both repre- 
sent shipping and handling savings all along the 

line, with greater convenience for the dealer. 

Du Pont cubical container 

Space saving is, perhaps, the outstanding feature 

of the collapsible, polyethylene, cube-shaped con- 

tainer used by Du Pont, low-pressure molded in two 

sections that are welded together. When nested, the 

polyethylene cubes reportedly save 40° of their 

cubic volume for economical shipment and storage 

AC KAGING 
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Rigid pouring pitcher is provided by polyethylene cube-in-carton for Du Pont electrolyte. Spout tucks under carton 

flap for shipment and storage. Measuring marks on side of die-cut handles are check on contents, visible through polyethylene 

in the filling plant. Other cited advantages are low 

cost. light weight and unbreakability. 
On arrival, the nested containers are erected by 

blowing air into them through the spouts, after 

which they are placed in outer corrugated boxes. 

\fter filling, the pouring spouts are heat sealed for 

tamperproof closure and folded inside the closed 

outer corrugated container. 

Die-cut handles and an opening for the flexible 

spout in the corrugated container permit the com- 

pleted package to be used as a rigid pouring pitcher. 

[he user simply pulls out the polyethylene spout, 

snips off the heat-seaied opening and the container 

is ready for pouring out of contents. 

Since the polyethylene insert is not removed from 

Cut-away view shows how Firestone lightweight 

5-gal. polyethylene carboy-in-carton may be inverted 

in metal rack ready for safe, easy dispensing after 

screw cap is replaced by dispensing tube. 



the corrugated carton by the user, it is fully protected 

until all of the acid has been emptied. 
Measuring marks on the side of the die-cut hand- 

holds provide an accurate check on the amount of 

electrolyte remaining in the container, visible 

through the hand-hold openings in the corrugated 

board and the translucent polyethylene. 
Du Pont is using polyethylene cube containers 

containing 4.2 qts. of electrolyte—enough to fill 

all three cells of a standard battery. More recently, 

Du Pont reportedly is test marketing 5-gal.-capacity 

containers of the same construction, suitable for 

gravity filling by means of hose attachments for use 

on dealers’ premises. 
At present, the cube-in-carton containers are 

being filled for Du Pont by a contract packer where 

special facilities have been installed for the han- 

dling of the new type of containers and the corrosive 

battery acid. 

The 4.2-qt. cubes are packed six to a shipping 

case. In this form, reportedly, they represent only 

4 lbs. of shipping weight for each 66 lbs. of battery 

acid packed. 

The cubical containers have passed successfully 
vibration tests simulating a 6,000-mile transcon- 

tinental truck shipment and numerous 4-ft. drops on 

a concrete surface, the approximate distance from 

a truck’s tailgate to the ground. 

Firestone’s bottle 

Formerly, Firestone Tire & Rubber packaged 

and shipped battery electrolyte in 1-qt. polyethylene 

bottles and in 1.4-qt. polyethylene bags in cartons. 

Assembled as a unit, bottle in double-wall carton is 

shipped to any number of points where battery acid is 

pumped into container. Series of cells formed by folds of 

top flap permit bottle to be filled in 95 seconds without re- 

moval from box. Cap is replaced and secured in position by 

protective corrugated pad (not shown), ready for shipment. 

By adopting the new 5-gal. polyethylene carboys 

in 275-lb.-test corrugated cartons, the company has 

reduced the price of the product per gallon to dealers 

by as much as 60 cents, according to J. F. Faunce, 

manager of the Firestone company’s home and auto 

supply division. 

The new lighter-weight polyethylene carboy re- 

places former 32-0z. glass and polyethylene con- 

tainers because the company felt the market wanted 

a larger package for electrolyte. The new bottle and 

corrugated unit have already carried more than 

300,000 gal. of electrolyte successfully to Firestone 

dealers all over the country. And they reportedly 

represent savings both in shipping and in handling 

all along the line. 

The polyethylene bottle is put into a double-wall 

corrugated box as soon as the bottle is produced. 

The empty bottle and box are shipped to any num- 

ber of points where 5 gal. of battery acid are 

pumped into the container. The unusual design of 

the top portion of the box, with a series of cells 
formed by the folds of the top flaps, permits the 

bottle to be filled in 95 seconds without removal 

from the box. Once filled, a polyethylene screw cap 

is turned down on the neck of the bottle. A protec- 

tive corrugated pad is secured in position and bat- 

tery acid is ready for shipment. 

The dealer replaces the screw cap with a dispens- 

ing tube of simple design and inverts the package in 

a metal rack. When a battery is purchased, he merely 

fills it with battery acid by gravity through the 

dispensing tube. 

Polyethylene bottle and box weigh about 3 lbs. 
in comparison with about 30 lbs. estimated for 

comparable-sized heavy glass carboys with their 

outer wooden crates. 

Handling is also simplified by the new package. 

The corrugated box is just under 20 in. high by 

11 in. wide and deep. Filled, it weighs less than 
50 lbs., easily handled by one man. And the com- 

pactness saves substantially on cubic space. The esti- 

mate is a favorable handling ratio of 20 old packages 

to one of the new carboys. 

Printed in three colors with the Firestone trade 

symbol, it has merchandising value for display. The 

customer may look on while his battery is being 

filled; thus he is an eye witness to the freshness of 

the product he is purchasing. 

Supplies and services: Du Pont package: Poly- 

ethylene “Cubitainers” by Hedwin Corp., 1600 Roland 

Heights Ave., Baltimore 11, Md.; contract filling by 

Fluid Chemical Co., Newark, N. J. Firestone package: 

Polyethylene bottles by Plax Corp., Hartford, Conn. 

Corrugated containers for both packages by Hinde & 

Dauch, Div. of West Virginia Pulp & Paper, San- 

dusky, O. 
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Records sealed in film 

VGM shatters a phonograph-record industry tradition by proving 

that collectors value sealed, fresh merchandise 

more than the privilege of seeing and playing the disks 

§ rotective, visible packaging in sealed polyethyl- 

ene-film envelopes adds an extra fillip of sales ap- 

peal to the colorful phonograph-record albums com- 

ing out of MGM Records’ Bloomfield, N. J., plant. 

Almost to a man, album producers have accepted 

the principle that the package is their best salesman 

as a glance at any display of these artistic, multi- 

color paperboard covers will attest. But albums gen- 

erally are unprotected in retail display, on the theory 

that shoppers want to play the records before buy- 

ing. Even though most producers now provide a 

film envelope for the record itself inside the jacket, 

the envelope is unsealed. Soiled merchandise is re- 

garded as a risk of the business. 

So when MGM decided on heat-sealed transparent- 

film protection for its single-record albums, it was 

a direct reversal of an industry tradition. Appar- 

ently. it has proved to be a wise decision. The com- 

pany cites an increase in retail outlets (including 

variety. drug and supermarket chain stores). as 

well as an over-all increase in sales. 

The protective-packaging operation begins when 

the completed record albums are fed to a semi-auto 

matic bagging machine equipped with arms and ait 

blower that open the film envelope (prefabricated 

of 1.5-mil polyethylene) and keep it in open posi- 

tion. In a fast, efficient eperation, the operator slips 

one album into each open envelope, then transfers 

the filled packages to a feed table for loading into 

automatic conveying and heat-sealing machinery. 

Packaged albums travel open-end up to the seal- 

ing unit, where the open end of the envelope is sealed 

along the upper edge. Simultaneously, excess film 

is sheared off and disposed of through a vacuum 
system. The result is a snug, tightly sealed, protec- 

tive package for the phonograph record, with no over- 

lapping film to affect visibility of the album inside. 

Supplies and services: Polyethylene envelopes by 

Polyflex Bag & Container, Inc., Johnstown, N. Y. Bag 

ging machine by Tele-Sonic Packaging Corp., 208 W 

7 St., New York 1. 27 {mscomatic 100 conveying and 

sealing machine by Amsco Packaging Machinery, Inc.., 

31-31 48 Ave., Long Island City 1, N. Y. 

Snug fit of film to edge of record album is made 

on this heat-sealing unit, which also trims off 

excess film and disposes of it through vacuum 

tube at right. Packaged albums come off line at 

the left for packing into shipping cartons. 

Fast filling of MGM single-record albums into 

polyethylene envelopes is accomplished on_ this 

semi-automatic bagging machine, which holds film 

envelopes open for easy insertion of stiff paper- 

board covers. This is the first step in the com 

yany’s protective-packaging operation. | I = 
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Owens-ILLiInois ASSURES 

You A COMPLETE 

PACKAGING APPROACH 

Co-ordinated Research 
Pure research into fabrication of glass, 
packaging research into processing and 
handling methods in customer plants, 
market research into consumer attitudes. 
All add up to greater packaging value. 

The Right Container 

Versatility of facilities and talents make 
O-I your best source of supply. In con- 
tainer development—beauty, utility, tra- 
dition are blended in the right propor- 
tions for your product’s needs. 

Needed Fitments 
O-I specialists are keenly aware of sales 
benefits derived from plastic shaker and 
pour-out fitments which are not “gadg- 
ets” but which increase consumer satis- 
faction with your product. 

Engineered Design 

At Owens-Illinois, your package’s three 
needs are taken into account: 1) Con- 
siderations of its function in the retail 
store, 2) its operating efficiency, and 
3) its consumer utility. 

The Right Closure 

Through long and continuing research 
O-I has developed the most advanced 
metal and plastic closures. Helping you 
choose the right closure is another func- 
tion of O-I’s packaging service. 

Merchandising Cartons 
Modern cartons such as the new “Open- 
ized Carton” with easy-open flaps are 

developed from study of their service 
to you in retail store and warehouse . . . 
on filling line or in transit. 

AG z 
C4 kent bee 
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These design models are examples of the types of “glamour packages” 
available through Owens-Illinois custom-design service, 

Your products for glamour 

should be packaged in glamour 
Striking and exciting packaging for toiletry products 

pleases every woman...is a factor in her personal 
selection. On dressing table or any shelf the package 
adds a touch of elegance...serves as a constant re- 
minder of a product’s quality. 

Owens-Illinois’ designers and packaging experts are 

ready to work with you to provide a distinctive, 
personal container for your toiletry preparations. The 
right container requires eye-appealing form, of course 

DURAGLAS CONTAINERS 

AN () PRODUCT 

... plus ease of handling in the filling line, lasting 
product protection and ease of use in the home. 

O-I’s Complete Packaging Approach offers more 
than the container alone...it provides artistic label 
design, the needed fitments, most suitable closures, 
and protective, merchandising cartons. 

Call on Owens-Illinois for the complete salespackage 

to take your product into your customers’ homes. 

Owens-ILLINOoIS 
GENERAL OFFICES + TOLEDO 1, OHIO 



Best one-color 

press printing. | 

Mfg. Co.'s cabana set minimum copy 

comes in one-piece folder 

with back lock and ace Sears, Roebuck & Co 

tate window. Brown car 

ton color contrasts witl ment. Cartor 

reverse white lettering 

Cartor Old 

Box Co.. Charlotte. N. ¢ 

lranapolts 

Design: S. Fredericl 

using 0.024 white patent 

coated newshach 

letter- Best multicolor letterpress printing. Best 

Use of four-color, varnished design and 

impart suggestion of 

high quality for this gift bath set for 

rhe package is in 

serted in a paperboard sleeve for ship 

Paper Package Co., In 

using 0.020 skim newsback either off or on 

Dominior ned hip ned 60-lb white 

{nderson 

two-color letterpress printing. 

Telescoping carton for Westinghouse’s 

heating pad has a quilted effect (sug 

gestive of product inside), an acetate 

window to display electric switch and a 

shadow-box cut-out. Inner construction 

of carton permits display with the covet 

Robertson 

Vontville, Conn... using 

Carton 

litho Paper Box Co.. 

Studio white patent-coated newsbach 

Best folding boxes 

Winners in annual competition of the Folding Paper Box Assn. | ~ I 

demonstrate power to attract and to sell; 

100 awards are granted in a field of more than 9,000 entries 

' ; , 
Continued improvement in the visual appeal and 

communicative function of folding cartons was evi- 

dent in the display of 100 award winners in the 1958 

Folding Paper Box Competition, shown by the Fold- 

ing Paper Box Assn. of America at its annual meet- 

ing in New York last month. 

Observers were impressed with the sharp step-up 

in compelling illustration and better use of informa- 

tive and instruction copy—all aimed at making the 

folding box a self-sufficient salesman. With im- 

proved printing surfaces and better printing tech- 

niques, the prize winners exhibited such character- 

istics as: simple and smart designs and colors, 

dramatic realism in illustration of contents, helpful 

pictures or sketches suggesting product use, strong 

brand identity through both distinctive trademark 

ing and family relationship, as well as provocative 

tie-in suggestions for the sale of related items. 

The 26 first-award winners are illustrated and de- 

scribed here. They were chosen—from more than 

9.000 entries submitted by 122 carton manufac- 

turers—by four teams of judges, who also granted 

74 merit awards. In two of the 28 categories. com- 

petition was so intense that ties for first award were 

declared; on the other hand, in four of the classifi- 

cations, no entry was considered sufficiently out- 

standing to win a blue ribbon. The total of 100 

awards was distributed among 46 box makers. 

Constructionwise, there was a noticeable trend 

toward the use of novel shapes; built-in convenience 

features such as handles and dispensing devices; 

more multipacks, and more window cartons, many 

using new high-strength window films. 

On the critical side, several of the judges com- 
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Best 

printing. 

\ sh Ape d 

television antenna is 

designed for 

setting up and for im 

proved 

of printing 

Best 

Swift & Co.’s foil-lined car 

flexographic gravure printing. 

I wo-color. 

earton = for ton for Allsweet margarine 

Mfg. Co.'s Silver features a pull tab for easy 

opening Excellent — six 

speed in color printing and effective 

illustration won judges’ 

appearance. It nod for this entry. Carton 

Carton Co., Chi 

cago, using foil and solid 

a convenient die Chicago 

carry handle. Car 

{/ton Box Board 

Folding Dit . Pa 

Vo., using 

bleached sulphate 

white 

f-coate d hoard 

mented on cartons which attempted to incorporate 

too many “gimmick” features at the expense of 

sound merchandising practice. 

Awards of Merit 

In addition to the 26 First Award winners, all 

of which are illustrated herewith, Awards of Merit 

were given as follows: 

Technical superiority of printing. Best Letter- 

press Printing, One Color. Emblem Towel Set for 

Callaway Mills, Inc., box by Nevins Co. 

Best Letterpress Printing, Two Color: Miscella- 

neous electronic parts for Consolidated Electro- 

dynamics Corp., box by Ace Carton Corp. of Cali- 

fornia, Div. of Ace Carton Corp. Sunbeam electric 

clock for Sunbeam Corp., box by W. C. Ritchie & 

Co., subsidiary of Stone Container Corp. 

Best Letterpress Multicolor: Bath ensemble for 

Terrytuft, Inc., box by Container Corp. of America. 

King size Fab for Colgate-Palmolive Co., box by 
Container Corp. of America. Velvet Blend for The 

Procter & Gamble Ce., %0x by The Richardson 

Taylor-Globe Corp. Kitchen shears for J. Wiss & 

Sons Co., box by Sample-Durick Co., Inc. 

Walt 

Disney “Nite Lite” cartons for Hankscraft Co., box 

Best Letterpress Color Process: Assorted i 

by Green Bay Box Co. 

Best Flexography: Canfield Mixed Fruit Flavors 

APRIL 1958 

Best lithographic printing. Tie first awards went to Monarch 

W ine 

to Joa Co.'s package for Fauns sanitary napkins (right). 

Co.’s carton for Manischewitz wine selection (left) and 

Mon 

irch’s book-style carton, in six colors and varnished, holds six 

bottled package, dominated by a_ photographic wines Joa 

reproduction, has a cellophane overwrap that adds brilliance 

Vonarch carton: Container Corp to the five-color illustration 

of America, Philadelphia, using machine clay-coated board 

Packers Package, Inc., Muncie, Ind., 

Henry Quednau. Inc 

Joa carton using white 

patent-coated newsback design 

Inc.. box by Mead-Atlanta for . J. 

Paper Co. 
Canfield Co.. 

Best Gravure Printing: Edelweiss beer for Atlas 

Brewing Co., box by Gaylord Container Corp., Div. 

of Crown Zellerbach Corp. Luigi's Pizza for Pizza 

Frozen Foods. Ine.., 

Corp.. Div. of Crown Zellerbach Corp. Ten High 

for Hiram Walker, Inc., box by Kleerwrap, Inc. 

Best Lithography: Ciro for Lambert-Hudnut Mfg. 

Laboratories, Inc., box by F. N. Burt Co., 

Hunter Bourbon for Frankfort Distilleries. Inc.. box 

box by Gaylord Container 

T 
inc, 

FIRST: in construction 

Wedge-shaped carton for Dow Chemical’s Saran Wrap in 

1,000-ft. rolls has cutting edge in stand-up flap to expedite 

removal of product. Sturdy carton is printed in three colors. 

Carton: Crowell Carton Co., Div. St. Regis Container Corp., 

Varshall, Mich., using 0.028 bleached sulphate. 



Printing & Lithograph Co. Hamm’s beer for Theo. 

Hamm Brewing Co., box by Waldorf Paper Prod- 

ucts Co. A three-dimensional store-wide point-of- 

purchase display for Kraft Foods Co., box by 

Waldorf Paper Products Co. 

Superiority of Construction, Pond’s Lips for 

Chesebrough-Pond’s, Inc., box by Boxmakers, Inc. 

Store-level produce pack for stock, box by Cornell 

Paperboard Products Co. Glassflex & Scholasti: 

by F. N. Burt Co., Inc. Modess tampons for Per- 

sonal Products Corp., box by Container Corp. of 

America. Avon Bath Oil for Avon Products, Inc., 

box by The Lord Baltimore Press, Inc. Veal Parmeg- 

giana for Naples Foods, Inc., box by Schmidt Litho- 

graph Co. Scotch gift-wrap tape and Scotch cello- 

phane tape for Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., box 

by Sutherland Paper Co. Sacco Rose Food for The 

Smith Agricultural Chemical Co., box by The U.S. 

FIRST: in general 

Checkered-tablecloth Bakery goods. Venus Foods’ Textiles. Montgomery Cosmetics and personal ac- Food. 
self-selection ar ives a “homey” family of nine film-wrapped Ward's essories. Personal Products background ¢ 

tons for Carol Brent brand ot fiv cookie cartons uses only three 

basic colors, but nine different brassieres have a slide-and 

construction for 

rp.s new Serena sanitary appearance to tamily 

napkins carton discreetly sug olor-printed, appetite-appeal 

gests the product and ties in cartons for Procter & Gam hues were achieved in only sleeve 

with its Modess line. High ble’s Duncan Hines cake one pass on the offset press product examination by 

Cartons: Lord 

Vew York {merica, Chicago, using 0.020 ester Folding Box 

hoard. Roc hester, \ ) using 

fashion design on five-color, mixes. Balti Cartons: Container Corp. of customer. Cartons: Roc/l 

varnished carton implies qual more Press, Inc ( 

using 0.021 clay-coated news laminated greaseproot ity. Carton: Container Corp 

Donald Deskey high-gloss coated {merica, Chicago, using back: design hoard 

nachine clay-coated board. {ssociates, New York. 

Carriers. Empire Foods’ wrap- Beverages. Paper- Display. Point-of-pur- 

sleeve on chase displays, each of 

W. a different size and 

Retail boxes. Foil-lined envelope 

used by Builock’s department store, around, three-jar carrier per- board 

mits maximum view of prod Schenley’s I. 

and twist-off cap. Harper bourbon car- color, merchandise 

Scripto’s three lines of 

Los Angeles, for men’s ties and the 

like saves clerks’ time and makes an uct, label 

intriguing low-cost gift package. En Finger holes are die cut in top ton strips off, leav- 

elope: The Flintkote Co., Les An- of two-color unit. Carrier: ing attractive gift 

sing foil-laminated board. pack. Carton: Rich- maintain family look. 

ardson Taylor-Globe Cards: Central Carton 

Cincinnati, Co., Cincinnati, using 

pens. Cards’ designs 

Container Corp. of America, 

Chicago, using 0.024 machine 

clay-coated board. Corp., 

using 0.024 foil, clay-coated board. 

vinyl coated, lami 

nated to bleached 

manila board. 
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archery sets and arrows for Indian Archery & Toy 

Corp., box by Diamond Gardner Corp., The Gardner 

Div. Scotts grass seed for O. M. Scott & Sons Co.., 

hox by Diamond Gardner Corp., The Gardner Div. 

Old Fashioned Cocktail for Heublein, Inc., box by 

Federal Carton Corp., Eveready flashlight batteries 

The Ohio Boxboard Co. Continuous-roll gift wrap 

paper for Hallmark, box by Waldorf Paper Products 

Co. 

Best Example of Potential New Volume Use. 

Food: Tea bags for Stewarts Private Blend Coffee 
Co., box by Ace Folding Box Corp. Frozen lunches 

for National Carbon Co., Div. of Union Carbide 

Corp., box by Lengsfield Bros., Inc. Willard Porta- 

Pak for The Electric Storage 

for Hi-Grade Food Distributor, Inc., box by Con- 

solidated Paper Box Co. 

sattery Co., box by General Merchandising Superiority. Medicinal 

merchandising qualities 

Tobacco. Intriguing carton design for Hardware. Full-color illustra- 

D.W.G. Cigar Corp.’s R. G 

aimed at attracting women shoppers, as well 

Confections. Appetizing product vignettes 

on four-color cartons in eight sizes for Sears, Dun cigars is tions on these hang-up cards, 

Roebuck’s Peggy Kellogg brand candies are 

purchases 

die cut to give the illusioa of 

designed to stimulate impuls: as men. Rigid 25-cigar carton, in four colors product in actual use, show 

Cellophane and varnished, resembles traditional wood applications for Ekco Prod- 

Ohio Boxboard Co., ucts’ Flint kitchen utensils. 

Cards: F, M. Howell & Co., 

Elmira, N. Y., using 0.018 ma- 

chine clay-coated newsback. 

wraps add a note of quality 

and-fibre box. Carton: 

Empire Box Div., Rittman, O., using white- 

Carton: l S. Printing & Lithograph Co.., 

Cincinnat using 0.014 solid bleached sul 

desig Vugent Graham Studio lined, clay-coated kraft and fibreboard sleeve. 

Browme Startiasnh 

Miscellaneous. Smith Agri- 

cultural Chemical Co.’s 10-lb. 

carton for Sacco Rose Food 

holds four 2%%-lb. cartons. 

Inner cartons carry same de- 

Sporting goods and toys. Tied for first place are Eastman Kodak’s blister pack for cam- 

eras (left) and Doepke Mfg. Co.’s cartons for 34 toys. Kodak’s packages, developed for 

rack sales in self-selection stores, have formed-acetate bubbles. The Doepke line exhibits 

strong family relationship, good corporate identity and clear product information, Kodak 

cards: Rochester Folding Box Co., Rochester, N. Y. Doepke cartons: 

Corp., The Gardner Div., Middletown, O., using white patent-coated solid newsback. 

Diamond Gardner 

sign as the four-color, varn- 

ished master carton. Carton: 

U. S. Printing & Lithograph 

Co., Cincinnati, using 0.022 

machine-coated board. 
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Products: Zymacap and Unicap displays for The 

Upjohn Co., box by Ace Carton Corp. Ortho Gynol 

for Ortho Pharmaceutical Corp., box by The Richard- 

son Taylor-Globe Corp. Zonite antiseptic for Chem- 

way Corp., box by The Richardson Taylor-Globe 

Corp. Cosmetics and Personal Accessories: Roll- 

On Deodorant—Men, Five-Day Laboratories, box by 

\cme Paper Box Co. Cup of Youth for Max Factor 

& Co., box by Continental Can Co., Inc., Robert 

Gair Paper Products Group. Helene Curtis Lanolin 

Discovery for Helene Curtis Industries, Inc., box 

by The Lord Baltimore Press, Inc. Pace for The 

Procter & Gamble Co., box by The Richardson 

Taylor-Globe Corp. Soap: Fire Engine soap for 

Avon Products, Inc., box by The Nevins Co. 

Brocade Newport Soap Co.. box by 

Schmidt Lithograph Co. Food: 

Stewarts Private Blend Coffee Co., box by Ace 

Folding Box 

vannah Sugar Refining Corp., box by 

Carton Co. Fluffy mashed potatoes for McCormick 

& Co., Inc., box by The Lord Baltimore Press of 

California. Swanson turkey pie, chicken pie, beef 

pie for Campbell Soup Co., box by The Lord Balti- 

more Press of California. Royal Pudding for Stand- 

Armour 

soap for 

s| ea bags for 

sugar for Sa- Corp. Savannah 

Chicago 

ard Brands, Inc., box by Milprint, Inc. 

Boneless Cooked Ham for Armour & Co., box by 

Waldorf Paper Products Co. Turkey, pot roast, 

Swiss steak, beef stew, meat balls for John Morrell 

& Co., box by Waldorf Paper Products Co. Bakery 

Products: Pepperidge Farm cookies for Pepperidge 

Farms, Inc., box by The Lord Baltimore Press, Inc. 

Confections: Brach’s pecans, almonds, chocolate 

peanuts, chocolate stars, peanut clusters, bridge 

mix malted milk balls, miniature chocolates for 

E. J. Brach & Sons, box by Ace Carton Corp. Choco- 

late peppermints for W. F. Schrafft & Sons. box by 

Centainer Corp. of America. Tobacco: El Producto 

cigars for Consolidated Cigar Corp., box by Coates 

Board & Carton Co.. Inc. El Verso 

Verso Mellows for D. W. G. Cigar Corp., box by 

Empire Box Div. of The Ohio Boxboard Co. Hard- 

ware: Dish-Quik, Rinse-Quik, Rinse-Quik replace- 

ment, 4-foot hose. 30-inch 

ADR Kit, hose guide for Modern Faucet Mfg. Co.. 

box by Continental Can Co., Inc., Robert Gair Paper 

Jouquet, El] 

hose. ny lon brush. 

Products Group. Scotts grass seed for O. M. Scott 

& Sons Co.. box by Diamond Gardner Corp., The 

Gardner Div. Allstate distributor tune-up kit for 

Sears, Roebuck & Co., box by Paper Package Co. 

Textiles and Apparel: Paris belts for A. Stein & 

Co., box by Ace Carton Corp. Ties and socks for 

Interwoven Stocking Co., box by Container Corp. 

of America. Nylon hosiery for Julius Kayser & Co.. 

box by Continental Can Co., Inc., Robert Gair Pape 

Products Group. Charmode Latex girdle for Inter- 

national Latex Corp. and Sears, Roebuck & Co.. 

box by Paper Package Co. {Continued on page 202 | 

FIRST: for best potential new volume use 

Ca TT 

Medicinal products. Alu- Food. This group of stock cartons is de- Sporting goods and Paper products. Hallmark’s 

drox liquid and tablets signed to provide protection and added toys. Suggesting a new re-usable Treasure Chest car 

ride in separate compart- sales appeal for produce. Made of a low-cost potential for paper- tons of personal stationery 

ments of this die-cut win- base and sleeve, cartons have detachable board in premiums, pro- each contain two drawers with 

bands to hold overwrap film. Cartons: Cor- motional toy helmet, locking tabs. Acetate windows 

nell Paperboard Products Co., Milwaukee, 

using 0.026 green-lined bending chip. foil laminated, does a Cartons: Standard Packaging 

selling job for Zenith Corp., Bradley & Gilbert Co 

Radio. Carton: Conti- Div., New York, using ma 

chine clay-coated board. 

dow carton for Wyeth 

Laboratories. Consumers letterpress printed and permit full product visibility 

use the liquid at home, 

carry tablets along with 

them. Carton: W. C. 

Ritchie & Co., Sub. Stone 

Container Corp., Chicago, 

using 0.020 white clay- 

nental Can Co., Robert 

Products 

York, 

using white-lined kraft. 

Gair Paper 

Group, Neu 

coated newsback. 
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another 

prestige product 
a, 

pack sed 

by BURT 

DuBarry Cloudsilk Pearled Face Powder 

round powder box and folding carton 

manufactured for DuBarry 

F. N. Burt Company, Inc. » Manufacturers of Small 

Set-up Boxes, Folding Cartons and Transparent Containers 

500-540 Seneca Street, Buffalo 4, New York 

Offices in Principal Cities or Write Direct 

Canadian Division: Dominion Paper Box Co., Ltd., 

250 Islington Ave. S., Toronto 18, Canada 
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HETHER your products are shipped in 55 gallon drums or 1 gallon cans 

—whether you market motor oils or chemicals requiring special lined 

containers—there is a Tri-Sure* Closure that will 

1. Precisely meet the requirements of your products and containers. 

2. Provide full and dependable protection under all conditions of transit. 

3. Give your products the good will that is invariably created by the closures 

that have world-wide acceptance. 

The sure way to improve your packaging and the security of your products 

is to specify Tri-Sure Closures for all your steel shipping containers. 

CLOSU RES Your supplier will deliver your drums equipped with Tri-Sure Flanges and 

Plugs; Tri-Sure Seals, which may be lithographed with your own private 

“The ““Tri-Sure” Trademark is a design, are applied after filling. 

— reliability ~~. by For information on the comprehensive line of Tri-Sure Nozzles, Spouts, 
— a ee Seals, Caps and Assemblies for light containers—embodying important new 

advances in pail closure efficiency— write us now. 

AMERICAN FLANGE & MANUFACTURING CO. INC., 30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK 20, N. Y. 

CHICAGO, Ili. - LINDEN, N. J. - NILES, OHIO . = we “Pn 

Tri-Sure Products Limited, St. Catharines, Ontario, Canada oy ———_ 
Tri-Sure S/A Indéstria e Comércio, Sao Bernardo Do Campo, Estado de Sao Paulo, Brazil hee / nas 

American Flange & Manufacturing Co. Inc., Villawood, N. S. W., Australia TRI-SURE THE WORLD OVER 
Compaitia Mexicana Tri-Sure S.A., Naucalpan, E. de Mexico, Mexico be \ 0 

B. Van Leer N. V., Stadhouderskade 6, Amsterdam, Holland cy} 
Van Leer industries, itd., Seymour House, 17 Waterloo Place, Pall Mall S. W. I, London, England ™ 

VA 
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Methods 

Engineering 

Testing 

Technical 
Technical Editor 

Charles A. Southwick Jr. 

Mold vs. oxygen permeability 

Tests on flexible vacuum-nitrogen packs of sliced cheese 

reveal a danger point for oxygen transmission 

and identify two sufficiently resistant film combinations 

ri. is essentially a summation of the case history 

of a particular problem in flexible transparent pack- 

aging wherein the packaged product required pro- 

tection from oxygen. In order to understand the 

various factors involved in the solution of this prob 

lem, it is necessary to consider, in general, the 

factors related to the successful packaging of prod- 

ucts in flexible transparent materials wherein the 

ir is removed and a vacuum created, or wherein 

the air is replaced with an inert atmosphere. 

(mong the advantages of flexible transparent 

vacuum or gas packaging are the ability to protect 

a product against deterioration, utilizing a low-cost 

packaging medium; the ability to display the prod- 

uct itself with greater eye appeal because of the high 

degree of transparency, and the ability of the packer, 

by means of suitable printing, to identify himself 

with his product at the retail level. 

With respect to the protection of the product 

iwainst the effects of oxidation or against loss of 

moisture, the requirements to be met by the pack- 

aging material often are severe. In many cases the 

material must have an exceedingly low oxygen 

transmission rate, as will be illustrated later. 

The package must be hermetically sealed without 

the slightest wrinkle or other fissure through which 

oxygen may enter or moisture leave. 

The material must have physical characteristics 

which will render it suitable for use on the many 

varieties of automatic vacuum-packaging and gas- 

packaging machines now in use. 

Many combinations of films and coatings have 

been tested for this type of packaging. Among them 

are the several varieties of cellophane, polyethylene, 

Standard The authors are with the Research and Development Dept., 

kaging Corp., Clifton, N. J 
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By C. L. Brickman, 

A. W. Saunders 

and J. G. Rote, Jr. 

polyester, saran and Pliofilm. In this particular 

case history we have compared four combinations 

of films, including the new VCA film (short for 

“Vacuum Controlled Atmosphere”), which is a 

lamination of 50-gauge polyester film and 200-gauge 

polyethylene film. 

For the reasons mentioned above, it has for many 

vears been felt desirable by manufacturers of cheese 

to market this product in sliced form in some sort 

of flexible transparent package which would protect 

the cheese from moisture loss and from oxidation. 

It soon became obvious that any flexible package 

holding a full vacuum so compressed the cheese 

slices that after a period of time it was no longer 

possible to separate the slices upon removal from 

the package. Various expedients were tried to over- 

come this condition, such as using only a partial 

Figure 1. Degree of mold developme nt on sliced Provo 

lone cheese after six weeks in a refrigerator at 40-45 deg. F 

and 75-85% relative humidity. Samples A and B (see Table 

II) have now begun to show incipient mold growth. 



Figure 2. Degree of mo!d development after 19 weeks in 

a refrigerator at 40-45 deg. F. and 75-85% relative humidity 

Mold growth in Samples A and B is now very extensive, 

while C and D still show no signs of mold 

vacuum. It was soon realized, however. that ade- 

quate protection could be obtained only if the 

oxygen content of the package were extremely low. 

As a result of this, machines were developed 

wherein a full vacuum could be drawn and then 

partially released with an inert gas. Various inert 

gases, such as nitrogen and carbon dioxide or mix- 

tures of the same. were tested. In the case of cheese. 

an atmosphere of nitrogen alone has thus far been 

found to be most suitable. 

Many types of cheese were packaged, with ex- 

cellent results, using a combination of MSAT-type 

cellophane bonded to polyethylene film as the pack- 

aging medium. However, because of mold growth. 

this type of package provided only a limited shelf 

life for certain types of cheese even though the 

initial oxygen content within the package was ex- 

ceedingly low. 

1 he Case histor \ presented here des ribes the 

study of this problem, as a result of which the new 

VCA polyester-polyethylene film was developed, en 

abling the more-sensitive types of cheese to be pro- 

tected against the growth of mold for a very much 

longer time than was heretofore possible. 

Test methods 

Many methods have been developed to measure 

the transmission rate of oxygen and other gases 

through various films. Unfortunately, no single 

method has been agreed upon as a universal stand- 

ard. Two basic types of measurement are commonly 

used: one wherein the test sample is sealed into a 

system containing a manometer and the rate of 

transfer of oxygen through the film is measured by 

changes in the manometer readings; another in 

which a package of known volume, fabricated from 

the film combination to be tested, is purged with 

nitrogen or some other inert gas until the oxygen 

content is extremely low, at which point the package 

is then sealed. 

In the latter method a number of packages are 

sealed at the same time and individual packages are 

sampled at intervals thereafter for per cent oxygen 

content. The particular method used in this study is 
of the latter type, but differs from any other method 

previously described in that the test is made on 

pouches which can be exposed to the various tem- 

perature and humidity conditions of commercial 

practice. In the case of luncheon meat and cheese. 

such exposure would be in closed or open refriger- 

ator display and the resulting oxygen transmission 

rate is not the same as customarily obtained—fo 

example, by manometric method on sheet material 

at 75 deg. F. 

The pouch method was developed by Brickman 

and details of the method have been made public. 

Reference to this report will show that transmission 

rates of several well-known films measured by out 

Transmissiot f x M 

Table 1: Comparison of oxygen transmission 

rates; pouch packed with wet N., exposed in 

refrigerator at 38-40 deg. F. and 76-86 R. H. 

Ce standard femper 

ature and pressure 

100 sq. in. day atn Samples Vaterials 

300 cellophane 200 poly 

ethylene (extruded) 

100 cellophane 200 poly 

ethylene (laminated) 

50 polyester “S"/ 150 poly 

ethylene (laminated) 0.19-0.30 

150 K202 200 polyethylene 

(laminated) 0.20 

Table Il: Sliced 8-0z. Provolone cheese, 

\. packed; exposed to atmospheric conditions of 

refrigerator room at 40-45 deg. F. and 75-85% R.H 

Days shelf life 

Sam ples Vaterials to incipient mol« 

300 cellophane 200 poly 

ethylene (extruded) 

300 cellophane 200 poly 

ethylene (laminated) 

50 polyester “S”/150 poly 

ethylene (laminated) 

450 K-202 200 polyethylene 

ene (laminated) 
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Table Hl: Durability test data: 

per cent failures in tumble drum at 

15 dew. F.: 100 packages per test 

K-202 cel ophane 

200 polyethylene 

method check most favorably as to order of magni- 

tude with rates measured by several other widely 

recognized methods when the temperature and R. H. 

of the gas are about the same. 

In order to compare the durability of the various 

materials under test, a tumble drum was used. The 

drum is a 23-in.-diameter fibreboard cylinder 35 

in. long, set horizontally. It is driven by a '%-h.p. 

variable-speed motor which rotates a set of rollers 

on which the drum rests. The speed of the drum is 

10 r.p.m. The interior is lined with a 14-in. thickness 

of rubber sheeting of 30 durometer. There are two 

|-by-4-in. wooden baffle plates within the drum. One 

is mounted parallel to the side of the drum; the othe 

is centered 180 deg. from the parallel baffle and 

meets in the center of the drum, forming a “V” in 

the direction of rotation of 110 deg. The 1-by-4- 

in. “V” baffle is cut to follow the drum’s contour. 

In each test 100 packages. 10 at a time. were 

tumbled for 10 min. at 45 deg. F. The percentages 

of leaking pouches as the result of this treatment 

were tabulated 24 hrs. later as an inverse index of 

durability. Over a period of years it has been found 

possible to correlate the results of this test very 

closely with the results to be expected in the average 

handling during the packaging. shipping and retail- 

selling operations. 

Having obtained an abundance of initial informa 

tion with respect to durability and oxygen trans- 

mission rate for the several different combinations 

of films, actual test packs of cheese were then put 

up. Provolone cheese was chosen for these test packs 

because of its unusual sensitivity to the growth of 

mold. In each case the freshly sliced cheese, 8 0z. to 

the package. was placed in pouches which measured 

514 by 6%, in. inside dimensions and had fin-type 

heat seals. Packages were then placed in our Model 

6-9 vacuum and controlled-atmosphere packaging 

machine, whereupon a high vacuum was pulled and 

then released with nitrogen to a vacuum of approxi- 

mately 10 in. of mercury, after which the final seal 

was made. At this vacuum level no objectionable 

adhesion between slices was experienced after the 

cheese was removed from the package. Eight pack- 

ages of product were put up with each different 

sample of test material. The packages were then 

stored at 45 deg. F. 

were observed at weekly intervals for signs of in- 

(plus or minus 3 deg. F.) and 

cipient mold growth. Photographs were made at 

intervals to illustrate the progress of mold growth 

in each packaging material over a period of time. 

Test results 

Table | 

transmission rates through four of the 

shows a comparison of the oxygen 

many film 

combinations used in this study. As can be seen. 

they cover a very wide range: the best-—namely 

K-202 cellophane bonded to 200-gauge polyethylene 

film—being approximately 30 times lower than the 

poorest, namely the 300-MSAT cellophane on which 

2 mils of polyethylene resin were extruded. 

In Table I] the number of days before incipient 

mold growth on the Provolone cheese are tabulated 

for each combination of packaging material, the 

range being from 42 days for the poorest to 150 

days for the best. 

It was felt to be desirable. if possible. to take 

photographs of the progress of this mold in order 

to have a lasting record of what actually took place. 

Unfortunately, the mold first appears around the 

edges of the slices from which the rind has been 

removed and. due to the presence of the fin seals in 

this area and the high degree of reflectivity of the 

packaging materials, it was not possible to obtain 

suitable photographs of the product while in the 

package. As the next best thing we decided in each 

case to remove the samples from their respective 

packages and take the photographs immediately 

thereafter. before any additional change could take 

place due to the presence of air. 

Figure | illustrates how the various samples ap- 

peared immediately after removal from the package 

at the end of six weeks. As will be seen. Samples A 

and B. which were pack- [Continued on page 195 | 

Figure 3. Effect of the oxygen transmission rate of 

film on days of shelf life to incipient mold at 40 

deg. F. and 75-85% relative humidity 
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FRONT VIEW 

TEMPERATURE INDICATOR 
& CONTROLLER 0-600°F 

SEALING BAR 

SILICONE RUBBER PAD 

#1... sealing of polyethylene films has been in 

extensive use for a long time. Fabricators, however, 

frequently experience difficulty in obtaining satis- 

factory heat seals and these difficulties are becom- 

ing more puzzling with the new varieties of poly- 

ethylene resin now moving onto the market. The 

indications were that a variety of factors influence 

polyethylene-film heat sealability and seal strength. 

Accordingly, it was felt desirable to appraise these 

factors and conditions encountered in sealing poly- 

ethylene films. Development engineers at the re- 

search laboratories of U. S. Industriai Chemicals 

Co. and National Petro-Chemicals Corp.’ undertook 

extended methodical studies to determine the na- 

ture and magnitude of the various film and operat- 

ing variables on the quality of the heat seals ob- 

tainable with polyethylene films. 

In this study, the development engineers used a 

Model 12 ASC 

which the heat is supplied by contact with a hot 

Sentinel jaw-type heat sealer in 

double bar from one side only. This machine is 

shown schematically in Figure 1. The films to be 

sealed were placed on the unheated, stationary lower 

jaw which is covered with a silicone rubber pad. 

\ protective membrane of Teflon-coated glass cloth 
covered the pad. The upper jaw which holds the 

resistance-heated sealing bar presses down on the 

Teflon-glass cloth and the film layers to be sealed. 

* Manager Productio nd tesearch & Development Polyethylene, 

I S. Industria 

Research an National Petro-Chemicals Corp 

la 

». is a division and National Petro 

National Distillers & Chemical Cor; 

Montclair, N. J 151 Pine St 

Polyethylene 

PRESSURE INDICATOR 

PRESSURE ADJUSTMENT KNOB 

TIMER-O-5 SECONDS 
IN ;5 INCREMENTS 

TEFLON COATED GLASS CLOTH 

Schematic of a 

{ Model 12 

used in the 

Figure 1. 

heated-bar 

ASC Sentinel) 

sealer 

studies reported in this article. 

The pressures used in the investigation ranged be- 

tween 40 and 240 lbs. per sq. in. of seal area. This 
area consisted of two parallel strips, each 12 in. long 

by 4 in. wide, spaced 1% in. apart. Compressibility 

of the silicone pad insured uniformity of pressure 

over the seal area. Clamp time was controlled by a 

timer with a range of from 0 to 5 sec., the dial being 

graduated in 0.1-sec. increments. Intermediate 0.05- 

sec. readings were estimated by placing the timer 

set point midway between the 0.1-sec. increments. 

|Meat Sealing} 

Clamp Time vs. Temperature 

Film - P-203-28 - M.I.8 

1.5 mil 

Pressure - 40 psi 

Gauge - 

ad 

Clamp Time- Seconds 

= i 

300° 350° 400° 450° 500° 
Bar Temperature °F ca 

Figure 2. Area of the time-temperature range for hot-bar 

sealing of film made of a typical polyethylene resin. 
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heat-seal factors 

Study shows that within the possible range of temperature, 

clamp time and pressure, 

any type of film can be satisfactorily sealed 

With the aid of this machine, a range of machine 

conditions was established which gave satisfactory 

heat seals of films made of different polyethylene 

resins and in various thicknesses. A satisfactory 

heat seal is defined as one which has a gtrength at 

least equal to that of the surrounding film and which 
will remain intact after failure of the surrounding 

film upon applying stress to the seal. Both flat and 

gusseted forms were sealed. 

Factors investigated 

On analysing the problem prior to investigation, 

it was evident that several factors should be studied. 

The key factors studied were: 

Machine factors: 

Clamp time 

Sealing-bar temperature 

Sealing-bar pressure 

Resin factors: 

Density 

Molecular weight or melt index 

Additives in the resin 

Film factors: 

Gauge 

Style or form (gusseted or not) 

Treatment for printing 

The experimental procedure employed consisted 

of selecting a film of a given resin type and gauge, 

setting the pressure and selecting a temperature. A 

series of heat seals was then made over a time range. 

After cooling. each seal was tested for strength. The 

lower time limit manifested itself by a failure of 

the seal to hold at the seal line when stressed, where- 

as the upper time limit manifested itself in a flowing 

and thinning of the resin at the seal area to such an 

extent that failure occurred on stress in the seal and 

not the adjacent film. The temperature was then in- 

creased a small increment and another series of heat 

seals was made at different dwell times. This was 

repeated until the temperature range of 250 to 500 

deg. F. had been covered. Plotting of the extremes 

of clamp time and bar temperature for good seals 

yielded two curves (the broken lines in Figures 2 

to 9) which represent the upper and lower limits of 

the satisfactory sealing ranges for time and tem- 

By R. M. Knight* 

E. E. Froste* 

and W. U. Funk’ 

perature. The solid lines, approximately midway be- 

tween these pairs of broken lines, indicate the loci 

of safe operation. 

In each of the graphs, Figures 2 to 9, clamp time 

is plotted versus bar temperature. The type of resin 
used and the film gauge are given. The clamp pres- 

sures, the form (that is gusseted or ungusseted) and 

the resin density are also recorded where pertinent. 

The vertical space between the broken lines repre- 
sents the safe time range for obtaining a satisfac- 

tory seal at a given temperature, while the horizon- 

tal space represents the safe temperature range for 

a good seal for a given clamp time. Narrow ranges 

mean that the sealing time or temperature, or both, 
must be carefully controlled to avoid transgressing 

the upper and lower limits for a satisfactory heat 

seal. It is to be noted that the time scale is logarith- 

mic; thus, the operator must be much more careful 

in controlling clamp time when sealing at high tem- 

peratures than when sealing at low temperatures. 

The temperature scale being linear means that the 

temperature tolerance for a given clamp time does 

‘Heat Sealing 

Clamp Time vs. Temperature 

|with Varying Pressure 

Film - P-203-28 - M.1.8 

Gauge - 1.5 mil 

+ FAxNB®, 
bd 
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Bar Temperature °F ——» 

Figure 3. Effect of varying pressures on clamp time, bar 

temperature and operating range for film in Figure 2. 



not vary to any great extent over the entire operating 

temperature range. 

Figure 2 shows that temperature flexibility is ob- 

tained when short clamp times are used and that 

there is much more time flexibility at low than at 

high temperatures. For example, the safe time range 

at 260 deg. F. is about 4.0 1.0 

at 500 deg. F. it is about 0.40 — 0.13 

This also shows graphically, as pointed out above. 

3.0 sec., while 

0.27 sec. 

that the bag maker must be much more careful in 
controlling sealing time when working at high tem- 

peratures than at low temperatures. 

Despite this obvious gain in operating flexibility 

when keeping the bar temperature low and the clamp 

time long, there are two good reasons for operating 

instead at a high-temperature, short-time point be 
tween the upper- and lower-limit curves, such as the 

one indicated by an X in Figure 2: First, the fabri- 

gets the shortest cycle and thus the highest cator 

output when working with a short clamp time. Sec- 

ond, as the machine is operated, heat builds up in 

the unheated foot and silicone pad. Such heat accu- 

mulation can result in a temperature rise of as much 

as 50 deg. F. This. of course, may narrow the work- 

ing-temperature range considerably. Operating at a 

point such as \, the fabricator gets the widest effec- 

tive temperature range, the shortest clamp times and 

the least build-up of heat. all of which assure a wide 

operating safety margin. 

Figure 3 gives the limiting curves for two sealing 

pressures, 40 and 240 p.s.i. (Intermediate pressures 

were investigated, but are not shown in the graphs. ) 

This graph shows that the clamp time required at 

a given operating temperature or the temperature 

required at a given time. or both. can be reduced 

when the sealing pressure is increased. But it also 

shows that both time and temperature range become 

Figure 4. Strong effect of polyethylene resin 

density on operating conditions 

Heat Sealing. 

Clamp Time vs. Temperature 

|with Varying Density 

Gauge: 1.0 mil 

Pressure: 40 psi 
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narrower with increased sealing pressure. This 

means that the fabricator has less flexibility of ma- 

chine conditions when operating at a higher pres- 

sure, even though he cuts sealing time. 

Resin variables 

Figure 4 illustrates the influence of resin density 

on sealing time and temperature. It shows that for a 

given clamp time, the higher the density of the resin. 

the higher the temperature required for satisfactory 

\ polyethylene of 0.917 density be- 

comes sealable at temperatures of roughly 35 to 50 

heat sealing. 

deg. F. lower than a polyethylene of 0.924 density. 

Figure 4 also shows that a lower-density polyethy! 
ene has wider operating temperature and time 

ranges. The greatest spread occurs at the lowe 

limits, the upper limits being practically identical 

for both densities. Thus, a higher-density polyethyl- 

ene film gives the fabricator less flexibility of 

operating conditions. 

These results were to be expected for theoretical 

reasons. Polyethylenes of higher density generally 

have greater linearity of the molecular structure and 

thus higher crystallinity in the solid phase. These 

molecular characteristics are reflected in higher and 

more sharply defined melting points of the higher- 

density polyethylenes. This, in turn, results in higher 

sealing narrower 

ranges, as borne out by the present investigation. 

temperatures and operating 

(This investigation, however, covers only the com- 

paratively narrow 0.917-to-0.924 density range. It 

does not represent the spread which is available 

upon inclusion of the 0.960-density polyethylenes. ) 

Figure 5 indicates that rather large changes in 

melt index (M.I. 1.0 and 8.0) have comparatively 

little effect on the time and temperature limits for 

satisfactory sealing. The curves do indicate that 

Figure 5. Slight effect of polyethylene resin 

melt index on operating conditions 
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{Heat Sealing} 

Clamp Time vs. Temperature 
| 

? 
Varying Slip 

Gauge - 1.0 mil 

Pressure - 40 psi 

350° 

of Bor Temperature 

Figure 6. Negligible effect of the use 

idditive on operating conditions 

over certain temperature ranges a film made from a 

low-melt-index resin will seal in a shorter time than 

film of a high-melt-index resin. Over other tempera- 

ture ranges the opposite is true. However, in all 

cases it was found that at the lower time limit. a 

faster. This 

means that a tower-melt-index film gives the fabri- 

low-melt-index film will seal slightly 

cator greater flexibility of operating conditions and 

usually a shorter clamp-time cycle. 

The belief that slip additives might impair seal- 

ability appears to have been disproved by this in- 

vestigation. Figure 6 shows that one such slip 

additive. investigated at several concentration levels. 

had very little influence on the range of operating 

conditions over which a good heat seal can be made. 

Only one out of at least seven sets of tests with film 

containing the highest concentration of slip additive 

showed some narrowing of the operating range at 

the short-time, high-temperature end. Thus, it is 

concluded that the slip additive had no significant 

effect on the limiting operating curves. regardless 

of the concentration. 

influence of film factors 

Film thickness influences the sealing time more 

than most other factors. as shown in Figure 7. A 

heavier-gauge film requires a longer time to seal at 

a given temperature than a thinner film. A useful 

rule of thumb states that clamp time should be in- 

creased about 50° for every mil of added thickness 

when sealing film of gauges from 1 to 5 mil. Figure 

7 proves the general validity of the rule for the two 

gauges represented by the curves. The graph also 

indicates that when a fixed clamp time is employed, 

it will take higher sealing temperatures to seal a 

thicker, heavier-gauge film. 

Since thinner films require shorter clamp times 

at a given temperature, they also require more 
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Figure 7. Pronounced effect of varying gauges 

of polyethylene film on sealing time. 

careful control of the sealing time. The foregoing 

was to be expected. The lower-limit curve indicates 

the time required to reach a temperature at which 

melting occurs at the interface between the two 

films to be bonded. This time, of course, is longer 

for thick film than for thin film. 

As can be seen from Figure 7, the temperature 

range over which the fabricator can work with any 

given clamp time is about as wide for 2-mil film 

as it is for l-mil film, or, conversely, for any given 

temperature condition the time variation which the 

fabricator can permit is about as great for a 2-+"' 

film as it is for a 1-mil film. In other words, flea.- 

bility of machine conditions is not much affected by 

the film gauge: the entire operating range simply 

shifts toward higher values as film thickness in- 

creases. However, the absolute margin for error in 

timing tends to shrink considerably with the dimin- 

ishing of film gauge (and, consequently, shorter 

clamp times). 

As expected, a gusseted or pleated bag requires a 

considerably longer time for sealing than an un- 

gusseted one. as Figure 8 shows. More time is 

needed because a gusseted bag consists of four 

layers of film. whereas a non-gusseted bag has only 

two. Also, in a non-gusseted bag only one interface 

must be sealed, while in a gusseted bag three inter- 

faces must be sealed in a single step. Thus. if the 

heat comes from one side only, as in a heated-bar 

sealer, it must penetrate three layers of film down- 

ward to bring the bottom interface to the molten 

state. This must be achieved without softening these 

three upper layers unnecessarily. The latter condi- 

tion narrows considerably the operating area 

throughout the entire time and temperature ranges. 

There is another reason why the operating area for 

a gusseted bag is so much narrower: the fabricator 

has to seal four layers in one section and only two 
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me 

layers in another. He must, therefore, stay below 
the upper limits of his two-layer sealing range and 

above the lower limits of his four-layer sealing 
range. This results in a much narrower operating 

area than would be available if he were working 

with only two or four layers. 

For the film sealed in the tests presented in 
Q 
< Figure 8, the temperature range for gusseted bags 

is roughly 25 deg. F. narrower than for ungusseted 
bags. For film made of other resins also investi- 
gated, this narrowing of the temperature range for 

gusseted bags was much more pronounced; for some 

resins it was as much as 90 deg. F. 

Gusseted bags, of course, should be sealed with a 

machine that provides heat from both sides rather 

than one that supplies heat from only one, as does 
the sealer used for the present investigation. Produc- 

tivity would be increased because of shorter sealing 

cycles and the operating area would become wider, 

which would provide a safer margin for error. 

Figure 9 shows that for gusseted bags sealed at 

higher pressures, clamp times and temperatures 

drop, but the operating area narrows still further 

less at low temperatures than at high ones where it 

tends to approach zero. An attempt to seal a gusseted 

bag at a high pressure, say 240 p.s.i. as in the 
example illustrated in Figure 9, and at a high tem- 

perature, say 500 deg. F., might reduce the safe 

sealing-time range to, at best, within only a few 

hundredths of a second. 

This indicates that for the best quality control in 

heat sealing of gusseted polyethylene bags, pressures 

should be kept low and cycles long. 

The question of whether film treatments for 
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Figure 8. Narrower operating range of gusseted 

compared with ungusseted film. 

printing have an effect on film sealability is im- 

portant because much of the film made into con- 
tainers is being printed. Electronically treated film 

has not yet been thoroughly investigated. When 

heat sealing flame-treated film, U.S.I. engineers 

established that flame treatment does not decrease 

heat sealability as was thought heretofore, provided 

overtreatment was avoided by strict control of all 

operating conditions. Flame treatment does, how- 
ever, increase the minimum sealing temperature 

required for satisfactory sealing of a heat-treated 

surface to a non-treated one. Instead of an increase 

in seal temperature, though, the same temperature 
may be used with an increase in clamp time or seal- 

ing pressure, or both. 

General conclusions 

The great number of tests carried out for this 

study of heat sealing of polyethylene film have 

definitely shown that no matter what type of film. 

bag or resin has to be sealed, there is practically 
always a sufficiently wide operating range of clamp 

time, sealing temperature and sealing pressure to 

achieve satisfactory seals. 

Generally speaking, the largest permissible tem- 

perature ranges occur at high temperature levels. 

short clamp times and low pressures; the largest 
permissible time ranges occur at low temperatures. 

long clamp times and low pressures. Since machine 

conditions may occasionally fluctuate and get out of 

control, it is generally preferable to operate in a 

median region between the upper and lower limits. 

such as those roughly indicated by the solid lines 

which appear in the accompanying series of graphs. 
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Figure 9. Further narrowing effect of higher 

pressure when sealing gusseted film. 
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This packaging expert puts products in motion... 

Perhaps Olin rep- Olin Cellophane Specialists help speed 

Sales, Production and Distribution 

Trained in the newest and best methods 

of using packaging to win sales and 
production gains, the Olin Cellophane 
representative is supported by technical, 
research and merchandising specialists. 

Integrated into a unique packaging ser- 
vice, they can offer valuable advice on 

packaging problems ranging from selec- 
tion of basic materials to increasing con- 

sumer acceptance. Executives in many 
fields write to say this depth of service 

results in significant marketing and pro- 

A Packaging Decision 

Can Change the Course of a Business 

duction advantages 
resentatives can help you do the same 
for your own product. 

Ask in an Olin Cellophane packaging 
consultant, today. Or write: Film Div., 
655 Madison Ave., New York 21, N. Y. 

Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation 
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Questions & EY answers 

This consultation service on packaging subjects is at your com- 

mand. Simply address your questions to Technical Editor, Modern 

Packaging, 
other identification will not 

Lab data on moistureproofness 

Q: One of our products is a baked 

wafer that must be pac kaged to kee p 

its crispness. Our laboratory recom- 

mended a pac kage based upon the 

moistureproof values given us by 

several materials manufacturers. The 

package was a printed cellophane 

wrapper over a folding carton with a 

sealed wax-paper liner. Our market 

trials with this pac kage have been 

very disappointing, as the wafers lost 

crispness after a short time on the 

re tail store she if. 

Can you tell us why this con 

struction did not perform according 

to our estimates from the standpoint 

these of the moistureproofness of 

packaging materials? 

A: Laboratory data on the moisture 

proofness of cellophane and _ the 

waxed-paper liner material are meas 

ured at arbitrarily chosen conditions 

of testing and probably on flat sam 

ples. Such water-vapor transmission 

tests are an accurate method of 

measuring and comparing the mois- 

tureproofness of packaging materials. 

However, there are many reasons 

why these laboratory values do not 

translate into package pertormance 

in commercial practice even though 

the materials you purchase are equal 

to or better than the reported labo 

ratory values. 

Both cellophane and waxed paper 

ire moistureproof because of a con 

tinuous coating on the base material 

and their degree of moistureproof- 

ness depends on the continuity and 

amount of these coatings. The opera- 

tions of printing, folding and sealing 

can affect moistureproof quality. 

Also the abrasion of machine han- 

dling can be a serious factor. The 

abrasion of the product on the liner 

and of rubbing in the shipping case 

during transportation contribute to 

moistureproofness. 

When the effects of all these factors 

lowering the 

are considered, the package can have 

far less moistureproofness than the 

158 
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appear with any published answer 

calculated or theoretical values by 

the time it arrives on the shelf. 

It is suggested that your labora- 

tory make package tests, including 

shipping or rough handling, to de- 

termine the final package protection. 

This method will aveid the unknown 

factors always present in calculating 

the package protection from labora- 

tory tests on the materials alone. 

Flavored-tablet packaging 

Q: For some time we have been de 

veloping an improved fruit-drink tab- 

let. The would like to 

use is a printed folding box with a 

package we 

window and a moistureproof cello- 

phane wrapper. This package would 

show the color of the tablets and 

thus help in self-service-store sales. 

However, we find that the tablets be- 

come sticky so quickly in this pack- 

age that it cannot be used for wide 

distribution. How can we protect 

these tablets against moisture in a 

package of this type? 

A: Drink tablets usually carry a mix- 

ture of sugar, fruit acids and flavors, 

a mixture that can be very hygro- 

scopic depending upon the particular 

combination of ingredients. You 

should first make every effort to in- 

crease the stability of each ingredient 

in these tablets so that each has a 

minimum tendency to absorb mois- 

ture. Such product improvement can 

be done by using various sugars or 

sugars of the lowest possible mois- 

ture content. Also different fruit 

acids and flavors will affect the mois- 

ture sensitivity. You can test various 

mixtures by measuring their equi- 

librium humidity and the amount of 

moisture they can absorb before be- 

coming sticky (see “Measuring Hu- 

midity Equilibrium,” Mopern Pack- 

AGING, Feb., 1951, p. 123). 

Even the best-formulated tablets 

of this type, however, will require a 

high level of moisureproofness in the 

package. To achieve this in a trans- 

parent package, the tablets should 

first be individually heat sealed in 

moistureproof cellophane. This unit 

package should be the four-side-fin- 

seal type to get the maximum mois- 

ture protection. The unit packages 

can then be placed in the carton and 

cellophane overwrapped. Such a 

package will give much better mois- 

tureprootness than the one you have 

been testing, plus the further ad- 

vantage that each table will be pro- 

tected after the box is opened. 

Labels for various surfaces 

Q: We have a problem concerning 

the use of printed labels on several 

different types of materials. The 

labels must be well adhered to enam- 

eled metal, cloth, glass and plas- 

tics. Also, the labels must be applied 

without heat or wet adhesives. W hich 

type of coated labels would be eas- 

iest to apply and most suitable for 

our purposes? 

A: You have a choice of two types 

of coated labels that could meet your 

general requirement of cold applica- 

tion to many types of surfaces. One 

type is the pressure-sensitive label 

that can be cut off from roll stock 

and which has good adhesion to 

nearly all materials. The other is the 

delayed-tack type, in which the coat- 

ing is first fused by heat and the 

label then applied. There is a wide 

range of machines for applying both 

of these types of labels, from single- 

label dispensers for hand applica 

tion to fully automatic units. 

The final determination of suit 

ability of these two label types should 

be based on their performance on the 

wide range of materials you have 

listed. 

with paints or enamels and certain 

Adhesive coatings can react 

plastics to cause discoloration, peel- 

ing and possible loss of label adhe- 

sion. It will be necessary to make 

tests or obtain recommendations 

from the makers of the label coatings 

before applying them to such a wide 

range of materials. 
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Our customers 

are the most careful buyers in the world! 

Every last one of them demands the utmost 

in service, quality and price. And the only 

way we've ever found to keep them happy is 

to give them what they want — day in and 

year out. That’s why our four plants (stra- 

tegically placed to serve industry throughout 

the country) are equipped with the most 

modern machines, including 6-color flexo- 

graphic and rotogravure presses ... why we 

maintain an imaginative art and design de- 

partment that knows what makes shoppers 

stop —and buy... why our chief concern is 

to keep the supply of packaging rolling to 

our customers’ plants in an unfailing supply 

geared to their needs. 

Can we have a little talk about your packag- 

ing? There’s a strong chance we could give it 

a powerful hypo. 

NeCiCAa rarer PRODUCTS, INC. 
EX 
(ey: 
Oy th ~ 

10 Clifton Blvd., Clifton, N.Jd. 

Los Angeles, Cal. ¢ Baltimore, Md. @ Centralia, Ill. © Sales Offices In Principal Cities 

CONVERTERS AND COLOR PRINTERS OF QUALITY PACKAGING from: Glassine, Cellophane, 

Polyethylene, Vinyls, Parchment, Sulphite, Foil, Kraft, Waxed, Coated and Laminated Materials. 
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Continuous-motion carton former 

Package 

forming machine is said to operate efficiently at high speeds 

Machinery’s Model PA-S continuous-motion carton- 

ind to eliminate down time. Features of the new unit include: 

iutomatic load control for the blank magazine; a continuous 

motion rotary feeder that handles a variety of board stocks and 

blank shapes; a feeler-actuated electric brake that detects 

improper feeding and stops the machine to prevent jamming; 

a blank centralizer that registers the blank lengthwise prior 

te folding the glue flap and applying the glue, and a method 
of securing the blank in the transport that reportedly prevents 

blanks from collapsing during high-speed runs. The machine 

70 to 200 or 50 to 150 trays 
or cartons per minute. Tray or carton size range is 3% to 

l 

is available in two speed ranges: 

13 in. long, 1% to 9% in. wide and ‘2 to 3 in, deep. Package 
Vachinery Co., East Longmeadow, Mass 

Automatic wrapper imprinter 

\ redesigned model of its Series 700 Rolaprinter fully auto 

matic imprinting attachment for wrapping and bag-making 

machines is being 

marketed by Adolph 

Gottscho. The attach- 

ment imprints copy 

legends er codes up 

to 4 in. wide by 6 in. 

long on iny fle xible 

packaging material as 

it feeds into the par- 

Small 

and lightweight (less 

than > Ibs.), the 

unit is 

ent machine. 

reported to 

be greatly simplified 

from former models, to insure better performance and freedom 

Other cited advantages of the attach- 

simple mounting which permits fast installation; 

from mechanical failure 

vent include 

i visible ink reservoir; automatic ink feed which controls the 
{ distribution of fast-drying inks and insures consistently high- 

{dolph juality impressions, and easily removable rubber type 

Gottscho, Inc., Hillside, NJ 

High-speed automatic bottle capper 

Capping speeds of up to 200 per min. in completely automatic 

operation are claimed for Resina’s Model RU-200 screw-capping 

machine. Already in commercial use at Mogen David Wine 

Corp.’s Key Wine plant (see “Speed the Key to Quality,” Mop- 

ERN Packacinc, March, 1958, p. 147), the machine features an 

full-chute 

bottle caps from tumbling in the hopper when the cap-feeding 

iutomatic cut-off device that reportedly prevents 

chute is filled. As the chute starts to empty, the hopper auto- 

matically resumes tumbling of caps until the chute is filled 

igain, at which time the cut-off device is actuated. This cyclical 

operation, the company says, prevents caps from being scuffed 

or otherwise marred. For flexibility of operation, the machine 
has an adjustable conveyor for handling a wide range of con- 

tainer sizes. It also can accommodate a variety of cap sizes, 

Machinery according to the manufacturer. Resina Automatic 
Co 972 Smith St.. Brooklyn. 

Printer for marking metal cans 

Designed for attachment to filling equipment, an automatic 

printer-coder for metal cans is available from Industrial Mark- 

ing Equipment. The device uses flexographic printing to mark 
the desired data on cans of up to 6-in. diameter. A hand wheel 

adjusts the printing head for can sizes and circumferences. 
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For printing, a roller-bearing cradle engages the can after it 

is positioned beneath the filling station, at which time the 

printing drum moves into contact to imprint and rotate the 
can, then release it for the next cycle. /ndustrial Marking 
Equipment Co., 454 Baltic St., Brooklyn 

Filler for small containers 

Hope Machine's new filler is designed specifically for filling 

liquid or semi-viscous products (such as creams, pastes, paints, 

waxes, sauces, salves and greases) into containers of up to 2-oz. 

1210, fills 10 containers at a 

Equipped with 
15 Re 

time at reported speeds of up to 200 per minute, 

capacity. The unit, Type 

1 rising conveyor table that permits bottom-up fill, the new 

machine also has a high-speed table-top cross conveyor timed 

with the filling cycle. Hope Machine Co., 9400 State Rd., 

Philadelphia. 

New board-coating facilities 

Riegel Paper says its new coating facilities now make possible 

the economical application of solvent and aqueous coatings to 

paperboard stock up to 25-pt. thickness. The coatings provide 

heatseal or release from tacky material, as well as resistance to 

water vapor, grease, abrasion and dirt, the company claims. 
Riegel Paper Corp., 260 Madison Ave., New York 

Speedy package checkweigher 

Toledo Seale’s new Model 9455 automatic checkweigher, de- 

signed to handle such items as packages measuring up to 6-by- 

12-in. and weighing 

up to 32 oz., is said 
to be accurate within 

lig oz. Audible and 

visual signals warn of 

overweight or under- 

weight items. The 

check-weighing unit 

has a conveyor por 

tion which consists of 

a weigh section *rith motorized conveyor and an approach and 

take-away section. The motorized take-away and a diverting 

gate mechanism direct out-of-tolerance items into a reject con- 

tainer. Speed of the stainless-steel device is rated at 60 items 

per minute. Toledo Scale Co., Toledo, O. 

Protective multi-cell trays of PVC 

Pantasote Co. has signed a license agreement with Compagnia 

Italiana Nest-Pak S.P.A., Bologna, Italy, under which it is 
enabled to use the latter’s production methods, process and 

machinery for the manufacture of multi-cell polyvinyl chloride 
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On guard against the profit squeeze? Too much product protection? 

Too little? Too many interruptions on automated packaging lines? _ 

Gaylord men can help you check these points — and more. roe 

They have developed a special skill in scoring packaging successes with 

corrugated . . . against the toughest challenges. 

Whether you need regular cartons by the thousands or 

engineered packaging, call your nearby Gaylord man. 

Cr AY LORD 
CONTAINER CORPORATION 

HEADQUARTERS, ST. LOuIS 

PLANTS COAST TO COAST 

SS SSR AC 
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plastic trays. The vacuum-formed, nested trays are suggested 

for use in the protective packing of such soft, deciduous prod 

uce as peaches, plums, tomatoes, nectarines and figs. (See 

Mopern Pacxacine, Nov., 1957, p. 151.) Reported to be non- 

flammable and to withstand refrigeration temperatures, the 

trays will be produced in a wide range of colors and in sizes 

to fit standard U.S. shipping containers, the company says. 
Pantasote Co.. 551 Filth Ave Vew Yori 

No-smear marking on film and paper 

Markem claims that its Model 45H marking machine makes 

instant-drying, non-smearing imprints on film bags, envelopes, 

labels and box wraps at production speeds of up to 90 imprints 

per minute. The machine employs the company’s Thermomark 

process which, in conjunction with Touchdry marking com 

pound, imprints with a thermostatically controlled printing 

head. The solid marking compound is melted and dries im- 

mediately on contact with the surface being imprinted, elimi- 

nating delays in handling, the company says. Maximum imprint 

area on the printing head is 6%¢ by 2%4¢ inches. Work-holding 

fixtures are interchangeable for handling a variety of sizes and 
shapes of items. Markem Machine Co., Keene, N.H. 

Automatic tape sealer for corrugated 

General Corrugated’s General tape sealer automatically seals 

two-piece telescoping corrugated-board cartons of various types. 

The machine applies lengths of tape (up to 8 in.) intermit- 

tently along the longitudinal edge of the box to form a taped 

joint between the cover and the bottom of the box. It also 

tape seals full-flap, full-overlap slotted corrugated containers, 
General Corrugated Machinery Co., Palisades Park, N.J. 

Clean-peel paper labels for fabrics 

\ heat-seal paper that is said to peel off neatly and easily from 

any natural or synthetic fabric is being offered for labeling 

purposes by Nashua Corp. The labeling paper, called Imac 

lex, attaches easily with a warm iron, withstands flexing and 

rough handling and peels away cleanly without leaving any 

trace of gum residue, paper splitting or fibre stretching, the 

company says. Nashua Corp., Nashua, N.H. 

Super-speed can bodymaker 

Its No. 502 bodymaker can produce metal-can bodies at the 
rate of 500 per min., claims Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton. The new 
unit, successor to the company’s 501, incorporates such refine- 

ments as anti-friction bearings and precision bearings added 

to the main crankshaft. The machine’s flexer also has been re- 
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designed to provide higher-quality cans, the company says. 
Flexer roll sizes were changed, anti-friction sealed bearings 
were added and breaker steels were upgraded to improve flex 

ing and durability, according to the manufacturer. Baldwin 
Lima-Hamilton Corp., Hamilton Div., can-machinery depart 

ment, Hamilton, O. 

Non-diaphragming brass-back rubber plate 

\ brass-back rubber printing plate that hugs the cylinder 

tightly during printing has been introduced by Mosstype. The 

| ll “Hug-Tite” plate is 
7 made with a_ thick 

layer on the under- 

side of the brass 

backing, which is said 

to provide extra cush- 

ion and to prevent the 

easiest plate from diaphragm 

. , ing or creeping. Pre 

madeready, pre-curved and pre-registered, the plate also fea- 

tures notched pointers designed to simplify accurate alignment 
on the cylinder. Mosstype Corp., Waldwick, NJ 

Vinyl tube package for ‘“‘problem’’ products 

Clopay has introduced what it claims is the first nonblocking 

extruded vinyl tubing for use in the packaging of products 

formerly considered too long and narrow for efficient packag 

ing in plastics. Called Clopane, the material’s cited advantages 

include: sparkling clarity; light weight; resistance to moistures, 
reduced static electricity; ease of applic a oils and greases; 

tion; toughness, and long shelf life. It is designed for packag 
ing such “problem” items as linoleum rolls, rugs, window 

shades, fishing rods, baseball bats and umbrellas. Available 

in rolls of various lengths and in layflat widths of one to 60 

in., the tubing also can be re-used as a protective container, the 
company says. Clopay Corp., Clopay Sq., Cincinnati 

Sparkling, durable film wrap 

Geodyear’s new SS-75 Pliofilm, designed for such applications 

as wrapping fresh or frozen meats, is reported to have spar- 

kling clarity and to be moisture resistant, durable and puncture 

resistant. Other reported characteristics of the film are dimen- 

sional stability and positive heat-sealing qualities. The film has 

a yield of 33,000 sq. in. per lb. and is priced at $1.10 per l|b., 

f.o.b. Akron. The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Pliofilm Div., 

i144 E. Market St., Akron, O. 

Large-capacity unwind and winding reels 

Black-Clawson’s Dilts Div. has introduced a new line of Model 

52 two-arm rotatable unwind and winding reels which are said 

to be capable of 

handling  large- 

diameter rolls 

weighing up to 

five tons. Stand- 

ard units are 

available in five 

sizes to handle 

roll diameters of 

42, 48, 60, 72 

and 84 in. at a 

reported 
of more than 

1000 ft. per 

minute. The integral worm-gear box, torque-arm mounted to ride 

with the main shaft, will handle up to 350,000 inch pounds 

of torque, according to the manufacturer. Black-Clawson Co., 

Dilts Div., Fulton, N.Y. 

speed 

Linerless closure for collapsible tubes 

Venesta Ltd. has introduced a linerless closure for collapsible 
metal tubes that is reported to be less costly than caps with 

liners and to retain its sealing qualities after long periods of 
use. Called Kapavee, the new closure has a V-shaped cross- 
section around its interior surface, which presses tightly to the 

top of the nozzle face when the cap is screwed on. The closure 
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reportedly can be used on any standard tube and is not affected 

by dimensional variation. The fact that its closure requires no 

liner, the company says, also has a hygienic effect, since there 

is no possibility that grinding or lapping will occur to cause 

particles to work loose from the nozzle or cap and fall into the 

tube mouth to be lost in the product. Venesta Ltd., Vintry 

House, Queen St. Place, London, England. 

Weigher for small nonliquids 

Any free-flowing nonliquid product that will pass through a 
hopper—such as tacks, seeds, tablets or powders—can be 

weighed to an ac- 

curacy of 1% and 

dispensed into con- 

tainers by its new 

Filamati« machine, 

says National Instru- 

ment. The device re- 

requires no 

stirrers or 

and no_ mechanical 
cut-off, thereby pre- 

portedly 

agitators 

venting damage to 

the items being dis- 

pensed. The machine 

is available in three 

models, to cover a 

weigh range of up to 40 ounces. A speed-selector knob permits 

a filling rate of up to 15 weighings per min. on the fully en 

closed aluminum unit, the company claims. Nationel Instru 
ment Co., 2701 Rockwood Ave., Baltimore 

Accurate fill for thin-wall plastic containers 

Filling viscous materials into thin-walled plastie containers at 
high speeds without causing bulges or overfills reportedly can 

be accomplished on MRM’s “balanced-pressure” automatic and 

filling machines. The principle of balanced 

pressure maintains accuracy of fill regardless of the length 

of the production run, the company claims. MRM Co., 191 
Berry St., Brooklyn 

sem-automat 

Economical baling and sealing line 

Pol-O 

Matic is reported by the company to cut packing and shipping 

An automatic baling and sealing line developed by 

costs and to increase production-line efficiency. Shown here in 

operation at International Milling Co.’s plant in Minneapolis, 

the baler inserts two 25-lb. packages of Robin Hood brand 

flour into paper bales, which are then fed to the sealing unit. 
lhe sealer automatically tucks in the bale ends, folds and glues 

the side flaps and compresses the tops to make a solidly sealed 

bale for storage or shipment. According to the company, the 

sealer offers extremely low maintenance and replacement costs, 

since cam and other mechanical movements have been elimi- 

nated; all action is initiated by the package moving through 
the machine. Tol-O-Matic, Inc., 246 Tenth Ave. S.. Minneapolis 

Additive for microcrystalline wax 

Borden Chemical has introduced Reswax M-1200, a concen- 

trated blend of butyl rubber and microcrystalline wax, for use 

as an additive to microcrystalline wax in the coating of heat- 

seal labels, for laminating glassine to boxboard and for 
laminating glassine to itself. Samples are available from the 
company on request. Borden Chemical Co., Coating and Ad- 
hesives Dept., Peabody, Mass. 
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Strong film for packaging produce 

A film especially designed for display packaging of heavy 

produce and similar products where high impact and shock 

resistance are important for protection against handling has 

been introduced by the plastics division of Visking Co. Called 

Visqueen Hi-Impact, the sparkling clear film’s extra strength 

reduces the incidence of waste through breakage and results 

in substantial cost savings, the company claims. The new film 

is available at the same price as the company’s standard Vis 
queen film, the company reports, Visking Co. Div. Unien 

Carbide Corp., Terre Haute, Ind. 

Temperature-resistant tapes 

Connecticut Hard Rubber has added two new temperature- 

resistant tapes to its Temp-R-Tape line. Temp-R-Tape TG is an 

006-in.-thick thermal curing, pressure-sensitive tape with a 

backing of Du Pont Teflon and Fiberglas. It is designed es 

pecially for application to heat-sealing bars and areas subject 

to abrasion, the company says. The tape is said to provide 

good heat transfer and to be bondable with no tendency to 

creep under load at high temperature. Having a silicone poly- 

mer adhesive, the tape reportedly can be used at temperatures 
of 500 to 550 deg. F. without loss of effectiveness. The com- 

pany’s second new tape, Temp-R-Tape C, .002-in. thick, is 

intended for use as an extreme-temperature electrical insula 

tion, but can also be used as a low-friction or nonstick facing, 

the company says. Its operable temperature range is minus 

100 deg. F. to 500 deg. F., again with no loss of effectiveness, 

according to the manufacturer. The Connecticut Hard Rubber 

Co., 407 East St., New Haven, Conn. 

High-speed tube filling and sealing 

['wo new high-speed tube-filling and sealing machines are avail- 

able from A&M Tool & Die’s Saga Packaging Machinery Div. 

Developed in cooperation with Bradley Container Corp., maker 

of Bracon polyethyl- 

ene tubes and bottles, 

the machines are of- 

fered in 1l- and 22- 

station models, with 

either single- or dou- 

ble-filling stations. 

Single-fill output is 
reported to be 40 per 

min. on the smaller 

model, 60 per min. 
on the larger unit. 

The machines are 

adaptable to metal 
tubes and other containers as well as to polyethylene tubes, 

the company says. Tubes are placed in the stations as shown 

in the accompanying photo, after which the rotary table car- 

ries them to destaticizing and vacuum-cleaning attachments 

(upper left) and then to the filling station. Next, the tube ends 

are heat sealed and passed through a refrigerated-air cooling 

station. A&M Tool & Die Co., Saga Packaging Machinery 

Div., Southbridge, Mass 

New 12-gal. polystyrene tub container 

Lily-Tulip has added a new polystyrene container to its line 
of packages. The company’s Hi-Vi %4-gal.-capacity tub con- 

tainer with high-impact snapover lid is offered for use bs 

packagers of foods and nonfoods. Reported advantages of the 

company’s new transparent plastic container are: maximum 

product visibility, resistance to rough handling during shipping 

or storage, preservation of product quality and flavor, and re- 

use value. Lily-Tulip Cup Corp., 122 E, 42 St., New York. 

Film liner for oils and shortenings 

\ film liner that is said to be impermeable to oils, fats and 

shortenings has been made available by R. L. Kuss & Co. A 

copolymer of synthetic rubber and vinyl resins, it is called 
K-flex BV and reportedly can be tailored to fit snugly any 

size or shape of container. The material has a tensile strength 

of 2,200 p.s.i. and an elongation property of 200%, according 
to the supplier. Other cited advan- [Continued on page 166] 
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Here are versatile papers that economically provide basic 

protection essential to good packaging ... foods in wide 

variety, pharmaceuticals, and industrial products... 

cereals to tea... bandages to piston rings. 

For example, the nickel still buys a lot of candy bar. 

the low retail price demands packaging calculated to the 

fraction of a cent. Rhinelander Glassines and Greaseproofs, 

widely used, provide efficient low-cost protection, 

attractiveness and merchandising appeal, with good 

printability and trouble-free operation in 

high-speed automatic packaging. 

Inherent barrier properties of Glassine and Greaseproof papers 

make them ideal for diverse packaging chores. 

LOOK AND EVALUATE! 

. Greaseproofness 

. Oil and fat resistance 

Vapor and odor resistance 

High tensile strength 

Wide range of basis weights 

High gloss and smooth finish (Glassine) 

Transparency, opacity, variety of colors 

mS WM 

w 

om High density 

An excellent coating base and printing surface 

10. High ratio of mullen to basis weight 

11. Compatibility with other packaging materials 

12. Approved wet-strength properties hm 

The built-in characteristics differentiating Glassine and 

Greaseproof from other papers may be enhanced by conversion. 

Coating, waxing, laminated combinations ... and the addition 

of extra properties ... heatseal, water-vapor resistance, 

gloss and release properties. 

from 

.. but 

Glassine and Greaseproof are truly remarkable papers... 

available in standard grades or tailor-made 

to exacting requirements. 

AMONG THE MANY APPLICATIONS FOR 

GLASSINE AND GREASEPROOF... 

Carton liners and dividers 

Bags and bag liners 

Package overwraps 

Board lining 

Unit packaging 

Carton inner wraps 

Canister and fiber tube laminations 

Candy and cookie cups 

Retai! food service wrap 

Package accessories and labels 

Corrugation 

APRIL 1958 

Write for samples and full information 

stating application or requirement. 

RHINELANDER PAPER 
Rhinelander Paper Company e¢ Rhinelander, Wisconsin 

Dsidiary of St. Re ji Paper Come ny 
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[Continued from page 163) 

tages are: it is an effective barrier to odors; it retains its 

flexibility at a temperature of minus 20 deg. F, yet will take 

hot pourings of up to 300 deg. F; it can be sealed electronically 

or thermally. R. L. Kuss & Co., Findlay, O. 

Clinch-on nozzle for pail-closure assembly 

A clinch-on nozzle that enables manufacturers of pail-filled 
liquid products to equip the pail with any one of more than 

24 different closure assemblies is available from American 

om Flange. The 

company’s Tri 
Sure reversible 

spout assemblies 

: (left in photo), 

; ; . Tri-Sure _ push- 

] pull spout assem- 

blies (right in 

< photo), threaded 
YQ spout assemblies 

and Tru-Pour 

: collapsible spout 
assemblies all are fitted with nozzles having clinching rims of 

This feature, the company reports, provides the 

a 

the same size. 

filler with a wide selection that enables him to install the cor- 

rect closure for his product. To install the desired closure as- 

sembly, the product manufacturer clinches the outer rim of 

the nozzle to a standard opening in the pail head or side. 

Pneumatic or manual tools are available from the supplier to 

perform this operation. American Flange & Mig. Co., 30 Rocke- 
feller Plaza, New York. 

Mylar available in regional warehouses 

Cadillac Plastic 

Mylar polyester film in its regional warehouses in Detroit, 

Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dallas, Kansas City, Milwaukee 

available in 

Plastic & 

reports that it is now stocking Du Pont’s 

and St. Louis. Gauges from % mil to 10 mil ar 

any desired quantity, the company says. Cadiliac 
Chemical Co., 15111 Second Ave. Detroit 

In-carton bottle-filling machine 

sottles of up to l-gal. capacity can be filled right in the carton 

with Perl Machine’s redesigned Model CF vacuum- or gravity- 

filling machine. In-carton filling saves two production steps, 

the company 

points out: re- 

moving empty 

bottles from car- 

tons in which 

they are re- 

ceived, and re 

pat king the 

filled bottles. 

The unit can fill 

two or more car- 

tons  simultane- 

ously, depending 

on the number of bottles in each carton and the number 

of filling spouts on the machine. Change-over from one bottle 

size to another is accomplished quickly and requires no extra 

change-over parts, the company claims. For vacuum-filling 

operations, a regulating valve permits setting the vacuum to 

any desired height for handling a variety of liquids. The ma- 

chine, available in automatic or semi-automatic models, is 

equipped with micrometer screw adjustments that are said to 
assure accurate filling of the bottles. Either roller gravity or 

motorized conveyors are available for mounting on the machine. 

Perl Machine Mig. Co., 68 Jay St., Brooklyn 
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Rust inhibitors for film-packed metal items 

Designed to prevent corrosion in film-packed small metal parts, 
Chippewa Paper’s “No-Wrap Rust Inhibitors” are small vari- 

shaped papers impregnated with chemical volatile corrosion in- 

hibitors. In a typical packaging application, the treated paper 

is inserted in a polyethylene package along with the product 

before heat sealing. According to the company, the material 

is nontoxic and will not flake or powder even after long 

storage of the film-packaged metal product. Another important 

advantage reported for the inhibitor material is that it elimi- 

nates the need for inner and outer packaging, thus achieving 

substantial savings in weight and handling costs. The items 

are available in four standard shapes (circular, square, rec- 

tangular and triangular), each shape containing a different 

quantity of chemical inhibitor for use in sealed bags ranging 

in volume from 50 to 350 cubic inches. Larger sizes also are 

available from the supplier. The material is packaged in units 

of 1,000 (of the same shape) in protective foil bags. Chippewa 

Paper Products Co., 2425 S. Rockwell St., Chicago. 

New line of fast-setting inks 

General Printing Ink has developed a new line of multi-purpose 

letterpress and offset inks that is reported to offer almost in- 
stantaneous setting and faster complete drying. Called “Split- 

Sec,” the ink line’s other cited advantages are slower skinning 
rate, virtual absence of odor, superior printing of halftones and 

solids and better trapping on both wet and dry multicolor 

work. General Printing Ink Co., Div. Sun Chemical Corp., 10th 

St. & 44th Ave., Long Island City, N.Y. 

Table model vacuum-forming machine 

A table model vacuum-forming machine has been introduced 

by Plast-O-Craft. Called the “Test-Vac” 81, the new unit has 

a forming area of 9 by 9 in. and weighs about 35 pounds. 

Featuring a mov- 

able frame for 

straight or drape- 

forming opera- 

tions, the ma- 
chine is capable 

of drawing to a 

depth of four 

inches. Shown 

here with exam 

ples of molded 

products, the 

elec trically oper- 

ated device is 

suggested for use 

by companies en 

gaged in blister, 

contour and skin-type packaging. Sheets of thermoplastic ma 

terials in a variety of gauges also are available from the sup- 
plier. Plast-O-Craft Co., Boonton, VJ. 

Decorative parchment for packaging 

Paterson Parchment has introduced decorative parchment 

paper suggested for use as outer wraps and box liners for such 

gift-appeal items as gloves, neckties, cosmetics, 

jewelry and candy and as special gift wraps. Called Parchkin 

“Motif” Art Parchment, it is available in white or pastel colors. 

Offered in snowflake and other patterns, the paper can be in- 
dividually styled for special applications, the company says. 

Paterson Parchment Paper Co., Bristol, Pa. 

lingerie, 

Can permits all-around lithography 

American Can has added a half-pint metal can to its line of 

Accu-Por containers. Featuring a dripless metal nozzle and a 

reclosable cap, the can has a cemented side seam that permits 
full around-the-body lithography, according to the company. 
It is designed primarily as a dispensing can for liquids. Ameri- 

can Can Co., 100 Park Ave., New York. 

Faster packing of bagged potato chips 

An agreement to market a method of filling small bags of 

potato chips that reportedly will increase packaging speeds 

MODERN PACKAGING 



Yeomplete* 
FLEXO INK SERVICE 

LINE OF FLEXO INKS 
IPI continues to pace the package priniing ink field with such great new 
flexo inks as Flexogem and Flexotuf multi-purpose fiexo inks, special 
heat-resistant inks and fast-drying water-base inks such as Aqualox. We 
invite you to try them. 

NATION-WIDE DISTRIBUTION 
New IPI flexo inks are available in printing centers from coast to coast— 
wherever you find an IPI branch office and service station. Wherever you 
are located, you will always find IPI flexo inks readily available. 

TESTING FACILITIES 
IPI flexo inks are always thoroughly tested on the press before they are 
released—in Interchemical’s central laboratory headquarters, in IPI labs 
and factories. Tests for color uniformity, performance standards, tough- 
ness and durability assure uniform quality in every batch. 

SERVICE FACILITIES 
IPI branches and service stations are staffed by local technicians who have 
grown up in your vicinity and who know local printing problems. When 
you need flexo inks, turn to the people who know packaging inks best —IPI 
ink men. Priced competitively, IPI inks give best results. Try them today. 

IPI, IC, Flexogem, Flexotuf and Aqualox are trademarks of Interchemical Corporation 

INTERCHEMICAL PRINTING INK 
CORPORATION DIVISION 

EXECUTIVE OFFICES: 67 W. 44th ST., NEW YORK 36, N.Y. 
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Waste, rejects, and the cost of reworking 
can take all the profit out of your packaging 
or converting production. 

Modern 
answer 

Findley high speed resin adhesive are the 

Positive bonds on even toughest 
stocks and finishes. Ability to perform under 
difficult conditions. Trouble-free operation at top 

no down time no lost production. speeds ; 

Let our specialists show you how to... 

cut WASTE from your production with 

INDUSTRIAL 

ADHESIVES 

Dept. MP-45, Milwaukee 45, Wisconsin 

Test your Aerosols! 
= 

ah jai | 
mney 

rtutoma a 

Th 

ISLAND'S 
new 

HEAT and LEAK . 

TEST TANK 

Stainless steel Rex Table-Top chain, available in various 
widths for single or double lines of cans...and the cans 

are prevented from slipping on the incline and decline 

by magnets attached to the chain track. The tank itself 

may be constructed.in hot dipped galvanized or stainless 
steel, and the unit serves as both a heat and leak test tank. 

| MAIL THIS COUPON FOR FULL DETAILS 
ae GP DD DSB 8 OOOO S 

Island Equipment Corp. 
27-01 Bridge Plaza North 

Long Island City 1, New York 
Please ooed particulars on new HEAT and LEAK 

Dept. MP4 1 

j 

TEST TA 

COMPANY " i 

NAME i 

| 
| 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 

eee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ed 

Equipment and materials 

by 100% has been signed by Dan Dee Pretzel & Potato Chip 

Co., Cleveland, and Package Machinery Co. The latter com 

pany will use basic Dan Dee designs (patents pending) and 
apply them for commercial application, according to spokes 

men for both companies, The food manufacturer's developments 

adapted to Package Machinery’s high-speed Trans 
which automatically fills, forms and closes 

are being 
wrap machine, 
packages for a variety of products. The new equipment, which 

is said to offer fast, efficient packagin 
like products with a minimum of breakage, will be commercially 

Pac kage Vac 

of potato chips and 

available in the near future hinery Co., East 

Longmeadow, Mas 

Versatile heat-sealing unit 

\ high-frequency, electronic heat-sealing unit that is said to 

effect a secure seal up to 12 in. long on such materials as flex 
ible vinyl, rigid vinyl, 

acetate, coated papers 

and coated cloth is 

available from Plastic 

Welding. Called the 

Weldotron the foot 

pedal operated ma 

chine reportedly of 

fers constant pressure 

and rapid, trouble 

free operation at low 

ost The 

tained unit is claimed 

eelf-con 

by its manufacturer 

to be suitable for bag 

sealing, valving, spot 

sealing and embossing, and for handling acetate envelopes, 

vinyl bags and blister packages. No special power or air lines 

are required, according to the company Plastic Weldi 

W eldotron Div.. 780 Frelinghuysen Ave. Newark. NJ 

New machine for thermoforming 

Abbott Plastic Machine has introduced a new machine that is 

said to offer economical skin packaging on paperboard. The 
development is a combination of three units. The first coats 

the surface of the board with a liquid adhesive. As the master 

card passes through the coating unit it is automatically dropped 

on a conveyor, which is equipped with infra-red heaters that 

dry the card as it passes along the conveyor The ecard then 

travels to the scoring unit, which scores the surface of the 

idkesive to permit air to pass through the card during the 

skin-packaging {bbott Plast Machine Corp. 7124 

\. Clark St., Chicago 

prot ess 

New set-up folding box 

The space-saving advantages of the folding box combined with 

the attractive appearance of the set-up box are the benefits 

claimed for its 

new Roya-Sy! 

folding 

box” by Royal 

“set-up 

Pioneer. Shown 

here, the box 

has 4 loose 

wrapped lid that 

is available in 

a wide variety of 

papers and any 

‘O) specified method 

of printing, the company says. The company also offers a de 

signing service for special products in all sizes. Suggested for 

use by department stores, the boxes are shipped flat to con- 
serve space in store stockrooms. Royal-Pioneer Paper Box Mfg. 
Co., 1147 N. Fourth St., Philadelphia 
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NO cardboard box hides the beauty of these new Martex 
Towel Gift Sets. Martex takes the jackets off. Re- 

places them with sparkling clear clopane. Now the Gift 
Sets are completely visible; and they have complete pro- 
tection, as well! For clopane’s remarkable tear strength 
and toughness assures long shelf life. . . it offers lasting 
protection against water, moisture, air or changes in 
atmospheric conditions. 

Encourages impulse buying 

“clopane allows our Gift Sets to be seen at their very 
best,” Mr. W. D. Hartman, Martex Vice-President in 

\] 

charge of sales says. “It encourages impulse buying 
without permitting the merchandise to become soiled or 
shopworn. It gives us a stunning display as well as a 
lovely package. clopane is extremely satisfactory.” 

Available in sheets or rolls 

You, too, will find clopane one of the most useful clear 
films ever developed. clopane gives you freedom of 
choice. It is not restricted in width by machinery require- 
ments. ... clopane is available up to 108 inch widths in 
sheets or rolls . . . interleaved if you wish. Also available 
in endless, seamless tubes from 2” to 54” in width. 

For details, write, wire, or phone 

Plastic Film Division * Clopay Corporation 
things look better far longer in 

® Clopay Square, Cincinnati 14, Ohio 

Clopay Corporation, Dept. 101 
Plastic Film Division 

Clopay Square, Cincinnati 14, Ohio 

sparkling clear film 
clopane is the lowest cost, crystal-clear, 

lightweight, extruded vinyl! film. 

For still lower cost packaging investigate 
Clopay’s polyethylene films today! 

Gentlemen: 
Please send me FREE copy of “clopane Facts,’ 
and FREE samples. 

Company 

Address 

Copyright 1958 Clopay Corporation, Cincinnati, Ohio 
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Lord Baltimore Press, Baltimore, has 

become affliated with International 

Paper Co., New York, through an ex- 

change of stock. Lord Baltimore will 

continue to operate as before. In an 

realignment, Leonard Dal- 

becomes 

executive 

semer, formerly exec. v.p., 

president of Lord Baltimore and v.p. of 

International Paper. Hugo Dalsheimer, 
formerly president and treas. of Lord 

Baltimore, now becomes chairman of its 

board of directors. 

Allan Brown, a pioneer in the plastics 

industry, is retiring as v.p. of advertis- 

ing, Bakelite Co. Div. 

Union Carbide Corp.. 

New York. Carl W. Pat- 

ton, mgr. of advertising, 

succeeds him. 

A founder of the Society 

of the Plastics Industry, 

Mr. Brown began his ca- 

reer in plastics with the 

Brown old Condensite Co. of 

America, where he worked 

with Thomas A. Edison and Charles 

Kettering. In 1923 Mr. Brown became 

an associate of Dr. Leo H. Baekeland. 
discoverer of the synthesis for phenolic 

plastics and founder of Bakelite Co. The 

company was formed that same year 

and Mr. Brown was put in charge of 
its advertising department. 

Hewitt Welsh has been named technical 

director of Clupak, Inc., New York, a 

company formed to license the new 

stretchable-paper process developed re- 

cently by West Virginia Pulp & Paper 

ind Cluett, Peabody & Co. (See Mop 
ERN PACKAGING, Mar., 1958, p. 220.) 

James G. Van Horn has been appointed 
gen. mgr. of boxboard sales for the Box 

a board & Fold 

o ing Carton Div 

of Continental 
Can Co. New 

York. He suc 

ceeds E. K. 

Mullen, re 

signed. Roy F. 

Blaum is new 

Western Dis 

trict gen. mer. 

of the company’s Fibre Drum & Cor 

rugated Box Division. He will head 

quarter in San Francisco. 

Van Horn Blaum 

Owens-Illinois Glass Co., Toledo, O., 

has opened a new glass-container plant 

in Atlanta. The 619,900-sq.-ft. facility is 

geared for the production of bottles and 
1 jars ranging in size from %%-oz. vials 

up to l-gal. jugs. 

A. Albert Blaess has been appointed 

divisional sales mgr. for the Mid-States 
Gummed Paper Div. of Minnesota Min- 

ing & Mfg. Co., St. Paul, Minn. How- 

ard J. Phillips is divisional marketing 

mgr. for packaging products. 

re Tale mm el-ve) el (= 

Two new appointments have been an- 

nounced by National Starch Products, 

New York. 

Lawrence J. 

Horan has 
been named 

mgr. of the 

company’s 

Southeastern 

Div., with head- 

quarters in At- 

lanta. He will 

be in charge of 

the adhesives, paper and textile sales 

and technical service groups. Fred N. 

Eastwood, formerly adhesives sales su- 
pervisor in the Southeastern Div., moves 

to the company’s Southern Div. in New 

Orleans. He will service National’s cus 

Horan Eastwood 

tomers for starches and resins used in 

paper manufacturing and converting in 
Texas, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi 

and Alabama. 

Turner Tube Corp. is the new name 

of the former J. S. Turner White Metal 

Co., New Brunswick, N.J. The company 

has been manufacturing collapsible 

metal tubes since 1898. 

J. G. Donohoo has been appointed v.p 

and gen. sales mgr. of Mead Containers, 

Inc., Cincinnati, a wholly 

owned subsidiary of the 

Mead Corp. Phil LeBou- 

tillier, Jr., has joined the 

company as v.p. in charge 
of the Toledo, O.. and 

Flint, Mich., plants. Virgil 

Shutze, v.p. of Mead-At- 

lanta Paper, becomes also 

v.p. and Eastern national 

accounts mgr. in New 

York for Mead Containers. Fred T. Ren- 

shaw has been appointed Western na 

Donohoo 

tional accounts mgr. in Chic ago. 

Will Freeman has been elected presi 

dent of Lynch Corp., Anderson, Ind 

The company manufactures packaging 

machinery. 

Kimble Glass Co., sub. Owens-Illinois 

Glass Co., Toledo, O., has opened a 

Pittsburgh branch office for its con- 

tainers and accessories division. Harry 
J. Walters will manage the new office. 

In other Kimble promotions, William 
H. Blecha has been named Chicago mer. 

and Fred E. Elder, Jr., Detroit mgr. 

Jack DeCaprio, former sales mgr. of its 

Eastern sales division, has been named 
sales mgr. of the equipment division of 

The Cryovac Co., Div. of W. R. Grace 

& Co., Cambridge, Mass 

Hamilton Moran, formerly executive 

v.p. has been named president of 
Shelly, Inc., Farmington, Minn. The 
company is a converter of polyethylene. 

Mr. Moran succeeds Frank E. Gruber. 
Other new appointments by the com 

pany include: Harold Brown, to v.p., 

and Ray Rauhauser, to treasurer and 
asst. secy. Erich Illich continues as v.p., 

customer service. 

Thilmany Pulp & Paper Co., Kau 
kauna, Wis., has opened a Boston area 

office at 139 S. Main St., Haverhill, 

Mass. James J. Fitzpatrick will be in 

charge of the new office under the direc- 

tion of L. Rebert Graef, head of the 

company’s Northeast sales office. 

In other company appointments, Ar- 

thur J. Gerharz has been named West- 

ern Div. mgr. and Robert J. Tucker has 

been re-assigned to Thilmany’s New 

York sales staff. 

David P. Reynolds, yv.p 

in charge of sales of Reyn- 

olds Metals Co., Louis 

ville, Ky., has been elected 

an executive v.p. of the 

company. Mr. Reynolds 

joined the company in 

1937. In 1948 he became 

manager of the General 

Reynolds Sales Div., in charge of 

marketing all aluminum- 
mill products made by the company, in 

cluding foil, powders and pastes. 

J. R. Wible becomes director of pur 

chases for Chase Bag Corp., Chicago 

He succeeds F. H. Rhoden, retired. For- 

merly with Chase Bag’s New York office, 

Mr. Wible has been with the company 

for 10 years. 

James V. Melton has been promoted to 
v.p. of Pollock Paper Corp., Dallas, a 

subsidiary of St. Regis 

Paper Co. Mr. Melton, 
who has been with Pollock 

for more than 25 years, 
served as sales 

director for its bakery, 

frozen-food and spec ialty 

recently 

packaging divisions. 

Ralph Graham has been 

named y.p. and gen. mgr. 
of Pollock Container 

Corp., a subsidiary of Pollock Paper. 
He will be in charge of sales and pro- 

duction at the Garland, Tex., plant. 

Melton 

Philip B. Daffy has been named to ex 

ecutive v.p. of the F. J. Kress Box Co., 

Pittsburgh. He was formerly v.p. and 

gen, sales mgr. 

Ludlow Papers, Inc., Needham Heights, 
Mass., has formed a new Plastics Div. 

to centralize company activity in the ex- 

trusion of plastic materials. Malcolm J. 
Odell has been named gen. mgr. of 

the new division. Bruce M. Miller is 

development mgr. Robert S. Ives suc- 
ceeds Mr. Odell as director of research 

The Cryovac Co., Div. of W. R. Grace 

& Co., Cambridge, Mass., has consoli- 
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510 beers a minute mace for automatic packaging, H& D 

corrugated boxes meet exacting requirements of Carling’s high-speed can 

line. Sharp, clean printing provides strong identification. Better see H&D. 

HINDE & DAUCH 
Division of West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company 

Authority on Packaging « Sandusky, Ohio e 15 Factories « 42 Sales Offices 

_——— ee eee meme. 
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for the Frozen Food Package! 
Straight sided rigid foil pans or trays permit full 

package so compact that they are profitable 

items to handle in retail stores. The full package 

pleases the housewife and builds repeat sales. 
“American” straight sided trays permit packages 

that save counter space, freezer capacity, trucking 

space and general storage space and stack 

neatly .. . . All money saving features! 

They handle easily on your automatic conveyers, 

filling machines, wrapping machines, etc. 

Let us help you develop the best package for your 

product. We can easily fit your present package 

or a new design. 

SIZES 7%" to 134" deep and from 314" x 31%" 

to 11" x 1l", all without die cost to you. 

WRITE US FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION 

eve Rr READY 
Creative Printed Specialties 

357-D Cortlandt St., Belleville 9, N. J. 

PLymouth 9-5500... Ext. 228 

never Say die... 

American foil pans or trays are perfect for use 

in any form of carton or type of wrapping. 

. Shallow trays slip easily into 
t d fit ly. carton and fit snugly — 

Deep pan for candied yams or 
any product with sauce. Rigid Bead 

. Rigid pan in sleeve and over Smooth Straight Side 
wrapped makes excellent 2 ° 
package. No Sharp Corners Gibbs packaging to the rescue! 

_A trai 
gg ee Bm “ Baas Buoying up sales via packaging is the *1 job of Gibbs rigid plastic 

printed or labeled carton. i /, containers. Customers go overboard for what’s in these jewel-bright, 

Strong beaded pan in cardboard 
ring, tightly over wrapped, makes 
rugged visual package. 

sturdy, “bonus” boxes. You'll go overboard for the fully automatic, 

faster injection molding line that speeds out better-designed, better- 

built boxes at prices every product can afford. Grab the life ring! 

Call Gibbs, the rigid plastic box pioneer. 

Automation makes Gibbs rigid plastic packaging cost less 
THE AMERICAN PAN DIVISION 

of THE AMERICAN TOOL WORKS COMPANY iBBS 

/ ic N r Corp ion 720 ©. PEARL ST. CINCINNATI 2, OHIO Automatic foulding Corporatio 
Henderson 3, Ky. « Valley 6-9573 
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dated the operations of its Eastern and 

Southern sales divisions (located in 

Madison, N. J., and Simpsonville, S. C.) 

into one unit to be known as the Eastern 

Div., with headquarters in Simpsonville. 

John Bidwell is sales mgr. of the new 

consolidated unit 

Ken Houts has been 

named sales mgr. in the 

general packaging sales 

department of Marathon 

Corp., Menasha, Wis., a 

division of American Can 

Co Robert Clark has 

been appointed as his as 

sistant. Mr. Houts, who has 

been with Marathon since 

1942, was formerly West 

' 1 charge of frozen 

food packaging for the company 

Merton Koch has been appointed sales 

mgr. of Keystone Packaging Service, 
Kasto Pa The company converts cel 

yphane and polyethylene for the pack 

ging field 

Bostitch, Ine., 

maker of stapl equipment, has or 

rt i new sales-mar 

igement team. M. Claude 
Schuler, formerly mer. of 

Bostitch-Atlanta, becomes 

the company’s sales mgr 

Loren K. Grimes, for 
merly mer ot Bostitch 

Baltimore, 1s product re 

(ssisting 

is director of 
Schuler 2 

stitch’s national sales serv 

ce supervisory program 1s W. Eric 

Hofer. William Kernan becomes mar 

ket research analyst. 

The Dow Chemical Co. Midland 

Mich., has established its own marine 

terminal at Bay City, Mich. The termi 

nal has been built to take advantage of 

the St. Lawrence Seaway development, 

according to the company. It will handle 

the full line of Dow’s Midland Div 

products, in containers ranging in size 

from small packages to large metal and 

fibre drums 

Package Products i Bun 

Charlotte, N ives has 

named Sam Ryburn as 
v.p. of planning and re 

search. Mr. Ryburn, who 

was one of the printing 

and converting company’s 

founders, was formerly in 

its sales division. In line 

Rvburn with present expansion, 

the company says, he will 

direct a long-rangs product-development 

ind research program now under way. 

Lamex, Inc., Norcross, Ga., polyethylene 

extruder, has established a coating divi 

APRIL 1958 

ROCHESTER, 

COLLAPSIBLE TUBE CoO. 

PA 

Look for 

“Standard” 
in your classified 

phone directory, under 

“Collapsible Tubes.” 



Pre-assembled 

---custom-made... 

PARTITIONS 
for Protective 
Packaging 
made to your exact 

specifications 

Timi tiie litt 

at lower cost! 

WRITE, PHONE or WIRE 

for QUOTATIONS on 

YOUR REQUIREMENTS 

PETER PARTITION CORP. 
Manufacturers of Cardboard Partitions 

124 BOERUM PLACE BROOKLYN 1, N.Y. 
Telephone: TRiangle 5-4033 

le)’, AMe-1 0) A'd tv -V am doles: 

RUBBER PLATE PRINTING PROBLEMS 
with 

MODULUS 
CONTROL! 

SOLID AREAS! 
Uniform, thorough coverage—no mottling or P & D “MODULUS CONTROL” 

eqnEnG <2 Ca rans represents a new approach in rubber 
FINE LINE WORK! plate making—proved by thousands of 

Holds accuracy and sharpness for perfect reproduc- field tests to give better imp atlaen 

ariel, HALFTONES! longer wear! Plates made this way re- 
ca ded ends «oh ee quire less pressure to compress . . . less 
“hale” t mies wenteenieaaen ane time to return to shape. Result: lighter 

COMBINATION PLATES! printing pressure, clearer reproduction, 
Made with two durometer hardnesses—one for perfect split of ink film! 
line, another for halftones! 

AVAILABLE IN BOTH P & D INDIVIDUAL “STICK-ONS” 
AND COMPLETE “MINUTE-MOUNT” UNITS 

ASK FOR TECHNICAL BULLETIN 

ing ond engraving facilities available 

sion and has appointed Paul Morley 

as sales mgr. and Helen M. Mitchell as 

assistant sales mgr. The company has 

opened an Atlanta sales office at 3224 

Peachtree Rd. and is expanding its 
facilities in Norcross. 

The Mead Corp., Dayton, O., is pur- 

chasing an experimental paper machine 

to be put into operation at Mead Re 

search Laboratories. Expansion of pres 

ent facilities to house the new unit is 

under way at Mead’s Chillicothe, 0., 
pilot plant. 

George H. Wilson, Sr., production mgr. 

of Wildroot Co., Buffalo, maker of hair 

tonic and other 

toilet products, 

has retired 

after 39 years 

with the com 

pany. He is 
succeeded by 

his son, George 

H. Wilson, Jr. 

The elder Wil- 

son has _ for 

years been a member of the Packaging 

Institute. As a member of its Produc 

tion Line Committee, he is credited 

with helping to develop a number of 

production-line improvements that are 

now in use by the Wildroot company as 

Wilson, Sr. Wilson, Jr. 

well as other packagers. 

Central States Paper & Bag Co., St. 

Louis, has begun a program to increase 

facilities at its Palatka, Fla., plant. 

Brook Sefton has retired as advisory 

director at the Anderson, Ind., corru- 

gated-shipping-container plant of Con- 

tainer Corp. of America, Chicago. He 

had been with the company for 50 years. 

E. A. Siebert has been 

named executive v.p. of the 

F. B. Redington Co., Bell- 

wood, Ill. The company 

manufactures cartoning 

and special packaging ma- 

chinery. Mr. Siebert joined 

the company in 1918 as a 

shop clerk. Prior to his 

Siebert present appointment, he 

was sales mgr., v.p. in 

charge of sales and v.p. of the firm. 

Lily-Tulip Cup Corp., New York, re- 

ports that its new plant in Riverside, 

Calif., will open on May 6 and will be 
in full production by the third quarter 

of the year. The new plant will pro- 

duce many of Lity’s nearly 600 items in 

the cup and container line. President 

Walter J. Bergman says the new facility 

will accelerate the processing of West 
Coast customers’ orders. 

Donrico, Inc., New York, has formed 

a company to handle its specialized 
decorative technique for foil. The proc- 
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4 /&y an aerosol 

packer asked... 
‘... how can we cap our 

aerosol products faster and 

at less expense — without 

marring the caps?” 

TITE-CAP 

had the answer! 
TITE-CAP’S AUTOMATIC 

CAPPER for Aerosol Cans has 

proved itself to be an amazingly 

versatile labor saver, handling 

metal, plastic or highly polished 

caps of all sizes without marr- 

ing or scratching. It adjusts in 

ten minutes for change of size 

in can and cap, and its speed is 

variable to 180 per minute. 

Write for Bulletin AC-584. 

NEED A TITE-CAP JOB? 

{utomatic cappers for irregular 

glass containers with fancy caps 

also available. Write for Tite- 

Cap Sales Engineer nearest you. 

7 L 
TITE-CAP MACHINE DIV. 
Subsidiary of Canning Machinery Co. 

5105 S.W. 45th Avenue 

PORTLAND 1, OREGON 
——alet 

Automatic Screw Cappers « Automatic Hopper Feeding 
Units ° Lid Sealing Machinery for Friction Lids « 

Seals «+ Piugs «+ Machines for applying Metal and 

Plastic Covers, Cops, Spowts « Spinning and Crimping 

Machines « Flonge Corking Machines 

ess is being used primarily for pack- 
aging and display purposes. The com- 

pany, Shimmerglo Corp., is located at 

438 W. 37 St., New York. Enrico Donati 

is president and Edward Loeschorn is 

in charge of technical development. 

James R. Lavelle, Jr., formerly product 

mgr. of polyethylene-coated papers for 

Crown Zel- 

lerbach Corp., 

San Fran- 
cisco, has 
been named 

specialty - prod- 

uct mgr. of 

the company’s 
Western- Wax- 

ide Div., San 

Leandro, Calif. 

Other appointments by the division, in 

connection with its recent laboratory- 

expansion program, include: C. S. Funk, 
from supervisor of production services 
to administrative asst. to the director 

of packaging research and development, 

and Howard Adler, from asst. super- 
intendent-technical, San Leandro plant, 
to supervisor of production services. 

Lavelle Funk 

Vern I. McCarthy, Jr., v.p. of Vulcan 
Containers, Bellwood, Ill., has been 

named to the Business & Defense Serv- 

ices Administration’s unit of the Na- 

tional Defense Executive Reserve. He 

recently completed a 6-mo. tour of duty 

in Washington, D.C., as deputy director 
of the Containers & Packaging Div., 

BDSA, U.S. Dept. of Commerce. 

William J. Maybury, Jr., 

has been promoted to asst. 

sales mgr. of the national 

bakery division of Package 

Machinery Co., East Long- 

meadow, Mass. Package 
Machinery also has named 

Iver G. Freeman as v.p. 
of research and develop- 

Mavbury ment for its recently ac- 
; , quired Reed-Prentice Div. 

J. Joseph Kelly has been appointed v.p. 

in charge of sales for the company. 

National Starch Products has moved 

into new quarters at 750 Third Ave., 

New York. According to president 
Frank Greenwall, the new and larger 

facilities will enable National to give 

more efficient service to its customers in 

the packaging and other industries. 

Spencer Chemical Co., Kansas City, 

Mo., has named Dr. George E. Ham as 

technical director of its plastics division, 

William Geisler has been elected presi- 

dent of American Seal-Kap of New 
York, sub. American Seal-Kap Corp. 

of Delaware. He succeeds Daniel A. 

Mackin, now chairman of the board. 

Raymond H. Dowd has been appointed 

sales mgr. of the jewelry and commer- 

cial box division of Dennison Mfg. Co., 

Framingham, Mass. He is chairman of 

the public-relations committee of Na- 

tional Paper Box Mfrs. Assn. 

General Foods Corp., White Plains, 

N.Y., has appointed Dr. Ben F. Bu- 
chanan as associate director-product de- 

velopment at the General Foods Re- 

search Center. Dr. Buchanan, a member 
of the American Chemical Society, is in 
charge of the development of new prod- 

ucts and processes, the improvement of 

quality and processes, the investigation 

of new raw materials and the develop- 
ment of by-products. 

New facilities for the production of 1- 
and 3-lb. key-opening cans for shorten- 
ing are now in operation at the Cincin- 

nati manufacturing plant of Continental 
Can Co., New York. 

David J. Bloom has been 
appointed v.p. in charge of 

Southeastern _ corrugated 

sales of Mead-Atlanta 
Paper Co., Atlanta, sub. 

Mead Corp. A veteran of 

nearly 25 years with the 

company, Mr. Bloom for- 

merly served as Southeast- 

ern sales mgr. of its cor- 

rugated division. 
Bloom 

Scandia Packaging Machinery Co. is 

the new name of the former Scandia 

Mfg. Co. The company is located in 

North Arlington, N.J. 

George W. Williams and E. M. Bond 

have been appointed acting mgr. and 

sales mgr., respectively, of the Dallas 

branch of Chase Bag Co., Chicago. Mr. 

Williams was named to succeed J. A. 
White, Jr., deceased. 

Rossotti Lithograph Corp., North Ber- 

gen, N.J., has named Stephen Duval as 
sales rep. for its Western division, Ros- 

sotti California Lithograph Corp., San 

Francisco. 

Union Bag-Camp Paper 
Corp., New York, has 

named Richard Simpson 

as Midwest district mgr. 
of bleached-board sales 

for the company’s mill in 

Franklin, Va. Formerly 

mgr. of Marathon Corp.’s 

general packaging sales 

dept., Mr. Simpson will 
contact converters and 

users of special food board and solid 
bleached folding-carton board in the 

Chicago area. 

Simpson 

Monsanto Chemical Co., Springfield, 

Mass., has created an expanded market- 
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PRIDE OF PRODUCT / An American Tradition 
/ 

You put pride in your product...so does FROSTKRAFT. 

Our product is packaging. Any product that needs kraft 

deserves FROSTKRAFT. 

MATH is 

CORRUGATED x 
CONTAINERS 

STANDARD 
AND 
SPECIALTY 
BAGS 

MULTIWALL 

SHIPPING SACKS . 
> »>O 

44 cor't 

Forest Products Division, West Monroe, La. + District Sales Offices: New York + Atlanta + Chicago + Dallas FROSTKRAFT IS A TRADEMARK 



MAKE YOUR OWN a oe 
Do you remember “Lizzie ? 

WELL FORMED ee 

CORRUGATED Certainly! Good old Model “A” succeeded the 
highly popular Model “T” and helped to put Amer- 
ica on wheels. Do you recall the price? The record 
shows that in 1925, a Model “A” cost $375.00! You 
may be stunned at the vast difference in price 
compared to today’s “Low-cost” cars, but don’t 
overlook the difference in built-in values. Today’s 
cars provide safety, speed, dependability, comfort 

. more improvements, refinements, and innova- 
tions than we can begin to list. 

In flexographic printing, the end printer behind 
bag machines was one of the earliest popular 
models .. . the model “T” so-to-speak, in its line. 
Since 1925, end-printers have been redesigned 

over and over again until today, they are so far 
advanced, they cannot be compared in speed, effi- 
ciency and printing quality with similar printers 
of a generation ago. 

However, too many converters still limp along 

with this oldtime equipment and sacrifice profits by 
turning out Model “T” work. If your plant needs 
upgrading, do it by installing our truly modern, 
highly efficient Alina-X-30, a really versatile end- 
printer. Only a modest investment is required and 
Alina-X-30 will start to earn larger profits for you 

from the first day you put it to work—Send for 
our folder, X-30. 

H. H. HEINRICH C0. No AY * * @ New York 11, N. Y. 

The most complete line of proven Flexographic Presses, Bag-Machines, 

Multiwall equipment and Extruders for thermoplastic materials 

e economically 

e wide range of sizes 

°e low cost maintenance 

Corrugated trays can now be assembled auto- 
matically from standard slotted blanks, ranging 
up to 28” x 34”, at speeds up to 35 per minute. 

Cold process resin adhesive sprayed from eas- 
ily adjustable air guns eliminates the clean-up 
problem of glue rolls. 

Minimum of floor space required — base of ma- 
chine measures only 101” x 64”. shipping work flies 

a with a MARSH Electric DIAL-TAPER 
¢ Telescope boxes are easily made on this ma- 

chine. Set-up is simple and fast. Dial desired length—out comes 

¢ Simplicity of design permits this machine to moistened, ready-to-use tape 
be modified to handle custom requirements. for any size carton. 

Write for details and let us engineer your needs. Electrically- heated water 
softens tape glue for 

precision machines * precision made complaint-proof seal. | MARSH Zeciric 
. You save up to 20% in time PT Taper 

y . “ ® and tape. ™ 
untingdon ndustries, Inc. Write for free booklet T-18. ; : 

Marsh Stencil Machine Company 
71 Marsh Bldg. 

BETHAYRES, PENNA. (SUBURBAN PHILADELPHIA) Belleville, litinois 
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levelopment department to coordinate 

the marketing activities of its Plastics 

Div. Theodore S. Lawton, new director 

»f market development, will head the 

new department. Luigi A. Contini_ be 

omes mgr. of creative design and 

Edmund D. Kennedy is mer. of ad 

ertising and sales promotion 

S. V. Tuttas, director of sales of Crown 

Cork & Seal Co., Baltimore, has been 

ele ted V.p.- 

Francis T. 

Murray has 

been named 

director of ad 

vertising, pub 

lic relations 

and sales pro 

F motion for the 

Tuttas Murray company 

Ceorge ~ P 

Congdon has been appointed manage 

technical services in Crown’s Can 

As part ot the division’s aerosol 

development program, Raymond H. 

Shinn has been named product develop 

ment engineer in the company’s aerosol 

packaging and development laboratories. 

Sun Chemical Corp. has moved its ad 

ministrative and executive offices from 

Long Island City, N.Y., to 750 Third 

Ave.. New York 

W. J. Egan has been named v.p. of the 

General Printing Ink Co., Div. Sun 

Chemical Corp., Long Island City, N.Y. 

Formerly gen. mgr. of General Printing 

Ink’s Pacific Coast Div., Mr. Egan has 
been with Sun for 48 years 

Potlatch Forests, Pomona, 

Calif., has established sales 

offices in Upper Montclair, 

N.J., for its newly organ- 

ized Paper Cup Div. Rob- 

ert H. Lathrop has been 

named gen. sales mer. of 

the new division, which 

was established as a result 

Lathrop of Potlatch’s purchase of 

the Paper Cup Div. of 

Marathon ¢ orp., Menasha, Wis 

J. W. Wilson Glass Co. has moved i 

executive offices and warehouse to 

N. Third St., Brooklyn. 

William J. Eilerman has been ap- 

pointed v.p. in charge of sales of Derby 

Sealers, Derby, Conn. 

Robert C. Webster has been named 

director of the newly created Customer 

Service Laboratory at Ohio Chemical 

& Surgical Equipment Co., Madison, 

Wis., a division of Air Reduction Co. 

Mr. Webster, who was formerly with 
Western Filling Cerp. in Los Angeles, 

recently wrote a MopEeRN PACKAGING 

article titled “Pressurized Foods.” (See 

APRIL 1958 
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a model for every purpose... a speed for every need! 

NEW! INNERSEALER 
POCO S CESSES ESOS EEE ESSEE SESE ESOESES SOOO SEETETEEEEEOESHESESEEEEEEEEEOD 

RESiNA 

Automatic innerseal machine for selecting and 

applying standard innerseals to various types and 

sizes of tin cans as commonly used in the cil industry. 

Capacity: 60-120 per minute 

Seals from 72” to 112". 

AND SPECIAL MACHINERY 

Agents in principal cities throughout the United States and Canada. 

Write for descriptive literature 

AUTOMATIC MACHINERY CO., INC. 
Brooklyn 31, New York 



SEAL-SPOUTS! 

The last C—} {—) o 

The best step in 

‘Pertect 

Packaging 

Pet Instant Nonfat Dry Milk has joined 

a host of other famous brands in 

packaging the 

SEAL-SPOUT way 
oa for EASIER OPENING 
lg EASIER POURING 
YS EASIER STORING 

If you package free-flowing products, 
you can benefit by established 
consumer acceptance and preference 

for pouring spouts — SEAL SPOUTS. 

They are aluminum pouring spouts 

that are automatically applied 
right in your production line. 

There is aSEAL-SPOUT for 
every size package and type of 
free-flowing product. 

) SEAL SPOUT Corp. 
by mea 2  L bay 3 

MOUNTAINSIDE, NEW JERSEY 

Dec., 1957, p. 151.) In his new capacity, 

Webster will conduct research on pres- 
surized packaging of foods and other 

products. 

Andrew B. Karn has joined Equitable 
Paper Bag Co., Long Island City, N. Y., 

as sales-promotion mgr. 

Daniel J. Wolfe has 

joined the sales staff of 

the Canning Machinery 

Div. of Food Machinery & 
Chemical Corp., San Jose, 

Calif. In his new capacity, 

Mr. Wolfe will specialize 

in the sale and applied 

engineering of all FMC 

Wolfe carton-handling equipment 

in the Eastern sales terri- 
tory. His office will be at Hoopeston, Il 

Portco Corp., Vancouver, Wash., make 

of packaging materials, has opened a 

sales office in Seattle. Robert L. Burn- 

side has been named company rep. in 

the area. 

Rapid Ribbon Corp., a subsidiary of 
Chicago Printed String Co., has moved 

to Clifton, N. J. 

Frank E. Pringle has been named gen- 
eral sales mer. of the The Howe Scale 

Co., Rutland, Vt 

Jack Fraser becomes sales mgr. of Kahn 

Container Corp., Chicago. 

Alan F. Kehr has been 

elected president of Kehr 

Products Co., Philadel- 

phia. He _ succeeds his 

father, A. B. Kehr, 

founder of the company, 
who has been elected 

chairman. The new presi- 

dent, who became gen. 

Kehr mgr. and executive v.p. in 
1954, has been actively as- 

sociated with the flexible packaging 

field since 1938 

Irv Schildkraut has been appointed as 

a sales rep. in metropolitan New York 
by Milprint, Inc., Milwaukee. A _poly- 
ethylene package designed by Mr. 

Schildkraut was a first-prize award win- 

ner at the 1957 National Flexible 

Packaging Show. 

Mutual Plastic Mold Co., South Gate, 

Calif., reports that Jack Carmichael has 
been named factory representative for 

ite Crystal Pack plastic containers and 

closures in the Michigan territory. 

Horace A. Brown becomes supervisor, 

corrugated shipping container sales to 

canners, processors and packers of fresh 
produce in western Michigan by the 

Central Div. of National Container 

Corp., New York, sub. Owens-Illinois 

Glass Co., Toledo. A veteran of 20 years 
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Plants and people 

in the lruil-packaging business, Mi 

Brown will now make his headquarters 

in Chicago, 

Robert F. Gill has been 

promoted to national a 

counts mgr. for the Multi 

wall Bag Sales Di ol 

Crown Zellerbach Corp.. 

San Francisco. He will be 

in contact with CZ cus 

tomer companies through 

out the country and will 

coordinate the servicing 

and contacting of thes 

national accounts by the company s 

lous division sales offices 

Foote & Van Wie Co.. finishing con 

pany, Chicago, has installed a “Precise 
12° multicolor gravure press. The press. 

which is equipped to ceat as well as 

print up to six colors on each side simul 
taneously, will be operated as a separate 

vision of the company for servicing 

pac kaging industry 

A N. W eeks has been 

named v.p. in charge of 

production for Bemis Bro. 

Bag Co. St. Louis. Asso 

ciated with the company 

since 1919, Mr. Weeks was 

formerly director of pro 

duction. E. C. Whitmore 

has joined Bemis as di- 

Weeks rector of product planning, 

a newly created position. 

He will make his headquarters in the 

comp inv’s Boston office. 

Supreme Ribbon Corp., New York, has 

acquired a site for its new plant in 

Syosset, N.Y. The additional space is 

expected to double the company’s pro 

duction capacity for wrapping papers, 

foils and tyings. The company’s sales 

mgr. is Edward Stelzer. Robert J. 

Miness is in charge of production at 

the new facilities 

Taffel Bros., Inc.. New York, reports 

that it is entering the advertising spe- 

cialty industry as a specialty counselor. 
[he company will handle a “Sales Pro 

motion” line of advertising specialties 

and business gifts, according to presi 
dent George Taffel. 

Oscar U. Chambless has been appointed 
to the sales staff of Packaging Materials 
Services, a department of Milprint, 

Inc., Milwaukee 

John W. Locke has rejoined Mosstype 

Corp., Waldwick, N. J., 

its sales-service staff. 

as a member of 

James J. Mahoney has been named to 
the new post of director of merchandis- 
ing by Yardley of London, cosmetic 

products, New York. 
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Albert W. Dunning has 

been appointed to the staff 

of The Plastic Coating 

Corp., Holyoke, Mass., in 

charge of market research. 

He was formerly associated 

with Monsanto Chemical 

and the Shawinigan Res- 

ins Corp. and has been 

Dunning active in promoting and 

expanding the market for 

plastics and resins in the paint, adhesive 

and textile fields. 

Paper Converting & Finishing Co. has 

moved to new quarters at 1101 S. Kil 

bourn Ave., Chicago. 

Alden & Ott Printing Inks Co. has 

opened a plant and offices at 4030 N 

Rockwell St., Chicago. 

Seovill Mfg. Co. Water 

bury, Conn., has estab 

lished a Cosmetic Con 

tainer Division. Chester A. 

Burnett is gen. mgr. of the 

new division and William 

H. Harris has been named 

product mgr. Mr. Burnett, 

who joined Scovill in 1935, 

was formerly works mgr. of 

its General Mfg. Division. 
Burnett 

R. R. Brown has been appointed to 

handle foil overwraps, foil labels, lami 

nations and extrusions in the eastern 

Pennsylvania and western New Jersey 

territory for Rap-In-Wax Paper Co., 

Minneapolis. 

Obituaries 

Frank Gerhart, advertising director of 

Mead Corp., Dayton, O., died Feb. 12. 

Mr. Gerhart was formerly associated 
with MeDonald Printing Co., Cincin- 

nati; Champion Paper & Fibre Co., 

Hamilton, O., and American Type 

Founders Co., Elizabeth, N. J. 

Norbert Jay, founder and head of the 

Norbert Jay package and display design 

firm in New York, died March 17. He 
was 54. Mr. Jay was a member of the 

board of directors of the Package De- 

signers Council and chairman of its by- 

laws committee. He founded his design 

company in 1943. Among the companies 

for which he worked were American 

Safety Razor, Sunshine Biscuits, Ameri- 
can Chicle and General Motors. 

Cliff R. Crawford, vice chairman of the 

board of the Black-Clawson Co., New 
York, died Jan. 31 at the age of 68. He 

was president of the company from 1951 

throngh last September. 

J. Harvey Bond, division mgr. of the 

Central Selling Div. of Dennison Mfg. 

Co., Framingham, Mass., died Jan. 24. 

MARKED IMPROVEMENTS in 

IDENTIFICATION 

AND DECORATION 

Fifteen thousand 

kinds of “ink’’? ... 

Since 1911, Markem has developed more than 

15,000 different marking compounds, and about 

10,000 are currently in use. Why so many? Con- 

sider the applications: what will “stick” on poly- 

styrene won't on cellulose acetate; what makes 

clear, lasting imprints on glass drug ampules is 

a distant chemical relative of the right marking 

compound for pressure -sensitive tape; and so it 

goes, from shoe linings to instrument dials, lipstick 

tubes to lollipop sticks. With all the possible com- 

binations of drying speed, opacity, toxicity... 

liquid, paste and semi-paste forms... air dry. 

baking or high temperature .. . colors by the score 

—15,000 doesn’t seem so fantastic. But it shows 

Markem’s close attention to the “what” —as well 

as the “how” — of good marking. 

Customer's name in lights . . . 

A “special” version of our 20A 

cylindrical object marker has 

recently gone to work at 

a leading electrical 

plant, imprinting miniature tubular lamps with 

trademark, wattage, etc. Noteworthy are the feed 

and marking speed of these rather fragile items: 

up to 750 (from 4" to 7" long) are put into a 

hopper, then imprinted at a rate of about 2000 

per hour; discharged down a chute to a firing 

chamber, where imprint is “baked” on. Here 

again, the right method provides clear marking at 

production rates. 

Don't keep the inspectors waiting... is a cardinal 

rule on any production line, especially at Congress 

Sportswear where the final inspectors also do the 

packaging. But boxes were being laboriously 

hand stamped with the result that a whole room- 
‘ ful had to be kept on hand—a costly, 

££. ~~ unpleasant situation from every 

- mangle. Now with a Markem 

45A box marker, imprints 

are made twice as fast 

and look far better; $5.00 

a day in labor alone is saved, and 

the space problem is solved. Orders 

are printed individually, as they are needed. 

Goes to show how good marking can help all 

along the line, from production to point of sale. 

Providing better ways to decorate or identify 

products, parts and packages is Markem’s entire 

business. Write Markem Machine Co., Keene 1, 

N.H., when you need help. 

MARKEM 
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For your information 

The Polyethylene Extrusion Coaters 

Group of Specialty Paper & Board Af- 

filiates, now composed of 18 companies 

HW ~ in the field, 

held its annual 

meeting in 

New York re- 

cently. New 

chairman of 

the group is 
Malcolm Me- 

Vickar of 

Crocker, Bur- 

bank Papers, 

Fitchburg, Mass. Vice chairman is Mar- 
tin L. Schechtman of Continental Can’s 

Shellmar-Betner Div., Mt. Vernon, O. 

at the meeting dis- 

cussed current and suggested technical 

MecVickar Schechtman 

Representatives 

projects and heard an address on “New 

Products and New Uses” by Charles A. 
Southwick, Jr. technical editor of 

Mopern PAcKAGINe. 

The 12th annual meeting of the Re- 

search and Development Associates of 

the Food & Container Institute will be 

held April 22-24 at the Palmer House, 

Chicago. The second-day program will 

be devoted to management problems and 
long-range objectives in the food and 

packaging industries. First- and third- 

day sessions will include reports on cur 

rent Armed Forces food and packaging 

research projects. One of the topics that 

will be discussed is how the food and 

packaging industries can meet the 

unique requirements of space travel. 

The Packaging Institute has enrolled 

31 Michigan State University students 

as its first student members. Each of 

PI’s new members is enrolled in MSU's 

four-year course in packaging and will 

graduate as a packaging engineer. 

More than 250 converters and suppliers 

attended the recent seventh annual meet 

ing of the National Flexible Packaging 

Assn. in New York, at which the follow- 

ing officers were elected: president 

T. J. Norman, Jr., of Package Products 

Co., Charlotte, N.C.; executive v.p. 

David J. McKay, Jr., of Central States 

Paper & Bag Co., St. Louis: v.p.s  - E. 

Brufiy, Western Package Products Co., 

Pasadena, Calif.; Roy E. Hanson, Mil 

print, Inc., Milwaukee, and Melvin 

Wagner, Acme Backing Corp., Stam- 

ford, Conn. Sheldon Y. Carnes of Ar- 

kell & Smiths, Canajoharie, N.Y., is 

NFPA treasurer 

New president of the Lithographic 

Technical Foundation is Andrew Don- 

aldson, Jr., of Strobridge Lithographing 

Co., Cincinnati. Other officers elected at 

the group’s annual meeting in Chicago 
are: v.p.—William H. Bulkeley of Con- 

necticut Printers, Hartford; treas. 

George C. Kindred of Kindred, Mac- 
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Lean & Co., Long Island City, N.Y., and 

secy.—Charles F. Roberts of Brett 

Lithographing Co., Long Island City. 

The 13th annual exposition, competition 

and short course sponsored by the So- 

ciety of Industrial Packaging & Mate- 

rials Handling Engineers will be held 

in Chicago, Oct. 14-16. John Mount, 
president of the organization, says the 

entire program has been returned to 

SIPMHE’s direction. 

The exposition, known as the National 

Industrial Packaging, Handling & Ship- 

ping Exposition, will run the full three 

days at Chicago’s Coliseum. The annual 

short course begins one day earlier. It 
will be sponsored by the University of 

Illinois, Extension Div., Department of 
Mechanical Engineering. Third phase of 

the event is the National Packaging & 

Handling Competition. 

Kimberly-Clark Corp. is offering a 12- 

page booklet describing and illustrating 
commercial applications of its “Kimpak” 

interior-packaging materials, including 

the new compressed Kimpak. Copies can 

be obtained without cost by writing 

Kimberly-Clark Corp., Neenah, Wis. 

Winner of the 1957 Chesterman Award, 

presented annually for outstanding tech- 

nical research and develop- 

ment within the soft-drink 

industry, is Dr. James P. 

Poole, research director of 

Brockway Glass Co., 

Brockway, Pa. Dr. Poole 
was selected for his work 

on a process for protective 

surface coating of glass 

Poole containers with silicones. 

The award was made at 
the annual banquet of the Society of 

Soft Drink Technologists. 

Professor Giulio Natta of the Polytech 

nical Institute of Milan has been elected 

a Fellow of the New York Academy of 

Sciences in recognition of his achieve- 

ments in the field of polymer chemistry 

Under the sponsorship of Montecatini 

Societa Generale, Italian chemical con 

cern, Professor Natta has developed a 
number of stereospecific catalysts which 

enable the synthesis of alpha olefins to 

form regularly ordered structures that 

meet the requirements of specific end 

uses. Among these plastics are Monte- 

catini’s Moplen polypropylenes. 

More than 100 exhibitors already have 
contracted for space at the seventh 

Western Packaging & Materials Han- 

dling Exposition, which will be held at 

the San Francisco Civic Auditorium, 
Aug. 11-13. It is expected to be the big- 

gest display of packaging and materials- 

handling equipment ever seen in the 

West, according to show officials. De- 

tails are available from the exposition 

managers, Clapp & Poliak, at 759 Mo- 

hadnock Bldg., San Francisco. 

The American Society of Industrial 

Designers has issued a 12-page booklet 

titled, “The Profession of Industrial De- 

sign.” Divided into three main sections, 

the booklet explores the scope of indus- 

trial design and explains the benefits of 
close liaison between [Turn to p. 185) 

Events 

April 15-17—Point-of-Purchase Adver- 

tising Institute, 12th annual sympo- 

sium and _ exhibit, Sheraton-Astor 

Hotel, New York. 
April 20-26—American Pharmaceutical 

Assn., convention, Biltmore Hotel, 
Los Angeles. 

April 21-23—Fibre Box Assn., spring 

meeting, Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chi- 

cago. 
April 22-24—Food & Container Insti- 

tute, 12th annual meeting of the Re 

search and Development Associates, 

Palmer House, Chicago. 

April 27-May 10—Industrial Manage- 

ment Center, first annual packaging 

training conference, Lake Placid Club, 

Essex County, N. Y. 
April 28-29—The Society of the Plas- 

tics Industry, 16th annual Canadian 

section conference, Royal Connaught 

Hotel, Hamilton, Ont. 

April 28-May 1—Lithographers Na- 

tional Assn., 53rd annual convention, 

Arizona Biltmore Hotel, Phoenix. 

April 30—Manufacturing Chemists 

Assn., 1958 precautionary labeling 

conference, Shamrock Hotel, Houston. 

May 3-16—Drupa 1958; Graphic Arts 
Machinery & Equipment Fair, Diis- 

seldorf, Germany. 

May 6-9—National Assn. of Chain 

Drug Stores, 25th annual convention, 

Fontainbleau and Deauville Hotels, 

Miami, Fla. 

May 8-10—American Material Han- 
dling Society, Western material han- 

dling show, Great Western Exhibit 

Center, Los Angeles. 

May 14-16—Technical Assn. of the 
Pulp & Paper Industry, 9th coating 

conference, Bedford Springs Hotel, 

Bedford, Pa. 

May 14-18—National Paper Box Mfrs. 
Assn., annual convention, Detroit. 

May 19-2i—Chemical Specialties Mfrs. 

Assn., mid-year meeting, Netherland 

Plaza Hotel, Cincinnati. 

May 25-27—National Fibre Can & Tube 
Assn., 25th annual meeting, Equinox 

House, Manchester, Vt. 

May 25-28—Super Market Institute, 

2lst annual convention, Convention 

Hall, Atlantic City. 

May 26-30—AMA Packaging Exposi- 
tion, Coliseum, New York. 

MODERN PACKAGING 



Packaging Notes 
Sealed Polyethylene Box Liners for 

apples have been found to eliminate 

weight loss, retard ripening and reduce 

scald of apples held in cold storage. 

Sealed liners were found to be superior 

to coated paperboard liners and unsealed 

liners for most varieties of apples tested. 

Research showed, however, that quality 

and uniformity of the film used played 

an important part in its effectiveness in 

lengthening apple storage life. 

Poly Film to be Featured at National 

Packaging Exposition in New York, May 

26-30. U.S.1. will introduce at the show 

a new polyethylene film of unprece 

dented clarity. The broad range of PET 

ROTHENE polyethylene resins expressly 
developed by U.S.I. for packaging appli- 

cations will also be demonstrated. 

The show, sponsored by the American 

Management Association, is expected to 

attract more than 40,000 visitors. Exhi- 

bits will feature the latest in packaging 

machinery, materials and design. Tech 

nical sessions will also be held. 
Theme of the U.S.I. exhibit at the 

show will be “PETROTHENE Polyethylene 

for clear, tough, protective film.” U.S.I. 

Technical Service engineers will be on 
hand to answer questions on film proc- 

essing and applications. Packagers and 

others interested in using polyethylene 

film can see extraordinary film clarity 

and toughness demonstrated at the 

U.S.I. exhibit. (Booth nos. 221, 225, 322 

and 326 on the fourth floor of the N. Y. 

Coliseum.) 
~~ 

New York Coliseum, site of the 27th Annual 
National Exposition at which U.S.I. will introduce 

film made from its new high clarity polyethyiene 

New Heat Seal Booklet discusses the fac- 

tors involved in obtaining satisfactory 

heat seals on polyethylene film. The 16 

page booklet is iliustrated with 40 graphs 

showing how time, temperature, melt 

index, slip agents and resin density 

affect heat sealing. Heat seal character- 

istics are given for various resins in 

U.S.1.’s PETROTHENE polyethylene resin 

series. Copies of the booklet are avail- 

able without charge to extruders, con- 

vertors and packagers. Write to U.S.I. 

for “Heat Seal Characteristics of Poly- 

ethylene Film.” 

New U.S.I. Plant Will Produce 
75,000,000 Ibs. of Polyethylene a Year 

Houston Facility Scheduled for Completion Next Winter 
A second plant to produce U.S.I. PETROTHENE® polyethylene is scheduled to go 

on stream next winter in Houston. Capacity of the plant ~75,000,000 pounds 
per year of intermediate density polyethylene resins—will almost double U.S.I.’s 
present polyethylene capacity. The plant at Tuscola, Ill., now has a 100,000,000 

pound-per-year capacity. 
Site for the new plant was selected to meet two prime considerations—easily 

accessible transportation for fast customer service, and a dependable supply of 

quality raw materials. 
The 200 acre site on the Houston 

Ship Canal provides both. Shipments 

will be made by rail and truck, with the 
port facilities of Houston available for 

export orders. High purity ethylene will 

be piped in from nearby existing facili- 

ties of The Phillips Petroleum Company. 

Phillips will also supply the natural gas 

requirements of the plant. 

The new installation will use a modi- 

PETROTHENE polyethylene plant at Tuscola, III 

fication of the conventional high-pres- 

sure process, already proved in the 

Tuscola plant. Intermediate density 

resins will be produced, with properties 
somewhere between those of the original 

polyethylene resins and the new high- 

density resins produced by low-pressure 

processes. 

National Petro-Chemicals is pres- 

ently the third largest polyethylene pro- 

ducer in the United States. Petro has 

quadrupled PETROTHENE capacity in the 

past three years. 

U.S.1. Assumes Full Control 

of National Petro-Chemicals 
Full stock ownership of National Petro- 

Chemicals Corporation, producer of 

PETROTHENE polyethylene resins, has 

been acquired by U.S.I.’s parent com- 

pany, National Distillers and Chemical 

Corp., from Panhandle Eastern Pipeline 

Company. 

National Petro-Chemicals has been 

majority owned and managed by U.S.I. 
since its founding. 

Saran-Coated Polyethylene Film Offers 

Improved Clarity, Lower Permeability 
A recent evaluation of saran-coated 

polyethylene film indicates that as little 

as 0.1 mil of saran coated or laminated 

to polyethylene film gives improved clar- 

ity to the film and greatly increases its 

impermeability to oils, organic liquids 

and gases. 

This latter property, especially, prom- 
ises to open up new packaging applica- 

tions to coated polyethylene film. It per- 

mits the packaging of such foods as 
processed meats and cheeses in either a 

vacuum or inert gases, and helps retard 

oxygen-caused rancidity and discolora- 

tion in packages containing fats, oils, 

dried whole milk and many other prod- 

ucts. Reduced permeability to organic 

liquids and vapors would enable the film 
to increase the shelf life of pharmaceuti- 

cal products and furnish better protec- 

tion against off-taste and contamination. 

The tests showed that similarly good 

results can be obtained with saran- 

coated polyethylene bottles and collapsi- 

ble tubes. 

DO YOU HAVE a new polyethylene packaging 
development you'd like the industry to kraw about? 
Make it routine to send your information on new 
developments to U.S.1. POLYETHYLENE NEWS 

Address the Editor, 
U.S.1. POLYETHYLENE NEWS, U. S. Industrial 

Chemicals Co., Division of National Distiliers and 
Chemical Corp., 99 Park Avenue, New York 16, N.Y 
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DETAILS ON BACK 

Polyethylene extrusion-coated board is replacing conventional coated board in more and more appli- 
cations. In packaging food and dairy products, furniture, chemicals, industrial parts, users are find- 

ing that only polyethylene offers all these advantages: EXCELLENT WATER VAPOR RESISTANCE 

e SUPERIOR GREASE RESISTANCE e HEAT SEALABILITY « GOOD ADHESION OF COATING e TOUGH- 

NESS AND SCUFF RESISTANCE e WILL NOT SCRATCH OTHER SURFACES e PRINTABILITY e NO TASTE, 

NO ODOR, NO CONTAMINATION OF FOOD FROM COATING SUBSTANCE 

* POLYETHYLENE FILM OFFERS UNUSUAL TOUGHNESS— Poly- 

ethylene adheres to the board in a tough, unbroken film 
that can take punishment; the coated stock is virtually 
leakproof. Polyethylene retains its toughness at subzero 
temperatures. It does not flake or crack, so there is no 
contamination of dairy or food products from the con- 
tainer coating 

¢ BETTER HEAT SEALS — Polyethylene coated stock lends 
itself to more dependable sealing — tougher seals. 

* SUPERIOR MOISTURE AND GREASE RESISTANCE — Poly- 

ethylene forms a highly resistant film that improves 
the shelf life and appearance of your containers. 

* BETTER APPEARANCE — Polyethylene coated stock has 
less tendency to bulge. Coatings are smoother, more 

adherent. Container board can be printed above or below 
the polyethylene coating. Polyethylene coatings have 
superior gloss and scuff resistance. 

Polyethylene coated board has been produced for many 
years. Polyethylene coated dairy containers in tetra- 
hedron form are in use in many countries abroad, and 

manufacturers in this country are presently developing 
new poly-coated containers. Polyethylene coated board 
shows every sign of becoming a leading container 

material of the future. Ask your container supplier 
about it. 

U.S.I. makes PETROTHENE® polyethylene resins used 

for coated food board and other containers. PETROTHENE 

resins are also used in making packaging film and molded 
polyethylene containers. 

USTRIAL CHEMICALS CO. 

99 Park Avenue, New York 16, N. Y. 

Branches in principal cities 
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management and designer. Included as 

an insert in the booklet is a 12-page 

directory of ASID members. Copies of 

the booklet (including the directory) are 

available at $1 each from the society’s 

new headquarters office at 15 E. 48 St., 
New York. 

Drurpa 1958—the third Graphic Arts 

Machinery & Equipment Fair—will be 

held at Diisseldorf, Germany, May 3-16 

The two previous expositions were in 

1951 and 1954. Exhibits demonstrating 

progress in packaging-machine construc- 

tion and in paper and board conversion 
are among the attractions of the 1958 

fair, which is expected to draw a record 

number of exhibitors from various coun- 

tries throughout Europe. 

“Litho management plans for a better 

future” is the theme of Lithographers 

National Assn.’s 53rd annual conven- 

tion, which will be held April 28-May 1 

at the Arizona Biltmore Hotel in Phoe- 

nix. LNA president, Carl N. Reed, says 

a capacity attendance is expected for 

the four-day meeting, which will feature 

panel discussions and addresses by lead- 

ing industry representatives. 

Container Corp. of America, Chicago, 

is the sponsor of a 20-min. synchronized- 

sound film strip describing the profit po- 

tential of canned-beer merchandising. 

Bookings are being handled by the cor- 

poration’s New York, Chicago and San 

Francisco offices. Also available is a 

32-page brochure, titled “Boost Your 

Profits With Beer,” which is based on 
the slide film. Reproduction of scenes 

from the film are included in the picture- 

and-caption booklet 

“The Magic Button,” a 6'4-min. sound 

motion picture showing the variety of 

commercially available pressure-pack- 

aged aerosol products, has been pro- 
duced by the Aerosol Div. of Chemical 

Specialties Mfrs. Assn. Data for obtain- 

ing color or black-and-white prints can 

be obtained by contacting CSMA at 

50 E. 41 St., New York. 

Available from the U. S. Government 

Printing Office is “Report of the 42nd 

National Conference on Weights and 
Measures 1957,” a 133-page booklet 

which records the proceedings of an an- 

nual conference sponsored by the Na- 

tional Bureau of Standards of the U. S. 

Dept. of Commerce. Included in this re- 

port, which documents the four-day ses- 

sion held last June 4-7, are specifications 

for the presentation of and methods of 

selling a variety of commodities. Copies 

of the report, priced at 55 cents each, 
may be ordered from the Superintendent 

of Documents, U. S. Government Print- 
ing Office, Washington 25, D.C. 
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NEW, AUTOMATIC, HIGH-SPEED 

PLASTIC TUBE 
FILLER SEALER EJECTOR 
by COLTON 

1. Fills, seals, ejects in continuously indexing automatic 
operation. 

2. Handles any tube that can be heat sealed, standard and 
heavy wall, with equal efficiency. 

3. Single: up to 60 tubes per min. 2” x 77,” max. 
Twin: up to 120 tubes per min. 1” x 77,” max. 

Exact, money-saving volumetric filling of pastes, creams, 
liquids. 
Absolutely clean operation; no tube wiping. 

Your present Colton filler heads No. 17 TF and No. 175 
can be adapted to use on this new unit, offering important 
saving in up-dating your equipment. 

More tubes have been filled on Colton 
equipment than on all other equipment com- 
bined. The benefits of this engineering back- 
ground and field experience covering many 
and varied products and extending over 
nearly three quarters of a century are em- 
bodied in this new Colton No. 172 which 
offers the highest performance and effi- 
ciency yet achieved in plastic tube handling. 

Write for specification sheet No. AC-55 

ARTHUR COLTON COMPANY 
3591 E. Lafayette 

DETROIT 7, MICHIGAN 
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DETAILS ON BACK 

Polyethylene extrusion-coated board is replacing conventional coated board in more and more appli- 
cations. In packaging food and dairy products, furniture, chemicals, industrial parts, users are find- 

ing that only polyethylene offers all these advantages: EXCELLENT WATER VAPOR RESISTANCE 

e SUPERIOR GREASE RESISTANCE e HEAT SEALABILITY « GOOD ADHESION OF COATING e TOUGH- 

NESS AND SCUFF RESISTANCE e WILL NOT SCRATCH OTHER SURFACES ¢ PRINTABILITY e NO TASTE, 

NO ODOR, NO CONTAMINATION OF FOOD FROM COATING SUBSTANCE 

© POLYETHYLENE FILM OFFERS UNUSUAL TOUGHNESS— Poly- 

ethylene adheres to the board in a tough, unbroken film 
that can take punishment; the coated stock is virtually 
leakproof. Polyethylene retains its toughness at subzero 
temperatures. It does not flake or crack, so there is no 
contamination of dairy or food products from the con- 
tainer coating. 

¢ BETTER HEAT SEALS — Polyethylene coated stock lends 
itself to more dependable sealing — tougher seals. 

* SUPERIOR MOISTURE AND GREASE RESISTANCE — Poly- 

ethylene forms a highly resistant film that improves 
the shelf life and appearance of your containers. 

* BETTER APPEARANCE — Polyethylene coated stock has 
less tendency to bulge. Coatings are smoother, more 
adherent. Container board can be printed above or below 
the polyethylene coating. Polyethylene coatings have 
superior gloss and scuff resistance. 

Polyethylene coated board has been produced for many 
years. Polyethylene coated dairy containers in tetra- 

hedron form are in use in many countries abroad, and 
manufacturers in this country are presently developing 
new poly-coated containers. Polyethylene coated board 
shows every sign of becoming a leading container 

material of the future. Ask your container supplier 
about it. 

U.S.I. makes PETROTHENE® polyethylene resins used 

for coated food board and other containers. PETROTHENE 

resins are also used in making packaging film and molded 

polyethylene containers. 

USTRIAL CHEMICALS CO. 

99 Park Avenue, New York 16, N. Y. 

Branches in principal cities 



16 point board with a 14.4 lb. 

(1 mil) coating of PETROTHENE 

205 polyethylene resin. PETRO- 

THENE coatings can be drawn 

down as low as 1/10 mil 

thickness. 

GS pus CHEMICALS CO. 

Division of National Distillers and Chemical Corporation 

99 Park Avenue, New York 16, N. Y. 



U.S. patents digest 

This digest includes each month the more important patents of interest to those 

who are concerned with packaging materials, Copies of patents are available 

from the U. J S. Patent Office, Washington, at 25 cents each in currency, money 

order or certified check; postage stamps not accepted. Edited by H. A. Levey. 

System of Containers for at Least Two 

Liquids and a Pressure Gas, Hans 
Thomann et al (to Machine Tool Works 
Oerlikon, Administration Co., Zurich- 
Oerlikon, Switzerland, a company of 
Switzerland). U.S. 2,818,914, Jan. 7. A 
system of containers for at least two 
liquids and one pressure gas, comprising 
in combination: a central flangeless tube 
threaded internally at each end, two lids 
slidably inserted one from each end of 
said tube to form a pressure gas cham- 
ber with said tube, a screw-threaded 
ring screwed into each of the threaded 
ends of the tube, a packing ring, at 
least two cylindrical liquid containers, 
annular free-pistons, lids common to the 
said liquid containers and ducting means 
putting the said pressure gas container 
into controllable communication with 
the said liquid containers. 

Pallet and Skid Reinforcement, Paul 
E. Claus (to Crown Zellerhach Corp.., 
San Francisco, a corporation of Nevada). 

U.S. 2,818,972, Jan. 7. In a shipping 
package comprising a paperboard con- 
tainer having an article therein, the con- 
tainer comprising connected upright side 
walls and a bottom closure panel se- 
cured to the side walls and an interior 
article-engaging skid formed of a plu- 
rality of relatively narrow slat members. 

Cosmetic Containers, Santy M. Croce et 
al (to Coty, Inc., New York, a corpora- 
tion of Delaware). U.S. 2,818,973, Jan. 7. 
A cosmetic case comprising: an outer 

cylinder, a follower holder adapted for 
simultaneous rotative and axial move- 
ment in said cylinder, a base rotatably 
connected to the bottom end of said 
cylinder, an extensible element and 
mutually engaging flanges respectively 
on the top of said base and on the bot- 

tom of said cylinder. 

Rayon Shipping Carton, James E. 
Talbot (to American Viscose Corp., 

Philadelphia, a corporation of Dela- 
ware). U.S. 2,818,974, Jan. 7. A rigid 
laterally stiff tray for yarn-package 
shipping containers comprising two 
layers of corrugated board adhesively 
secured to each other and a plurality of 
interlocking sockets for yarn-nackage 
mandrels in the layers. 

Jar-Handling Machine, Robert F. Drupp 
et al (to Gerber Products Co., Fremont, 
Mich., a corporation of Michigan). U.S. 
2,818,987, Jan. 7. Container-handling 
apparatus comprising: a pallet, said 
pallet having at least two parallel plates; 
a resilient container-engaging member 
depending from said pallet; means for 
moving said plates relative to each other 
and means for moving said pallet. 

Method and Apparatus for Continu- 
ously Detecting and Correcting Light- 
weight Packages, Harold B. Atwood et 
al (to Quaker Oats Co., Chicago, a cor- 
poration of New Jersey). U.S. 2,818,988, 
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Jan. 7. An apparatus and a process for 
detecting and correcting weight defi- 
ciencies in packages of a fluent material, 
comprising in combination: a_ scale 
means, means for transferring packages 
onto and off said scale means, electrical 
sensing means, electrical means for cor- 
recting said weight deficiency and elec- 
trical reject means. 

Releasable Cover and Seal for Con- 
tainers, Giles C. Ekola, New York Mills, 

Minn. U.S. 2,818,992, Jan. 7. A_ con- 
tainer having a releasable cover and 
seal thereto, comprising: an open-topped 
container member, a cover having a top 
surface and rigid therewith a depending 
circumferential surface, means limiting 
movement of said cover, a closed fluid 
system, a sealing tube and a connecting 
conduit between tube member and tube. 

Domed-Top Dispensing Can, John 
Henchert (to Continental Can Co., New 
York, a corporation of New York). U.S. 
2,818,997, Jan. 7. A dispensing con- 
tainer comprising: a body portion hav- 
ing an inwardly dome-shaped bottom 
end and an outwardly dome-shaped top 
end terminating in a manually control- 
lable dispensing device. 

Container with Plastic Nozzle and 
Method of Attaching Nozzle, Ralph K. 
Pottle (to American Can Co., New York, 
a corporation of New Jersey). U.S. 

2,819,001, Jan. 7. A container for cor- 
rosive liquids, comprising a sheet-metal 
body having a sheet-metal end member 
seamed thereto. 

Composite Container Construction, 
Donald G. Magill et al (to American 
Can Co., New York, a corporation of 
New Jersey). U.S. 2,819,006, Jan. 7. A 
sealed container for packaging pressure- 
generating products, comprising a tubu- 
lar fibrous body having a gasproof lining 
material on its interior surface and 
having a gas-permeable raw edge at one 
end thereof. 

Fibre Drum with Metal Bottom End 
Having Center Support, Harold A. 
Bergstrom (to Continental Can Co., 
New York, a corporation of New York). 
U.S. 2,819,007, Jan. 7. A fibre drum for 
a hollow cored body, comprising: a con- 
volutely wound fibre body, a heading for 
closing the bottom end of the drum (ir- 
cluding a flat steel bottom) having a 
depending flange at its periphery, a 
fibreboard collar, fastening means and 
an integral depending center support. 

Shipping Container, Roger L. White 
et al (to The Lawrence Paper Co., 
Lawrence, Kansas, a corporation of 
Kansas). U.S. 2,819,008, Jan. 7. A con- 
tainer for facing and packing of fruit 
for shipment, having a tubular liner. 

Retaining Notch for a Container, 
Frank A. David, Jr. (to Crown Zeller- 

bach Corp., San Francisco, a corporation 
of Nevada). U.S. 2,819,009, Jan. 7. An 
improved paperboard container having 
a cover member, said improvement com 
prising a restricted band entrance open 
ing at least from one side edge of a 

flange apparatus. 

Sheet-Feeding Device, Harold J. Goss 
(to The International Paper Box Ma 
chine Co., Nashua, N.H., a corporation 
of New Hampshire). U.S. 2,819,077, 
Jan. 7. Apparatus for individually and 
successively sliding each endmost sheet 

from the end of a stack of sheets of 
uniform thickness, said apparatus being 
comprised of means for nonyielding 
separation of the sheets. 

Package Wrapping and Sealing Ma- 
chine, William J. Maust, Danville, Pa 
U.S. 2,819,574, Jan. 14. A wrapping and 
sealing machine comprising: a base, a 
holder for the thermoplastic sheet, a 
package support, a U-shaped heating 
means, means swingably supporting said 
heating means for movement toward or 
away from said support, a cutter, a 
swingable label-pickup member, a label! 
receptacle and a second heating means 

Spindle Arrester for Capping Ma- 
chines, George H. Dimond (to Consoli 

dated Packaging Machinery Corp., 
Buffalo, a corporation of New York). 
U.S. 2,819,577, Jan. 14. A container 
capping machine comprising: a con- 
tinuously rotating turret, means for ad 
vancing a series of containers, a plurality 
of capping spindles and means associ 
ated with said turret for constantly 
rotating and for cyclically reciprocating 
said spindles. 

Dispensing Plug Seal, Albert Quinche 
et al (to Uni-Tubo S.A., Vevey, Switzer 

land, a corporation of Switzerland). U.S 
2,819,825, Jan. 14. In combination, a 
flexible container having a reduced neck 
provided with a transverse resilient 
flange at the top thereof, the outer sur- 
face of the neck adjacent the top having 
a smooth portion, a dispensing plug 
and a cap having an internally threaded 
portion connected to the external 
threads of the neck. 

Polygonal Paperboard Boxes, Charles 
E. Sauer (to Highland Box Co., High- 
land, [ll., a corporation of Delaware). 
U.S. 2,819,833, Jan. 14. A paperboard 
container comprising top and bottom 
panels joined by a plurality of side- 
forming members and a set of four side- 

forming membeis with end flaps. 

Bag, Charles V. Brady (to Bemis Bro. 
Bag Co., St. Louis, a corporation of 
Missouri) . U.S. 2,819,834, Jan. 14. A bag 
comprising a length of flat tubing hav- 
ing portions folded over on longitudinal 
fold lines, said tubing further being 
folded on its longitudinal center line so 
that the bag has a width corresponding 
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to one-quarter the width of the flat tub 
ng and comprises four superimposed ales aeees FOLDING CARTONS 

Carton Machine, Edwin J. Plough et al 
(to The Ohio Boxboard Co., Rittman, CORRUGATED BOXES 

0., a corporation of Ohio). U.S. 2,820,- 

103, Jan. 21. A machine for erecting a 
carton from a flat paperboard blank, 
such carton blank hale provided with SOLID FIBRE BOXES 
cuts and folding scores to define a bot 
tom and side and end wall members. 

Carton with Accompanying Measuring 
Cup, Carl B. Kromsten, Brooklyn, N.Y. 
U.S. 2,820,491, Jan, 21. In combination, 

1 commodity-containing carton having FIBRE WALL BOARDS 
connected cooperating walls forming the 
usual top and bottom corners, and a 
generally V-shaped powder-collecting 
and measuring cup. VW, 

Art of Forming Bag Bottoms, Kenneth 7 
\. Rusch (to Milprint, Inc., Milwaukee, 4 

a corporation of Delaware) U.S 

2,820,497, Jan. 21. A commodity bag and 
method of producing same, comprising: 
forming a flat tubular body from a sheet 
of heat-sealable material, transversely 
folding an end of the body back upon 

one of its side walls, sealing the folded 
portion adjacent to the fold line through 

both thicknesses thereof to the adjacent 

body side wall by application of heat 
ind pressure and securing both thick- 

nesses of the free end of the folded por 

tion beyond the seal to each other by 

ipplication of heat and pressure to the 
free end of the folded portion 

F 0 4 SPECIALTY PAPERBOARDS 

Lockable Bottle or the Like Container, ta PAPERBOARD PRODUCTS co. 
Richard Oberle (to National Hardware MILWAUKEE ‘. WISCONSIN 
Corp., a corporation of New York). 
U.S. 2,820,565, Jan. 21. In combination, 

1 container having a neck portion, a 

closure cap and means to releasably 
secure the joined cap against unauthor- 
ized removal from the container 

Container and Blank with Pouring 
Means, Francis E. Makuta (to Ex-Cell-O 
Corp., Detroit, a corporation of Michi 
gan). U.S. 2,820,581, Jan. 21. In a 
container of paperboard or the like 
having a top panel and an adjacent 
underlying side panel, the combination 
co 1s g i Sé é 7 yrotecte ly 

ies a. = ; Carey Press has the specialized know-how 
and the specialized equipment to handle 

Paperboard Collapsible Drum, Thomas every type of package insert job. Result: 

\. Hendry (to The Excello Paper Prod Carey customers get quick delivery of 
ucts Co., ( ae, = Cpe of high quality work at low prices. Find out 
Ohio). U.S. 2,820,584, Jan. 21. A tubu- how 1/16” saved more than $4,000 with 
lar drum comprising: a paperboard ” - 

body bent into tubular form with its Carey-Purchasing Agent consultation. 
opposite side edges lapped and sec ured, 

forming a lapped joint lengthwise of round-the-clock operation 

said drum; a series of tabs formed on 1, 2, 3, and 4 color printing presses 

one end of the body with intervening large and small runs 

V-shaped notches; a score line formed inventory roll stock with sheeting 
along the end of the body and slightly equipment 

spaced from the bottom of the notches, printing for special chemical tolerances 
and an extension integral with one 
terminal tab and lying between said ? , 
terminal tab and the score line. See for yourself. Get in touch with Arthur 

Friedman, Printing Engineer and Sales 
Pouring Opening for Containers, Mgr., and find out why so many leading 

Robert W. Nerenberg et al (to the companies “‘call on Carey” for their pack- 
Interstate Folding Box Co., Middletown, ene insert lobe 
O., a corporation of Ohio). U.S. 9 ! < 
2,820,585, Jan. 21. In a carton adapted 
to have a pouring opening formed : 
therein, a single-thickness body wall 63 years 
having a flap formed therein and de- : i 
fined along three sides by a generally of achiet ement 

U-shaped line for severance and a tab 
for withdrawing said flap from within 
said carton. CAREY PRESS CORP. / 406 WEST 31st STREET / NEW YORK 1, N. Y. / CH. 4-1000 
String-Opening Container and Method 
of Fabrication, Maxwell B. Gold et al 

CAREY TRIAL RUN SERVICE 
eliminates tie ups in your 

packaging production line. 

Carey Press will supply you 
with a quantity of blank 
stock, cut and folded to the 

exact size of your package 
inserts, for testing on your 

automatic inserters and other 
packaging production equip- 

ment. That way you’re sure 

you can handle the job before 
you give Carey the go ahead. 
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(to the Harcord Mfg. Co., Jersey City, 
a corporation of New Jersey). U.S. 

2,820,587, Jan. 21. A container compris- 
ing: a multi-ply wound container body 
having a severance line extending cir 
cumferentially thereof and dividing said 
body into sections (the inner ply of said 
body being weakened along said sever 
ance line), a label covering the oute: 
ply of said body along said line and a 

tear string running along said line be 
tween said label and the outer ply 

Can Package, Jay D. Crary (to Paper 
Strap, Inc., Portland, Ore., a corporation 

When you want of Oregon). U.S. 2,821,299, Jan. 28. \ 

merchandise unit comprising: six simi 
lar cylindrical cans having outstanding 
peripheral rims on their opposite ends 

= arranged in side-by-side relation in two 
parallel rows, interlocking partitions 
and a pair of transverse partitions, 
and a relatively narrow strap encircling 
said cans and banding the same into 

® . | a compact unit. 

« | Can-Testing Machine with Magnetic 
& Can-Separating Mechanism, Karl Bo 

finger et al (to American Can Co., New 
York, a corporation of New Jersey) 
U.S. 2,821,300, Jan. 28. In a machine for 
testing containers, the combination of a 

Looking for a papet with high wet- rotatable discharge turret, an “accept 
: able-container” chute and an “unaccept 

_ sists ” 
strength? —a papér that resist able-container chute, a permanent 
grease, too? These are basic qualities magnet guide, a normally energized 
of Patapar Vegetable Parchment. electromagnet guide and means for 

Made from pure cellulose, Patapar temporarily de-energizing said electro 
magnet guide. 

is odorless, tasteless, non-toxic. 
Perhaps some problem in your busi- Bottle Carrier, Douglas Gilmour Ram 

ness can be solved with one of the say (to Gair Co. Canada Ltd., Toronto, 
‘ ad oration of Canada). U.S. 2,821.- 

hundreds of different types of Pata- 328, Jan “28. . b > gat ecm 

par that are available for packaging ing: side walls, end walls connected 
and industrial uses. between said side walls, a bottom 

Tell us the application you have in closure secured to said end and side 

: >a E : ee walls, a pair of handle section panels 
mind. We'll send information and disposed in face-to-face relationship to 

samples of the type of Patapar recom- provide a part of the handle section and 
mended. No obligation. Please write a locating strip for the auxiliary handle 
on your company letterhead. panel extending between the marginal 

é a flap and the lower portion of the side 

wall to which said flap is adhered 

Bag-Filling, Weighing and Sealing 
Machines, Harold V. Kindseth (to 
Bemis Bro. Bag Co., Minneapolis, a 
corporation of Missouri). U.S. 2,821,354, 
Jan. 28. In a bag-filling and closing 
machine, filling means for delivering 
successive short-weight charges into suc- 
cessive bags, a conveyor for receiving 
the partially filled bags from the filling 
means and a scale associated with the 
conveyor. 

Device for Continuous Shaping of 
Superposed Sheets of a Packing Ma- 
terial, Ludwig Clemens, Wiesbaden, 
Germany. U.S. 2,821,383, Jan. 28. In a 
device for the continuous converting of 
strip-shaped side-by-side packages ver- 
tically superposed into a single stack 
containing all of the strips, means 
operable for guiding and rotating tke 
packages comprising a series of guide 

‘s rollers and a pair of vertically super- 
HI-WET-STRENGTH + GREASE-RESISTING . ae Be, posed transport bands located in pres- 

<a / sure contact with said packages to hold 
HEADQUARTERS FOR VEGETABLE PARCHMENT SINCE 1885 ~~~.__/ aie ancem beiedinen! 

é 
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@ SELECT the items you want 

(2) CIRCLE the corresponding numbers on the post card 

@© FILL IN the information requested 

4 ] MAIL — no postage required 

EQUIPMENT SUPPLIES 

HELPFUL LITERATURE FREE 
There is valuable data — worth dollars and cents to you — 

in the literature and samples described below. 

SERVICES 

DAUBERS AND APPLICATORS. Illustrated 
folder presents line of metal and molded 
caps for bottles and cans. Also shows 
wicks, brushes, and cork items. American 
Cork Specialties Co., Inc. (D-850} 

TEAR STRING POUCH. Illustrated technical 
bulletin provides information on construc- 
tion and ee of a tear string pouch. 
Samples of pouches and stock are in- 
cluded. Western-Waxide Division, Crown 
Zellerbach Corp. (D-851) 

WEIGHT PRINTING SCALES. 4-page illus- 
trated leaflet discusses ad of a 
line of industrial scales incorporating a 
printed weight recording system which 
registers weight, identification, time and 
date on tickets or sheets. Data can, by 
electrical signal, be sent to remote sta- 
tions. Toledo Scale Co. (D-852) 

HIGH-SPEED WEIGHING EQUIPMENT. Illus- 
trated leaflet lists features and specifica- 
tions of a line of high-speed weighing 
cells with up to 48 oz. capacities. Cell is 
designed for net, gross, and check weigh- 
ing; and tare compensation. Avion Div., 
ACF Industries, Inc. (D-853) 

BOX WRAP PRINTING. 12-page illustrated 
brochure tells how to print on “Colorcast” 
box ae wrap label paper. 
Covers 'P , including tion 
handling paper, inks, set 
rotogravure Pane . Includes 12 color 
samples of m-finished coated stock. 
The Champion Paper & Fiber Co. (D-854) 

CARTON SET-UP MACHINERY. 6-page illus- 
trated folder contains descriptions and 
specifications of a line of automatic car- 
toning machinery that includes a carton 
former, closer, conveyor and coder- 
printer. Bivans Corp. (D-855) 

PRESSURE SENSITIVE LABELS. Series of illus- 
trated leaflets presents such advantages of 
self-stick labels, bands and tags as: point- 
of-sale demonstration, banding, special 
deals, merchandise advertising, sales 
stimulation, etc. Includes samples and a 

sell” check list. Allen Hollander 
Co., Inc. (D-856) 

PLAIN ALUMINUM FOIL, Converter price 
list gives detailed ordering specifications 
for alloy 1145 plain aluminum foil. In- 
cludes data on gages, , cores, 
shipping tolerances, etc. Aluminum Foils, 
Inc. (D-857) 

FLEXIBLE URETHANE FOAM. 20-page illus- 
trated booklet presents features of molded 
urethane. The foam’s packaging applica- 
tions are as partitions in compartmented 
containers, and as protective liners for 
shipping are, tubes, etc. Mobay 
Chemical Co. (D-858) 

ELECTRIC HEATING UNITS. 82-page catalog 
gives features, ordering data and 
on cartridge, strip, ring, tubular, and im- 
mersion heating units, soldering irons, 
melting pots, etc. Vulcan Electric Co. 

(D-859) 

AUTOMATIC PALLET-LOADING MACHINE. 
8-page illustrated leaflet describes ma- 
chine that receives individual packages 
up to 24 in. square, and automatically 
arranges them on pallets in predetermined 
patterns. Alvey Conveyor Manufacturing 
Company. (D-860) 

POLYETHYLENE PACKAGING. Illustrated 16- 
page booklet describes custom-tailored 
po yethylene packaging jobs, ranging from 

and g containers to 
wrapping, from pouch-contained liquids 
to protective buffer-type “fragile-item” 
packs. Bakelite Company, Div. Union 
Carbide Corp. (D-861) 

oon . a folder dpaties a 
gn ent pa’ or use as 

a box liner or wrapping, 4 variety of 
other uses such as advertising inserts, etc. 
Samples designs and co are en- 
closed. Paterson Parchment Paper Co. 

(D-862) 

PARCELLING AND BUNDLING MACHINE. 
4-page Sameated folder consis Seape 
oO ‘or automatic rotary parce - 
ian which wrap, over-wrap | coal 
papers, plastic films, foil laminates, etc. 
Lists output, features and cations. 
Ayers & Grimshaw, Ltd. (D-863) 

MULTIPLE PACKAGING. Illustrated 52-page 
ween pe ae cites Png advantages 
of m pa g. presents 
caene of hand andl aitidantteded wale 
ple-pack cartons, together with data on a 
can-packaging machine. Continental Can 
Co. (D-864) 

CUSHIONING MATERIAL. Illustrated 12-page 

pose Region Rene Bg a ics other es 
of “Kimpak”, cellulosic cushioning ma- 
terial for interior packaging applications. 
Kimberly-Clark Corporation. (D-865) 

Fill out and mail this card now 

SMALL VACUUM FORMING MACHINE. Illus- 

trated leaflet gives features and specifica- 
tions of a table model vacuum-formin 
machine with 9 x 9 in. forming area an 
4 in. drawing depth for blister, contour 
and skin-formed packaging, etc. Price 
schedule included. Plast-O-Craft Co., 
Inc. (D-866) 

SELF ADHESIVE LABELS AND TAPES. 4-page 

illustrated brochure presents samples of 
“Day-Glo” labels, spot labels, and printed 
plastic tapes. Also Socuunes manual, semi- 
automatic, and fully automatic tape and 
label dispensers which may rented or 
purchased. Pee Cee Tape & Label > aa 

POUCH PACKAGING. 12-page illustrated 
ure discusses pouch-packaging of 

liquids, semi- weg pastes, powders, 
nules and tablets in glassines, papers, 
oils and films. Describes uses in promo- 

tion; offers contract packaging service. 
Leedpak, Inc. (D-868) 

MULTIPLE GLASS PACKAGING. 4-page illus- 
trated folder describes pa carton 
blank and machine for automatic multiple 
packaging of glass containers and cans. 
Includes operating features and mechani- 
cal s ications. Gardner Div., 
G Corp. (D-869) 

CAPPING EQUIPMENT. 6-page illustrated 
folder describes a line of semi-automatic 
portable electric capping machines for 
screw or friction type caps; cap drivers, 
and portable capper W. H. Swan- 
son & Company. (D-870) 

FLEXOGRAPHIC INKS. Technical bulletin 
ives a a= about a ee 

‘or - 

sins ee Se a oa wi can 
vith = inks. Claremont —— ona 

D-87 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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EE HELPFUL LITERATURE 
There is valuable data — worth dollars and cents to you — 

in the literature and samples described below. 

EQUIPMENT - SUPPLIES 

@ SELECT the items you want 

@ CIRCLE the corresponding numbers on the post card 

© FILL IN the information requested 

© MAIL — no postage required 

SERVICES 

pare ae 180° GLUERS. ee pre- 

wall, many multiple fold 
partitioned and cushion 

types). Claims all scores can be prebroken 
a complete 180° without adding or re- 
moving any equipment. Post Machinery 
Co. (D-872) 

CUSHIONED SHIPPING BAGS. on page a 
trated describes 
light-weight, all-purpose single-wall be 
for shipping semi- 
products, books, pers i 
etc., and which can be by tape or 
staples. Size chart included. Sherman 
Paper Products Corp. (D-873) 

VPI CALCULATOR. Simplified method of 
calculation of vapor rust 
requirements is presen 
booklet. Includes a table outlining pack- 
age es and indoor bm» outdoor 
time schedule of protection, and 
inner and barrier-wrap coated papers. 
Fine Paper Div., Ludlow Papers, Inc. 

(D-874) 

METALIZED THERMOPLASTIC SHEETING. De- 
scriptive bulletins features and a 
essing methods for metalized 
butyrate and rigid vinyl sheeting. Include 
price lists and color card. Gomar Manu- 
facturing Co., Inc. (D-875) 

LABELING MACHINE. Illustrated 
describes machine for tin, fiber, 
spot, face and wrap-around of 
containers from 1% oz. to 1 gal. in size. 
Labelette Co. (D-876) 

ELECTRONIC METAL DETECTORS. 4-page il- 
lustrated folder gives details on custom- 
built metal detecting devices that detect 
and reject contaminated packages without 

ing production. E. W. Brilmayer 
La tories, Inc. (D-877) 

Fill out and mail this card now 

ine of stock sil-proo las. acon 
po Wee: FE 

sed poten plate boty and 
oe ee a cdl cote a de 
pote a and cap shapes. Richford 
Corp. (D-878) 

VACUUM PACKAGING MACHINES. Folder 
describes machine that packages 
able foods b. air free, yay: i 

toutes and 30 per minute for 4” x 8” 
packages. Standard Packaging ee 

PROTECTIVE PACKAGING. 8-page illustrated 
ure discusses features of custom- 

made “duted cardboard 
hold and cushion small, fra 
(ampules, electronic tubes, 
American Rondo Corp. 

which 
objects 

es, etc.). 
(D-880) 

MULTIPLE PACKAGE ADVERTISING. 12-page 
booklet titled “Packaging As Advertising” 
presents treatise on point of sale “gra 
appeal” of multiple-unit packaging. Dis- 
cusses availability, package size as sales 
factors. Atlanta Paper Co. (D-881) 

ROTOGRAVURE ENGRAVING SERVICE. 16- 
page illustrated booklet traces stages in 

uf, of rotogravure cylinders and 
describes this firm’s cylinder-making facil- 
ities. The Beck Engraving Co., eg 

CYLINDER PRINTER. 4-page illustrated leaf- 
let shows line of silk screen printing ma- 

poe Be metal tu 
%& to 6 

gZ cans 
capacity. 

(D-883) 

i 

First Class Permit No. 2656 (Sec. 34.9, 
CA 

York, N. a R), 

MODERN PACKAGING 

Village Station Box No. 103 

New York 14, N. Y. — 

PORTABLE CARTON SEALER. 4-page illus- 
trated leaflet features of a port- 
= oe -g = that seals —— 

80) cartons, stit 
Plastics Seago end other bagh: snd tags 
and attaches pa; and envelopes to 

Senor Wire Stitcher Com. 
(D-884) 

shipments. 
Pany. 

“BLISTER” es ar SEALER. Data Sheet 
and illustrates machine that 

seals plastic blisters to coated cards. Ma- 
chine can seal any vacuum-formed plas- 
tic. Tronomatic Machine Masaiaatecher 
Corp. (D-885) 

illus- LIQUID FILLING MACHINES. 8-pa 

describes line auto- mofey  e ma’ operated 
for filling 1 ounce to 2 gallon containers 
with liquids and semi-liquids. Horix 
Manufacturing Co. (D-886) 

aeons PACKAGING ee. 3 Portfolio 
ures On aeroso - 

chinery a . ine —¢ Se fet 
ers, can and bottle primers, 

propellant reclaimation units aie water- 
=a conveyors, 

packaging tbe les, and other filling-line 
components accessories. Mojonnier 
Associates. (D-887) 

STENCIL CUTTING MACHINES. 4-page Mle - trated folder describes four stencil-cutter 
models for cutting letters to mark ship. 
ping cartons. Machines cut letters in 
sizes, from % to 1% poe tha elated 

t is also Dia- 
Industries, Inc.  (D-888) 

METAL SEALS AND q 
lustrated booklet decerane Root de 
threaded metal teow ph for a wide variety 
of = 9" ge types. Also contains map od 
scriptions o tomatic ad somnt 
matic sealing qedkinen, 1 a tm 
Ltd. (D-889) 
PACKAGE SELECTION. 20- =~ 
reference manual ou@inen toate _ 

spools, cores. 
check points. W. C. Ritchie & Go. (D-890) 

BOTTLE LABELING AND FILLING EQUIPMENT. 
12-page catalog illustrates and gives fea- 
tures of a line of labeling, nen 
filling-labeling machines my foods, 
chemicals, liquors, etc. Also gives 
on a bottle cleaner and Also gives detail 
unit. Biner-Ellison Machinery Co. (0-891) 

FILM FOR SKIN PACKAGING. 

leaflet d yong 
I 

of features, and lists 
Print-A- Tube Co. 

STAMPING PRESS. Data sheet describes 
air-operated, pedai-actuated, roll-leaf hot 
tampi f s comping — diy d Lond mele 

ute, handles stock up to 6% inches wide. 
Peerless Roll Leaf Co., Inc. (b-893) 



Cantilever Scales On PACKAGE Transwrap 

HOLDS ACCURATE ADJUSTMENTS 

automatic packaging polyethylene film, gives you bag widths up to s 

inches. An improved, simplified impulse sealing mech- 

Now, to improve completely 

operations on the Package Transwrap, an entirely new 

anism with cold-wire cut-off insures tight seams. Its scale gives you the most accurate, trouble-free weigh- 

ng available anywhere. This Model PS Scale has beer new design provides material savings by making a 

‘signed with cantilever action. There are no balances 3" wide seal at both ends of the bag and a clean cut-off. 

f adjustment. Electronic You can get details on the new Model PS Scale, and 

the improved Model B Transwrap, by contacting your 

1 

* knife edges to get out o 

nsing and elimination of bouncing with the canti- 

Package representative. He can show you how Trans- er design make the Model PS more accurate than 

wrap’s completely automatic operation will improve her types of scales. 

In addition, the Model B Transwrap will now handle your packaging and cut your costs. 

PACKAGE MACHINERY COMPANY, EAST LONGMEADOW, MASSACHUSETTS 

« PHILADELPHIA « ATLANTA ¢ BOSTON e CLEVELAND e CHICAGO e KANSAS CITY 

DENVER e LOS ANGELE e SAN FRANCISCO e SEATTLE « TORONTO ¢ MEXICO CITY 



oo 
I; it’s strength you need, Findley Adhesives 

made with new high-speed resins fill the 

bill. Bonds stronger than the materials being 
bonded. Strength to guard your package 
or product... to keep your identity secure — your 

your package attractive. product safe 

On what materials? Paper, board, 
transparent films; special treatments; 
glass, metal; mylar, polyethylene, 
polystyrene ! 

Let our specialists show you how to... 
you name them 

put STRENGTH in your adhesive bonds with 

INDUSTRIAL 

ADHESIVES 

9 

4 
Dept. MP-45, Milwaukee 45, Wisconsin 

since 

Is 
YOUR machinery 

holding you back 
from the efficient pro- 
duction that will mean § 
profits for YOU in the 
VERY highly compet- 3 
itive market that 

exists today? 

We have solved bag machinery problems 

1919. Let us help make your pro- 

duction profitable 

Baling Presses @ Multiwall Bag Printing 
Presses @ Multiwall Bag Sewing Machines 

Designers and Builders of Bag Machinery Since 1919 

_zwest , 
Dept.M1, Vawter Ave. on C & O Ry 

Richmond, Virginia 
Phone MILTON 4-3057 

Plans for AMA Packaging Show at N.Y. Coliseum, May 26-30 

The scientific approach to packag- 

ing will be emphasized in both the 

exhibits and the technical sessions 

at the 27th National Packaging Ex- 

position and Conference. sponsored 

by American Management Assn. and 

¢ heduled for the New York Coli 

seum, May 26 te 30. 

Exhibits will span the entire range 

of packaging functions from design 

and materials to machinery and the 

finished package. And they will dem- 

onstrate the growing technical know- 

how of packaging suppliers and the 

varied ways in which packagers ap 

ply this knowledge. 

Among the displays will be new 

liners to expand the use of cans, 

new laminates and film combina- 

applications of 

stretchable 

tions, expanded 

formed plastic sheets, 

films and paper, fibre «‘rums coated 

for holding liquid and viscous prod- 

ucts, and new packaging techniques 

employing foam plastics 

Displays of plastic containers will 

show increased variety in design. 

Other exhibits will reveal new alu- 

glassware de- minum containers, 

signed for high-speed production 

lines. plastic coated glass bottles for 

aerosols and plastic bottles with 

special coatings designed to protect 

products that formerly could not be 

packaged in plastic. 

Among the machinery to be ex 

hibited will be the latest equipment 

auto- for aerosol packaging, for 

matic quality control, gas packaging 

and for marking and coding. 

For the first time, a registration 

fee of $2 will be charged for show 

admission. Rapid registration forms 

can be obtained from exhibitors or 

Clapp & Poliak, Inc.. 341 

Ave., New York 

irom 

Madison 

Packaging conference 

Technical sessions will offer case 

histories of cost reduction from 

three different package-using indus- 

tries. These sessions will take place 

at the Hotel Statler, May 26 to 28. 

At the opening meeting. top ex- 

ecutives of Gerber Products Co., 

Fremont, Mich., will illustrate how 

this company has speeded up its 

production rate through resourceful 

engineering and will outline how to 

obtain better containers, caps, labels 

and shipping cases through enforce- 

ment of rigid specifications and 

quality control. 

Integration and self-regulation of 

packaging equipment will be high 

lighted at the second meeting by 

packaging experts from Lewis-Howe 

Louis, Mo., 

Called 

company’s packaging-control proce 

Co., makers of 

“Tums.” “systemation,” this 

dure employs electrical and mechan 

ical devices that have resulted in 

enabling the product itself to per 

form the duties of control. 

Winding up the half-day 

a description of 

three 

meetings will be 

Ford Motor Co.’s integrated materi 

als-handling system. Here, the em- 

phasis will be on how product 

design, packaging, shipping and in- 

tra-plant handling problems are 

analyzed to develop methods for the 

most economical movement and 

storage of materials. Speakers will 

review the company’s achievements 

in better utilization of plant facili- 

ties, equipment and personnel, as 

well as in lowering freight, receiving 

and handling costs. 

To enable packaging executives 

MODERN PACKAGING 



Its a Knockout! 
(in more ways than one) 

Oxygen / AWW ; i 

~uge oe Gasoline 

Fats 

Oils... greases- 

Carbon tet 

Many solvents 

Mono-Sol’s New Packaging Film 
Mono-Sol’s Polyvinyl Alcohol Water-Soluble Film is: 

IMPERVIOUS TO OXYGEN, hydrogen, nitro- SAFER FOR USER. User never has to touch 

gen, helium, carbon tetrachloride, gasoline, contents—such as chemicals, dyes, insecti- 

oils, fats, greases, waxes, etc. Resistant to cides, ete. 

oil, aromatic and petroleum solvents. Keeps 

them in or out of the package. PERFECT for POWDERS, LIQUIDS, SOLIDS 

100% WATER SOLUBLE. User just drops 

package into hot or cool water and stirs. 

Film completely dissolves, releasing contents 

into the solution. Products Especially Suitable for 

HEAT-SEALABLE ON A PRODUCTION Mono-Sol PVA Film Packaging Are: 
BASIS. Film can be used on most standard Soaps Detergents 

package filling and heat-sealing machines @ Bleaches e Naphthalene 

with only slight modification. e Insecticides Dyes 

COMPLETELY TRANSPARENT © Sodium Bicarbonate —« Oils 
INTICTT , or - @ Medicinals e Greases 

an Sea e Sodium Hyposulphate _e Trisodium Phosphate 
VERY STABLE. Will not crack in low humid- 

ities. Will not melt in high humidities. 

WORLD'S EASIEST DISPENSER. No opening 

necessary. No messy handling. No weighing 

or measuring—gives user correct amount 

every time. 

For sample bags, further information and 

helpful technical assistance, write: 

MIONO-SOL CORPORATION 
407 COUNTY LINE ROAD /GARY, INDIANA 

APRIL 1958 



How to figure 
your sales potential 
in the plastics field 

FREE . . . 40-page 

brochure 

will help you find 

answers to your 

questions about 

sales opportunities 

in the fast-growing 

plastics field. 

contains the THIS BULLETIN inside story of one of 

America’s fastest growing industrial markets. It presents 

one of the most stimulating and detailed analyses of the 

plastics field that has yet been published. It's filled with 

up-to-date figures on the consumption and production of 

plastics materials, on the field's processing equipment re- 

quirements, on potential areas of growth. It lists hundreds 

of kinds of machines, accessories, chemicals and inter- 

mediates, supplies and special services for which the field 

is manifesting an ever-increasing appetite. 

You will find this handsome brochure—file size, lavishly 

illustrated, 40-pages—a valuable 

library. It may well point the way 

addition to your business 

to increased sales for the 

industrial products or services that your firm supplies. 

For your free copy of ‘The Plastics Field,”’ simply address 

a note on your company letterhead to Advertising Man- 

ager, Modern Plastics, 575 Madison Avenue, New York 22. 

194 

to attend both the exposition and the 

conference, the latter will be in ses- 

sion only in the morning. First meet- 

Monday 9:30 

a.m. Subsequent sessiens on Tues- 

ing on will start at 

day and Wednesday will start at 9. 

Meetings will end at 12 noon on all 

three days. 

for established 

the entire 

Registration fee 

AMA 

ference will be $18, or $7 

Non-members 

members for con- 

for each 

individual meeting. 

must pay $24, or $10 per session. 

Conference registrants will be ad- 

mitted to the show without paying 

a show registration fee. Conference 

registration blanks may be obtained 

the Management 

1515 

from American 

Assn.’s Packaging 

Broadway, New York 

Blocks of 

served for convention goers by 2 

New York hotels: the Abbey, Astor, 

Biltmore. Commo 

Division, 

rooms have been re 
2 

Barbizon-Plaza, 

dore. Empire, Essex House, Gover 

Henry Hudson, May- 

Yorker, Paramount, 

Piccadilly. 

Moritz. 

Sheraton-McAlpin, 

Clinton, 

flower. New 

Park Sheraton, 

Roosevelt. St. 

nor 

Pierre, 

Plaza, Savoy 

Plaza 

Taft 

reservations will be provided by the 

New York Convention & Visitors 

Bureau, 90 E. New York 

Statler 

and Victoria. Assistance on 

BS Sle 

Tops in lithography 

A total of 282 prize-winning speci 

mens were selected at the recent 8th 

annual Lithographic Awards Com 

petition, the Litho 

graphers National Assn., New York 

sponsored by 

Representing “refreshing and _ util- 

itarian new trends in lithographic 

production,” the award-winning 

pie es were chosen from a record 

number of 2,651 entries in 47 differ- 

ent categories. 

Judges for the competition noted 

distinct improvements in the quality 

of litho- 

graphic design in all fields. They 

that 

point-of-purchase displays are dis- 

and _ tastefulness current 

commented notable strides in 

cernible, particularly in the use of 

motion to illustrate and demonstrate 

a product’s application. Floor mer- 

chandisers also show advances in 

function and in maintaining product 

An- 

other trend singled out for mention 

identification, the judges said. 

is the increased use of lithographic 

printing on plastic materials. 

All the 

were judged on the basis of litho- 

entries in competition 

MODERN PACKAGING 



HAMMER 

Tailor-Made Papers for 

Protective Packaging 
for High Speed 

Automatic Machine Operation 

GLASSINE and GREASEPROOF 

for CONVERTERS 

CRACKERS 
COOKIES 

DOUGHNUTS 
CANDIES 

CHIPS 
FOOD MIXES 

POWDERS 
NUTS 

SNACKS 
COFFEE 

TEA 

Plain 

Waxed 

Treated 

Laminated 
for — 

Bags 

Boxes 
Cups 

Corrugated 

Liners 

Trays 
Wraps 

81 Years of 

AMERSLEY MFG. CO. 
PAPERMAKERS 

Quality and Service 

GARFIELD, NEW JERSEY 

The Patronage of Well Known in Is ne 

Barton Distilling Company 
is now applying seals auto- 
matically with the Gisholt 
Sealamatic. If you use cellu- 
lose neck band seals, and 
your lines run 80 or more 
BPM, then get the facts on 
this fine machine. Write... 

GISHOLT MACHINE COMPANY 

Madison 10, Wisconsin 

APRIL 19 

US PRINTING PLATE MATERIALS 

Finest Printing Results with 

“U.S: Unvulcanized Rubber 

thanks to 
“U.S. TO YOU” 
Refrigeration 

The special refrigeration practices of U. S. Rubber 

provide “portal-to-portal” assurance against prema- 
ture “setting up”... guarantee quality control 
of “U.S.” unvulcanized rubber from calender to 

customer...mean that when you buy “U.S.” 
you buy the best. 

For quick and complete service on your rubber 
plate problems, contact Williamson & Co. who 
carry a complete stock of U.S. Rubber printing 
plate materials at these convenient warehouses: 

CALDWELL, N. J. * BRYAN, OHIO + SAN MATEO, CALIF. * GRIMSBY, ONT. 

...0r contact us direct at Providence, R. 1. 

Mechanical Goods Division 

United States Rubber 



graphic quality, excellence of art 

and design, and functional end-use 

value. The prize-winning pieces will 

be exhibited at LNA’s 53rd annual 

convention, April 28-May 1, at the 

Vertrod 
SOLVES SPECIAL 

EAT SEALING PROBLEMS 
ag, 

P 

Arizona Biltmore, Phoenix; at the 

Architectural League in New York, 

< June 9-13, and also at locally spon- 

sored exhibits in other major cities 

Lithographic award winners in \ the packaging field include: 

Labels—Gourmet Foods, General 

Foods Corp.. by U. S. Printing & 

Lithograph Co.; Mary Esther filled 

candies, J. C. Penney Co., by H. S 

“ye 

Rectangular Seal Circle Seals . Shoped Seal 

Vertrod engineers can design special dies for sealing 

unusual polyethelene closures. This is a special service 

for those customers whose needs can not be met by the 

standard line of Vetrod thermal impulse jaw sealers. 

Crocker Co.; Dole pineapple-grape- 

fruit drink, Hawaiian Pineapple 

Co.. by Schmidt Lithograph Co.; 

Alkyd-Cote, Imperial Standard 

Corp.. by Western Lithograph Co.; 

Dies and power supplies are available for ‘‘U’’ 
shaped seals, small circles, under 3°’ diameter and 

closed straight-line geometric forms. They can be 
furnished as parts of complete machines or as 
separate components for incorporation into 

existing machines. 

Our Family canned food, Nash- 

Finch Co., by Stecher-Traung Litho 

graph Corp.; Pio California wine, 

LET VERTROD SOLVE YOUR SPECIAL SEALING PROBLEMS. WRITE TO 

THE VERTROD ENGINEERING DEPT. ENCLOSE SAMPLES FOR FASTEST RESULTS 
(PATENTS: 2,460,460; 2,509,439; ET AL 

We rtrod4, 
THERMAL IMPULSE HEAT SEALING MACHINERY 

2037 Utica Avenue, Brooklyn 34, N.Y. 

REPRESENTATIVES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES 

Bartolomeo Pio, Inc., Philadelphia, 

by Consolidated Lithographing Corp. 

W rappers—Fancy nut wrap, Rob 

ert A. Johnston Co., by Philipp 

Lithographing Co.; Stuckey’s wraps, 

Stuckey’s, by Commercial Printers 

Inc.; Decorative Ensemble, Barth & 

Dreyfuss, by H. S. Crocker Co.; 

Party Fours, Epicures Club of 

Union, N.J., by R. R. Heywood Co.: 

Gourmet Foods, General Foods 

Corp., by U. S. Printing & Litho 

SEE US AT THE AMA SHOW—BOOTH +1132 

graph Co.; Shadowline, Shadow 

Line, Inc., by Kaumagraph Co 

Cartons—Serena (12 count), Pe 

sonal Products Corp., by Container 

PACKAGING MACHINE mS Hf, Corp. of America; #5 flashbulb 
: holiday sleeve, General Electric Co.., 

dalla) place where : Photo Lamp Dept., by Forbes Litho- 

graph Mfg. Co.; Peggy Kellogg 

rams | SILICONE candy carton tops, Sears, Roebuck 

FLU I D Standard Brands, by Milprint, Inc 

Kitchens of Sara Lee frozen baked 

you bh COST i t PERE ECT p venice! ; Lido cookies, Pepperidge Farms, by 

a ‘ J SB Lord Baltimore Press. 

Mab Nha ws bNALSA SREAABEA Ld) 

& Co., by U. S. Printing & Litho- 

graph Co.; Royal Instant Pudding. 

goods. Consolidated Foods Corp.., by n Zoot 

« no Lord Baltimore Press; Lisbon and 

IMS SILICONE SPRAY will cut your scrap and stoppage rate—Save Mold vs oxygen— 

You Money! Try it on your packaging line—you'll see why almost ' 

overnight this amazing anti-stick material has become a necessity 

in the modern high-speed packaging field! aged in 300-MSAT cellophane lami 

Continued from page 151 

nated to 200-gauge polyethylene and 
:' Del FREE = 

ep nee er came Con _ 300-MSAT cellophane — extrusion 
$ 18.00 Per Unbroken Dozen Anywhere in i 

coated with 2 mils of polyethylene. $197.40 Per Unbroken Gross she U.%. A. I an~ 
have now begun to show incipient 

INJECTION MOLDERS SUPPLY CO. eOmiMemMRIaeny, | "0! scot Figure 2 shows 
hipped in one gross lots on any F P B 

E 0 * & the samples in the various materials 
schedule you request 

3514 Lee Road Cleveland 20, Ohio appeared at the end of 19 weeks. 

WYoming 1-1424 The mold growth in Samples A and 
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B is now very extensive, whereas 

Samples C and D still show no sign 

of mold growth whatever. 

From Figures 1 and 2 it was pos- 

sible to prepare the graph as shown 

in Figure 3, wherein the oxygen 

transmission rate of the film was 

plotted against the number of days 

to initial mold growth. It will be 

seen that the graph becomes almost 

isymptotic in the area wherein the 

oxygen transmission rate is below 

0.5 cc./100 sq. in./day/atm. It be- 

comes obvious that two of the test 

materials—namely the K-202 cello- 

phane/200-gauge polyethylene com- 

bination and the new VCA film—are 

far superior to the others with re- 

spect to inhibition of mold growth. 

However, it must be borne in mind 

that all the packages used to obtain 

this data were examined with ex- 

treme care in order that no structur- 

al or mechanical failures be in- 

cluded, inasmuch as in this case we 

were interested specifically in the 

effect of rate of transmission of 

oxvgen alone 

In Table IIL the two films which 

were now known to be outstanding 

with respect to low oxygen permea- 

bility were compared from a dur- 

ibility standpoint by utilizing the 

above-described tumbling test. The 

indicated several-fold superiority of 

the VCA polyester polyethylene film 

has now been verified in many actual 

field tests which were made 

Summary 

From all the foregoing it can be 

seen that in order to protect Provyo- 

lone cheese against the growth of 

mold for the longest possible time, 

the oxygen permeability of the pack- 

iging material should not exceed 0.5 

cc./100 sq. in./day/atm. when stored 

under the customary conditions of 

temperature and humidity (38-40 

deg. F. and 76-86% R.H.) 

Of the materials tested only two 

had permeabilities below this level 

and, of these, only one—the new 

VCA polyester-polyethylene combi- 

nation—had sufficient rough-han- 

dling durability to be suitable from 

an all-around standpoint. 

This new film is now in the proc- 

ess of being evaluated as to its oper- 

ation on numerous automatic pack- 

aging machines. The results on our 

own machines, Models 6-7 and 6-9. 

have been excellent and we are 

hopeful that equally good results 

will be obtained on the various other 

types of equipment. 
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SYNTRON “vivra-tiow” 
VIBRATORY FEEDERS 
ed 6 

feeding cornmeal snacks to net-weigher 

provide a smooth, 

even flow of bulk materials 
at finger-tip controlled rates 

SYNTRON “Vibra-Flow” Vibratory Feeders fill the gap between storage and 

processing. They provide a smooth, even flow of bulk materials—hot or cold, 

dry or damp, from powders to chucks—to mixers, batchers, driers and other 

processing equipment. And, the flow rate is instantly adjustable, from minimum 

to maximum to meet production schedule changes. 

There is a type and model SYNTRON Feeder for each of your problems or 

needs. The variety of sizes and styles range from Light Tonnage Feeders with 

capacities from one to ten tons per hour to Heavy Tonnage Feeders with capac- 

ities up to hundreds of tons per hour, with flat pan, tubular and many other types 

of troughs. Available with electromagnetic, hydraulic or pneumatic drives. 

Investigate the production possibilities with SYNTRON Vibratory Feeders in 

your operation. Send us the details of your problem—our application engineers 

will be glad to submit recommendations. CH258 

Products of Proven Dependable Quality 

Other SYNTRON Equipment 

designed to increase production, 

cut production costs, improve products 

Rectifiers Vibrators 
(bins, hoppers, chutes) 

Vibratory Feeders 

Vibratory Screens 

Shaker Conveyors 

(Silicon and Selenium) 

a-c to d-c Selenium Rectifier Units 

Electric Heating Panels 

Electric Heating Elements 

Vibratory Elevator Feeders Sinvated Wires 

Weigh Feeders Shaft Seals 

Packers and Jolters Electric Hammers 

Hopper Feeders Concrete Vibrators 

Lapping Machines Paper Joggers me 

Our representatives will be glad to w
ork w you in 

selecting the proper equipment for your operation. 

Call your nearest Syntron representative 

For more information write for complete catalog . - 

250 Lexington Avenue Homer City, Penna. 



Post Decitron 
electronic products 
Model MC 

Post's Multi-Channel Input unit 

“counts” from several 

different production lines where total 

accumulates 

count is desired. utilizes separate 

photoheads for each line. Anti-coinci- 

dence circuit keeps count accurate 

even if objects on two different lines 

break beam sim 

Model SD-IT 

ly ! 
litaneousty 

Outmodes all mech 
inical « inters, , 

pable of operating 
at speeds up to 100 

rs, Ca- 

laleieteieteteteteteietetetetetetetetetele 

Preset electronic counter with built in 

warnil \ iT Avai ible in models 

lor coun 1-100 (PW-2) to model 

with range 1-100.000 (PW-5). Will 

count in batches. Warning device may 

be used to coordinate secondary cir 

before count Is 

reached. Will stop machine, cut, divert 
or perform any other operation. Auto 

curt just desired 

matically resets to zero when preset 

number is reached, 

POST ELECTRONICS 
Division of Post Machinery Co. 

160 Elliott St., Beverly, Mass 

seeeeceseeasesnocana 

POST ELECTRONICS 
Nn Div 
160 Ell 

d literature on Model 

ease send name 

y 

— 

nr } 
presentative 

Bread in polyethylene wrappers 

Commercial packaging of bread in 

a special, polyethylene wrapper 

equipped with waxed-paper ends is 

now a reality at two Eastern bak- 

eries. The material is said to be eco- 

nomical and to increase shelf life 

of the product materially by retard- 

ing moisture transmission 

The wrapping operation employs 

attachment that can be 

end-feed 

bread packager at a cost estimated 

$2.000. The roll- 

a special 

added to any standard. 

to be less than 

stock film consists of a center panel 

of 1.5-mil polyethylene. which is 

bonded with an adhesive on either 

side to two polyethylene-fortified, 

waxed-paper panels. The printed 

film is fed into the machine, cut, 

folded and sealed at the rate of 60 

loaves per minute. 

helps The polyethy lene, which 

preserve bread stored in retriger- 

ators or freezers, also has a soft feel 

that enhances the mental image olf 

softness in the bread and is reported 

to result in an increased volume of 

sales for bread so packaged 

This new combination packaging 

film may prove to be a _ practical 

answer, at least temporarily, to the 

problem of obtaining a good seal 

with polyethylene in overwrap ap- 

troublesome plications, since the 

multiple-fold seals are located in 

the waxed-paper sections. 

Film made of Bakelite 

and supplied by Visking Co., Div. of 

Terre Haute, Ind 

Wrapping attachment and converted ma 

terial by Milprint, Inc., 4200 N. Holton 

St., Milwaukee 

{merican Machine & Foundry Co., 261 

Vadison Ave.. New York 

polyethylene 

Union Carbide Corp.., 

Overwrap machine by 

New package shown for frozen foods 

Boilable plastic pouches that look 

like giant tea bags. complete with 

string and tag, and designed for 

packaging frozen foods in conven- 

ient-to-use form, were previewed in 

Chicago last month at the conven- 

tion of the National Assn. of Frozen 

Food Packers. 

The pouches are made of lami- 

nated Mylar and polyethylene. This 

combination of films is claimed to 

be excellent, since the Mylar is able 

to withstand boiling water and the 

polyethylene makes the pouch air- 

Prepara- tight and moistureproot. 

tion time is 5 to 8 min. in boiling 

water, depending on the particular 

food product in the pouch. 

Each box ot frozen food designed 

for sale in consumer outlets will 

hold two pouches, one serving pet 

pouch. Institutional packages will 

contain 12 pouches, each holding an 

individual serving. A tag attached 

by string to each pouc h will be color 

matched to the dominant color of the 

box for easy identity. 

Boxes by Gair Boxboard & Folding 

Carton Div., Mylar-polyethylene pouches 

by Shellmar-Betner Div., both divisions 

of Continental Can Co., 100 E. 42 St., 

New York 17 
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My 

identifies a new quality brand 
of Bleached Sulphate Board 
produced in a most modern, fully integrated plant, located at 
St. Marys, Ga. Bleached virgin pulp produces board of the highest 
brightness, maximum purity, utmost strength. 

We'll gladly 

send you samples 

inthis & 
file-size folder 

if you will 

[ ilman send us 
PAPER CO. specifications. 

Address Dept. M 

3 GENERATIONS OF PAPER MAKING 

GILMAN PAPER COMPANY, 630 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 20 
MOST QUALITY CONSCIOUS PRODUCER IN THE INDUSTRY! 
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NOW -You Can HAVE 
Your Cake 

and EAT it! 
The Finest in Color Gravure 

and Price, too! 

Long standing authority in the 

coating field now ready to give you 

the finest in gravure printing at 

the lowest possible cost — plus a 

variety of paper coatings includ- 
] 

ing lacquers, varnishes, heat seals, 

ete 

The recent installation of a new 

“PRECISE” 42 inch 

press now makes possible a more 

multi-color 

complete service to the packaging 

field. A capable staff of technicians 

will assist you with your printing 

and coating needs for foil, paper 

or board. 

We would welcome an oppor- 

tunity to mail you our brochure— 

a really fine example of quality 

color printing. 

? 

a te 

“foute evan Nie eu: 
119 NORTH PEORIA STREET 

CHICAGO 7, ILLINOIS 

MOnroe 6-2850 

Write or 
Pho 

Ne 

Best bakery packages 

Awards of 

sented last month to bakery packages 

Excellence were pre- 

judged to be the year’s best in the 

third annual Bakery Package con- 

test. The competition is sponsored by 

the Bakery Packaging Council, for- 

Bakery 

Presentation 

merly the  Inter-Industry 

Package 

ceremonies took place at a recent 

Committee. 

meeting of the Council in Chicago. 

This year the competition ex- 

panded categories from two to six. 

Winning packages in each were: 

|. Weiner rolls, Taylor’s Wiener 

Buns. Barnesboro Bakery, Barnes- 

boro. Pa. 

2. Brown-n-serve rolls, Seeded Vi- 

Atlanta, Ga. 

Baldridge 

enna. Colonial Stores, 

§ Hamburger buns, 

Bakery. Lubbock. Tex. 

1. Cakes, Sara Lee 

Cake, Kitchens of Sara Lee, Chicago. 

5. Pies, Dressel’s Chocolate Cream 

Chocolate 

Pie, Dressel Bakeries, Chicago. 

6. Donuts, Emil’s Honey Crust 

Donuts, Emil’s Donut Corp., Chi- 

cago, 

Triplett, 

called for more dynamic merchandis- 

One judge, Dennis 

ing display value in packages for 

wiener rolls and hamburger buns. 

failed 

to create a quality impression, to up- 

According to Triplett, they 

grade the product or to make it a 

competitive and inviting design 

among other bakery packages. 

Best folding boxes 
Continued from page 144 

Retail Boxes Merchandise for 

Mac y's. box by 

Lucky Lager beer for 

Andre Paper Box 

Co. Carriers 

Lucky Lager Brewing Co., box by 

Container Corp. of America. Bire- 

Bireley’s Div. of General 

Foods Corp., box by Mead-Atlanta 

Dash dog food for Ar- 

Mead-Atlanta 

Schenley Re- 

lev’s tor 

Paper Co. 

mour & Co., box by 

Paper Co. Beverages 

serve for Schenley Industries, Inc.. 

box by Continental Can Co., Ine. 

Robert Gair Paper Products Group. 

Martini cocktail for Heublein, Inc., 

box by Federal Carton Corp. Masson 

brandy for Paul Masson Brandy Co., 

box by Milprint, Inc. Sporting Goods 

and Toys: New Hol-Hi, K-28 Red, 

K-28 Black golf-ball 

Wilson Sporting Goods Co., box by 

Ace Carton Corp. Zoo Karavan for 

Kusan, Inc., box by Alton Box Board 

Co. HO miniature train set for The 

Lionel Corp., box by Shuttleworth 

displays for 

YOUR PRODUCT NAO 

NIEMAND INDUSTRIES 

= c 

— 

PACKAGE... 
‘ 

| practical, 
!/ profitable 

/ 

»--and 

Do you need a tubular package that’s 

durable, economical, easy to fill, handle 

and store —one that’s attractively 

printed and handsomely styled with dec- 

orative papers or your label for effective, 

eye catching appeal? 

You get every one of these features 

and lots more all in one package — if it’s 

a Niemand Industries tubular package. 

Manufactured to your exact specifica- 

tions, Niemand Industries tubular pack- 

ages come in a wide range of sizes, with 

many convenient closures of metal, 

paper or plastic — with shaker or sifter 

dispensers where needed. 

Let us design a sample package for 

your line of products. There’s no obli- 

gation, of course —write for detailed 

literature. 

NiEMAND 
INDUSTRIES, INC. 

BS 

= / 

. Son ufacturers gf 
) ade ’ 

Daher Dube : Products 

2502 TAYLORSVILLE RD. 
STATESVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA 
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( arton Co. Paper Products: Paper 

cups for Lily Tulip Cup Corp., box 

by United Board & Carton Corp. pre sents the 

Display Cartons: Pow-R-Wrister for 

Dyer Products Co., box by Conti- sif 99 

nental Can Co., Inc., Robert Gair eeder of the utu re 

Paper Products Group. Satin Glo 

hows and ribbons for Artistic Mfg. 

Co., box by United Board & Car- Here’s the feeder that’s way out 

ton Corp. Three-dimensional store in front for quality, price and 

wide point-of-purchase display for performance. Based on entirely 

Kraft Foods Co., box by Waldorf Pa- new concepts in design and con 
struction materials it provides 
automatic, accurate, controlled 

eet ; feed of bulk materials. Use it for 
box by Continental Can Co., Ine., spreading, sorting, aerating, cool- 

Robert Gair Paper Products Group. ing, drying, sifting, separating, 
proportioning, etc. Gives a 

Design credits smooth, level flow to all bulk 

Following are the names of design materials, variable from ounces 
ers (where independent designers could to tons per hour. For hot, dry, 
be identified) of packages winning dusty, lumpy, abrasive lines. 

Merit Awards: Quickly pays for itself in in- 
creased production; lower main- These are the features YOU asked for! 

per Products Co. Miscellaneous: 

Post Triangle for Frederick Post Co.., 

Consolidated Electrodynamics Corp., 

electronic parts, Al Dietz; Hiram Walk tenance and operating costs. Electro-permanent magnetic drive; has lifetime powered 
Alinico V magnet, needs no rectifie just plug or wire in 

ers Ten High, Roger Bradfield; Lam henctin eansteieibiiedienditinantidedeghidadanbbied 

bert-Hudnut’s Ciro, Mrs. Enid Edsen; Magnetic Sleatine ates Cher siebiae. titel, wtih pol a 

Personal Products’ Modess, CC. H SEPARATION corrode 

AUTOMATION Greater capacity than comparable size units 
VIBRATION Superior control; full feed or dribble feed 

Equi Quolity control; oll units pre-tested and stabilized at factory 9V'P 

Magers: Theo. Hamm Brewing Co.'s 

Hamm's beer, Robert Sidney Dickens, VIBRATORY EQUIPMENT 

Ine Kraft Foods’ point-of-purchase 

display, Reynolds Guyer Agency of In : , . ie 

lustrial Design: Heublein’s old fash Interesting reading matter tells about complete Eriez line. Write to 
dustriz esign: Heuble s ole ash- 

ioned cocktail, Koodin-Lapow Associ- ERIEZ MFG. co., 1200 Magnet Dr., Erie, Pa. 

ates; National Carbon Co.’s Eveready 

flashlight batteries, Robert G. Neubauer, 
: e Wal al 

Inc.; Ortho Pharmaceutical Corp.'s 

Ortho Gynol, C. H. Magers: Five Day NEW 

1\ / 

WY Laboratories’ Roll-On Deodorant— Men, JM IN ; e e * H\ 

Robert Zeidman Associates: Helene ' 
Eliminates Costly 

Curtis Industries’ Helene Curtis Lanolin Converting Problems 

Discovery, Penson-Tuttle; Procter & Heat-Sealed Cores 
y Tension Bands (, s + Jone Jes . amble I = I nald I eskey Core Crush ng 

Standard Brands’ Royal Pudding, Ray Surface Damage 
Telescope Rolls 

mond Loewy Associates; John Morrell and citer rejects 

& Co.'s turkey, pot roast, Swiss steak, 

beef stew. meat balls. Robert Sidney 

Dickens, Inc.; Pepperidge Farms’ MODEL 310 

cookies, Jim Nash Associates, Inc.: Con- 

solidated Cigar Corp.'s El Producto ey U tad & Re 

cigars, Paul Rand: D. W. G. Cigar 

Corp.'s El Verso Bouquet and El Verso SLITTER 

Mellows. Package Promotions; Sears, : 

Roebuck & Cos Allstate distributor 

tune-up kit, Nugent-Graham Studios: FZ 

lius avse & Cos lo hosie ’ ‘. 

amen hae "ag PRN All These Stanford “Extras’ 

Never Before Combined in a Slitter! 
Tammis Keefe; International Latex 

Corp.-Sears, Roebuck & Co.'s Charmode 

Latex girdle, Nugent-Graham Studios: ® Accurate, Uniform Tension on each wind-up No-Slip Differential Winding i 
Bireley’s Div. of General Foods, Jerome shaft Precision Edge Control within .010’ plus or 

‘ ’ 4 . le ® Constant Web Tension maintained by Auvuto- minus with Automatic Web Guide 
Gould & Associates: Schenley Indus- matic Vacuum-Controlled Constant Tension Constant Web Speed up to 2000 feet per 

9 A Brake minute 
tries’ Schenley Reserve, John Gierock @ Instantly Convertible Slitting — from score or Handles Ary Web Material in rolls of any 

and Ernest Dupree; Heublein’s martini shear out to razor blade type width 

cocktail, Koodin-Lapow Associates; Pays for itself — and more — in faster production... lower maintenance... 
Paul Masson Brandy Co.’s Masson elimination of rejects. Spark your slitting with a Stanford! 

brandy, Jerome Gould & Associates; WRITE, WIRE, OR PHONE TODAY for the complete “Stanford Stcry” 
Kusan’s Zoo Karavan, Tom Gambon: 

Dyer Products Co.s Pow-R-Wrister, ENGINEERING forey 07-4, ad 

Smith, Scherr & McDermott; Artistic SALEM, ILLINOIS e PHONE SALEM 553 

Mig. Co.’s Satin Glo bows and ribbons. Canadian Reps.: Manton Brothers, Ltd.,. Toronto 

Herold Henwood. Mfrs. of Slitters, Web Guides, Rewinding and Constant Tension Equipment 
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your products 

‘Soll Whe Hot Cokes 
with CAMEO 

foil 

paper 

printed 

embossed 

die cut 

gummed 

heat seal 

pressure sensitive 

any 
ap vases come ork, 6. 
sen STREET. NEW = 

oregon 5 0278 
> 

THE MARK OF QUALITY 

Zip-open pan package 
Continued from page 109) 

pockets, which draw the product 

into the machine throat and sand- 

wich it between two roll-fed strips 

of the foil 

this throat is important, since it must 

laminate. Spacing in 

be large enough to accommodate 

slight variations in thickness of the 

fillet, yet small enough to avoid en- 

trapping air in the package. 

To obtain a sure seal on the 

pouch, serrated sealers, which give 

greater area of contact between 

sealer and foil, are used for both 

the longitudinal and end seals. Also, 

the end seals are positioned to avoid 

close contact with the frozen block. 

And this sealer is mounted on an 

eccentric, which permits it to travel 

with the package for about %¢6 in., 

giving a maximum sealing period. 

Entering the machine, the fish is 

spotted on the foil with the rear 

edge of the fillet 

rear of the 7-in.-long perforated tear 

right under the 

strip. This later permits the house- 

wife to get a better grip on the strip 

to speed opening of the package. 

After the packager cuts the 

pouches apart, two packaged fillets 

are hand inserted in each carton. 

Closing and overwrapping are done 

on standard automatic equipment. 

The gourmet touch which General 

Foods 

coupled with the unusual conveni- 

has given to this fish item, 

ence package, is being watched by 

other seafood packagers, because of 

uncertain demand now prevailing in 

the frozen-fish market. Filet Regale, 

emphasizing superior quality and 

handling ease, may be the striking 

approach needed to stimulate con- 

sumer interest in these foods. 

Labels 
Continued from page 117 | 

culture and others, publishing pe- 

riodically rulings and regulations as 

a service for its members in assisting 

their 

operative relationship with such as- 

customers. It maintains co- 

sociations as the American Bottlers 

of Carbonated Beverages, Distilled 

Institute, 

Chemists Assn., National American 

Wholesale Grocers Assn., National 

Assn., Proprietary 

Wine Institute and others. It further 

assists in supplying information on 

Spirits Manufacturing 

Canners Assn., 

the numerous state and local label- 

ing requirements. 

Visitors to a modern label-manu- 

FOR IMPRINTING 
Flexible Wraps and Films 

INDUSTRIAL’S 

Rainbow Coder 

A 
Attached to either continuous or intermit- 

tent types of packaging, wrapping or over- 

wrapping machines — HAYSSEN, BATTLE 

CREEK, STOKES, TRANSWRAP, OLIVER, 
GLOBE, BARTELT, WRAP-AID, etc. — the 

RAINBOW Coder automatically imprints 

clearly, sharply and permanently at pack- 

aging point ali combinations of colors, let- 

ters and numbers for marking, dating or 

coding your products. 

Streamline 

marking operations 

Cut handling costs 

Increase 

volume handled 

Reduce 

inventory costs 

Speed up 

customer service 

Everywhere packagers of fresh and frozen 

foods, baked goods, candies, hosiery, un- 

derwear — anything packed in polyethyl- 

ene, cellophane, waxed paper, glassine, 

foil, tissue or any material that takes a hot 

roll leaf impression—know that the RAIN- 

BOW Transleaf Coder sets a demanding 

standard of comparison hard to beat be- 

cause the RAINBOW Coder contributes so 

efficiently to profits. 

The economical, rugged RAINBOW saves 

package pre-printing, inventory and stor- 

age costs—needs no operator, no ink, no 

makeready— and next to no maintenance. 

Before you buy any marking equipment, 

take a good look at the RAINBOW CODER 

— you'll have a standard for comparison! 

For complete information, write today. 

DEPT. MP 

Dares 

“Rainbow Coder’ 

is a trademark for Industrial’s marking equipment. 

haa k= 
INDUSTRIAL MARKING EQUIPMENT 
454 BALTIC STREET mpony 

BROOKLYN 17, NY. | MA 
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facturing plant are impressed with 

the huge equipment, which seems all 

out of proportion to the size of the 

end product—something like a 10-ton 

truck for delivering thumb tacks. 

sut in practice it is the large 

printing plates and the huge presses, 

bronzers and cutters that have en- 

abled label manufacturers to offer 

their customers a combination of 

quality and economy. 

The economies of industrialized 

operation are achieved by the prin- 

ciple of producing in large multiples. 

In label manufacture, the multiple 

system consists of “ganging up” or 

combining on paper sheets as large 

as 52 by 76 in. multiples of the same 

or different labels printed simul- 

taneously on the same press. Later 

they are cut apart in huge guillotine 

machines with immense power, which 

are controlled electronically for hair- 

line precision. 

If three packagers require three 

different labels—1,000,000 of one, 
700,000 of another, 500,000 of a 

third—the !abel manufacturer can 

place 10 units of the largest on the 

sheet, seven of the middle quantity 

and five of the smallest. The run on 

100,000 sheets will produce 1,000,000 

labels in 10-unit multiples, 700,000 

in units of seven and 500,000 in 

units of five. 

An interesting development of the 

last few years is the thermoplastic 

label, dry coated with a plastic resin 

which adheres by the activation of 

heat alone in specially designed 

labeling machines, eliminating the 

use of liquid glue. The technique has 

gained rapid acceptance for labels 

on containers for bakery products, 

pharmaceuticals, beverages and pre- 

packaged meats. Faster output re- 

sults, with reported reductions in 

down time and maintenance costs by 

this so-called “dry” or heat-seal 

labeling, which also assures a neat 

package because there is no chance 

for glue smears. 

Advances are also being made in 

roll-type labeling—a method by 

which labels are fed and applied 

from a continuous roll of pre-printed 

stock. Roll labeling has special ad- 

vantages in the pharmaceutical field 

Mislabeling is eliminated, as all 

labels on a roll are identical, and 

thus there is no chance of strays in 

a given run. 

The growth pattern of the label 

industry since 1900 shows a dou- 

bling of production for each decade 

APRIL. 1958 

Nature’s packages are perfect 
for the job... how about yours? 

Contrary to the opinion of some people and most squirrels, the 
acorn was not designed for the convenience of the bushy-tailed 
species. The lofty mission of this compact little capsule is solely to 
perpetuate the mighty oak family. Every detail of its design, from its 
bullet-nose shape to its air-conditioned, moisture-measuring cap, 
contributes to the atiainment of this goal. As a package, it’s just 
about perfect for the job nature intended it to do. 

Industrial packaging has different objectives, but the conditions 
of product survival are often more severe than any found in nature. 
The problems of impact, shock, abrasion, breakage, dampness—not 
to mention cost—can be solved only through adequate package 
design and correct selection of protective materials. 

Here’s where urethane foam—the lightest, most effective cushion- 
ing material. yet discovered—can help you. It can be sawed, sliced, 
die-cut, heat-sealed and molded in place. Packaging ag call it 
the most cooperative material they’ve ever sags 
worked with—and one of the least costly. 

Interested? Write today. 

Mobay is the leading supplier of quality chemicals, 
product development and technical assistance, to manu- 
facturers of urethane foam for industry. : 

MOBAY 
Mobay Chemical Company, Dept. K-1, Pittsburgh 34, Pa. 

First in Urethane Chemistry 
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SOON... 
an exceptional opportunity 

to sell the booming 

WESTERN 

PACKAGING 

MARKET 

Special Western States Section, July Issue 

Dle's why the Western States Section adds up to 

an advertising “natural”! 

It provides the unmatched advertising impact 

of the leading national packaging magazine 

in a special “Western States” section deal- 

ing exclusively with Western packaging 

conditions and developments 

.timed for distribution to Western pack- 

agers before they assemble at the Sixth 

Western Packaging Show in San Francisco 

.with additional circulation of the special 

section to boost total Western distribution 

to the 6,000 mark for blanket coverage 

of the market 

. plus Modern Packaging’s full nation-wide 

circulation of more than 25,000 copies 

_and all this at regular advertising rates! 

if you are interested in reaching MODERN 

. select the 

special “split” distribution plan that lops off un- 

PACKAGING’s Western audience onl) 

wanted, national circulation and delivers your ad 

with all the prestige of Mopern PACKAGING be- 

hind it—-solely to readers in the eleven Western 

states. 

Under the terms of this special option, advertis- 

ing rates are drastically lower (less than those of a 

regional magazine!) yet you get a guaranteed mini- 

mum of 6,000 Western readers! 

Write for details. The Western States section will 

appear with the regular July issue of MopERN Pack- 

AGING. Last forms close June 10th. For more details. 

space reservations and rate card, write MODERN 

PACKAGING, 575 Madison Avenue. New York 22. 

N.Y.. or 6535 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles 48. 

California. 
A BRESKIN PUBLICATION 

a 

MODERN PACKAGI 
575 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. 



to 1940. Between 1920 and 1930 

growth was attributed largely to the 

production of cut-type labels sold to 

the booming packaged-cigarette in- 

The end of 

another 

Prohibition in 

label 

and 

dustry. 

1933 

manufacture for 

gave boost to 

wine, beer 

The °40s 

growth of the 

spirits packaging. were 

identified with the 

supermarket and the tremendous va- 

of food 

labeled for self-service selling and 

riety and non-food items 

impulse buying. 

The °50s 

down in volume increase, attributed 

show a slight slowing 

in part to competition from printed 

folding cartons without overwraps 

and lithographed cans. However. 

over the long pull the industry looks 

for normal growth related closely to 

increases in population and to grow- 

ing demand for improved labeling in 

entirely new fields such as for auto 

replacement parts, electronic parts 

and other hardware, toys and soft- 

goods products. 

The label industry is also looking 

forward to greater dollar volume as 

the result of the general trend to 

package upgrading which demands 

labels of better quality as well as 

labels of better appearance. 

Transfer labeling 
Continued from page 107 | 

fer unit twice. However, a second 

machine will be available soon that 

will create an automatic line for 

transfer printing which LePage’s ex- 

pects will run at speeds up to 120 

bottles per minute. 

With the new equipment it will be 

possible to print the bottles prior to 

filling, because of a device which 

momentarily will introduce air pres- 

sure into each container to make it 

rigid. Automatic transfer mecha- 

nisms will position the bottles in the 

mandrels and successive printing 

will also move the containers be- 

tween machines. 

With this operation, labor will be 

practically eliminated and the cost 

of printing squeeze bottles, once the 

machines have been amortized, will 

be only a little more than the cost of 

the labels alone. 

Supplies and services: “7 her- 

image” transfer labels and “Imagraph” 

applicator machine by Dennison Mfg. 

Co., Framingham, Mass. Polyethylene 

bottles by Continental Can Co., Inc., 

Plastic Container Div., 2930 N. Ashland 

{ve., Chicago 13. 
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2601 N. Howard St. Philadelphia 33, Pa. 

WRITE FOR 
ADDITIONAL 
inFoRMATION Wow! 

-_7MERCUR 
HEAT SEALING EQUIPMENT <O 

- FORM 

Makes up to 250 pouches per mi 

tablets, etc. in cellophane, 
+ or polyethylene laminations. Po 

or double row). Automatic c 

control. Low in cost! Write 

Sane i FLAT-PAK 
4 

SEAL 

UNIT PACKAGES 
in 1 operation! 

nute! 

Packages liquids, powders, pastes, 

foils, 

uches 
from 1” square to 5” x 15” (single 

ut-off 

can be changéd instantly by button 

now! 

This high speed pouch machine is ideal for packaging 
flexible products, such as rubber and soft goods. 

Makes attractive flat packages by removing excess 

air. Uses roll stock of cellophane, foils or poly- 

ethylene laminations. Complete with conveyor feed and 
automatic cut-off. Hole-punch attachment available. 

These Booklets Free! 
BOX LINER. Illustrated folder describes 
a raised-design parchment paper for 
use as a box liner or wrapping, and a 
variety of other uses such as advertis- 
ing inserts, etc. Samples of designs and 
colors are enclosed. Paterson Parch- 
ment Paper Co. 

BOX-WRAP PRINTING. 12-page_ illus- 
trated brochure tells how to print on 

this company’s “Colorcast” box wrap, 
gift wrap and label paper. Covers all 
phases, including preparation, han- 
dling of paper, inks, and offset and 
rotogravure printing. Includes 12 color- 
samples of drum-finished, coated stock. 
The Champion Paper & Fibre Co. 

METAL SEALS AND CLOSURES. 16-page 

illustrated booklet describes English 
firm’s threaded metal closures for a 

{ny of the booklets described here, plus many others 

wide variety of glass container types. 
Also contains descriptions of autumatic 
and semi-automatic sealing machines. 
Metal Closures, Ltd. 

PACKAGE SELECTION. 20-page _ illus- 
trated reference manual outlines fac- 
tors bearing on design of set-up boxes, 
folding cartons, round boxes, trans- 
parent packages, fibre tubes, cans, 
spools and cores. Package check points 
are listed. W. C. Ritchie & Company. 

SMALL VACUUM FORMING MACHINE. 

Illustrated leaflet gives features and 
specifications of a table-model vacuum- 
forming machine with 9 x 9 in. form- 

ing area and 4 in. drawing depth for 
blister, contour and skin-formed pack- 
aging, etc. Price schedule included. 
Plast-O-Craft Co., Inc. 

forty-four in all—are avail 

able for the asking, without charge or obligation. 

Just turn to the Manufacturers’ Literature page in this issue (it’s printed on heavy 

paper), circle the numbers corresponding to the booklets you want, fill in the reply 

postcard, and mail. No postage needed. 

We'll see that your requests are routed promptly to each of the companies involved 

A Service Of MODERN PACKAGING A Breskin Publication 

575 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. 
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Classified Advertisements 

Machinery and 
Equipment For Sale 

BARGAIN FOR QUICK SALE—Beck Auto- 
matic Sheeter, Model C C S H—45” built in 
Fairbank drive, Simco static eliminator. Curl 
remover C S H 12 General Electric photo- 
electric cut off. Original cost $8,007.38. Never 
been in operation. Sale price $5,500.00 F.O.B 
Phila. Can be seen in Philadelphia. Box 842, 
Modern Packaging. 

FOR SALE—LYNCH MORPAC paper pack- 
aging machine, with printer. Competely 
wraps and seals 900-1000 packages paper, 
pads, tablets, etc., per hour. Capacity 10”x 
15”x5”. Saves 30-40% wrappers material. If 
you hand wrap 1000 or more packages daily, 
you cannot afford to be without this high- 
speed package producer. Ernest Payne Corp., 
82 Beekman St., N. Y. C. BEekman 3-1791. 

FOR SALE—PAPER CAN MACHINERY: 
Knowlton 14 and 16 inch Convolute winders. 
Knowlton and Langston heavy duty spiral 
winders. Standard Knapp wrap around 
labelers. Bliss 15 and 16B seamers. Bliss and 
Angelus automatic seamers for rounds. Max 
Ams 168C seamers with adjustable heads 
McDonald 31E presses. Angelus Oblong auto- 
matic seamers. Leffler Bliss and Max Ams 
OBI presses. Max Ams Dial presses. Cameron 
60 inch score cut paper slitter. Bliss Carton 
Stitchers. Complete Engineering and Tooling 
for round or oblong paper cans, spiral tubes 
and convolute tubing. Convolute Fire Cracker 
tube machinery. Complete engineering and 
tooling for Government shell containers. 
Knowlton and Langston recutters. Asphalt 
Equipment for Government containers. 
Abeve for sale or lease. M. C. Riccardi Co., 
Phone Philipsburg 5-9431, P. O. Box 442, 
Alpha, New Jersey 

JUST SECURED—MOST MODERN PACK- 
AGING AND FOOD PROCESSING MA- 
CHINERY. Equipment installed within last 
2 years available at great savings. 4—Hays- 
sen Model F Compaks with net weight scales, 
bulk and dribble feeds, electric eyes. 3— 
Package Machinery Model C Transwraps, 
with net weight scales, bulk and dribble 
feeds, electric eyes. 8—Scandia Model SFS6F 
high speed automatic wrappers with electric 
eyes. 3—Ceco Model 40-914-GG Automatic 
Adjustable Cartoning Units. Also Model TT. 
2—Hayssen Model 7—17 Box Wrappers, also 
other models in stock. Package Machinery 
Models FA, FA2 and FA4 Wrappers with 
and without electric eyes. Package Machin- 
ery FA Wrapper with tear tape attashment 
1—Pneumatic Scale Automatic Carton Feed- 
er, bottom sealer and top sealer with inter- 
connecting conveyors. 1—Ceco Model A3901- 
12 Cartoning Machine with compression unit 
2—George H. Fry Bag Heat Sealers, Model 
CBS. Amsco, Doughboy and Pack Rite Bag 
Sealers. 4—Stokes & Smith Model G1 and 
G2 Auger Powder Fillers. 2—Mateer Model 
31-A Powder Fillers. 5—Fitzpatrick Model 
D-6 Stainless Steel Comminuters. 4—Day 
size G, 1500 lb. Ribbon type Powder Mixers. 
Entoleter types BF2 and BF4, Kettles, other 
misc. equipment. Complete details and 
prices available on request. UNION STAND- 
ARD EQUIPMENT COMPANY, 318 Lafa- 
yette Street, New York 12, N.Y., Phone: 

Canal 6-5333. 

FOR SALE—(Five) Model A-3901-12 Ceco 
Automatic Carton Sealer, consisting of 12 
ft. compression unit—18” Carton Pusher 
Auto. Circular Glue Pump System. Used— 
Condition: Good. AC Spark Plug Division, 
Dort Hwy., Flint, Michigan, c/o Machine 
Control, F. Baldwin. 

FOR SALE—42” Duplex Rewind Essex Slit- 
ter, surface rewind type, 30” diameter ca- 
pacity including automatic web guide and 18 
Shear cut knives. Reply Box 845, Modern 
Packaging. 

FOR SALE—3 Cello Roto Bag machines in 
good condition and complete with electric 

eye. Apply to Box 847, Modern Packaging 

Materials for sale 

FOR SALE—587,000 lineal feet Saran film 
SA-517, 100 gauge. All material on 3” ID 
metal cores, '4” wall. Lot is composed of 24 
rolls 261%” wide (225,525 lineal feet), 14 rolls 
21'2” wide (117,600 lineal feet), and 29 rolls 
3014” wide (243,900 lineal feet). Any reason- 
able price will be accepted. L. Mayer, 
Orchard Paper Company, 3914 No. Union, St. 
Louis 15, Mo 

Materials wanted 

PLASTIC SCRAP WANTED—Acetate, Bu- 
tyrate, Styrene. In any form. Contact us for 
quotations. Claude P. Bamberger, Inc., One 
Mount Vernon Street, Ridgefield Park, N.J. 
Telephone: HUbbard 9-5330. 

Help Wanted 

JOBBERS & AGENTS—Wanted by a well 
established nationally known manufacturer 
of Package Conveyors, and related packaging 
equipment, including Unscramblers, Accu- 
mulating Tables, Bottle Conveyors, etc 
Send complete details of lines presently car- 
ried, major accounts, territory and experi- 
ence. Areas now open include Louisiana, 
Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia and South 
Carolina. Exclusive arrangement if you 
qualify. Reply Box 841, Modern Packaging 

HELP WANTED—REPRESENTATIVES, DIS- 
TRIBUTORS. Rapidly expanding producer of 
poly-coated cellophane, Mylar, foil and 
papers, seeks top-flight regional representa- 
tives or distributors throughout the country 
Knowledge of buying habits of packaging 
industry including converters, printers, and 
industrial users essential. Straight commis- 
sion. Protected territories and accounts. Re- 

plies strictly confidential. Box 839, Modern 
Packaging. 

| Employment 

Business Opportunities 

Used or Resale Equipment 

ENGINEER—PACKAGING—Degree in Me- 
chanical or Industrial Engineering, with 
technical knowledge of packaging engineer- 
ing principles and practices. Minimum of 
three years experience required, preferably 
in the soap and detergent industry. Send 
resume with details of education, work ex- 
perience and salary requirements to: Per- 
sonnel Department, Purex Corporation, Ltd., 
9300 Rayo Avenue, South Gate, California. 

SALESMEN WANTED—Excellent opportu- 
nity for right men with experience to cover 
local New York and New Jersey areas. We 
are printers and converters of polyethylene 
and cellophane. Our salesmen know of this 
ad. All replies held confidential. Address 
inquiries to Mr. A. A. Pollard—Bagphane 
Corporation, 2800 College Point Causeway, 
Flushing 54, New York. 

PACKAGING ENGINEER—Experience re- 
quirements: 3 to 8 years experience in small 
and medium quantity packaging and ship- 
ping of highly reactive, flammable, and toxic 
liquids and solids. An academic background 
in Chemistry, Engineering, or a general 
scientific background would be very helpful 
on this job, but it is not an absolute ineces- 
sity. Applicant must be thoroughly familiar 
with LC.C. regulations and have had prac- 
tical experience in preparation and packag- 
ing dangerous materials for shipment. Reply 
Box 837. Modern Packaging. 

PRODUCTION MANAGER experienced 
vacuum forming printed plastic sheets to 
register; die cutting to register. Capable of 
setting up and running large plant; expediter 
who can schedule and follow up jobs 
Bindery and assembly experience. Big op- 
portunity for right man. State experience 
in detail in reply. Box 838, Modern Packag- 
ing. 

PRINTING FOREMAN WANTED—Excelient 
opportunity for mature, qualified person to 

head night printing section of important 
Flexible Packaging Converter. Good operat- 
ing knowledge of Kidder Presses and other 
phases of flexographic makeready essential, 
along with administrative ability. Annual 
salary $10,000.00 starting, for qualified appli- 
cant. Our staff has been notified. All replies 
confidential. Box 832, Modern Packaging. 

FOLDING PAPER BOX EXECUTIVE— 
Permanent position available for thoroughly 
experienced Folding Carton Superintendent. 
This opening is a result of our expansion 
program and must be filled by a top-level 
man with successful past experience in this 
field. Position requires thorough knowledge 
of all modern printing, die cutting and gluing 
equipment. Must have ability to manage 
large plant producing very high quality work 
and be willing to relocate to large Southern 
city. Send complete resume of business ex- 
perience and state salary expected to Box 
834, Modern Packaging. All replies held in 
strict confidence. 

WANTED — FOLDING CARTON SALES 
MANAGER for large, integrated southern 
package manufacturer. Sales Management 
background and experience in dealing with 
national accounts required. Must be willing 
to relocate if necessary. Send complete 
resume. All replies held confidential. Box 
840, Modern Packaging. 

(Continued on page 210) 
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For new high gloss at 

new high press speeds on: 
~ 

MYLAR New higher press speeds « Extra high gloss 
TREATED POLYETHYLENE 

. 
SARAN Superior moisture resistance « Resists foaming 

COATED CELLOPHANES 
* 

Excellent printability «+ High block resistance 

Over 2 full years of commercial testing have gone into the 

TREATED proving of remarkably versatile Flexotuf. These new inks 

ALUMINUM FOIL combine features never before present in the ordinary run 

© of Flexo inks. They effer almost unbelievable block and 

MOST GRADES OF moisture resistance, as well as exceptional gloss; rich 
MOISTURE PROOF 

CELLOPHANES fa ; 
a appeal.” Many of our customers report that with these 

colors never before possible give a new dimension to “eye 

ACETATE new inks they turned out the finest jobs ever produced in 

© their plants. What’s more, Flexotuf replaces the several 

POLYSTYRENE inks previously needed for this type of package printing, 
+ hence, tie up less money in inventories. See for yourself 

why Flexotuf is revolutionary! Call IPI now! 

IPI, IC and Flexotuf are trademarks of Interchemical Corporation 

INTERCHEMICAL PRINTING INK 
CORPORATION DIVISION 

EXECUTIVE OFFICES: 67 W. 44th ST., NEW YORK 36, N.Y. 
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(Continued from page 208) 

SALES ENGINEER—Leading manufacturer 
of Flexographic and Rotogravure Printing 
Presses has opening for sales engineer in 
New York and adjoining states. Must have 
both sales and technical experience. Salary 
plus cormmission basis with car and expenses 
provided. A real opportunity for right man 
Give qualifications, availability and earn- 

ings expected. Box 835, Modern Packaging. 
575 Madison Ave., New York 22 

FOLDING PAPER BOX GLUING FOREMAN 
Large modern expanding folding carton 

plant has opening for Gluing Department 
Foreman. Applicant must have thorough 
knowledge of Staude Master, International 

Straight Line, and Right Angle gluirz ma- 

chines. Must be capable of managing large 
number of employees and of training new 
employees. This position offers unusual op- 
portunity for future advancement and ideal 
iving conditions in large Southern city. Send 
complete resume of past experience, includ- 
ng present salary. All replies held in strict 
confidence. Box 833, Modern Packaging 

PERSONNEL 

and Secured. A Confi- 

PACKAGING 

Positions Filled 

EXPANDED OPPORTUNITY FOR AD- 
MINISTRATIVE AND EXECUTIVE PER- 
SONNEL—Leading national manufacturer 
of packaging materials will employ sev- 
eral superior men with proven managerial 
experience to participate in management 
of current operations and assist in ag- 
gressive expansion. Successful applicants 
will work directly with top management 
as associate or assistant in one or more 
of several fields, including sales, produc- 
tion, product development and general 
administration. Experience in flexible 
packaging preferred but not essential. In 
addition to unique opportunity for per- 
sonal progress in the growing packaging 
industry, company offers exceptionally 
broad retirement benefits plus stock op- 
tions for key members of management 
group Minimum qualifications (A) 
Proven record of achievement; (B) 
Stable employment background; (C) 
Minimum current earnings $12,000 per 
year. Send full resume and personal his- 
tory—but only if you meet these qualifi- 

cations to Box 848, Modern Packaging 
All replies held in strictest confidence 
Interviews with executives promptly 
arranged 

Situation Wanted 
PACKAGING EXECUTIVE — Liberal Arts 
graduate. Major, Sciences and Humanities 
Nine years selling paper board, plastic film 
and laminates. Wants challenging position 
heading sales department metropolitan New 
York area. Salary, $9,000 plus. Reply Box 
849, Modern Packaging 

Miscellaneous 
NEW IDEAS IN FOLDING BOX CON- 
STRUCTIONS—Our staff of folding box de- 
signers works as annex of your sample room 
Cartons of our design have a record of suc- 

cessful accomplishments and staggering 

sales. We can be retained by the year, by 
the month, or for a single job. Reply Box 
836, Modern Packaging 

DRUPA 1958—-International exhibition of 
printing, paper and board converting equip- 
ment, graphic arts supplies, paper products 
and auxiliary equipment. Technical business- 
man leaving on May 8th, will accept small 
commission, in return will supply complete 
data plus money saving costs and methods 
of all exhibits shown at Fair in Dusseldorf, 
Western Germany. Box 843, Modern Pack- 
aging 

Small 
Metro- 

CLOSURE WORK WANTED- 
PACKAGING SALESMEN—Uniquely Profit- 
able straight commission openings in many 
local areas to handle our new, fully-tested 
line of transparent poly cello and poly plastic 
pressure-sensitive tapes. Our basic aim is 

direct sales to industrial users. Write General 

(compression) in 
seeking business from 

semi-captive plant. Low 
salesman, best of produc- 

Write Box 844, Mod- 

closure factory 
politan N.Y.C 
firms desiring 
overhead, no 

tion “know how.” 
ern Packaging 

Service for employ- 

seeking personnel and individuals 
seeking new positions. Inquiries invited 
Reply to Graphic Arts Employment Serv- 
ice, Est. 1952, Helen M. Winters, Man- 

dential Nationwide 
ers 

ager; Dept. PAC-4, 307 East 4th Street, 
Cincinnati 2, Ohio. Phone CHerry 1-2202 

EXPANDING MODEL MAKING department 
of folding box manufacturer with national 
plant and sales representation. Requires good 
creative model maker with administrative 
skill as well as the ability to design and pro- 
duce samples. Salary commensurate with 
experience. Send resume data sheet with 

Box 846, Modern Packaging photo to 

Tape Corporation, St. Paul 1, Minnesota 

Closing date 
nch for fraction 

For purposes of establishing rate 

Address ail s 

Modern Packaging, 5 

communication 

Modern Packaging reserves the 

$20.00 

ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS PAYABLE 

10th of preceding month, e.g., May 10th for June issue 
Each 3 

figure approximately 50 

to Classified Advertising C 
75 Madison Avenue, N. Y. 2 

ght to 

IN ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION 

boxed) 
rds per 

nches or fraction 

rtment 

ept, reject or 

higher 
aralite 

Sometimes use of a 
more expensive adhesive can help 
you to more profits by 
reducing production costs. 

Findley high speed resin 
adhesives for packaging and paper 
converting give greater mileage. 

Handle many stocks without 
changeover. Eliminate rejects and 

reworking. Permit top machine 
speeds. Save you money! 

For proof let our 

specialists fill you in on 
the details and samples; 
show you how to... 

put more PROFIT IN your 
production with 

and 

INDUSTRIAL 

ADHESIVES 

wt to ty 

“, e 
. 

‘ 
Dept. MP-45, Milwaukee 45, Wisconsin 

POTDEVIN 
LARGE FLAT 
AND SQUARE 
BAG MACHINE 

® Write for 

POTDEVIN MACHINE CO. 
244 North Street 

General Information 
@ Ideal for heavyweight 
papers and deep tuck bags. 
@® Makes a wide range of 
shipping container bags, con- 
tainer liners, laundry bags, 
waxed garbage bags, etc. 
@® Can be equipped with 
pneumatic feed rollers, mill 
roll lifter. 
@ Farval lubrication and 

seam paste extruder. 
@ Range—6%” x 15” up to 
23” x 37%”. 
@ Direct-connection for flex- 
ographic web press. 

les and < plete details. 

Teterboro, NM. J. 
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ee 

fill all types of 

SEMI-LIQUIDS 

and 

SEMI-SOLIDS 

FILLING MACHINES 
and get many outstanding benefits 
You can fill foods, dairy products, cosmetics, drugs, lubricants and 

chemicals with GEYER filling machines and get these outstanding 

benefits: greater accuracy of fill, faster changeover from one size 

container to another, the handling of any type container, ease of 

cleaning and long, trouble-free life. Leaders in many different indus- 

tries using GEYER equipment get these benefits every day. 

To make sure your containers are free from foreign matter when filled, use 

the GEYER ROLL-OVER CLEANER. It removes glass pieces, dust and dirt from con- 

tainers by inverting them 180 degrees and cleaning by cir blast. This roll-over 

method is safety insurance for any packer because it assures positive cleaning. 

Speeds are from 40 to 200 containers per minute. 

GEYER equipment is available in any size to meet your need. Write or 
call for details. 

THE FILLER MACHINE CO. 
the original builder of Philadelphia piston fillers 

10 PENN AVE., ROCKLEDGE, PHILA. 11, PA. 
Pligrim 5-0170 

Cul Labor Ooele! 
BEAD TWO EDGES AT ONCE 

Don't buy or sell boxes, cartons or any 

shipping containers unless they are tested 

for strength by a TMI package tester 

This will avoid any loss of your 

time or money and will assure you that vour 

product arrives in perfect candition 
with tHe TABER DUAL BEADER sie me 

IMI, well-known for testing instruments, carries a 

Simultaneously beads both edges of plastic sheet, complete line of testers such as: Compression 

roll, die cut blanks and strips, .005” to .020” thick- 

ness, 2” to 20” wide. Nine different beads and 
: ‘ instruments are reasonably priced, highly accurate 

Specials! High speed production! Each head > 
: 2 easy to operate and cost little to maintain 

can be used independently as a single edge oa , Ronti 
technical spectfications are 

header if dgsived: Write today for our PACKAGE TESTING Catalog 

Write for Illustrated Literature Ades 
i can be made to “take it 

* 

TABER INSTRUMENT CORPORATION : ] 

113 Goundry St. Section 12 el TESTING MACHINES INC. 
NORTH TONAWANDA, NEW YORK 

Producers of Sheet Plastic Folders, Creasers, Cylinder Makers 72 Jericho Turnpike, Mineola, | A 7. N. 7. 
ond Beaders, Blister Folders and Thermatic Drowpresses. ; : : ; 

Manufacturers and Distributors fer over 30 years. 

Vibration, Revolving Drum, Conbur, Puncture, Drop 

and all otHer.testers for component parts. Thes¢ 

and find out how your package 



Tite l-> 4 to Advertisers 

Distribution of this issue: 25,000 

Allied Chemical & Dye Corpora- 
tion, General Chemical Division 

Aluminum Company of America, 
Alcoa Wrap Division 

American Can Company 

Bradley Container Corp. A 
Subsidiary 

American Flange & Manufacturing 
Co., Ine. 

American Pan Division of the 
American Tool Works Company, 
The 

American Viscose Corporation, 
Film Division 

Arabol Mfg. Co., The 

Arkell and Smiths 

Armour and Company, 
Division 

Armstrong Cork Co., Glass and 
Closure Division 

Adhesive Label Corp. 

Adhesive 

Avery 

Bartelt Engineering Co. 

Battle Creek Packaging Machines. 
Inc. 

Bensing Bros. and Deeney, A Sub- 
sidiary of Sun Chemical Corpo- 
ration 

Bradley Container Corp., A Sub- 
sidiary of American Can 
Company 

British Cellophane Limited 

Burt, F. N., Company, Inc. 

Camco Sales, Tite-Cap Machine 
Div., Subsidiary of Canning 
Machinery Co. 

Cameo Die and Label Company 

Carey Press Corp. 

Celanese Corporation of America, 
Plastics Division 

21 Cellu-Craft Products Corporation 

83 Central Fibre Products Company 

64,65 Clark, J. L.. Manufacturing Co. 

208,210 Classified 

66 Cleveland Container Company, 
The 

Clopay Corporation, Plastic Film 
Division 

169 

79 Color Reproductions, Inc. 

185 Colton, Arthur, Company 

91 Conapac Corporation, Roto Bag- 
Holweg Division 

199 Consolidated Lithographing Corp. 

Back Cover Continental Can Company 
Hazel-Atlas Glass Division 

187 Cornell Paperboard Products Co. 

98 Crompton & Knowles Packaging 
Corporation, Russell Division 

85 Crossett Paper Mills, A Division 
of the Crossett Company 

Crown Cork & Seal Company, 
Inc., Can Division 

Crown Zellerbach Corporation 

Gaylord Container Corporation 
Division 

Gummed Tape Division 
Pely Paper Division 

Tetra-Pak Division 

Western-Waxide Division 

Dale, John Limited 

Diamond Gardner Corporation, 
the Gardner Division 

Dobeckmun Company, The, A 
Division of the Dow Chemical 
Company 

Dow Chemical Company, The 

du Pont de Nemours, E. L, & Co. 
(Ine.) 

Film Dept., Cellophane 
Polychemicals Dept., Zytel 

Dusenbery, John, Co., Inc. 

Eastman Chemical Products, Inc., 
Subsidiary of Eastman Kodak Co. 

Plastics Division 

Chemical Division 

Eriez Mfg. Co. 

Ever Ready Label Corporation 

Fibreboard Paper Products Corp. 

Filler Machine Co. The 

Findley’s 

51,52 

211 

168, 192, 

210,214 
Food Machinery and Chemical 
Corporation, 

216 Canning Machinery Division 

53. «Stokes & Smith Co. 

68 Simplex Packaging Machinery 

202 Foote & van Wie Co. 

57 Foxon Company, The 

Gaylord 
Division of Crown Zellerbach 
Corporation 

General Chemical Division, Allied 
Chemical & Dye Corporation 

General Printing Ink Company, 
Division of San Chemical Corp. 

Gibbs Automatic Moulding 
Corporation 

Gilman Paper Company 

Gisholt Machine Company 
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., The 
Chemical Division 
Packaging Films Dept. 

Growers Container Corporation 

195 Hamersley Mfg. Co., The 

Back Cover Hazel-Atlas Glass, Division of 
Continental Can Co. 

178 Heinrich, H. H., Company 

Container Corporation, 

Hinde & Dauch, Division of West 
Virginia Pulp and Paper Co. 

Huntingdon Industries, Inc. 

171 

178 

Industrial Marking Equipment 
Company, Inc. 

Injection Molders Supply 
Company 

12 Inland Container Corp. 

167,209 Interchemical Corporation, Print- 
ing Ink Division 

Island Equipment Corp. 

204 

196 

168 

Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical 
Sales, Inc., Industrial Foil 

46 Kidder Press Co., Inc. 

75 Knox Glass Inc. 

62 Koppers Company, Inc., Plastics 
Division 

60, 61 

La Cellophane S.A 

Lassiter Corporation 

B8A 

16,17 

181 Markem Machine Co. 

178 Marsh Stencil Machine Co. 

213 Mercury Engineering Corporation 

207 y ~oed Heat Sealing Equipment 
‘o. 

28 Metal Closures Ltd. 
72.73 Miller, Walter P., Co., Inc. 

175 Milprint Ine. 
205 Mobay Chemical Company 

163 Mono-Sol Corp. 

38 Moore & Munger 

92 Mosstype 

100 Nashua Corporation 
9 National Can Corporation 

183,184 National Distillers and Chemical 
Corp., U.S. Industrial Chemicals 
Co. Division 

Inside Front Cover National Starch Prod- 
ucts Inc. 

202 Niemand Industries, Inc. 

Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp. 

Film Division 

Forest Products Division 

Oneida Paper Products, Inc. 

Owens-Illinois 

157 

177 

159 

138, 139 

191 Package Machinery Company 
188 Paterson Parchment Paper 

Company 
174 Peter Partition Corp. 
45 Pneumatic Scale Corp., Ltd. 

(Continued on page 211) 
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MERCURY MACHINES —PACE SETTERS FOR THE FOLDING CARTON INDUSTRY 
SINCE 1933 

A Symbol of fine 

CRAFTSMANSHIP 

TABLE. 
UN eABIN AT jon 

Ae) 

~ 

MARK W-7 

AUTOMATIC 

CONTINUOUS 
REWINDER 

ce Pie _ ~<a ( 

a - 

Vlas MARK-K 

Web- Fed CUTTER GREASER with AUTOMATIC STRIPPING 
You can approximately double the operating speeds with these two production giants. May our sales. 

and efficiency of your present rotogravure printer engineer visit with you to discuss the possibilities? ' 

ENGINEERING CORPORATION 

Profit Producing Machinery 
for Paper Converters 

2100 N. Farwell Avenue * Milwaukee 2, Wis., U.S.A. 



(Continued from page 212) 214 

174 

198 

210 

179 

12,13 

90 

164, 165 

1, 165 

180 

, 147 

26 

Standard Instrument Corp. 
Inside Back Cover Standard Packaging 

Corporation 

Stanford Engineering Co. 

A. M, Co. 

Porter & Dugas, Ince. 203 

Post Machinery Co. 43 

Potdevin Machine Co. 53 

Steigerwald, 

Stokes 

sidiary of Food Machinery and 
Chemical Corp. 

Sun Chemical Corp. 
Bensing Bros, and 

Subsidiary 

» eg 
Redington, F. B., Co. — 

Resina Automatic Machinery Co.., 
Ine. e ( 

Syntron mpany 
Reynolds Metals Company F ” — 

Plastics Division 

Rhinelander Paper Company, Sub- 

sidiary of St. Regis Paper Co. Taber Instrument Corporation 

Richardson Taylor-Globe Testing Machines Ine. 

Riegel Tri-State Plastic Molding Co. 

Roto Bag-Holweg Division of Tri-Sure Products Ltd. 

Conapac Corporation 

Rowell, E. N., Co.. Ine. 

Paper Corporation 

54,55 Union Bag-Camp Paper 
Corporation 

174A-D Union Carbide International 
Company 

St. Regis Paper Company, Rhine- 
lander Paper Co., Subsidiary 

Seal Spout Corp. 

Sheffield Tube Corporation, The 

& Smith Company, Sub- 

General Printing Ink Co. Div. 

S. Industrial Chemicals Co., 

Division of National Distillers 

and Chemical Corp. 

United States Rubber Company, 
Mechanical Goods Division 

Venesta Lid. 

Vertrod Corp. 

Vitra-Tone Engraving Corp. 

Wagner Iron Works 

Warren, S. D. 

West Engineering Company, Inc. 

West Virginia Pulp and Paper Co. 
Bleached Board Division Sales 

Hinde & Dauch Division 

Kraft Paper Sales 

Western-Waxide Division of 
Crown Zellerbach Corporation 

Wirz, A, H., Ine. 

Wright Machinery Company, Divi- 
sion of Sperry Rand Corporatien 

Company 

Shipton, E.. & Co. Ltd., Overseas 
Plastics Division 

Simplex Packaging Machinery, 
Division of Food Machinery 

& Chemical Corp. A aresxin | ) 

fublication 
Sinclair and Valentine Co. 

Spencer Chemical Co. 

Standard Collapsible Tube Co. Published by Modern Packaging Corp., 575 Madison Avenue, 
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looking for... 

more speed 
Moore speed, more production more 

profits. Simole! High speed resin adhesives 

Permit production at top machine speeds. 

What # your gluing operation? 

and sealing, 

tear tape, tube winding, folding box, bag 

Package making 

case sealing, glued lap, 

making ? 

Prove to yourself how these high speed 

Findley resin adhesives can give you 

more speed and cut your production costs. 
Let us show you how to... 

put SPEED in your production with 

INDUSTRIAL 

ADHESIVES 

Dept. MP-45 Milwaukee 45, Wisconsin 

: sorts, inspects 
for only $65! 
Control your production the modern way — 

photo-electrically. Use Robot-Eye to cut 

waste, insure accuracy in plant operation. 

Accurate — follows most rapid operations. 

Trouble-Free — Proven for years in industry. 

Easily-Installed — with universal mount. 

Miniaturized — for use in smallest space. 

To learn how Robot-Eye can help cut your 

production costs, write for Brochure GP-4 
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TETRA PAK AND THE ARMED SERVICES 

SOLDIERS DRINK THEIR MILK FROM TETRA PAK, THE NEW CONTAINER SEEN ON A GROWING NUMBER OF MILITARY BASES. 

TETRA PAK JOINS THE ARMY 
Turner Dairies Lands Military Business with New Container 

A new half-pint container called Tetra Pak is helping Turner Dairies of 
Anniston, Alabama, land military contracts in their competitors’ backyards. 
W. A. Josephson, General Superintendent, discovered that Tetra Pak’s 
impressive production economies enabled them to compete favorably even 
when delivering milk hundreds of miles away. 

Military personnel of all ranks like Tetra Pak, too. The procurement 
officers are pleased with the price, the mess sergeants find the cases easy 
to handle, stack and store. (Also, the empty packages crush flat, simplifying 
disposal.) And the G.I.’s accept the new container readily—first joking 
about its unique shape, then finding it simple to open and drink from. 

Let a specialist from Crown Zellerbach (manufacturer of Tetra Pak paper) 
show you the way to new production economies and new markets. Write 
Department TK-3 at below address for complete details. 

whey CROWN ZELLERBACH CORPORATION 
CS 343 SANSOME STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 

TRANSPORTATION no problem for AUTOMATIC operation forms, fills W. A. JOSEPHSON explains how 
and packs 75 units per minute. Tetra Pak helped land military con- easy loading, palletized cases. 

tracts far beyond regular trading area, 



eeeee FAT or TALL... 

Ua AWA 
PACKAGE CASER’™ 

CUTS CARTONING COSTS 

The “Sure-Way” is the most versatile and economical 

automatic package caser on the market today. In some 

installations it has realized savings of up to 70 and 80% f 

in man-hours alone! ; , ~~ SMNNON-SHOCK 

A CASER MANY IMPORTANT ADVANTAGES: Even with its high 
FOR CANS capacity (up to 500 packages per minute depending on 

package size, type of loading case and casing pattern 
employed) the “Sure-Way” is near-human in gentle- 

ness to packages, over-wraps and labels. 
Compact and flexible, FMC Can Casers are ruggedly It’s compact, too— space requirements are cut as 

much as 90% Other rhe mont chee built for long life, handle specific can sizes and certain 
’ i ee combinations from 202x308 packed 6x8, to 603x700 

Complete safety through automatic controls * Broad flexibility ked 2x3. Handi , ight iti No d 
of loading patterns * Handles variety of case and package sizes — 7 7 EO, GEES CNS 5) CE Polen. Ss Ca 
Loads top, end or side opening cases * Low power requirements aging impact to cans, labels or product. Can to can con- 
Moderate capital investment * Extremely low maintenance costs tact is limited to beads. Speeds up to 1200 cases per 

Typical products handled include cereals, detergents, hour, limited only by the speed of the operator. 
bar soap, sugar, cake mixes, oleomargarine, cigar boxes, 

frozen foods, feed and seed, and pharmaceuticals. 

*Exclusive Distributors: Food Machinery and Chemical Corporation Putting Ideas to Work 

} FOOD MACHINERY AND CHEMICAL 
CORPORATION 

Canning Machinery Division 
General Sales Offices: 

WESTERN: SAN JOSE, CALIF. + EASTERN: HOOPESTON, ILL. 
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Orientation, says Mr. Chandler, is a *5 word that’s worth it 

Watching a home economist demonstrate good 

kitchen management can teach you a lot about 

what makes a package successful, says R. Carl 

Chandler, Board Chairman, Standard Packaging 

Corporation. There’s nothing like finding out what 

your customer wants of a container—and then 

meeting her preferences as closely as you can. 

BRADLEY & GILBERT DIVISION, LOUISVILLE, KY 

* GEBHART FOLDING BOX DIVISION. DAYTON, OHIO 

ALLEGHENY LABEL DIVISION, CHESWICK, PA 

FLEXIBLE PACKAGING DIVISION, CLIFTON, N. J 

For Standard, customer orientation means an 

understanding of your needs as a packer and your 

customer’s as an end-user. 

When you choose your packaging supplier, perhaps 

one of your own measures might logically be 

“point of view”’—his understanding of your mar- 

ket as well as of your product. 

STANDARD PACKAGING CORPORATION 

551 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. 

CONVENIENCE PACKAGING: FILM -:FOIL -PAPER 

FULLER LABEL & BOX DIVISION, PITTSBURGH, PA 

MODERN PACKAGES DIVISION, LOS ANGELES, CALIF 



(7.\\ ” g lamout iw glass / 

Out-of-this-world beauty for Mr. and Milady 
In gleaming, snowy opal, or crystal flint, H-A Private Mold Containers are imagination in glass—ana 

practical, too. At domestic prices, they add the glamorous prestige of more expensive imports to 

your men’s and women’s products. And permanent “’Deco-fired” labels can be economically applied 

at the time of manufacture. Give your products a very special appeal — call or write H-A, right now. 

HAZEL-ATLAS GLASS iivision of continentat © can comPANy 
WHEELING, WEST VIRGINIA 


